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As the recipients of this volume and the March 24th version of 
this same publication are aware, the United States Supreme Court 
did uphold the appeal of the Minnesota Senate and remanded the 
January 25th reapportionment plan to the Federal Court Panel for 
a new reapportionment at 67.senate districts and 134 house districts. 
The Minnesota Analysis and Planning System has republished these 
profiles in accordance with the commitment it made on March 24th. 
Holders of record of the March edition have been sent replacement 
copies at no charge • 
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ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101 
This publication has been specially written, computer-
programmed, and printed in response to the numerous requests 
that the Minnesota Analysis and Planning System (MAPS) has 
received for descriptive data about the legislative districts 
created by the Federal Court Order of January 25, 1972. The 
following letter from Secretary of State Arlen Erdahl illus-
trates the perceived needs for a publication of this type. 
At the time that this publication goes to press, it is not 
fully certain that the 35 senate and 105 house districts 
created by the court order will be used for the 1972 Minnesota 
elections. Either a U.S. Supreme Court appeal or State Leg-
islative action may result in a different reapportionment 
of legislative representation. If such a change occurs, MAPS 
will prepare, as quickly as possible, a new publication re-
flecting any changes that may be made. 
~~:.~Director 
Systems Development 
VNIVIIRIITY OP MINNIIIOTA, V, 1. DIIPARTMENT OP ACRICVLTVRI!i AND COUNTY EJI:TI!INIION IIIRVICI!il COOPERATING 
ARLEN I. ERDAHL 
Sf~cr~tnry nf State 
GLEN J SKOVHOL T 
Ass1stanr Secretarv of State 
~tntr uf iliuur.autn 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
~t. Jnul ss1o1 
February 9, 1972 
Prof. John Hoyt, Jr. 
Minnesota Analysis and Planning System 
Agriculture Extension Service 
University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Mn. 55108 
Dear John: 
180 STATE OFFICE BUILDING 
Phone. 612!221·2803 
I have been informed by my staff that there is a possibility 
th~t the University of Minnesota•s MAPS operation is consid-
ering preparing a 1970 Census analysis of the newly created 
legislative districts. 
If a firm decision has not yet been made to proceed with this 
analysis, may I urge you to do so. There is a real public 
need, I believe, to have census data by legislative district. 
As you can appreciate, many of these districts are composed 
of unfamiliar areas, at least to a great many of the residents 
of those districts, as well as others. Census data by legis-
lative district could greatly aid the public in a better under-
standing of their new districts. Nearly every day people are 
in our office requesting information on the new districts. 
There is also a need, I feel, to make this data available so 
that candidates for the legislature - and subsequently -
newly-elected legislators can react to public issues with a 
more-informed understanding of their constituency. Perhaps 
the only thing that is more important than a well-informed 
electorate is well-informed candidates and public officials. 
Sincerely, 
ARLEN I. ERDAHL 
Secretary of State 
--MI~~ESOT6 ANALYSTS ANn PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A~D t-OIJSI~r. PROFILE OF 
SENATE DI~TRTCT 01 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRJL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 564~5 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 01 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 20172 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.8 PFRSO~S PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56190 WERE WHITE ! 99,53 PERCENT>• ?7 WERE NEGRO ( ,OS PERCENT)t 188 WERE INDIAN 
I .13 PERCENT), AND SO WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( ,09 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALI.FD 98.1R PER-
rENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0,28 PERCENT OT~FR RACES .IN TERMS OF RACIAl. CHARACTERISTICS, 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (6S REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 68670500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 4963 PER PESTDENCf, NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIFOt SINGLE FAMILY 
qESIDENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING U~JTS WAS 341A UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTt-LY RENT WAS $ 42. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL Of 191 RESTOECFS WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 2220, THERE WERF ALSO 268 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 2S PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THF CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 01 AND THE STHE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR Of PERSONS ... PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PfRSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMO.LE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3764 65 -OVER 3927 6,7 65 -OVER 7,0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4,7 
2910 55 
-
64 324A 5.2 55 - 64 S,A 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
5838 35 
-
54 6078 10.3 35 - 54 10,A 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2670 25 
-
34 2695 4,7 25 - 34 4,8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6,0 
2201 18 
-
24 2260 3,9 18 - 24 4.0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6,1 18 - 24 5.3 
121':>6 16 
-
17 1391 2.2 16 - 17 2,5 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
37M, 10 
-
15 3930 6,7 10 
-
15 7,0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6,6 
2401 06 
-
09 2497 4,3 06 - 09 4,4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2769 00 
-
05 2844 4,9 00 - 05 s.o 198603 00 - 05 201750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-IriHITF: RACES ARE l ESS DETAILF.I'l BU1' ARE TABULATED RELOW, 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRICT 01 Af-<fJ THE STATI: OF MINNESOTA 
N1.1MI1F.R Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS t-JUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALF" FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVF.R 2 1.5 65 -OVER .A 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2,A 65 -OllER 2.6 
5 55 
-
64 5 1,9 ss - 64 1.9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
? 45 
-
54 6 .a 45 - 54 2.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3,9 
7 15 
- 44 7 2.6 35 - 44 2.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
12 25 
-
34 s 4,5 25 - 34 1.9 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
5 15 
-
24 33 1.9 15 - 24 12.5 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
"31\ OS 
-
14 32 11.3 OS - 14 12.1 8569 OS - 14 A773 12,4 OS - 14 12.7 
5 00 
-
04 9 1,9 00 - 04 3.4 4194 00 - 04 4511 6,4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<! 1'HF 8UPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTTON<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FJ(;URES; T!-IFRFFORF THF c;uM OF POPULATIOI\J 
PY ~G> GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVtATF FRnM THE T0TAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
"-OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALF SUM Tn 100 PERCE"r-.T. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THERF. WERF 20952 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDTNG IN SENATE DISTRICT 01 
OF T~F.SF.t 60.1 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.6 PF.RCENT WERE WTOOWEDo 1.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEOt ,3 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO 34.5 PERCENT HAO NF.VFR ~ARRIED. OF THE 19929 WOMEN 14 YEARS Otn AND OVER • 63,5 PERCENT WERE ~ARRTEDo 13.4 PERCENT 
~IOOWfDt 1.2 PERCENT DTVORCEDo ,5 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 21.4 PERCF~T HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13856 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESEo 12271 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WtFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO; 756 WERF. HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 829 WERE ~OUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 844 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 119 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1A AND 130 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 766 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE IlNDER 18 l AND 78.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 12o9 PERCENT 
OF THE 13856 FAMtLIESI 5498 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 180 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7613 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16659 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF.-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1814 HOUStNG UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 994 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1370 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 5858 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 8628 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 3611 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THF.IR WERE 98511 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT, THtS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17254 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89,7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7.8 PERCENT HAD lo01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2,5 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 1622 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 980 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 243 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 399 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 19467 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 01 
13051 HAD BASEMENTS' 15636 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN F~CILITIESI 15211 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 14404 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN TME FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 01 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1283 21.03 26120 4.24 
!i 5000 TO s 9999 2000 32.78 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 1309 21.45 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 803 13.16 143052 23.18 
!20000 TO $24999 404 6.62 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 223 3,65 91114 14.76 
535000 TO S49999 61 1.00 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 19 .31 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFCD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 01 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PE~CENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 545 25.10 19297 6,76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 488 22,48 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 584 26,90 45835 16.05 
$ RO - $ 99 234 10,7R 41601 14.57 
$100 
- Ul9 1'56 7.19 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 1?3 5,67 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 40 1.84 44759 15.68 
!200 - $299 1 .05 11800 4,13 
'!;300 OR "40Rf 0 o.oo 1691 0,'59 
_-: ..... -
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28141 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10614 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 2.7 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2~98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27975 WERE WHITE ( 99.41 PERCENT;, ?5 WERE NEGRO C .09 PERCENTlt 125 WERE INDIAN 
( .44 PERCENT), AND 16 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .06 PERCENT>• MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 28840750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 4050 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 0 OR S 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1492 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 33. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 118 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 2106. THERE WERE ALSO 131 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 23 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1750 65 -OVER 2015 6.2 65 -OVER 7.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1511 55 - 64 1777 5.4 55 - 64 6.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2961 35 - 54 3088 10.5 35 - 54 11.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1278 25 - 34 1344 4.5 25 - 34 4.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
917 18 24 1033 3.3 18 - 24 3.7 232685 18 24 200697 6.1 18 24 5.3 
649 16 - 17 717 2.3 16 - 17 2.5 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1922 10 - 15 2022 6.8 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10- 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1178 06 - 09 1239 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1331 00 - 05 1409 4.7 00 - OS 5.0 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE FEMA~~ MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 2 2.4 65 -OVER 1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
3 55 - 64 4 1.8 55 - 64 2.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
2 45 - 54 1 1.2 45 - 54 .6 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
3 35 44 6 1.8 35 - 44 3.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 44 5.0 
6 25 - 34 5 3.6 25 - 34 3.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34. 7.0 
2 15 - 24 26 1.2 15 - 24 15.7 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
17 OS - 14 18 10.2 05 - 14 10.8 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
3 00 - 04 5 1.8 00 - 04 3.0- 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• THE BU~EAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES' T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTF: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM To 100 PERCENT. 
.__..,..._,...._,· 
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IN APRILt 1970 THERE WERE 10679 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A . ,,,-
OF THESEt 59.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 3.7 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt 1.6 PERCENT WERE DI~ORCEDt .4 PERCENT WERE ·~EPARATEDt 
AND 34.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9748 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 65.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 12.9 PERCENT 
WIDOWEDt 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• e4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 20.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6982 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESft 6188 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 425 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 369 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 322 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lR AND 69 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
89 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 396 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 66.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 23.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6982 FAMILIESt 2765 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 95 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3828 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8995 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOHESt 554 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 532 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 781 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3159 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4435 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 1706 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 50003 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8613 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 88.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 8.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 478 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 314 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 53 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 111 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10081 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A 
6250 HAD BASEMENTSI 7619 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7471 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 6940 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES& 
HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT . NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN I 5000 722 25.68 26120 -4.24 
I 5000 TO I 9999 939 33.40 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 114999 572 20.35 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO Sl9999 332 11.81 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 155 5.51 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 134999 63 2.24 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 21 .75 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 7 .25 12487 2.02 
f"OR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 1-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN I 40 213 26.93 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 175 22.12 34877 12.21 
s 60 - I 79 230 29.08 45835 16.05 
I 80 
- I 99 81 10.24 41601 14.57 
5100 - $119 59 7.46 32427 11.36 
U20 - 1149 31 3.92 53243 18.65 
uso - 1199 2 .25 44759 15.68 
szoo - 1299 0 o.oo 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOT• ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND hOtJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF. DISTRICT 1-B 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28314 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9558 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 28215 WERE WHITE ( 99.65 PERCENT)t 2 WERE NEGRO ( ,01 PERCENT)t 63 WERE INDIAN 
( .22 PERCENT), AND 34 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .12 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPTEDt QESTDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 39829750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 5931 PER RESTDENCF. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of S -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1926 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 49. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 73 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOQ SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 2404, THERE WERE ALSO 137 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WtTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 27 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2014 65 -OVER 1912 7.1 65 -OVER 6.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1399 55 - 64 1471 4.9 55 - 64 5.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2877 35 - 54 2990 10.2 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1392 25 - 34 1351 4,9 25 - 34 4.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
12A4 18 - 24 1227 4.5 18 - 24 4.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
617 16 - 17 674 2.2 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1844 10 - 15 190A 6,5 10 - 15 6,7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1223 06 - 09 1258 4.3 06 - 09 4.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
143A 00 - OS 1435 s.1 00 - 05 5.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR ~EGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
~ON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2 55 
-
64 1 2.0 55 - 64 1.0 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 5 o.o 45 - 54 5.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 
-
44 1 4,0 35 - 44 1.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
6 25 
-
34 -o 6.1 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
3 15 - 24 7 3,0 15 - 24 7.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
13 OS - 14 14 13.1 OS - 14 14.1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
2 00 
-
04 4 2.0 00 - 04 4,0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------o THE BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATTON FIGURESf T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGE GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10273 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B 
OF THESE• 60.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3,5 PERCENT WERE WJOOWEOt 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 34.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 101Al WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 61.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l3o8 PERCENT 
wiOOWfD• 1.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT S~PARATED• AND 22.8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6874 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6083 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 331 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 460 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 522 ROOMERS• 80AROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 61 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
SO WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 370 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 91.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 2.2 PERCENT 
OF THE 6874 FAMILIES' 2733 HAD NO I~DIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65' AND 3785 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
85 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7664 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1260 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 462 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 589 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 2699 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4193 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1905 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
JN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48508 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8641 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PF.R ROOMt 7.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF.•WID£ PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• Se9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1144 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURESt 666 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 190 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 288 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9386 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-R 
6801 HAD BASEMENTSf 8017 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESf 77~0 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 7464 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUA OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGESl 
HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 561 17.05 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO I 9999 1061 32.24 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 737 22.39 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO 519999 471 14.31 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 124999 249 7.57 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 134999 160 4.86 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 40 1.22 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 12 .36 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 1-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 332 24.06 19297 6.76 
!i 40 - I 59 313 22.68 34877 12.21 
s 60 
- $ 79 354 25.65 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 153 11.09 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 97 7.03 32427 11.36 
U20 - 5149 92 6.67 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 38 2.1s 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 1 .07 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--~INNfSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-<0IJSJNC: PROFILE OF 
SENATE DI~TRtCT 02 
PAGF. l 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56167 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 02 
THEY PESIOED IN A TOTAL Of 20701 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.7 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
nf THE TOTAL POPULATION, 54771 WERE WHITE ( 97.51 PERCENTlt ?1 WFPE NEARO ( ,04 PFPCENTltl281 WERE I~DIAN 
( ?,2A PFPCENT), AND 94 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .17 PEPCENTJ. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A,18 PER-
rENT wHITEt 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, AN~ 0,28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILYt OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES !AS REPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 86097250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ ~343 PER RESTDENCFo NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
kESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 17500 OR $ ~917 PEQ RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSJNG UNITS WAS 3790 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 46, NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 3 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVE~AGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 177 RESJOECES WERE VACANT ANO fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAC:E VALUE WAS $ 1520. THERE WERE ALSO 323 
VACANT AND fOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE 0~ $ 3S PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINE~ IN THE ChARTS BELOw ANO CA~ BE COMPARED \tilTH THE «;TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 02 AND THE STATE OF ~INNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~BER or PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
445? 65 -OVfP 4265 7,9 65 -OVER 7.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2951 55 
-
64 3138 5,3 55 - 64 5.6 17l<HO 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5857 35 - 54 59?6 10.4 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
25P6 25 
-
34 2454 4,6 25 - 34 4,4 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
214? 18 
-
24 2244 3,8 18 - 24 4,0 2321,85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1197 16 - 17 1271 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
3699 10 - 15 3879 6,6 10 - 15 6,9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
231"i 06 - 09 2434 4.1 06 - 09 4,3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2599 00 
-
05 275~ 4.6 00 - OS 4,9 l98ii03 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEG PO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILPJ AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRICT 02 AM) THE STATE OF ~I~NESOTA 
NIJMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~8EO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAt F MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
0:..1 65 -OVER 69 3.8 65 -OVER 4,9 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEP 2.6 
31 55 - 64 5~ 2.2 55 - 64 4.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4? 45 - 54 43 3,0 45 - 54 3.1 2ii03 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3,9 
so 35 - 44 S9 3,6 35 - 44 4,2 3465 35 - 44 3471 5,0 35 44 s.o 
"'' 
25 - 34 49 4.4 25 - 34 3.5 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 34 7.0 
1(.9 IS - 24 110 7.8 15 - 24 7.9 6910 15 - 24 6SOO 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?01 OS - 14 193 14.S OS - 14 13.1'1 8S69 OS - 14 R773 12.4 OS 14 12.7 
RS 00 - 04 70 6.1 00 - 04 s.o 4394 00 - 04 4511 6,4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
,_ THF 8UUE.AU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFD C04RECTtOIIJ<: ONLY FOR TOT.AI_ POP 11 LATTON FIGURES; T~ERFFORE THE «;UM OF POPULATION 
PY AG~ f;PI)UPSo ETC. MAY ADO T0 FIGUQFS ~~ICH ~EVTAT~ fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGUR~S BY MINOR PER~FNTAGES, 
t. OT~=": THE PERCENTAGF FtGLRES FOR MALE PLUS FF~ALF 511"4 TO 100 PEQCEI'.T. 
... .c"\ --
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JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10273 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B 
oF THESEt 60.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 3.5 PFRCENT WERE WJDOWEDt 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 34.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 101A1 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER ' 61.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.8 PERCENT 
wiOOWFDt 1.3 PERCENT DIVORCED, .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 22.8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6874 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6083 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDI 331 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 460 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 522 ROOMERSt BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 50 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA AND 61 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 370 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 91.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6874 FAMILIESI 2733 HAD NO I~DIVIOUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3785 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 2.2 PERCENT 
85 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7664 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1260 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 462 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 589 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2699 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4193 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1905 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48508 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1e7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8641 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 90.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 To le50 PERSONS PER ROOHt AND 2.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5e9t -NO 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1144 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 666 WERE 2•4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 190 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 288 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION• OF THE 9386 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B 
6801 HAD BASEMENTSI 8017 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7740 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7464 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES& 
HOUSE DISTRICT 1-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN I 5000 561 n.o5 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO I 9999 1061 32.24 79217 12.83 
noooo TO Sl4999 737 22.39 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 119999 471 14.31 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 524999 249 7.57 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 160 4.86 91114 14.76 
135000 TO $49999 40 1.22 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 12 .36 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT l•B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 332 24.06 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- I 59 313 22.68 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 3'54 25.6<; 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- s 99 153 11.09 41601 14.57 $100 
- $119 97 7.03 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 92 6.67 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 38 2.7<; 44759 15.68 $200 - $299 1 .07 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALY~TS ANO PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-<0IJS!Nf- PROFILE OF 
SENATE DI~TRICT 02 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 56167 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 02 
THEY PESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 20701 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.7 PFRSO~S PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nf THE TOTAL POPULATION, 54771 WERE WHITE ( 97.51 PERCENT!• ?1 WERE NEGRO ( ,04 PFRCENTl•l28l WERE I~DIAN 
< 2,28 PFPCENT), AND 94 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( ,17 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
rENT ~HITEo 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, AN~ 0.28 PERCENT OTt-<ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS, 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (~S REPORTED BY THE OWNERS! ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 86097250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ ~343 PER RESTDENCF. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 17500 OR $ 2917 PE~ RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUST~IG UNITS WAS 3790 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTt-<LY RENT WAS $ 46. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVE~AGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0, 
A TOTAL OF 177 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 1520. THERE WERE ALSO 323 
\JACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 35 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINE~ IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANC CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 02 AND THE STATE OF "liNNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
445? 65 -OVER 4265 7,9 65 -OV'fR 7,6 230942 65 -0\/ER 177977 6.1 65 -0\/ER 4.7 
2951 55 
-
64 3138 5,3 55 - 64 5,6 17l«HO 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5857 35 - 54 59?6 10,4 35 - 54 10,6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10,5 35 
-
54 10.3 
25P6 25 
-
34 2454 4,6 25 - 34 4,4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6,1 25 
-
34 6,0 
214? 18 
-
24 2244 3.8 18 - 24 4,0 232A85 18 - 24 200697 6,1 18 - 24 5,3 
1197 16 - 17 1271 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
36CJ9 10 
-
15 3879 6,6 10 
-
15 6,9 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6,6 
231S 06 
-
09 2434 4.1 06 - 09 4,3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
25qq 00 
-
05 275~ 4,6 00 - OS 4.9 198F.03 00 - 05 207750 5,2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF!'J AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE IHSTRICT 02 A~IJ THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJM8ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU"l8EO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAI f MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE M.ALE 
t;l 6S -OVER 69 3,8 65 -OVER 4,9 }q}4 65 -n\IER 1783 2.8 65 -0\/ER 2.6 
31 55 
-
64 SA 2.2 55 - 64 4.2 1744 55 
-
64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4? 45 
-
54 43 3,0 45 - 54 3.1 2F.03 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3.9 
so 35 
-
44 <;9 3,6 35 - 44 4,2 3465 35 - 44 3471 5,0 35 - 44 5,0 
I'] 2S 
-
34 49 4,4 25 - 34 3,5 4941 25 - 34 4859 7,2 2S - 34 7.0 
1C9 15 
-
24 110 7.8 15 - 24 7,9 6910 15 - 24 6SOO 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?01 05 
-
14 193 14.5 05 - 14 l3,A 8<;69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
R5 00 
-
04 70 6,1 00 
-
04 s.o 4394 00 
-
04 4511 6,4 00 
-
04 6,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
THF BUWftiU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRECT TO~<: O~LY FOR TOTAl_ POP 11 LATTON FIGURES; Tt-<EREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
PY tlGF GPOUPS. ETC. MAY ADO Tf'J FIGUoFS .Vf"ICH ~EVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPIJltlTION FIGURES 8Y MINOR PERCENTAGES, 
,, OTf: THE PERCENTAGF FIGuRES FOR MALE PLUS Ffh.1ALF Sll"l To 100 PEoCF.:fi;T. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WFRE 20647 MALES 14 YFARS OLD ANn OVER RfcJDJ~r, IN SENATE nJSTRif.T 02 
r.F ThFSE• 61.1 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3.8 PERCENT WERE WTDOWEDt 1.5 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERf.FNT WERE SEPARATED, 
~NO 31.1 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. OF THE 204~1 ~OMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 62.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.0 PERCENT 
wiDOWFD• 1.6 PERCENT DIVORCED, .5 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANO 21.7 PERCE~IT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THFPE WERE 13R44 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 1229S WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLn: 607 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 942 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEr-tALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 662 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 119 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA ANn 132 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 953 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE IINPER 18 I AND QO • 0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVIOR • 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI .3 PERCENT 
OF THE 13844 FAMILIESI 5750 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNnER 1~ OR 65 AND OVERJ 165 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 7371 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16468 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (~JNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 2166 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 621 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAJLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1247 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSt 5702 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8432 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3A74 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 98891 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WIT~ 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17363 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO. OF THESE 90,7 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM, 7.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.At 5.9, ANO 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
~F THF 1964 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 135A WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 226 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 380 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 19255 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 02 
14879 HAD BASEMENTs• 16124 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIES' 15146 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 15086 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 02 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT ~UMBER PERCENT 
LfSS THAN s 5000 1236 16.97 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 2429 33.36 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 1572 21.59 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO S19999 1074 14.75 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO S24999 617 8.47 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO S34999 271 3.72 91114 14.76 
'1i35000 TO S49999 71 .98 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 12 .16 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 02 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN s 40 533 20.91 19297 6.76 
i 40 
-
$ !:19 626 ?4.56 34817 12.21 
"' 
60 
-
'lj 79 642 25.1CI 45835 16.05 
'F BO 
-
$ 99 349 13.69 41601 14.57 
ilOO 
-
'iill9 ?22 a. 11 32427 11.36 
'f120 
-
$149 145 5.6CI 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 30 1.18 44759 15.68 
'1'200 
-
$299 1 .04 11800 4.13 
'1'300 OR t.10RE 1 .04 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEI~StJS OF POPULATION AND HOIISINC PROFILE OF 
H0USf DISTRICT 2-A 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28099 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A 
THEY ~ESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 94~0 HOUSING UNITS' AN A~ERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
A~E~AGE OF 2.98 PE~SONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
oF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27979 WERE WHITE ( 99.57 PERCENT>• J1 WERE NEGRO I .04 PERCENT)t 62 WERE I~DIAN 
I .22 PERCENT), AND 47 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .17 PERCENTJ. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.2a PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET ~ALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 59224250 ' AN A~ERAGE ~ALUF OF S 9508 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDEr~CES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS ?278 UNITS, THE A~ERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 58. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S -0. 
A TCT•L OF 77 RESIOECES WERE VACANT ANn FOR SaLE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 1870. THERE WERE ALSO 171 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE R~NTAL ~ALUE OF S 4? PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLJNEO IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2006 65 -OVER l5A8 7.1 65 -OVER 5,7 
1407 55- 64 1329 s.o 55- 64 4.7 
3047 35- 54 3001 10.8 35- 54 10.7 
136A 25 - 34 1275 4.9 25 - 34 4.5 
1332 18 - 24 1378 4.7 1a - 24 4.9 
633 16 - 17 672 2.3 16 - 17 2.4 
1900 10 - 15 2011 6.a 10 - 15 7.2 
1215 06 - 09 1206 4,3 06 ~ 09 4.3 
1318 00 - OS 1413 4.7 00 - 05 5.0 
NUM~ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
HALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-O~ER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LESS OETAtLEn BUT .ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 .a 65 -OVER ,8 
1 55 - 64 2 .8 55 - 64 1.7 
1 45 - 54 1 .a 45 - 54 .a 
A 35 - 44 8 6.7 35- 44 6.7 
4 25 - 34 5 3.3 25 - 34 4.2 
11 15 - 24 5 9.2 15 - 24 4.2 
q OS - 14 13 7.5 OS - 14 10.8 
1 oo - 04 6 5.a oo - 04 s.o 
NUM8FP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2()03 
3465 
4941 
6Ql0 
ac:;6Q 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fE!olALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.A 
5.0 
1.2 
10.0 
12.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
os - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------~--------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------~ THF AUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGU~ESt THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, fTC. ~.AY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ nEVTATF FRO~ T~E TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAr,ES. 
1\0TE: THf PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALE SUM TO 1011 PEPCENT. 
PAGE 2 
IN APRIL• 1970 THF.Qf WERE 9953 MALES 14 YEARS OL~ AND OVER RE~IOING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A 
Of THESE, 63.2 PERCFNT WERE MlRRIEO, J.O PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCF.NT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 3?,0 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10414 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 60,7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.2 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .s PERCENT SF.PARATED• ANO 2J,ij PERCf~IT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6~38 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESE• 6137 WERf fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 201 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 500 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 3?6 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING JN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 49 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
42 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 331 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS JN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALt 
WERE lJNOER 181 AND 92.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6838 fAMlLIESI 2682 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AN~ OVER 65J AND 3866 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGAOI ,3 PERCENT 
76 HAD fAMILY MEMBfRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE CO~MUNtTY HAD 7219 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1619 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 272 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORTLE HO~ES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 550 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2460 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4045 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, AND 2055 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48001 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVfRAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8507 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6,9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 To 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.5 PERCENT HAC 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1541 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1034 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 178 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 329 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION• OF THE 9110 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A 
7532 HAD BASEMENTSI 8488 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 7895 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8142 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
JN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 453 10,48 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1247 28,85 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 997 23,06 118416 19.19 
515000 TO S19999 811 18,76 143052 23,18 
120000 TO S24999 501! 11.75 113624 18.41 
125000 TO S34999 230 5.32 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 65 1,50 33193 5,37 
S50000 OR MORE 12 .28 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED IITTH THE STATE WAS I 
lo!ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 2-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 242 13.67 19297 6,76 
s 40 - s 59 398 22.49 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 468 26,44 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 306 17.29 41601 14.57 
5100 
- 5119 186 10.51 3Z427 11.36 
5120 - Sl49 140 7.91 53243 18.65 
$150 - Sl99 29 1.64 lt4759 15.68 
$200 - S299 -o o.oo 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE l .06 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATIOI-1 AND HOIJSIN{; PROF !LE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT 2-B 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 2~0~8 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 2-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 11221 HOUSING UNITS: AN AVERAGE Or 2.5 PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
0F THE TOTAL POPULATION, 26792 WERE ~HITE C 9S.45 PERCENTlt 10 WERE NEr,RO < .04 PERCENTltl219 WERE INDIAN 
( 4.34 PERCENT), AND 47 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .17 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 9A.l8 PER-
CENT ~HIT~, 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Or RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPifDt PESIDENCES CAS WPfii,cF: t'Y THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 26873000 ' AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF S 3659 PER RESIDE~ f_ ~ ·ROt OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 17500 OR $ 2917 P[R RESIDENCE. THE NUM:,[r Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1512 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 27. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -o. 
A TOTAL Of 100 RESIOECES WERE VACANT ANn FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS ! 1250. THERE ~ERE ALSO 152 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 27 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANn CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 2-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMRER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2446 65 -OVER 2677 8.7 65 -OVER 9.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1544 55 
-
64 1809 s.s 55 - 64 6.4 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2811) 35 
-
54 2925 10.0 35 - 54 10.4 400oS25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
121A 25 - 34 1179 4.3 25 - 34 4.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
810 18 
-
24 866 2.9 18 - 24 3.1 232f>85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
564 16 - 17 599 2.0 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1799 10 - 15 1868 6.4 10 - 15 6.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1100 06 
-
09 1228 3.9 06 - 09 4.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
12A1 00 
-
OS 1345 4.6 00 - OS 4.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-~HJTE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT ?-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8EP OF PERSONS PFRCENT OF PERSONS 
FFMALF MALl" FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE. fEMAlE MALE 
c;? 65 -OVER 6A 4.1 65 -OVER 5.3 1914 65 -OVEf i783 2.8 65 -OVFR 2.6 
30 55 - 64 51; 2.4 55 - 64 4.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
41 45 - 54 42 3.2 45 - 54 3.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
42 35 - 44 51 3.3 35 - 44 4.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
C::,7 25 - 34 44 4.5 25 - 34 3.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
9A 15 - 24 105 1.1 15 - 24 8.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
194 OS - 14 180 15.2 OS - 14 14.1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
78 00 - 04 64 6.1 00 - 04 s.o 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLA TJON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
R'f AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PEPCENTAGF FJr,URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM T0 lOll PEPCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10694 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2-B 
OF THESE• 59.2 PERCfNT WERE MARRIED, 4o5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 34.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9997 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 63.A PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 14.9 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 19.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7006 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6158 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 406 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD• AND 442 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 336 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 83 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
77 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 622 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 88.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7006 FAMILIESI 3068 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3505 HAD MEMBERS UNOER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
o.o PERCENT WERE NEGROJ .3 PERCENT 
89 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 9249 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 547 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 349 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 697 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3242 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4387 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1Al9 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 50890 ROOMS .IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE or 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Or 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8856 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7.4 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92e8t S.9t AND 1.3 PERCE~T• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 423 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 324 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 48 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 51 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10145 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2-8 
7347 HAD BASEMENTSJ 7636 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7251 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 6944 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
tN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE rOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 2-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 783 26.46 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1182 39.95 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 575 19.43 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO S19999 263 8.89 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 109 3.68 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 41 1.39 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 6 .20 33193 s.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 
-o o.oo 12487 2.02 
roR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
loiONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 2-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 291 37.36 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 228 29.27 34817 12.21 
s 60 - 5 79 174 22.34 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- $ 99 43 5.52 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 36 4.62 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 5 .64 53243 18.65 
uso- $199 1 .13 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 1 .13 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE -o o.oo 1691 o.59 
--MINNt:SOTA ANALYSIS AI~[) PLAI\NlliG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEt~SUS OF POPULATI0N A!\10 1-01 SH.Jf: PROFILE OF 
SE~ATE OT~lRJCT n3 
PAG~ 1 
65 OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56414 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 03 
THEY OESIOEO IN A TOTAL Of 22391 HOUSING UNTTSl AN AVERAGE OF ?.5 P~RSOI\S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STAlE 
&VE~Ar-E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL P'iPULATIOt,J, 53236 wERE WHITE ( 94.37 PERCENT> • 18 WFRE NEGRO ( .03 PFRCENTl •1102 WERE IIIID!AI\ 
( 5.50 PFPCENT), AI\~ 54 WERF MEMBERS OF OTHER kACES I .10 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ,~HITE• 0.91 PE~CENT NEGRO! 0.60 PERCENT INOTAN. ANn 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARK~T VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILY• OCCUPIED• PESIDENtES !~S REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
£CRFS OR LESS WAS i 100~64000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 7455 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OW~ER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESinENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR ' 0 PER RESIDE~CE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIFD• RENTED. RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSI~G UNITS WAS 3325 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WLS ' 47. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTEn 1 OF T~ESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGF MONTHLY CO~TRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 246 RESJDECFS WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 3567. THERE WERF ALSO 241 
'JACANT AND FOR RFNT UNTTS WITH At..J AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 4? PER "'ONTH. 
TI-<E AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THE CHARTS BELnw ANC CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURF OF SENATE DISTRICT 03 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
I\'IJ'~8FP OF PFRSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS N!JMREP Of PFRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2949 f>5 -OVER 3084 5.2 65 -OVER 5.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVf'"P 4.7 
2772 55 - 64 3002 4.9 55 - 64 5.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6414 35 - 54 6160 11.4 35 - 54 10.9 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2Rl1 25 - 34 2602 s.o 25 - 34 4.6 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2383 18 - 24 2267 4.2 18 - 24 4.0 232685 1~ - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1341', 16 - 17 1467 2.4 16 - 17 2.6 74~53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4100 10 - 15 4366 7.3 10 - 15 7.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2452 06 - 09 2564 4.3 06 - 09 4.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2760 00 - 05 2911 4.9 00 - 05 5.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETA!LFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 03 Afl<n THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
1-JIIMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS t-.JUMBFP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PfPSONS 
FEMALF MALF FEt~ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
sq 65 -OVEf. 59 1.9 65 -OVER 1.9 1Q14 65 -nVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
7S 55 - 64 75 2.4 55 - 64 2.4 1744 ss - 64 1842 ?.5 55 - 64 2.7 
lf·l 45 - 54 ~4 3.2 45 - 54 2.6 2t'>03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1?"' 35 - 44 144 4.0 15 - 44 4.5 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
]6P 25 - 34 129 5.3 25 - 34 4. 1 4941 25 - 34 '+859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
nc:, 15 - 24 25'1 8.7 15 - 24 B.o 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
479 OS - 14 569 ]5.1 OS - 14 17.9 RS69 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
247 00 
-
04 2IS 7.8 00 - 04 6.8 4<94 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
· .. · ff-'' HIJPfdU OF THE CP~StJS HAS ISSUFf) CO"<RECTTONC O"JLY FOR TOTAl PCP!!LATJON FIGURES; T~ERFFORE THE SU~ OF POPULATION 
~y A~~ GP(JUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FJGUPfS WHICH 0EVJAT~ FRnu THE TnTAL POPULATION F!G~RFS RY MINOR PER~FNTA~ES. 
:. OTF: THF Ff':PCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALf PLUS FF'~ALf SIJM Tn 1 On PERCFt-. T. 
PAGF 2 
TN AP~IL• 1970 THFRE WFRE 20102 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLD AND OVFR RESIDJNr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 03 
\1F THfSf, 63.7 PERCF.NT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WF.RE WJDOWEOt 2.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
6NO 10.4 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 20021 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 64.5 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• llo3 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 2.2 PERCENT DtVORCFDt .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.2 PERCF~IT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13A09 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 12455 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSfHOLO; 384 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD• ANO 970 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A F"EMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 657 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 218 WERE UNOER 
AGE 1~ AND 112 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 453 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE lJNOER HI$ AND IH. 2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 9.5 PERCENT 
Of THE 13809 FAMILIES; 5395 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 158 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
18 A~:n OVER 65J AND 7992 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 AUT NONE OVEq 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16823 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLF. fAMILYI HOMESt 1900 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, ANO 734 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 2089 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 6700 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8512 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2156 ~AO 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR wERE 90246 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVFRAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16~28 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 86.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 9.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 4.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGES WERF. 92.Bt 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RFSPECTIVELYo 
OF T~F 1705 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 940 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 334 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 431 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 19457 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 03 
11901 HAD BASEMENTSI 16074 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESJ 14634 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 14875 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR ~HOWF.R. 
JN TERMS OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 03 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 1334 15.58 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 2873 33.56 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2145 25.06 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1206 14.09 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 599 7.00 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 303 3.54 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 70 .82 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 30 .35 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 03 MINNESOTA 
NUMRER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 4'i0 18.85 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 650 27.23 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 687 28.7P, 45835 16.05 
'F 80 - $ 99 372 lS.SA 41601 14.57 
'HOO - $119 124 5.19 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 67 2.81 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 36 1.51 44759 15.68 
'F200 - $299 1 .04 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORt 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--M IN!'.IESOT A ANALYSTS l;r<D PLIINIJTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROflLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28035 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 3-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 11524 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 25025 WERE WHITE ( 89.26 PERCENTlt 14 WERE NEGRO ( .05 PERCENT)t2956 WERE INDIAN 
110.54 PERCENTit AND 36 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .13 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~'HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTI-'ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES <AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS ~AS $ 39856000 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 6223 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEOt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 1846 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 39. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 112 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 2375. THERE WERE ALSO 93 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 36 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CA~ BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1369 65 -OVER 1609 4.9 65 -OVER 5.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1323 55 64 1510 4.7 55 - 64 5.4 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3052 35 
-
54 29~4 10.9 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1418 25 
-
34 1320 5.1 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1152 18 
-
24 1147 4.1 18 - 24 4.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
665 16 - 17 719 2.4 16 - 17 2.6 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2035 10 
-
15 2179 7.3 10 - 15 7.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1262 06 
-
09 1332 4.5 06 - 09 4.8 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1424 00 - 05 1531 5.1 00 - OS 5.5 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBEP Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
57 65 -OVER 58 1.9 65 -OVER 1.9 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
6R 55 
-
64 69 2.3 55 - 64 2.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
99 45 
-
54 83 3.3 45 - 54 2.8 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
120 35 
-
44 143 4.0 35 - 44 4.8 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
162 25 
-
34 123 5.4 25 - 34 4.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
262 15 - 24 248 8.7 15 - 24 8.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
456 OS - 14 544 15.1 OS - 14 18.1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
236 00 
-
04 213 7.8 00 - 04 7.1 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESc THEREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF GROUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES W~IC~ OEVIATE FROM THE TOlAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
t,OTE: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10040 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A 
Of THESE• 61.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.3 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND 31.8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9642 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 64.7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 10.9 PERCENT 
WIOOWEDt 2.0 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 1.1 PERCENT SEPARATEDt AND 21.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6709 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6008 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOJ 213 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 488 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 372 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 141 WERE UNDER 
AGE lR AND 65 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 203 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
WERE UNDER 18J AND 69.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 21.2 PERCENT 
OF THE 6709 FAMILIESJ 2545 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 3950 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVfR 65. 
81 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD ~-670 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 939 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, ANG 363 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1531 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3545 HAD 3 OR 4 RQOMS, 3899 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 997 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 43837 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8251 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS ~ERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 84.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 9.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 6.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 833 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 399 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 166 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 268 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9972 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A 
4692 HAD BASEMENTSI 7422 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESl 6666 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 6671 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER~OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 716 19.68 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s·· 9999 1227 33.73 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 114999 866 23.80 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO 119999 467 12.84 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 231 6.35 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 104 2.86 91114 14.76 
135000 TO $49999 23 .63 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 4 .11 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 3-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 297 24.19 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- $ 59 391 31.84 34877 12.21 
s 60 
- s 79 353 28.75 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 120 9.77 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 40 3.26 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - S149 17 1.38 53243 18.65 
$150 - Sl99 10 .81 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 
-o o.oo 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
. ...: --. 
--~INNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PL4NNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~DUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 3-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28379 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 3-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10867 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.6 PFRSO~S PER UNITo THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 28211 WERE WHITE C 99.41 PERCENTit 4 WERE NEGRO ( ~01 PERCENT)t 146 WERE INDIAN 
( .51 PERCENT), AND 18 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .06 PERCENTle MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INOYANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• QESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 60808000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 8567 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
HESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RES!OENCE. THE NUMBER Or OCCUPIED, RENTED. RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSJNG UNITS WAS 1479 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 57. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL or 134 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 4563. THERE WERE ALSO 148 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 46 PER MONTHo 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 3-8 
NUMBER OF PERSONS § PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1580 65 -OVER 1475 5.6 65 -OVER 5.2 
1449 55 64 14q2 5.1 55 - 64 5.3 
3362 35 - 54 3176 11.8 35 - 54 11.2 
1393 25 - 34 1282 4.9 25 - 34 4.5 
1231 18 - 24 1120 4.3 18 - 24 3.9 
681 16 - 17 748 2.4 16 - 17 2.6 
2065 10 - 15 2187 7.3 10 - 15 7.7 
1190 06 - 09 1232 4.2 06 - 09 4.3 
1336 00- OS 1380 4.7 00- OS 4.9 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323' 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -oVER 
55 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
- 34 
24 
- 17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2 65 -OVER 1 1.2 65 -OVER .6 
7 55 - 64 6 4.2 55 - 64 3.6 
4 45 54 1 2.4 45 - 54 .6 
~ 35 44 1 4.8 35 - 44 .6 
6 25 34 6 3.6 25 - 34 3.6 
13 15- 24 7 7.7 15- 24 4.2 
23 OS- 14 25 13.7 OS- 14 14.9 
11 00 04 2 6.5 00 - 04 1.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6<HO 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GPOUPS 9 ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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1~ t~RIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10062 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3-B 
uF T~[Sf• 65.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.0 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
A~O ?Q.C PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10379 WOME~! 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 64.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt l1o6 PERCENT 
~IDOWED• 2.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 21.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER HARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7100 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6447 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 171 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 482 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 2~5 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LI~r~G IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 1~ AND 47 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
77 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 250 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
WERE UNDER 18' AND 91.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 7100 FAMILIESI 2850 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 4042 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI o.o PERCENT 
77 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8153 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 961 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 371 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED ~OSILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 558 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3155 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4613 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1159 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
tN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46409 ROOMS. IN ALL HOUSING UNI7~• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT.. THIS <;OMPARES WITH 
A SHTE-IIIIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. s;r: Cf THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNrTS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWfR) PERSONS PER ROOM, A.7 PERC£,,T HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.2 PE~CENT MAD 
lo51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WID~ PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• So9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 872 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 541 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 168 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 163 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 9485 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3-B 
7209 HAD BASEMENTSI 8652 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7968 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8204 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 3-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 618 12.56 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO I 9999 1646 33.44 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 1279 25.99 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 119999 739 15.01 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 368 7.48 113624 18.41 
125000 TO S34999 199 4.04 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 47 .95 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 26 .53 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 3-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN I 40 153 13.20 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- I 59 259 22.35 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 334 28.82 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 252 21.74 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 A4 7.25 32427 11.36 
5120 - U49 50 4.31 53243 18.65 
5150 - $199 26 2.24 44759 15.68 
$200 - S299 1 .09 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE -o o.oo 1691 o.59 
--~INNfSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t-IOIJSING PROfiLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 04 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56061 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 04 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 28238 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVfPAt.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
oF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 53233 WERE WHITE I 94.96 PERCENT>• 18 WERE NEGRO C .07 PERCENT)t2705 WERE I~DIAN 
( 4.P1 PFRCENTlo ANO RS WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS C .15 PERCENTJ. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITFt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHFR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES lAS RFPORTEO BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACR~S OR LESS WAS $ 82957000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 6060 PER RESTDENCEo NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOfNCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 0~ \ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 3531 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LV RENT WAS $ 48. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 309 RESIDECES WERE VACANT ANQ FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 3330. THERE WERE ALSO 251 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 33 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLTNEn IN THE CHARTS 8EL0'~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 04 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NlJMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
408'3 65 -OVER 4257 7.3 65 -OVER 7.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3250 55 
-
64 3143 s.s 55 - 64 5.6 111970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
559'5 35 
-
54 5204 10.0 35 - 54 9.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2499 25 
-
34 2485 4.5 25 - 34 4.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
3343 18 
-
24 3565 6.0 18 - 24 6.4 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1139 16 - 17 1221 2.0 16 - 11 2.2 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3453 10 - 15 3559 6.2 10 - 15 6.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2256 06 - 09 2245 4.0 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2339 00 - OS 2425 4.2 00 - OS 4.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF"I'l BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 04 ANO THE STATE OF MINNFSOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALl: FEMALE MALE: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
77 65 -OVEP 94 t.7 65 -OVER 3.3 1Q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVFP 2.6 
78 55 - 64 ~FI 2.8 55 - 64 3.1 1744 55 - 64 1842 ?.5 55 - 64 2.7 
100 45 - 54 9R 3.5 45 - 54 3.5 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
In_, 35 
- 44 106 3.7 35 - 44 3.7 346'5 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
147 25 - 34 115 5.2 25 - 34 4.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
247 15 - 24 233 8.7 IS - 24 8.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
450 OS - 14 42Q 15.9 OS - 14 15.2 8c:;69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
187 00 - 04 153 6.6 00 - 04 5.4 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUPfAU OF THE CEN~US HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTO~ FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATIO~ 
~y AGF GROuPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
• OTF.: THf PEPCENTAGF FJr,URE<; FOR MALF PLUS FfMALF SliM TO 100 PERCEH. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WFRE 21085 MALES 14 YFARS OLn AND OVER RF.~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 04 
rF l~FSEt 60.1 PERCENT WERE MAR~IED, 3.9 P~RCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 2.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
6ND 33.1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 21039 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 60 0 6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l2o5 PERCENT 
wiOOWED• 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANO 24.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13594 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEo 12245 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
~OU~EHOLO' 419 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 930 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1362 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 241 WERE UhDER 
AGE lA ANO 175 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1025 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERf UNDER lAf AND A3.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr.RO' 2.5 PERCENT 
OF THE 13594 FAMILIES' 6256 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 157 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 6808 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 18143 OCCUPIED ANC VACANT ONE-UNIT <SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1705 HOUStNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 944 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSINr. UNITS 1855 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 8383 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8024 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2~30 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 96574 ROOMS·IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17221 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PEHSONS PER ROOMt AND 3.5 PERCENT hAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PFR ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5.9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1454 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 849 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 253 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 352 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 20792 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SE~ATE DISTRICT 04 
13467 HAD BASEMENTS' 17443 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 14516 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 16037 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 04 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1507 21.54 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 2162 30.90 79211 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1437 20.54 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 867 12.39 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 505 7.22 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 394 5.63 91114 14.76 
!i35000 TO $49999 97 1.39 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 28 .40 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS T.HE PATTERN, COMPARED liTTH T~E STATE WAS: 
!o!ONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 04 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 455 19.10 19297 6.76 
!i 40 - s 59 569 i?3.8Q 34877 12.21 
~ 60 - $ 79 625 26.24 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 31)7 12.8Q 41601 14.57 
HOO- $119 185 7.77 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 l"i3 6.4~ 53243 18.65 
!-150 - $199 R2 3.44 44759 15.68 
1200 - ti299 6 .2'5 11800 4.13 
'300 OR MORF' 0 o.oo 1691 o.s9 
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--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A . 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27965 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 11476 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 2.4 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27293 WERE WHITE < 97.60 PERCENT), 21 WERE NEGRO C .oe PERCENT)• 611 WERE INDIAN 
< 2.18 PERCENT), AND 40 WERE MEHftERS OF OTHER RACES ( .14 PERCENTt. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAl CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILYt OCeUPIEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
.-~......--· ACRES OR LESS WAS S 46104750 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE Of S 7309 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGlf;, FAMILY 
... ~,#.-·. 
.....,....,...._. 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of S -0 OR S -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of' OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2107 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 61. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED I Of' THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of' S -0. 
A TOTAL Of' 131 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 5036. THERE WERE ALSO 117 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 36 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND -CAN BE COMPARED-WITH THE STATE • 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of' HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A . AND THE STATE Of' MIN~ESOTA 
NUMBER Of' PERSONS * PERCENT Of' PERSONS NUMBER Of' PERSONS PERCENT Of' PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1758 65 -OVER 1674 6.3 65 -OVER 6.0 230942 65 -OVER '117977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1410 55 
·-
64 1349 s.o 55- 64 4.8 171970 55 - 64. . . .}60495 4.5 55 - 64~ 4.2 
2659 35 
-
54 2468 9.5 35 - 54 B.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 ·. 10.3 
1318 25 - 34 1354 4.7 25 - 34 4.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 ·- 34 6.0 
2485 18 
-
24 2618 8.9 18 - 24 9.4. 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 .. 24 5.3 
518 16 - 17 531 1.9 16 - 17 1.9 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 }6- 17 2.0 
1609 10 - 15 1670 s.8 10- 15 6.0 242014 10- 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1099 06 
-
09 1052 3.9 06 - 09 3.8 160146 06 ,., 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1144 00 
-
OS 1249 4.1 00 - 05 4.5 198603 00 - 05 201750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of' PERSONS PERCENT Of' PERSONS NUMBER Of' PERSONS PERCENT Of' PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE .FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
13 65 -OVER 21 -1.9 65 -OVER 3.1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.~,,. 
17 55 
-
64 16 2.5 55 
- 64 2.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
21 45 
-
54 19 J.l 45 - 54 2.8 2603 45 - ·54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
26 35 
-
44 19 3.9 35 - 44 2.8 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
38 25 - 34 34 5.7 25 - 34 5.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
69 15 
-
24 61 10.3 15 - 24 9.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
98 OS - 14 94 14.6 OS - 14 14.0 8569 05 - 14 8173 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
40 00 
-
04 37 6.0 00 - 04 s.s 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------~-----------~ THE BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPSt ETC. MAY -DO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRILt 1970 THERE WERE 10544 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A 
OF THESEt 56.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 3.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 37.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10679 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 56.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 1le7 PERCENT 
WIDOWEDt 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCEOt .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 29.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6467 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 5806 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 181 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 480 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 934 ROOMERSt BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 102 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 79 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 304 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 78.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 7.~~ERCENT 
OF THE 6467 FAMILIESI 2824 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVEAI 63 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3399 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 767b OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1305 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 559 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 929 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3691 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3691 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1?.29 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44509 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING :UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF" 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8415 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING ·UNITS WEAE OCCUPIED. OF .THESE 89.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 3.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1174 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 687 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 201 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 286 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9540 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A 
6643 HAD BASEMENTSt 8266 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7368 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 7803 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES! 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
---·-------------------- -----------------------LESS THAN S 5000 656 18.40 26120 4.24. 
S 5000 TO S 9999 1021 28.63 79217 12.83 
110000 TO 114999 724 20.30 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO 119999 522 14.64 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 312 8.75 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 252 7.07 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 63 1.77 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 16 .45 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI'IE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 243 14.71 19297 6.76 
s 40 - $ 59 345 20.88 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 410 24.82 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 255 15.44 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 170 10.2Q 32427 11.36 $120 
- 5149 144 8.72 53243 18.65 
5150 - 5199 81 4.90 44759 15.68 
5200 - S299 4 .24 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOT~ ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHO~ A POPULATION OF 28096 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 4-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 16762 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 25940 WERE WHITE ( 92.33 PERCENT)t 17 WfRE NEGRO ( .06 PERCENTlt2094 WERE INDIAN 
( 7.45 PERCENT), AND 45 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES < .16 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT Olri[R RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS S 36852250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 4992 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1424 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 28. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL Of 178 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 2074. THERE WERE ALSO 134 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 31 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 4-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NtJMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2325 65 -O'VER 2583 8.3 65 -OVER 9.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1840 55 
-
64 1794 6.5 55 - 64 6.4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2936 35 
-
54 2736 10.4 35 - 54 9.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1181 25 - 34 1131 4.2 25 - 34 4.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
858 18 
-
24 947 3.1 18 - 24 3.4 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
621 16 - 17 690 2.2 16 - 17 2.5 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1844 10 - 15 1889 6.6 10 - 15 6.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1157 06 - 09 1193 4.1 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1195 00 
-
05 1176 4.3 00 - OS 4.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPUL~TION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS "JUMBF.P OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE 
64 65 -OVER 73 3.0 65 -OVER 3.4 1914 65 -oVER 1783 2.a 65 -OVER 2.6 
61 55 - 64 72 2.8 55 - 64 3.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
79 45 
-
54 79 3.7 45 - 54 3.7 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
80 35 
-
44 87 3.7 35 - 44 4.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
109 25 
-
34 Bl 5.1 25 - 34 3.8 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
17R 15 - 24 172 8.3 15 - 24 8.o 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
352 OS - 14 335 16.3 os - 14 15.5 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
147 00 
-
04 116 6.8 00 - 04 5.4 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE ~UREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURlSI THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FRO~ THE ToTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
-r.:r--:-._ •• 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10541 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-B 
OF THESEt 63.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 4.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2o6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .a PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 2Ro8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10360 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 64.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13o3 PERCENT 
WIDOWEDt 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .s PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 18.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7127 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6439 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDI 238 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 450 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 428 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 139 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1A AND 96 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 721 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 86.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7127 FAMILIESI 3432 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3409 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65 0 
OoO PERCENT WERE NEGROI .3 PERCENT 
94 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10467 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HONESt 400 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGSt AND 385 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 926 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 4692 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4333 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1301 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 52065 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF·1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8806 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THf!$E 88.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7o7 PERCENT HAD 1o01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 4.1 PERCENT HAD 
1o51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5o9t AND 1o3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 280 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 162 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 52 WERE 5-9 ,UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 66 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 11252 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4-B 
6824 HAD BASEMENTSI 9177 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7148 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8234 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWERo 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ ·-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 851 24.80 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1141 33.26 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 713 20.78 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO S19999 345 10.06 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 193 5.63 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 142 4.14 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 34 .99 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 12 .35 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 4-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 212 29.04 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 224 30.68 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 215 29.45 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 52 7.12 41601 14.57 
noo - $119 15 2.05 32427 11.36 $120 - $149 9 1.23 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 1 .14 44759 15.68 
S200 - S299 2 .27 11800 4.13 
SJOO OR MORE -0 o.oo 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS ANn PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT OS 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56014 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT OS 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 21297 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55380 WERE WHITE C 98.87 PERCENT>• 18 WFRE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT>• 486 WERE INDIAN 
{ .87 PERCENT), AND 49 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .09 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 139309250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 10290 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4682 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 56. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 188 RESIDECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 3161. THERE WERE ALSO 481 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 45 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT OS AND TtiE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE 
3924 65 -OVER 2943 7.0 65 -OVER 5.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
329A 55 
-
64 3308 5.9 55 - 64 5.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6819 35 
-
54 6421 12.2 35 - 54 11.5 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2514 25 
-
34 2453 4.5 25 - 34 4.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2534 18 
-
24 2379 4.5 18 
- 24 4.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18- 24 5.3 
1346 16 - 17 1321 2.4 16 - 11 2.4 74853 16 - 11 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3707 10 - 15 3889 6.6 10 - 15 6.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2126 06 - 09 2199 3.8 06 - 09 3.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
233A 00 
-
OS 2414 4.2 00 - OS 4.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 05 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBf~ OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
12 65 -OVER ~ 1.9 65 -OVER 1.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
13 55 - 64 12 2.1 55 - 64 1. 9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
16 45 - 54 19 2.5 45 - 54 3.0 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?2 35 - 44 31 3.5 35 - 44 4.9 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
?C) 25 - 34 23 3.9 25 - 34 3.6 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
45 15 - 24 24 7.1 IS - 24 3.8 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
61 OS - 14 FlA 9.6 OS - 14 13.9 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
?S 00 - 04 13 3.9 00 - 04 5.2 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf' BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF GPOUPS, fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ nEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGuRES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\0TF.:: THf PfPCENTAGF FIGuRES fO~ MALF PLUS FF.MALF SUM To 100 PERCEI';T. 
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IN APRILo 1970 THERE WERE 20192 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 05 
OF lHfSEo 63.3 PERCENT wERE MARRIED, 3.8 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED, 2.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 30.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 21725 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 59,3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 15.4 PERCENT 
W!DOWFDo 2.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 22.2 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRTED. 
THERE WERE 14132 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE, 12504 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSAAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD; 455 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 1173 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THfPE WERE 516 ROOMERS, BOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 103 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1~ AND 80 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 537 IN~ATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 87.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 14132 FAMILIES; 5855 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 164 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 7724 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 15146 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNJT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 4120 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 382 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MDAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1346 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 6546 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS• 9264 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2492 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 95384 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18220 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 6.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.5 PERCENT HAD 
lo51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 3675 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2276 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 553 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 846 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 19648 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SE~ATE DISTRICT OS 
16151 HAD BASEMENTSI 18129 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESf 16777 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 17046 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDo NON-FARM, RESIDENCfSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT OS MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 928 8,98 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 2975 28.79 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 2872 27,79 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1944 18,81 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 898 8,69 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO 534999 53Cl 5,22 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 146 1.41 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 31 ,30 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH Tf-IE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT OS MINNESOU 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 706 17.5A 19297 6,76 
$ 40 - $ 59 1156 28,7P. 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 1254 31.2? 45835 16.05 
J 80 - $ 99 544 13.54 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 190 4.73 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 110 2.74 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 48 1,1Q 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 8 .20 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .02 1691 0.59 
_t;- ... 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A 
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AS Of 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 27967 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 11469 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 2o4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27456 WERE WHITE I 98.17 PERCENT)• 9 WERE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT)• 403 WERE INDIAN 
I 1.44 PERCENT), AND 18 WERE MEMBER5-CF OTHER RACES ( .06 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EOUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RF.PORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 63004500 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 9452 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2499 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 53. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 90 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 241Q. THERE WERE ALSO 218 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 40 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Or PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
F:EMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1864 65 -OVER 1443 6.1 65 -OVER 5.2 230942 65 -OVER 177971 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1653 55 64 1700 5.9 55 - 64 6.1 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3312 35 - 54 3218 l1.8 35 - 54 u.s 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 1o.3 1318 25 - 34 1305 4.7 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1275 18 - 24 1226 4.6 18 - 24 4.4 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 64A 16 - 11 658 2.3 16 - 11 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
1816 10 - 15 1982 6.5 10 - 15 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 1031 06 - 09 1094 3.7 06 - 09 3.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1125 00 - OS 1218 4.0 00 - 05 4.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
12 65 -OVER 6 2.3 65 -OVER 1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
11 55 - 64 11 2.2 55 - 64 2.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
12 45 
-
54 16 2.3 45 - 54 3.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
16 35 
-
44 24 3.1 35 - 44 4.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
22 25 - 34 21 4.3 25 - 34 4.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
32 15 
-
24 20 6.3 15 - 24 3.9 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
55 05 - 14 72 10.8 OS - 14 14.1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
23 00 
-
04 21 4.5 00 - 04 5.3 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------
* THE BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES' THEREfORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
l=lY AGF: GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10251 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT S•A 
Of T~fSE• 62.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.6 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 30.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10667 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 60.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l4o8 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7034 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 6256 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLDJ 228 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 550 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 273 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 45 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
SO WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 185 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 85.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7034 FAMILIES' 2954 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 3843 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
71 ~AD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7529 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE•UNIT (STNGLE fAMILY) HOMES• 2214 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 206 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 795 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 3422 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4552 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1180 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47392 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9165 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF T~ESE 91.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 6.7 PERCENT HAO 1o01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.8 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 2014 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1313 WERE 2•4 UNIT STRUCTURf~• 297 WERE 5•9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 404 
WERE STRUCTURES WIT~ 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9949 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A 
7834 HAD BASEMENTSI 8995 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 8297 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8307 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER•OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 462 9.92 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 1247 26.78 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 514999 1345 28.88 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 896 19.24 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 366 7.86 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 253 5.43 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 71 1.52 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 17 .37 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONT~LY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 5-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 421 20.29 19297 6.76 
s 40 - $ 59 580 27.95 34877 12.21 
5 60 - s 79 635 30.60 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- $ 99 272 13.11 41601 14.57 
noo - $119 94 4.53 32427 11.36 
1120 - Sl49 48 2.31 53243 18.65 
uso- $199 22 1.06 44759 15.68 
S200 - S299 3 .14 11800 4.13 
SJOO OR ~ORE -o o.oo 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OUSING PROFILE Of 
HOUSE DISTRICT S-8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28047 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF. DISTRICT 5-8 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9828 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27924 WERE WHITE ( 9q.S6 PERCENT), 9 WERE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT)t 83 WERE INDIAN 
( .30 PERCENT), AND 31 WERE MEMBERS~ OTHER RACES C .11 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCE~T NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES C~S REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 76304750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11104 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIEDt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2183 UNJTS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 59. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 98 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 3842. THERE WERE ALSO 263 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 49 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of ijOUSE DISTRICT S-8 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2060 65 -OVER 1500 1.3 65 -OVER 5.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1645 55 
-
64 1608 5.9 55 - 64 5.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3507 35 
-
54 3203 12.5 35 - 54 11.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1196 25 
-
34 1148 4.3 25 - 34 4.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1259 18 
-
24 1153 4.5 18 - 24 4.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
698 16 - 17 663 2.5 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77712 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1891 10 - 15 1907 6.7 10 - 15 6.8 242014 10 • 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1095 06 - 09 llOS 3.9 06 - 09 3.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1213 00 - OS 1196 4.3 00 - OS 4.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-MHITE POPULATJijN IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5-B ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAlf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER 2 o.o 65 -OYER 1.6 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2 55 
-
64 1 1.6 55 - 64 .a 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 3 3.3 45 - 54 2.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
6 35 
-
44 7 4.9 35 - 44 5.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
3 25 
-
34 2 2.4 25 - 34 1.6 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
13 15 
-
24 4 10.6 IS - 24 3.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
6 OS - 14 16 4.9 os - 14 13.0 8569 05 - 14 8173 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
2 00 - 04 6 1.6 00 - 04 4.9 4394 00 • 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf BUREAIJ OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPlJLA TION FIGURES' THEREfORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGf GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALf PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
_... .. _ 
:t-~- ... - • 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9941 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5-B 
OF THFSEt 64.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.9 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.8 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 29.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11058 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER ' 58.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 16.1 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.4 PERCENT DIVORCEDt .8 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 22.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEQE WERE 7098 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITYo OF THESEt 624~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLDJ 227 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 623 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 263 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 18 AND 35 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
53 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 352 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 18J AND 88.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7098 FAMILIES' 2901 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 3881 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65 0 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
93 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 76j7 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1906 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, ANO 176 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 551 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3124 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4712 HAQ S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1312 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
tN TOTAL THEIR WERE 479q2 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9055 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of TH£SE 92.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE fOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1661 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 963 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURESt 256 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 442 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION. OF THE 9699 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5-B 
8317 HAD BASEMENTSJ 9134 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8480 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8739 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
tN TERMS OF OWNER•OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 5-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LE~S THAN s 5000 466 8.21 26120 4.~4 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1728 30.44 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 1527 26.90 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO S19999 1048 18.46 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 532 9.37 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 286 s.o4 91114 14.76 
535000 TO S49999 75 1.32 33193 5.37 
ssoooo OR MORE 14 .25 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 5-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 2~5 14.6A 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 576 29.66 34817 12.21 
5 60 - s 79 619 31.87 45835 16.05 
5 80 - s 99 272 14.01 41601 14.57 
5100 - Sll9 96 4.94 32427 11.36 
5120 - $149 62 3.19 53243 18.65 
5150 - Sl99 26 1.34 44759 15.68 
5200 - 5299 5 .26 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 1 .0'5 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t-IOIJSIN\- PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 06 
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~S OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 5603R PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 06 
THEY qESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 23627 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE · 
AVEPAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55530 WERE WHITE ( 99.09 PERCENT!• S2 WFRE NEr,RO ( .09 PERCENT)• 467 WERE INDIAN 
< .~i PERCENT), AND ~0 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .11 PERCENT). ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CfNT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• Oo60 PERCENT INDIAN• ANO 0.28 PFRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES <AS RFPORTEO BY THE OWNERS! ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFc OR LESS WAS $ 121792750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 8745 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIOFNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDo RESIDENTIAL 
~OU~J~IG UNITS WAS ?90R UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 47. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ O. 
A TOTAL Of 192 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 3092. THERE WERE ALSO 319 
VACA~T AND fOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 41 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 06 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
2670 65 -OVER 2508 4.8 65 -OVER 4.5 230942 65 -oVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2794 55 
-
64 3191 5.0 55 - 64 5.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6314 35 
-
54 6MA 11.3 35 - 54 11.9 400f!25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
3083 25 
-
34 2846 5.5 25 - 34 5.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2102 113 
-
24 21A9 3.8 18 - 24 3.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1312 16 - 17 1387 2.3 16 - 17 2.5 74853 16 - 17 77772 z.o 16 - 17 2.0 
4120 10 - 15 4319 7.4 10 - IS 7.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2437 06 
-
09 2685 4.3 06 - 09 4.8 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2697 00 
-
OS 2767 4.8 00 - OS 4.9 1981',03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEfl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 06 At>iO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU"'BEP Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
12 65 -OVER A 2.4 65 -OVER 1.6 }ql4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
11 55 
-
64 22 2.6 55 - 64 4.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
?I 45 - 54 24 4.1 45 - 54 4.7 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
J1 35 - 44 37 2.6 35 - 44 7.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
31 25 
-
34 n 6.1 2S - 34 4.3 4C14l 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
3~ IS 
-
24 39 7.5 15 - 24 7.7 6CI10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
AO OS - 14 64 15.7 OS - 14 12.6 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
?S 00 
-
04 16 4.9 00 - 04 3. 1 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-~ THI' BUPfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FJr,URES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
flY AGF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH nEVTAT~ fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTA\-ES. 
'OTF: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE"'ALE SUM TO 100 PEPCE,..,T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WFRF. 20218 MALES 14 YfARS OLD AND OVF.R Rf.SIDIN11 IN ~ENATE DISTRICT 06 
Of THFSEo 64.7 PERCENT wFRE MARRIED, 3.2 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,6 PERrENT wERE SEPARATED• 
hND ?Q.S PE~CENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 19583 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 66,8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10o9 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDo 1.6 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 20,3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THFRE WERE 13A94 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE, 12759 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSRANO-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD~ 403 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 732 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 495 ROOMERS, BOAROERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 153 WERE UNDER 
AGE IA AND 71 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 610 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~ERE UNDER 181 AND 67.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 13894 FAMILIESI 5215 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 146 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 8238 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 15693 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 2162 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 796 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1356 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 5810 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 9269 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 2216 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 90269 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16835 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
GF THE 1902 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1379 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 180 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 343 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 18651 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 06 
1295A HAD BASEMENTSI 16786 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 14977 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 15674 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 06 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 889 9,22 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 2704 28,06 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO 514999 3377 35,04 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO S19999 1580 16,39 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 655 6,80 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 342 3.55 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 77 .8o 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 14 .15 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED wiTH TI-'E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 06 MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 390 18.77 19297 6.76 
' 40 - $ 59 5~1 27.96 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 597 28.71 4583'5 16.05 
' 
80 
-
$ 99 303 14.5~ 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 135 6,50 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 49 2.36 53243 18.65 
uso 
-
$199 17 .82 44759 15.68 
,200 - $299 4 .19 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 2 .In 1691 0.59 
___ ... __ ..... 
--MI~NESOTA A~ALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE~SUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL I970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28070 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10745 HOUSING U~ITSJ AN AVE~AGE OF 2e6 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27835 WERE WHITE < 99.16 PERCENT)t 7 WERE NEGRO ( .02 PERCENT)• 195 WERE INDIAN 
< .69 PERCENT), AND 30 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .11 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 58900500 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 8597 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SIN6LE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1159 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 46. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 89 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 4258. THERE WERE ALSO 135 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 42 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE 
1171 65 -OVER 1038 4.2 65 -OVER 3.7 230942 65 •OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1253 55 - 64 1519 4.5 55 - 64 5.4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3216 35 
- 54 3422 u.s 35 - 54 12.2 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 1526 25 - 34 1391 5.4 25 - 34 s.o 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1050 18 - 24 ll27 3.7 18 - 24 4.0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
686 16 - 17 710 2.4 16 - 17 2.5 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2190 10 - 15 2285 7.8 10 - 15 8.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1229 06 - 09 1404 4.4 06 - 09 s.o 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 1406 00 - OS 1444 s.o 00 - OS 5.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPt:JLUION IN ·HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM8~R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
3 65 -OVER 3 1.3 65 -OVER 1.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 5 .4 55 - 64 2.1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
<) 45 
-
54 12 3.8 45 - 54 5.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
3 35 
-
44 10 1.3 35 - 44 4.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
11 25 - 34 6 4.7 25 - 34 2.6 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
19 IS 
-
24 20 8.1 15 - 24 s.s 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
35 OS - 14 30 14.9 05 - 14 12.8 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
16 00 - 04 7 6.8 00 - 04 3.0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THJ: BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y AGE GROUPS. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERF WERE 9956 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE OISTRir.T 6-A 
Of THESEt 64.5 PERCENT wERE MARRIEDt 3.0 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• loA PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND 30.2 PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 9594 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 66.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10.2 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 21.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6802 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6251 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HF.AD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 202 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSB~ND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 349 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 234 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 32 WERE OVER AGE 65o 
87 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 334 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 63.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6802 FAMILIESI 2390 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 4185 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
77 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7460 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 937 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 372 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRATLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 488 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 2580 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4696 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1005 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 43132 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8010 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 87.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt10o5 PERCENT HAD 1o01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 800 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 596 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 49 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 155 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITlON, OF THE 8769 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A 
6830 HAD BASEMENTSI 7988 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7257 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7398 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWEQ. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 368 8.10 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1095 24.09 79217 12.83 
!10000 TO S14999 1837 40.42 118416 19.19 
!15000 TO Sl9999 762 16.77 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 267 5.87 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 162 3.56 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 47 1.03 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 7 .Is 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WJTH THE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 6-A ... INNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 161 19.30 19297 F>.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 224 26.86 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 264 31.65 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- ' 99 109 13.07 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 50 6.00 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 17 2.04 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 7 .84 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 2 .24 11800 4.13 
~300 OR MORE -o o.oo 1691 0.59 
~~~· 
--MINNESOTA ANALYStS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 6-B 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27968 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 6-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 12882 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27695 WERE WHITE ( 99.02 PERCENT)• 45 WERf ~E~RO ( .16 PERCENTJt 272 WERE INDIAN 
( .97 PERCENT), AND 30 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACfS ( .11 PERCENT). NJNNF.SnTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9e.l8 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PE~CENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCE~T INDtAN. ANQ 0.2A PERCENT OT~FR r~tl((S IN TERMS OF RACtAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
Tl-lf TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTf.:D. REST!1[NCfS f~S RFPG• lf I, HY Tt-lf OWNEj;5) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 62A92250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF" S A88A PEP RE.S IDfWf • J[ i>R0t OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENC£5 HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUM~[R OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1749 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 47. NEGRO r~MtLIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O. 
A T~TAL OF 103 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr.E VALU( •AS 5 2085. THERE WERE ALSO 184 
VACANT ANO FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 41 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE ANO SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN TI-l F.: CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 6-R AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1499 65 -OVER 1470 5.4 65 -OVER .. 5.3 230942 65 ·OVEJ~ 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1541 55 
-
64 1672 s.s 55 - 64 6.0 171Q70 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
- 64 4.2 
3098 35 
-
54 3266 11.1 35 
- 54 11.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1557 25 - 34 1455 5.6 25 - 34 5.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1052 18 
-
24 1062 3.a 18 - 24 3.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
626 16 - 17 677 2.2 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1930 10 - 15 2034 6.9 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1208 06 - 09 1281 4.3 06 - 09 4.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1291 00 
-
OS 1323 4.6 00 - OS 4.7 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMAlE MALE FEMALE MALE 
9 65 -OVER 5 3.3 65 -OVER 1.8 
12 55 - 64 17 4.4 55 - 64 6.2 
12 45 - 54 12 4.4 45 - 54 4.4 
10 35 - 44 27 3.7 35- 44 9.9 
20 25 - 34 16 7.3 25 34 5.9 
19 15 24 19 7.0 15 24 7.0 
45 05 - 14 34 16.5 OS 14 12.5 
9 00 - 04 9 3.3 00 04 3.3 
NUMBE~ 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2601 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8'569 
4394 
AND THf STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PE~SONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
1)0 - 04 
HALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERF. WERE 10262 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6-B 
OF THESEt 64.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3o4 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWEDt 2.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 28.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9989 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 66.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l1o5 PERCENT 
WIDOWfDt 1.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .s PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 19.5 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7092 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6508 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 201 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDS AND 383 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 261 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 39 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
66 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 276 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALf 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 72.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7092 FAMILIESI 2825 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 69 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65f AND 4053 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8233 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1225 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 424 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORJLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSJNr, UNITS 868 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3230 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4573 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1211 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47137 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8825 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 7.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 1102 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 783 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 131 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 188 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9882 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6-8 
6128 HAD BASEMENTSI 8798 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7720 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 8276 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGESt 
HOUSE DISTRICT 6-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN S 5000 521 10.23 26120 4e24 
5 5000 TO S 9999 1609 31.59 79217 12.83 
510000 TO S14999 1540 30.24 118416 19.19 
515000 TO S19999 818 16.06 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 388 7.62 113624 18.41 
525000 TO S34999 180 3.53 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 30 .59 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 7 .14 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH Tfo!E STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT fo!OUSE DISTRICT 6-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 229 18.41 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 3'57 28.70 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 333 26.77 45835 16.05 
5 80 
- s 99 194 15.59 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 AS 6.83 32427 11.36 
U20 
- Sl49 32 2.57 53243 18.65 
U50 - 5199 10 .so 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 2 .16 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 2 .16 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 07 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57257 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 07 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19681 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 54696 WERE WHITE ( 95.53 PERCENT)• 410 WERE NEGRO ( .75 PERCENT)• 431 WERE I~DIAN 
( .75 PERCENT), AND 109 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .19 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDo RESIDENCES <AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 136591500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 10717 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 3000 OR ~ 97 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 5977 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 65. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 90 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 51. 
A TOTAL Of 83 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 2889. THERE WERE ALSO 380 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 62 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 07 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4389 65 -OVER 3522 7.7 65 -OVER 6.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3277 55 
-
64 2986 5.7 55 - 64 5.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5977 35 
-
54 5739 10.4 35 - 54 10.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
26P2 25 
-
34 2737 4.7 25 - 34 4.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
3230 18 
-
24 293(, 5.6 18 - 24 5.1 232f,85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1061 16 - 17 1061 1.9 16 - 17 1.9 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3094 10 - 15 3187 5.4 10 - 15 5.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
189A 06 
-
09 2025 3.3 06 - 09 3.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2436 00 
-
05 2536 4.3 00 - 05 4.4 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 01 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PE~SONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
?? 65 -OVEP 13 .9 65 -OVER .s 1Q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
IS 55 - 64 21 .6 55 - 64 .a 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
?7 45 - 54 '24 1.1 45 - 54 .9 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
34 35 - 44 39 1.3 35 - 44 1.5 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
57 25 - 34 61 2.2 25 - 34 2.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
93 15 - 24 77 3.6 15 - 24 3.0 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
99 OS - 14 114 3.9 OS - 14 4.5 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
51 00 - 04 73 2.0 00 - 04 2.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TN APRILt 1970 THFRE WERE 20005 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDJNr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 07 
of THFSEt 61.5 PERCFNT WfRE MARRIED, 4.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 3.9 PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE ~EPARATEDt 
AND 3n.3 PERCENT HAn NFVER MARRIED. Of THE 21606 wOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 56.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 16o0 PERCENT 
WIDOwFDt 4.5 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 1.4 PERCENT SEPARATEOt A~O 22.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13~01 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE~E, 11~05 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLnt 335 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HIJSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 1661 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
fl FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 775 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 176 WERE UNDER 
AGE lR ANn 132 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 505 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~o~ERE liNOER lAt AND 65.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 9.1 PERCENT 
Of THE 13801 FAMILIESa 6092 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 123 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
!8 ANn OVER 65J AND 7119 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BuT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12176 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSJNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 7021 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 421 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1930 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSt 5699 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 9736 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2142 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 93722 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING tJNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS. PER RESIDENT. 18722 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIEOo Of THESE 94.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWEPl PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .8 PERCFNT HAD 
lo51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGF~ WERF 92.8t 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 6312 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3908 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 777 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1627 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, Of THE 19581 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 07 
17719 HAD BASEMENTSI 18444 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 17355 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 17514 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 07 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 519 4.92 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 3311 31.41 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 3576 33.93 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO 119999 2011 19.08 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 777 7.37 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 313 2.97 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 27 .26 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 6 .06 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MO"'THLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 07 
NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 1086 19.39 
~ 40 
-
$ 59 1441 25.73 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 1564 ?7.91 
' 80 - $ 99 913 16.30 $100 - $119 zen '5.20 
U20 
-
$149 145 2.59 
$}50 
-
'H99 109 1.9'5 
$200 - $299 48 .a,r, 
$300 OR MORf 3 .os 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
4583<; 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--~INNESOTA A~ALYSJS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28626 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9367 HOUSING UNITSf AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28364 WERE WHITE ( 99.08 PERCENT)• 71 WERE NEGRO ( .25 PERCENT)t 139 WERE INDIAN 
< .49 PERCENT), AND 32 W~RE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .11 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALL~D 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 75427000 f AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 10255 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING UNITS WAS 1711 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 65. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 45 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 5328. THERE WERE ALSO 73 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 37 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2116 65 -OVER 1619 7.4 65 -OVER 5.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1685 55 - 64 1503 5.9 55 - 64 5.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3196 35 - 54 3053 11.2 35 - 54 10.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
13A9 25 
-
34 1401 4.9 25 - 34 4.9 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1483 18 
-
24 1413 5.2 18 - 24 4.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
- 24 5.3 
596 16 - 17 603 2.1 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1765 10 - 15 1787 6.2 10 - 15 6.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1057 06 
-
09 1093 3.7 06 - 09 3.8 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1255 00 
-
OS 1311 4.4 00 - OS 4.6 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A 
NUMBfR OF PERSO"'S PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 3 1.1 65 -OVER 1.1 
1 55 - 64 10 1.1 55 - 64 3.8 
4 45 - 54 10 1.5 45 - 54 3.8 
R 35 - 44 9 3.1 35 - 44 3.4 
15 25 - 34 14 5.7 25- 34 5.3 
?0 15 - 24 12 7.6 15 - 24 4.6 
34 OS - 14 36 13.0 OS- 14 13.7 
9 00 - 04 13 3.4 00 - 04 5.0 
II.JUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOH 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10170 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A 
OF T~FSEt 65,6 PERCf.NT WFRE MARRIED• 3,6 PF.RCENT WF.RE WIDOWED• 2.7 PEqCENT WF.RE DIVORCFDt ,8 PERCENT ~ERE SEPARATED• 
AND 2~.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11055 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 59,8 PERCENT WERE MiRRIFDt 14o9 PERCENT 
WJDO~F.D• 3,5 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,9 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.6 PERCENT ~AD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7339 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE• 6401 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE Hf.AD Of THE 
HOUSFHOLDl 168 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN ~USBAND AS HF~D OF THE HOUSE~OLDI AND 768 WF.RE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALF HEAD. 
THERE WERE 296 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 115 WEPE UNDER 
AGE 1~ AND 49 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WF.RE 296 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNOER 181 AND 76,7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROI 13.2 PERCENT 
Of THE 7339 FAMILJESI 3247 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 A~n OVER 651 AND 3807 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
11 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6973 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONf-UNIT <STNGLF. FAMILY) HOMfSt 2104 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 258 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 284 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2642 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5207 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1168 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47938 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9066 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 5.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92,8t 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCE~Tt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of T~F 1601 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1286 WERE 2-4 U~JT STRUCTURES• 165 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 150 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9323 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A 
8346 HAD BASEMENTSI 9163 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 8703 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 8899 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• T~EJR MAPKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 300 4,90 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 202'3 33,07 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2265 36,99 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 1061 17.33 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 331 5.40 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 126 2.06 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 14 .23 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 2 .OJ 12487 2.0;> 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A MINNESOTA 
NUMRER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 171 11.02 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 394 25.39 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 493 11.77 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 313 20.17 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 112 7.22 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 "i2 3.35 53243 18.65 
SlSO 
-
$199 16 1.03 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
5299 1 .06 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28631 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 7-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10314 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2o8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 26332 WERE WHITE ( 91.97 PERCENT>• 359 WERE NEGRO ( 1,25 PERCENTlt 292 WERE INDIAN 
( 1.02 PERCENT), ANO 77 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .27 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN• AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 61164500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11348 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 3000 OR $ 125 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4266 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 65, NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 87 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 53, 
A TOTAL OF 38 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 68 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 307 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 7-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2273 65 -OVER 1903 7.9 65 -OVER 6.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1592 55 - 64 1483 5.6 55 - 64 5.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2781 35 
-
54 2686 9.7 35 - 54 9.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1293 25 
-
34 1336 4.5 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1747 18 
-
24 1523 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 465 16 - 17 458 1.6 16 - 17 1.6 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1329 10 - 15 1400 4.6 10 - 15 4,9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 841 06 - 09 932 2.9 06 - 09 3,3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1181 00 
-
05 1225 4.1 00 - OS 4.3 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEfl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAF.R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
19 65 -OVER 10 .a 65 -OVER .4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
I 2 55 - 64 11 .5 55 - 64 .s 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
23 45 - 54 14 1.0 45 - 54 .6 2F.03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
26 35 - 44 30 1. 1 35 - 44 1.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
42 25 - 34 47 1.8 25 - 34 2.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
71 15 - 24 65 3.2 15 - 24 2.8 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
65 OS - 14 78 2.8 OS - 14 3.4 8'569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
42 00 - 04 60 1.8 00 - 04 2.6 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
Htf BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFn CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL PO PillA TTON FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY IIGF GROUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE ToTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
''o Tl'": THF PEDCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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tN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9835 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IOING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-B 
OF THFSEt 57.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, Sol PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt Se2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 3?.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10551 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 53.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 17.1 PERCENT 
WIOOWFD• 5.5 PERCENT DtVORCEDt 1.8 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 24.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WFRE 6462 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 5402 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 167 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 893 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 479 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE JA AND 83 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
61 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 209 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 50.7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 3.3 PERCENT 
OF THE 6462 FAMILIESI 2845 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3312 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
46 HAC FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5203 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (StNGLE FAMILYJ HOMESt 4917 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF. 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 163 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1646 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3057 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4529 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 974 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 45784 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9656 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWERJ PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 4711 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2622 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 612 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1477 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10258 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 7-B 
9373 HAD BASEMENTSI 9281 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIESJ 8652 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8615 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~BING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 7-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 219 4.96 26120 4.24 
s 5000 TO s 9999 1286 29.12 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 1311 29.69 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO S19999 950 21.51 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 446 10.10 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 187 4.23 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 13 .29 33193 5.37 
ssoooo OR MORE 4 .09 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED ~ITH THF. STATE WAS: 
~ONT~LY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 7-B MINNESOTA 
NUMAER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 915 22.60 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 1047 25.86 34817 12.21 
' 60 - $ 79 1071 26.4(, 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 600 14.82 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 179 4.42 32427 11.36 
$120 - 5149 93 2.30 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 93 2.3o 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 47 1.16 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .07 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND hOUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 08 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS OATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 57404 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 08 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19736 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF ~.9 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56632 WERE WHITE ( 98.66 PERCENT>• 3A3 WERE NEGRO ( .67 PERCENT)t 219 WERE INDIAN 
( .38 PERCENT), AND 124 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .22 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 207722500 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 16193 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 167500 OR S 4926 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 5164 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 90. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 58 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 30. 
A TOTAL OF 101 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 10475. THERE WERE ALSO 192 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 83 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3911 65 -OVER 2526 6.8 65 -OVER 4.4 
2845 55 - 64 2301 5.0 55 - 64 4.0 
6160 35- 54 5663 10.7 35- 54 9.9 
3200 25 - 34 3011 5.6 25 - 34 5.2 
4234 18 - 24 3248 7.4 18 - 24 5.7 
1047 16 - 17 1129 1.8 16 - 17 2.0 
3424 10 - 15 3638 6.0 10 - 15 6.3 
2251 06 - 09 2395 3.9 06 - 09 4.2 
2669 00 - OS 2826 4.6 00 - OS 4.9 
08 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
- 34 
- 24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER 4 .4 65 -OVER .S 
A 55 - 64 5 1.0 55 - 64 .6 
9 45 - 54 12 1.2 45 - 54 1.6 
?9 35 - 44 32 3.8 35 - 44 4.1 
37 25 - 34 25 4.8 25 - 34 3.2 
42 15 - 24 40 5.4 15 - 24 5.2 
A2 OS - 14 102 10.6 05 - 14 13.2 
1Q 00 - 04 42 5.1 00 - 04 5.4 
08 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2M3 
3465 
4941 
M10 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESt THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. ~AY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF. FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\0TI:: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLI.JS FE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 19042 MALES 14 YFARS OLO ANO OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 08 
OF THFSEt 65.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.8 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• loA PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO <o.~ PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 224P.3 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 56.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 12.6 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 3.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 2R.5 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13Al3 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 1223A WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
rOUSF.HOLn; 269 wERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A ~ALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 130~ WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1314 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 156 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1A AND 81 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 138 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 18; AND 9,4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
2.9 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 68.8 PERCENT 
OF THE 13813 FAMILIES; 5587 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 136 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65; AND 7605 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13704 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 5150 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 96 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1294 HAD 
.1 OR 2 ROOMS, 5021 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8879 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 3637 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 98482 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17992 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94,2 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 4607 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2716 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 851 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 1040 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 18907 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 08 
17059 HAD BASEMENTS; 18133 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES~ 17347 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 17598 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILETt ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 08 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 263 2.41 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1457 13.35 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2733 25.04 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 2851 26.12 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 1647 15.09 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 1235 11.31 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 509 4,66 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 220 2.02 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED IIliTH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 08 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 302 6. 71 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 491 10.91 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 962 21.3q 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 919 20.43 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 707 15.71 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 620 13.78 53243 1~.65 
'1il50 - $199 377 8,31'1 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 87 1.93 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 34 .76 1691 0.59 
:•.,..J-•--· .... 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSIN~ PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 8-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28537 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10324 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27864 WERE WHITE f 97.64 PERCENT)t 337 WERE NEGRO f 1.18 PERCENT)t 153 WERE INDIAN 
t .54 PERCENT), AND 67 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .23 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INOIANt AND Oe28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 72841750 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 12737 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 167500 OR S 6204 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 3519 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 81. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 57 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 31. 
A TOTAL OF 38 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 5204. THERE WERE ALSO 144 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 63 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRU~TURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 8-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCE~T OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2000 65 -OVER 1152 7.0 65 -OVER 4.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 ·-OVER 4.7 
1352 55 
-
64 1092 4.7 55 - 64 3.8 111970 55 -64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2920 35 
-
54 2653 10.2 35 - 54 9.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1671 25 - 34 1576 5.9 25 - 34 s.s 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2365 18 
-
24 1666 8.3 18 - 24 5.e 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
487 16 - 11 494 1.7 16 - 17 1.7 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1607 10 - 15 1671 5.6 10 - 15 5.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1116 06 - 09 1110 3.9 06 - 09 3.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1423 00 
-
05 1459 s.o 00 - OS 5.1 198603 00 - 05 207150 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER 1 .4 65 •OVER .1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 
-
64 4 1.0 55 - 64 .6 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
6 45 
-
54 10 .9 45 - 54 1.5 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
22 35 
-
44 27 3.3 35 - 44 4.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
27 25 
-
34 18 4.0 25 - 34 2.7 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
31 15 
-
24 31 4.6 15 - 24 4.6 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
69 OS - 14 82 10.3 OS - 14 12.2 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
29 00 
-
04 29 4.3 00 - 04 4.3 4394 00 - 04 4Sll 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESJ THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
BY AGE GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9152 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8•A 
OF THF.SEt 65.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WERE WtDOWEDt 2.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 30.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11274 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 54.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13e5 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 4.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PfRCENT SEPARATED• ANO 29.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6778 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM"UNITY. OF THESEt 5866 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND·WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOt 145 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~EAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 767 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 688 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 18 AND 38 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
71 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 97 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 4.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 55.7 PERCENT 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 13.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6778 FAMILIESt 2703 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 56 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3763 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 19 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6222 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 3571 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 76 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 917 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3041 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4624 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1?06 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47391 ROOMS I~ ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9238 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED• OF T~ESE 93.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 3186 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1843 WERE 2·4 UNIT STRUCTURFS• 638 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 705 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9839 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8•A 
8675 HAD BASEMENTSI 9323 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIESJ 8808 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8960 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 8-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 192 4.14 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1013 21.86 79217 12.83 
510000 TO S14999 1458 31.46 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 977 21.08 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 124999 541 11.67 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 338 7.29 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO 549999 99 2.14 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 17 .37 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT A-A MINNESOU 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 244 7.98 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 408 13.34 34877 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 7'59 24.81 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 685 22.39 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 454 14.84 32427 11.36 
5120 - $149 297 9. 71 53243 18.65 
U50- 5199 178 s.82 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 26 .8<; 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 8 .2() 1691 o.59 
...:."......-..- ~. 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28867 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9412 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3e1 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28768 WERE WHITE ( 99.66 PERCENT)t 46 WERE NEGRO ( .16 PERCENT)t 66 WERE I~DIAN 
( .23 PERCENT), AND 57 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF.S ( .20 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTA~ES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oe28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 134880750 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 18973 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S •0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1645 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S lOB. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 63 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 13655. THERE WERE ALSO 48 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF .1 141 PER MOtHHe 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE o·UTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1911 65 -OVER 1374 6.6 65 •OVER 4.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1493 55 
-
64 1209 5.2 55 
-
64 4.2 171970 55 
-
64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3240 35 
-
54 3010 11.2 35 
-
54 10.4 400625 35 
-
54 391808 u.s 35 
-
54 10.3 
1529 25 - 34 1435 5.3 25 - 34 s.o 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1869 18 
-
24 1582 6.5 18 - 24 s.s 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
560 16 17 635 1.9 16 17 2.2 74853 16 11 77772 2.0 16 17 2.0 
1817 10 - 15 1967 6.3 10 - 15 6.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 15 6.6 
1135 06 - 09 1285 3.9 06 - 09 4.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1246 00 
-
05 1367 4.3 00 
-
OS 4.7 198603 00 
-
OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE fEMALE HALE 
-o 65 •OVER 3 ·o.o 65 •OVER 3.0 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 •OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 1 1.0 55 - 64 1.0 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3 45 - 54 2 3.o 45 - 54 2.0 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
7 35 - 44 5 7.1 35 - 44 5.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
10 25 - 34 7 10.1 25 - 34 7.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
11 15 - 24 9 ll.1 15 - 24 9.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
13 OS - 14 20 13.1 OS - 14 20.2 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
10 00 - 04 13 10.1 00 - 04 13.1 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUREAU Of THf CENSUS ~AS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESt THEREfORE THE SUM Of POPULATION 
BY AGE GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ DEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
'. ·;• -·~· . 
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JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9890 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B 
or THESEt 65.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2o5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED, 1.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 31.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11209 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 58.3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 1le6 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 27e9 PERCENT HAO NEVER HARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7035 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. or THESEt 6372 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 124 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 539 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 626 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 43 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
85 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 41 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGR01100.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7035 FAMILIESI 2884 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3842 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
80 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7482 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HONESt 1579 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 20 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 377 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOHSt 1980 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4255 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2431 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
, IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51091 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8754 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1421 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• · 873 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 213 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 335 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR ~ORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 9068 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B 
8384 HAD BASEMENTSI 8810 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 8539 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 8638 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES I 
HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
·----------------------- -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 11 1.13 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO I 9999 444 1.01 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 1275 20.30 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO 119999 1874 29.84 143052 23.18 
SZOOOO TO 124999 1106 17.61 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 897 14.28 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO 149999 410 6.53 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 203 3.23 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASI 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 8-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 58 4.03 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 83 5.76 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 203 14.10 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 234 16.25 41601 14.57 
SlOO 
- Sl19 253 17.57 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - Sl49 323 22.43 53243 18.65 
5150 - Sl99• 199 13.82 44759 15.68 
S200 - 5299 61 4.24 11800 4.13 
!300 OR MORE 26 1.81 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSJS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 09 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 56144 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 09 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15174 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 49602 WERE WHITE ( 8A.35 PERCENT), ~9 WERE NEGRO ( .12 PERCENT)t 118 WERE I~DIAN 
C .21 PERCENT), AND 112 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .20 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN• AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 102184750 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 10307 PER REStDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4154 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 85. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 93 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 3449. THERE WERE ALSO 256 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 77 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOw AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 09 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2734 65 -OVER 2305 4.9 65 -OVER 4.1 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2101 55 - 64 2004 3.7 55 - 64 3.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
4801 35 - 54 4726 8.6 35 - 54 8.4 40062S 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2559 25 - 34 2563 4.6 25 - 34 4.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
4841 18 - 24 4270 8.6 18 - 24 7.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
962 16 - 17 1046 1.7 16 - 17 1.9 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2976 10 - 15 3255 5.3 10 - 15 s.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1931 06 - 09 2121 3.4 06 - 09 3.8 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2284 00 - OS 2422 4.1 00 - 05 4.3 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 09 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER 1 .o 65 -OVER .o 1914 6S -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 1 .o 55 - 64 .o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3 4S - 54 7 .o 45 - 54 • 1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
11 35 - 44 8 .2 3S - 44 • 1 346'5 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
9 25 - 34 17 • 1 25 - 34 .3 4941 25 - 34 48S9 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
19 15 - 24 52 .6 15 - 24 .a 6910 1S - 24 6SOO 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?1 OS - 14 ?S .4 OS - 14 .4 8SM OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
11 00 - 04 9 .2 00 - 04 0 1 4194 00 - 04 4Sll 6.4 00 - 04 6.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"" 
THF- BUOfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEr> CORRECTIONS O~LY FOR TOTAL POPIILATJON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AGFC GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PER~fNTAGES. 
r, OTf: THF PERCDHAGF fl(;liRFS FOR MALF PLUS Ft:MALF SUM TO 100 PERCt:NT. 
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TN AP~ll• 1970 THfRE WERE 18000 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD AND OVER RESIDINr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 09 
<lf l~FSEt 57.5 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 2.7 PERCENT WFRE wTDOWEDt lo4 PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERrFNT WERE SEPARATEDt 
aNO <R.l PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 189S6 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER t 55.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10o6 PERCENT 
~IDOWFDt 1.A PERCENT DIVORCED, .5 PERCENT SFPARATEO• AND 32.0 PERCF~T HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE wERE 11311 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, I013Q WER~ FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLD• 370 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 802 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 13R7 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYf 
AGE lA AND 77 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
A2 WERE UN0£R 
THERE WERE 521 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS TN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL; 
~ERE UNDER 1At AND ~9.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE Nfr,ROf .2 PERCENT 
OF THE 11311 FAMILIES; 4348 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVERf 136 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
lA AND OVER 65t AND 6480 HAD MEMBERS UNDER lA BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10574 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 3628 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS• AND 659 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED M08TLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 896 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 4743 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6139 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3~83 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 76514 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVFRAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 14068 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91,0 
~ERfE~IT HAD ONE COR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOM, 7.5 PEQCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.~0 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1,5 PERCENT HAD 
l.S1 OR MORE PERSONS PFR ROOM. THE COMPARARLF. STATf-WIOF PERCENTAGES WERE 92,8• 5.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY, 
oF TH~ 3467 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTUR~St 2116 WERE 2-4 U~IT STRUCTURfSt 527 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 824 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 14861 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 09 
12324 HAD 8ASEMENTSI 13973 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESt 13112 HAO TELEPHONESI AND 13625 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RFSIDENCFSt THEIR MARKET VALUFS WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 09 MINNESOTA 
NU~BEQ PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 476 7.63 26120 4,24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 1240 19.88 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1377 22.0A 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 13M 21.94 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 926 14.85 113624 18.41 
i25000 TO $34999 62() 10,04 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 161'1 2,69 33193 5,37 
'fiSOOOO OR MORE 55 ,88 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPAR~D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 09 MINNESOTA 
NUMAF:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 310 9.6~ 19297 6,76 
$ 40 - '6 59 409 11.97 34877 12.21 
,: 60 
- $ 79 5<;0 16.09 45835 16.05 
'fi AO - 'fi 99 509 14.8Q 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 401 Il.71 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 643 18.81 53243 18.65 
$150 - $}99 4Q3 14.4;> 4475Q 15.68 
$200 - $299 'l2 2,40 11800 4.13 
'$300 OR MOR~ 1 .01 1691 O,S9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t10lJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28071 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 6682 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 4.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 23435 WERE WHITE ( 83.48 PERCENT)• ~0 WERE NEGRO I .21 PERCENT)• 77 WERE INDIAN 
< .?7 PERCENT), AND 82 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .29 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 61456750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 16147 PEP RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2614 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 109. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 34 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 6912. THERE WERE ALSO 137 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 117 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE «;TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1116 65 -OVER 752 4.0 65 -OVER 2.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
89'5 55 - 64 723 3.2 55 - 64 2.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2059 35 
-
54 1944 7.3 35 - 54 6.9 400~25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1214 25 
-
34 1219 4.3 25 - 34 4.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
3740 18 
-
24 3158 13.3 18 - 24 11.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
3f!8 16 - 17 408 1.4 16 - 17 1.5 74853 16 - 11 17172 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
llSA 10 - 15 1231 4.1 10 - 15 4.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
781 06 - 09 838 2.8 06 - 09 3.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1009 00 
-
OS 1019 3.6 00 - OS 3.6 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE u:ss DETAILFfl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER 1 .1 65 -OVER .o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 1 .o 55 - 64 .o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3 45 - 54 s • 1 45 - 54 • 1 2f>03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
7 35 - 44 7 .2 35 - 44 .2 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
7 25 - 34 If> .2 25 - 34 .1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
)f, 15 - 24 50 .R 15 - 24 1. 1 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
}f, OS - 14 17 .3 OS - 14 .4 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
Q 00 - 04 f, .2 00 - 04 • 1 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
{} THF BUREAU OF THE CFNSUS ~AS ISSUED CORRECTION<; 01\JLY FOR TOTAL POP 1!LATJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
J-l'( AG~ GPOUPSo FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL coPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
'·OT F: Tl-iF PEPCENTAGI'" FIGURES FOP MALE PLUS FFMALE SIJM TO 100 PERCFI'-IT. 
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TN d~RIL• 1Q70 THFQf WFRf 8578 MALES 14 YFARS OLn ANn OVFR RfciDINr, IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A 
rF T~FSf, 5?.1 PFRCFNT ~FRF MARRIED, 1.8 PFRCFNT WFRE WIDOWED, J.? PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PFR~FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
ONO ~4.6 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 97~5 WOMEN 14 YEAGS Ot n AND OVER • 46.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIFD• 9.0 PERCENT 
wTDO~FD• ?.1 PERCENT DTVORCFQ, .6 PERCENT SF 0 ARATF~, A~n 41.7 PERCF~tT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 4Q14 HOUSEHOLDS I~ THE CONMIJNJTY. OF THESE• 437? WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSAAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSF~OLO; 101 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HF~D OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 441 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WIT~ 
A FEMALE HEAn. 
THFRE WERE 1145 ROOMERS, AOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE jQ ANO 41 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
41 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 193 INI>.IATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMIJI'HTY. OF THE TOTAU 
wERF tiNDER 18' AND R6.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVFCR. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; .5 PERCENT 
OF THE 4914 FAMILIESt 1943 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 1R OR 65 ANO OVER; 
18 Atn OVER 65; AND 27A7 HAD MEMBERS UNDER !A BUT NONE OVER 65, 
59 ~AD FAMILY MEMAFRS UNDER 
TN 1Q70 THE COI>.IMUNITY HAD 3631 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 2818 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLF 
FAMTL Y nWF.LLINGS• AND 224 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEn MOGTLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 547 H~O 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 2709 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMSo 2468 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• ANO G51 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
JN TOTAL THEIR WERE 31~72 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR A~ AVFRAGF OF 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
6 STATE-WIDE AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6420 OF THE COMMUNTTIE~ HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFn. OF THESE 91.1 
~EPCf~tT HAD ONE lOR FEWERl PERSONS PFR ROOM, 7,5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1,3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PFR ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATF-WIOF PFRCENTAGFS WERE 92.A• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
nF T~E ?728 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1596 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRU~TURES• 406 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 726 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 6675 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A 
605Q HAD BASEMENTS; 6521 HAD COMPLETE ~ITCHEN FACILITIES; 6145 HAO TELEPHONES; AND 6482 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND ~ATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDFNCFS• THEIR MARKET VALllfS WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 9-A MINNESOTA 
NUI>.IBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LfSS THAN $ 5000 2P .92 26120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 244 8.04 79217 12.83 
ilOOOO TO $14999 615 20.26 118416 19.19 
U5oon TO $19999 894 29,45 143052 23.18 
~20000 TO $24999 638 21.01 113624 18.41 
'1'25000 TO $34999 440 14.49 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 127 4.18 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE so 1,65 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 9-A 
NUMRER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 1A3 7.24 
$ 40 
- 'I> 59 203 8,04 
~ 60 - $ 79 346 13.70 
'f 80 - $ 99 381 15,0R 
HOO - $119 308 12.19 
$120 - $149 545 ?l.SA 
$150 - $199 479 18.9~ 
'1'200 - $299 R1 3.21 
$300 OR MORE -0 o.oo 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PFRCENT 
19297 f>,76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15,68 
11800 4,13 
1691 0,59 
--MTN~FSOTA A~ALY~TS AND DLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEt\JSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-'()IISTNC: P~OFTLE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 9-8 
PA(;F 1 
AS OF 1 AP~JL 1970, CORR~CTEO CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATIO~ Of 28D73 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 9-~ 
THFY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8492 HOUSING U~ITS: .AN AVERAGE OF 1.3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PF~SONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THF TOTAL POPULATION• 26167 WERE WHITE I ~1.21 PFRCENTit 9 WFRE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENTlt 41 WERE !~DIAN 
I .IS PfPCFNTlt ANn 30 WERF MEMBFRS OF OTHFR RACFS C .11 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
rHJT '•'f-<TTFo 11.91 PEPCH'T NE(;RQ, 0.60 PERCENT TNDTAI\Jo ANn 0.;>8 PFPCENT OTFFR RACES IN TI:RMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL M.ARKFT VALUf OF ~INGLF FAMILY• OCCUPIED• ~ESTDENCES (AS PFPORTED BY tHE O~NERSI ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
~C~Fc OP LESS WAS $ 407~8000 : AN A~ERAGE ViLUF OF $ A66R PEP RESJDENCt. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
,ESirFf~CFS HAfl A TOTAL V.ALUF OF 'li -0 0>< ~ -n PER RE$10ENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIFD• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSTNG IJNJTS WAS 1540 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONT~LY RENT WAS $ 43. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF T~ESE UNITS 
aT A~ AVF~AGF MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF I -0. -
A rnT.AL OF 59 RESTnECFS WERE VACANT A "'n fOQ SAL!:. TH~IP AVERAr.E Vto.LUE WAS $ 1453. THERE WERF ALSO 119 
;/ACM· T AND FOR RPH UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE Rf;:NTAL VALUE. OF $ 3} PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTJ:fH STI CS ARE OU TL JNEG p,j THE CHARTS RELO~i ANC CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGF-SEX STDUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 9-P AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
~!ti~RFR OF PEP SONS 
* 
PERCENT OF PERSO"JS N!JMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FfMAI F MALF FEt~ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
16}H 6'3 -OVFR 1553 5.8 65 -OVER 5.5 230Q42 65 -I)IJER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
12r•A 55 
-
64 12Rl 4.3 5S - 64 4.6 111Q70 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
?74? 35 
-
54 27P.? 9.8 35 - 54 9.9 400(-,25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1 '14Cj 25 
-
34 1344 4.8 25 - 34 4.8 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
11 r 1 1A 
-
24 1112 3.9 18 
-
24 4.0 2321':>8'1 18 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
57!.. 16 
-
17 6'3'l 2.0 16 
-
17 2.3 74A53 16 
-
17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1R1R 1 0 
-
15 2024 6.5 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
lit. A 06 
-
09 12R'3 4.1 06 
-
09 4.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1275 00 
-
05 1403 4.5 00 
-
05 5.0 198A03 00 
-
OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR IJ[f,PO PLUS OTHER NON-W 1-tJ T F RACES ARF LESS DETAJLFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-'oJ/~-HTF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-Fl A"·n ThE STATE OF MINI\IE"SOTA 
t~'.H·lRFR OF PEP SONS PERCENT OF PEPSONS NIJMBFO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF .PEPSONS 
Ff"1tl F MALF FE '-I ALE MAI_F FEMALf r.iALE FEMALE MALE 
-n ~5 -CJVFf.' -o o.o 6S -OVI:R o.n 1914 65 -:JVEP 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
_r, S5 
-
64 -o o.o 55 - 64 n.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-11 45 
-
S4 ? o.o 45 54 • l 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.A 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 
-
44 1 .2 35 - 44 • 1 346S 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
? 25 - 34 1 • 1 25 - 34 • 1 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
l 15 
-
24 2 .2 15 - 24 • 1 6Q10 1S - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
7 05 
-
14 Q, .4 05 - 14 .4 856Q OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
? 00 
-
04 .l • 1 no - 04 .2 4194 00 - 04 4511 f->.4 00 - 04 -6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------~---------------.--~-----------------------------
._,. T~> "l!JI-IFA!J OF TI-<E" CP;SI)S f~AS ISSUFJ; CO~Pf:CTHN"- OIJLY FfJR TOTAL P0P1 1LATTON FlfiLJRES; THERF.FOPE Tf-<E SlJM OF POPULATION 
,,y .'(.~ r;L•()IJpc:. FTC. ·~AY AI)() J() FJGIHFS 'llf-'IC:H nE'JTAT~ Fk1•·1 "f.jf TnTAL POPIII._AT!ON FIGURF.S RY MTNOR PFRC:FNTAf:.fS. 
(; T 1- : THF Pt I-ICf r 1 f A(}F F J Gl iRE c; FO"' M ALF PL \JS I='F•~ AL~- t:;I!M T :·) 1 0 I) Pf:R(Ff\, T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WFRE 9422 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLO ANO OVFR RF~IOJNr. IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-B 
Of THFSF., 6?.4 PFRCfNT WFRE MARRIED, 3.5 PERCENT WFRE WlOOWED• 1.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 32.2 PERCENT HAO NEVER ~ARRIED. Of THE 9191 ~OMEN 14 YEARS Ot_n AND OVER • 64.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 12.3 PERCENT 
wiDO~FD• 1.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~O 21.7 PERCENT HAD NEVFR HARRIED. 
THERE WfRE 6397 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITY. Of THESE• 5767 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBANO-~JFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD• 269 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 361 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 242 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 36 wERE OVER AGE 65. 
41 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 32A INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~ERE UNDER 181 AND 91.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6397 fAMILIESf 2405 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3693 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
77 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6941 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSJNGLF. FAMILY) HOMES• 810 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 435 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 349 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2034 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3671 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2132 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN ToTAL THEIR WERE 44842 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
. A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7648 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS ~ERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS· PER ROOMt 7.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDf PERCENTAGE~ ~ERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
oF T~F 739 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 520 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 121 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 98 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8186 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 9-B 
6265 HAD BASEMENTSJ 7452 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 6967 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 7143 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 9-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 448 14.00 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO I 9999 996 31.12 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 114999 762 23.81 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO 119999 474 14.81 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 124999 288 9.00 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 186 5.81 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 149999 41 1.28 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE c; .16 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED ~ITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 9-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 147 16.48 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 206 ?.3.09 34877 12.21 
' 60 - 5 79 204 ?.2.87 45835 16.05 5 80 - 5 99 128 14.3<; 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 93 10.43 32427 11.36 
U20- 5149 98 10.99 53243 18.65 
U5o- 1199 14 1.57 44759 15.68 
5200 - 5299 1 .11 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 1 .11 169} 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEI\JSUS OF POPULATION AND HOtJS lNG PROfiLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 10 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATIOI\J OF 56~31 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 10 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 25459 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ~.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 55494 WERE WHITE ( 97.65 PERCENTlt 33 WERE NEGRO ( .06 PERCENT)t1250 WERE I~DIAN 
( 2.20 PERCENT), ANO 54 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .10 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 82440250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 5835 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDEI\JCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3283 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 40. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 168 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 1180. THERE WERE ALSO 272 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 26 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 10 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
4243 65 -OVER 4242 7.5 65 -OVER 7.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3234 55 
-
64 3262 5.7 55 - 64 5.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
59A9 35 
-
54 5864 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2527 25 
-
34 2486 4.4 25 - 34 4.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1935 18 
-
24 1898 3.4 18 - 24 3.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1262 16 - 17 1296 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
3912 10 - 15 4205 6.9 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2406 06 - 09 2609 4.2 06 - 09 4.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2674 00 - OS 2787 4.7 00 - OS 4.9 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 10 ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
51 65 -OVER 41 3.8 65 -OVER 3.1 }q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
39 55 - 64 49 2.9 55 - 64 3.7 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
45 45 
-
54 41 3.4 45 - 54 3.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
43 35 
-
44 57 3.2 35 - 44 4.3 346S 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
62 25 
-
34 59 4.6 25 - 34 4.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
111 15 
-
24 116 8.3 15 - 24 8.7 M10 lS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
194 OS - 14 197 14.5 OS - 14 14.7 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
74 00 
-
04 75 5.5 00 - 04 5.6 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
-----------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~RE WERE 20480 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 10 
Of THFSEt 63.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.6 PERCENT WERE WTOOWED• 1.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 11.0 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 20521 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER o 63,9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 13.7 PERCENT 
wiDOWfDt 1.5 PERCENT DJVORCEOt .4 PERCENT SfPARATEO• AND 20.5 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14149 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 12653 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSFHOLOf 580 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 916 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 717 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 145 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1A AND 152 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 688 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTAL' 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 91.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 14149 fAMILIESI 6062 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 169 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7392 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 17067 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNJT CSJNGL~ FAMILY) HOMES• 1735 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 551 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1054 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 5943 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8250 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4106 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
·IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 100437 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17411 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOM, 7.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1,3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1556 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 958 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 258 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 340 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 19353 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 10 
1541R HAD BASEMENTS' 16651 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 15285 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 15229 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 10 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1079 15.80 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 2221 32.52 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1615 23.65 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1057 15.48 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 481 7.04 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 272 3.98 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 84 1.23 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 21 .31 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO"'PARFD WtTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 10 to!INNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 396 19.41 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 599 29.3f> 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 543 26.62 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 291 14.26 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 104 5,10 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 80 3.92 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 27 1.32 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 0 o.oo 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT lO-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1q1o, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27969 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 10-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 13504 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 2.1 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF' 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 26716 WERE WHITE C 95.52 PERCENT)t 4 WERE NEGRO ( .01 PERCENT)t1224 WERE INDIAN 
C 4.38 PERCENT), AND 25 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .09 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 42144750 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 6193 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR S -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1643 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 45. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 79 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 389. THERE WERE ALSO 114 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 21 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF' HOUSE DISTRICT 10-A AND THE STATE OF' MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE 
1860 65 -OVER 19:35 6.7 65 -OVER 6.9 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1547 55 - 64 1582 5.5 55 - 64 5.7 111q1o 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2935 35 - 54 2869 10.5 35 -54- 10.3 400625 35 - 54 :391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1275 25 - 34 1257 4.6 25 - 34 4.5 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 1019 18 - 24 966 3.6 18 - 24 3.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.J 
649 16 - 17 653 2.3 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2000 10 - 15 211-13 7.2 10 - 15 7.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1234 06 - 09 1308 4.4 06 - 09 4.7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 135A 00 - 05 1404 4.9 00 - OS 5.0 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT lo-A AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
50 65 -OVER 41 4.0 65 -OVER 3.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
39 55 - 64 48 3.1 55 - 64 3.8 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
44 45 - 54 41 3.5 45 - 54 3.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
41 35 - 44 53 3.3 35 - 44 4.2 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
57 25 - 34 55 4.5 25 - 34 4.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
109 15 - 24 }Qq 8.7 15 - 24 8.7 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 24 9.4 
191 OS - 14 187 15.2 OS - 14 14.9 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
71 00 - 04 73 5.7 00 - 04 s.a 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION fiGURESJ THEREfORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
flY AGE GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTF: THE PERCE~TAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM To 100 PERCE~T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9970 MALES 14 YFARS OLO ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 10-A 
OF THFSEo 62.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.2 PERCENT WERE WTDOwEDo 1.q PERCFNT WFRE DIVORCEO• .4 PERf.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 31.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER ~ARRIED. Of THE 9951 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 63.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDo 12•5 PERCE~T 
WIDO~fDo 2.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.4 PERCF.\T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6869 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6107 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDt 282 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A HALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 480 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 356 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE IA AND 65 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
92 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 229 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 86.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6869 FAMILIESI 2853 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 19 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3691 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
90 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8323 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY! HOMES• 862 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 298 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 661 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3081 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3951 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1790 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47733 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8448 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 88.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR fEWERl PERSONS' PER ROOM, 7.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO lo50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 3.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABL~ STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 773 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 455 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 138 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 180 
wERf STRUCTURES wiTH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9483 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSJ~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT lO-A 
7115 HAD BASEMENTSI 7969 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 7311 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 7290 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTU8 OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCFSo THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT lO-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 486 15.07 26120 4.24 
! 5000 TO $ 9999 927 28.74 79217 12.83 
!10000 TO 514999 725 22.48 118416 19.1q 
$15000 TO $19999 573 17.77 143052 23.1.1! 
!20000 TO $24999 262 8.12 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO 534999 184 s. 71 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 53 1.64 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 1'5 .47 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPAR~D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 10-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 172 16.90 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 229 22.50 34817 12.21 
! 60 - $ 79 283 27.80 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 164 16.11 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 71 7.56 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 66 6.4R 53243 18.65 
SlSO - $199 21 2.65 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 -0 o.oo llBOO 4.13 
!300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT lO-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 19709 CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28862 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 10-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 11955 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.4 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28778 WERE WHITE ( 99.71 PERCENT), ?9 WERE NEGRO < .10 PERCENT)• 26 WERE IhDIAN ( .oq PERCENT), AND 29 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .10 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oo28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE o•NERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 40295500 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 5503 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR S -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1640 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 36. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O. 
A TOTAL OF 89 R£SIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 1882. THERE WERE ALSO 158 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 30 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE •. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 10-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2383 65 -OVER 2307 8.3 65 -OVER 8.0 
1687 55 - 64 1680 5.8 55 - 64 5.8 
3054 35 54 2995 10.6 35 - 54 10.4 
1252 25 - 34 .122-9 4.3 25 - 34 4.3 
916 18 24 932 3.2 18 - 24 3.2 
613 16 - 17 643 2.1 16 - 17 2.2 
1912 10 - 15 2087 6.6 10 - 15 7.2 
1172 06 - 09 1301 4.1 06 - 09 4.5 
1316 00 - 05 1383 4.6 00 - OS 4.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
117971 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
- 24 
17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON--HITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT lO-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER •0 1.2 65 -OVER 0.0 
-o 55 - 64 1 o.o s5 - 64 1.2 
1 45 - 54 -o 1.2 45 - 54 o.o 
2 35 - 44 4 2.4 35 - 44 4.8 
5 25 - 34 4 6.0 25 - 34 4.8 
2 15 - 24 7 2.4 15 - 24 8.3 
3 OS - 14 10 3.6 05 - 14 11.9 
1 00 - 04 2 3.6 00 - 04 2.4 
NUMBE'q 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1183 
1~42 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* THf BUPEAIJ Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPlJLATION FIGURESJ THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTF: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE"'ALE SIJ"1 TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10510 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 10-B 
OF THFSEt 64.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.9 PERCENT WERE WIOOWEDt 1.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 30.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10570 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 64.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14e7 PERCENT 
~IDOWEDt .9 PERCENT DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT SEPARATEO• AND 19.8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7280 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6546 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDJ 298 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS H~AD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 436 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAn. 
THERE WERE 361 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 53 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 87 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 459 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 18J AND 93.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7280 FAMILIESI 3209 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 79 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3701 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8744 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 873 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 253 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 393 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2862 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4299 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2316 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 52704 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS'PER RESIDENT. 8963 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 6.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.8 PERCENT 'HAD 
1e51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 783 MULTIP~ ~IT STRUCTURES• 503 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 120 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 160 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9870 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 10-B 
8303 HAD BASEMENTSI 8682 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 7974 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 7939 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUB OR SHOWEq. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FAR~, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGESI 
HOUSE DISTRICT lO-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 1 5000 593 16.45 26120 4.24 
1 5000 TO 1 9999 1294 35.89 79217 12.83 
110000 TO 114999 890 24.69 118416 19.19 
115000 TO 119999 484 13.43 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 219 6.07 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 88 2.44 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 31 .86 33193 s.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 6 .17 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, C0"4PARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 10-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 224 21.92 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 370 36.20 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 260 25.44 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 127 12.43 41601 14.57 
uoo- 5119 27 2.64 32427 11.36 
5120 - 1149 14 1.37 53243 18.65 
S150 - 1199 -o o.oo 44759 15.68 
5200 - S299 -o o.oo 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOI1SING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 11 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 57764 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 11 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 22662 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.5 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57501 WERE WHITE ( 99.54 PERCENT)t 26 WERE NEGRO ( .OS PERCENT)t 122 WERE INDIAN 
C .21 PERCENT), ANO 93 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .16 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 121707250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S A478 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED' SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3864 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 53. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 214 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 3308. THERE WERE ALSO 367 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 26 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED IHTH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 11 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS • PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4888 65 -OVER 4328 8.5 65 -OVER 7.5 230942 65 -OVER 117977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3323 55 - 64 3261 5.8 55 - 64 5.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6312 35 - 54 6123 10.9 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2659 25 - 34 2569 4.6 25 - 34 4.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2421 18 - 24 2332 4.2 18 - 24 4.0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
1262 16 - 17 1296 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3742 10 - 15 3746 6.5 10 - 15 6.5 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2115 06 - 09 2324 3.7 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2557 00 - OS 2484 4.4 00 - OS 4.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 11 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEI< OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 2 .4 65 -OVER .a l<H4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVFR 2.6 
7 55 - 64 4 2.7 55 - 64 1.5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
8 45 - 54 7 3.0 45 - 54 2.7 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
9 35 - 44 A 3.4 35 - 44 3.0 346S 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
10 25 - 34 8 3.8 25 - 34 3.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
16 IS - 24 22 6 .I 15 - 24 8.4 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
2f. 05 - 14 35 9.9 OS - 14 13.3 8'569 OS - 14 8773 11?.4 OS - 14 12.7 
A 00 - 04 11 3.0 00 - 04 4.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PER~ENTAGES. 
t-,OTf: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURE~ FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCF~T. 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WFRE 21198 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLQ AND OVER RFSIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 11 
Of THFSE• 63.3 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.7 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWED• 1.~ PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 31.2 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 22139 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 61.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDo 14.0 PERCENT 
~IDn~FD. 1.6 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 2~.8 PERCE~T HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THfRE WERE 14476 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 13064 WERE FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSFHOLD' 491 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 921 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1107 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY! 
~GE 1R AND 149 WERF OVER AGE 65, 
91 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1585 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
I<IERf tiNDER 181 AND 57.7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 5.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 14476 FAMILIESI 6413 HAD NO INDTVICUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 149 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7355 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 17125 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESo 2460 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMTL Y DWELLINGS, AND ~08 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~!LE HOMES OR TRAJLERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 793 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 5435 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8873 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 5092 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROO~S PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 109430 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
,A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18?19 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS wERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93.7 
PERCE~T HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS·PER ROOM, 5.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PFR ROOM, THE COMPARA8LE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCE~T, RF.SPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 2176 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 158~ WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 248 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 340 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 20193 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SEhATE DISTRICT 11 
1700~ HAD BASEMENTSt 18311 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 16805 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 17513 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo fLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
TN TER~S OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOwiNG RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 11 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 811 9,50 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 2261 26.47 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 2209 25.86 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1593 18,65 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 863 10.10 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 587 6,87 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 178 2.08 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 39 ,46 12487 2.0? 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARF.D WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 11 MINNESOU 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 439 16.09 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 602 22.07 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 6AO 24.93 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 4t;O 16.50 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 261 9.57 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 203 7,44 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 84 3.0A 44759 15.68 
!200 - $299 9 .33 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROfiLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHO~ A POPULATION OF 28856 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10236 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.8 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28665 WERE WHITE ( 99.34 PERCENT), 19 WERE NEGRO ( .07 PERCENT)• 105 WERE INDIAN 
! .36 PfRCENH, AND 67 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .23 PERCENT) • MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED· 98.18 P!R-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT IND!ANt ANO Oe28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARK~T VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 64079000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 9091 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2048 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 51. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 94 RESIDE~S WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 2867. THERE WERE ALSO 210 
~ACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS ~ITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 31 PER MONtH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPAReD WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
24ei 65 -OVER 2059 8.6 65 -OVER 7.1 230942 65 -OYER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1659 55 - 64 1576 5.7 55 - 64 5.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3259 35 
-
54 3121 ll.l 35- 54 10.8 400625 35 -54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1360 25 34 1309 4.7 25 - 34 4.5 229323 25 34 226962 6.1 25 34 6.0 
1202 18 
-
24 1074 4.2 18 - 24 3.7 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
651 16 - 17 629 2.3 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 1883 10 - 15 1902 6.5 10 - 15 6.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1038 06 
-
09 1164 3.6 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1265 00 
-
05 1224 4.4 00 - 05 4.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 S.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 2 .s 65 -OVER 1.0 
7 55 - 64 4 3.7 55- 64 2.1 
7 4S -54 6 3.7 45 54 3.1 
7 35 - 44 6 3.7 35- 44 3.1 
10 25 - 34 8 5.2 25 - 34 4.2 
14 15 - 24 18 7.3 15 - 24 9.4 
24 OS - 14 26 12.6 OS - 14 13.6 
6 oo - 04 11 3.1 oo - 04 s.e 
AND THE STATE 
NUMBER OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
1914 65 •OVER 1783 
1744 55 - 64 1842 
2603 45 54 2654 
3465 35 - 44 3471 
4941 25 - 34 4859 
6910 15 - 24 6500 
8569 OS - 14 8773 
4394 00 - 04 4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 •OVER 
55 - 64 
45 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------
* THf BIJREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGt GROUPS• ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH QEV!ATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS fEMALE SltM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10445 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A 
Of THFSEt 63.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.7 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.6 PERCENT WERE DtVORCEDt .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 30.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11255 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER ' 59.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.6 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.7 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 23.9 PERCE~T HAD NEVER HARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7154 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6428 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDJ 234 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSRAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLOI AND 492 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 485 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 78 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
45 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1021 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
WERE lJNOER 181 AND 38.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7154 FAMILIESI 3119 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3694 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 7.8 PERCENT 
66 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8478 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1345 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 258 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 355 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 2621 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4444 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2~61 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 55295 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9097 OF THE COMMUNJTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.4 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1138 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 799 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 131 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 208 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 10081 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A 
8563 HAD BASEMENTSI 9268 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 8529 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8918 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARHt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 44Q 9.78 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1240 27.00 79217 12.83 
SUIOOO TO S14999 1214 26.43 118416 19.19 
st5ooo TO S19999 850 18.51 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 443 9.65 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO S34999 292 6.36 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 94 2.05 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 11 .24 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 11-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 2j<,1 17.77 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 347 23.62 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 381 25.94 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- s 99 230 15.66 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 140 9.53 32427 11.36 
'5120 - $149 73 4.97 53243 18.65 
U50- $199 30 2.04 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 7 .48 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE -o o.oo 1691 0.59 
---
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 11-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28908 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 12426 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF ?.3 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28836 WERE WHITE ( 99.75 PERCENT;, 7 WERE NEGRO ( .02 PERCENT)t 17 WERE INDIAN 
( .06 PERCENT), AND 26 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF.S ( .09 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 57628250 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 7888 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1816 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 55. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL Of 120 RESIOECES WERE VACA'NT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 3654. THERE WERE ALSO 157 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 19 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE CD14PARED. WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 11-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
2407 65 -OYER 2269 a.3 65 -OVER 7.8 230942 65 -OYER 177977 6.1 65 -OYER 4.7 
1664 55 
-
64 1685 s.8 55 - 64 s.8 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3053 35 
-
54 3002 10.6 35 - 54 10.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1299 25 
-
34 1260 4.5 25 - 34 4.4 229'323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1219 18 
-
24 1258 4.2 18 - 24 4.4 232685 18 .. 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
611 16 - 17 667 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1859 10 - 15 1844 6.4 10 - 15 6.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 15 6.6 
1077 06 - 09 1160 3.7 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 ... 09 4.4 
1292 00 - 05 1260 4.5 00 - OS 4.4 198603 00 .. OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11•B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-() 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 •OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 1 1.4 45 .. 54 1.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
2 35 - 44 2 2.8 35 .. 44 2.8 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 .. 44 5.0 
-o 25 - 34 -o o.o 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2 15 24 4 2.8 15 - 24 5.6 6910 15 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
2 05 - 14 9 2.8 OS - 14 12.5 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
2 00 - 04 -o 2.8 00 - 04 o.o 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESI THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
"'OTE: THf PEQCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGI c 
TN APRIL• 1970 THF:Rf WERE 1G7S3 MALE" 1 YEARS OLO tNn OVER Ff"CJDINC, lN t-iGlJS[ DISTRICT 11-1' 
0F THESE, 63.2 PfRCFNT WERE MARRIED. 3.7 ![~CENT WFRE WtOOWEDo },h PERCFNT WfRE DIVORCED• .2 PFRrFNT WERE SEPARAlfO• 
h~O 3).5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of TH~ 10AA4 WOMEN 14 YEARS 0Ln ANO OVER • 62.9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRJED• 13o4 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.8 PERCFNT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7322 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 663~ WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOl 257 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSRAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 429 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 622 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITYJ 
AGE lB AND 71 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
46 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 564 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 1BI AND 91.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ o.o PERCENT 
OF THE 7322 FAMILIESl 3294 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65J ANO 3661 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
83 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8647 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAHILYI HOHESt 1115 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 350 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF T~E TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 438 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2814 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4429 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 2431 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 54135 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9122 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO l.SO PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
nf THE 1038 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 789 WERE 2-4 UNtT STRUCTURES• 117 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 132 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10112 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 11-B 
8443 HAD BASEMENTSI 9043 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILTTIESI 8276 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8595 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT li-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN $ 5000 36l 9.17 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 1021 25.86 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 995 25.20 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 743 18.82 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 420 10.64 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 295 7.47 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 84 2.13 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 28 .71 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT ll-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 178 14.14 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 255 20.25 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 299 23.75 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 220 17.47 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 121 9.61 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - $149 130 10.33 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 54 4.29 4475() 15.68 
$200 - $299 2 .If> 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-!0IJSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 12 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 56831 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 12 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19972 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.8 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56356 WERE WHITE C 99.16 PERCENT)t 16 WERE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT)t 434 WERE INDIAN 
( .76 PERCENT), AND 25 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .04 PERCE~Tlo ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILYt OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 75033250 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 5305 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR S 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2464 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 42. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 193 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 1455. THERE WERE ALSO 170 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 26 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOw AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 12 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4138 65 -OVER 3976 7.3 65 -OVER 7.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3028 55 64 2833 5.3 55 - 64 s.o 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
5814 35 - 54 5756 10.2 35 - 54 10.1 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2616 25 - 34 2382 4.6 25 - 34 4.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1976 18 - 24 2041 3.5 18 - 24 3.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1315 16 - 17 1420 2.3 16 - 17 2.5 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
4057 10 - 15 4205 7.1 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2543 06 - 09 2630 4.5 06 - 09 4.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
3013 00 - OS 30$JA 5.3 00 - OS 5.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEI') BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 12 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
11 65 -OVER 13 2.3 65 -OVER 2.7 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
17 55 
-
64 1'5 3.6 55 - 64 3.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
14 45 
-
54 12 2.9 45 - 54 2.5 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
14 35 
-
44 16 2.9 35 - 44 3.4 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
19 25 
-
34 26 4.0 25 - 34 s.s 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
44 15 
-
24 27 9.3 15 - 24 5.7 6910 15 - 24 6500 Io.o 15 - 24 9.4 
1? OS - 14 46 15.2 OS - 14 9.7 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
?4 00 
-
04 31 5.1 00 - 04 6.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THE HUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONc: ONLY FOR TOTAL POPiiLATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY A(;F GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEV!ATf FROM THE ToTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
~.'OTF: THF PEPCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM To 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 19811 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 12 
Of THfSEt 63.6 PERCENT wERE MARRIED, 3.5 PERCENT WERE WTDOWEDt 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
6ND 31.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 20208 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER' 62.7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 13o4 PERCENT 
wiDOWfDt 1.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 22.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13581 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 12276 WERF. FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDt 464 WERF. HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 841 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 587 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 108 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA AND 133 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 671 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS TN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 18l AND A9.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 13581 FAMILIESt 5577 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 184 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7398 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16560 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1346 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMil.Y OWELLJNGS, AND 680 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 880 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 5145 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8202 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4159 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 99070 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16607 OF THE COMMUNJTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO. OF THESE 89.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 8.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 2.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1o3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF T~F. 1217 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 882 WERE 2-4 UNtT STRUCTURF.S• 156 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 179 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADOITIONt OF THE 18586 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 12 
15~10 HAD BASEMENTSI 16208 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 14692 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 15003 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMBTNG fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUS~ TOILET, AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 12 MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
lESS THAN s 5000 ll6t' 17 .so 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 2288 34.46 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 1600 24.10 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 931 14.02 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 361 5.44 113624 18.41 
'!25000 TO 534999 219 3.30 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 65 .98 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 14 .21 12487 2.02 
F"OR RENTAL UNITS T~E PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T .. E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DJSTRICT 12 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 311 ?0.23 19297 t..76 
$ 40 - $ 59 371 24.14 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 448 29.15 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 217 14.12 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 107 6.96 32427 11.36 
!120 - $149 60 3.90 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 22 1.43 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 I .07 11800 4.13 
'!300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27964 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10095 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF ?.a PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 27917 WERE WHITE ( 99.83 PERCENT)t 3 WERE NEGRO ( .01 PE~CENT)t 33 WERE INDIAN 
( .12 PERCENT), AND 11 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .04 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 29722000 f AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 4086 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FA~ILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1136 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 33. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 118 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 1744. THERE WERE ALSO 94 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 24 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2065 65 -OVER 2027 7.4 65 -OVER 7.2 
156o 55 - 64 1486 s.6 55 - 64 s.3 
2889 35 - 54 2941 10.3 35 - 54 10.5 
1233 25 - 34 1140 4.4 25 - 34 4.1 
885 18 - 24 990 3.2 18 - 24 3.5 
636 16 - 17 707 2.3 16 - 17 2.5 
1968 10 - 15 2090 7.0 10 - 15 7.5 
1225 06 - 09 1265 4.4 06 - 09 4.5 
1403 00 - OS 1454 s.o 00 - OS 5.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
JS - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177971 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 
4.5 
10.5 
6.1 
6.1 
2.0 
6.4 
4.2 
5.2 
65 -OYER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.J 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-0 65 -OVER -0 0.0 65 -OYER 0.0 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 
-o JS - 44 -o o.o 35 - 44 o.o 
1 25 - 34 1 2.1 25 - 34 2.1 
-o 15 24 -o o.o 15 - 24 o.o 
2 OS - 14 3 4.3 OS - 14 6.4 
-o oo - 04 1 o.o oo - 04 2.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF' PERSONS 
65 -OYER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BURFAU OF THE CENSIJS HAS ISSUFO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESI THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGf GROUPSt ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEYIATf FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS F'E~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10004 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A 
Of THESEt 63.8 PERCENT WFRE MARRIEDo 3,1 PERCENT W~RE WtOOWEDt loO PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCfNT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND ~1.6 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 9889 wOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 64,8 PERCENT WERE ~ARRI~Dt 13e4 PERCENT 
WIDOWfD• 1.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 20,4 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6906 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6226 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSFHOLOI 274 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUS8AND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 406 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 284 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 67 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
40 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 186 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 89.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6906 fAMILIESI 2941 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 36~6 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
92 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8506 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOHESt 477 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
fAMILY DWELLINGS• AND 268 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 346 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2307 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4257 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2141 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 50513 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS .PER RESIDENT. 8410 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90,6 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7,5 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1,9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 428 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 316 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 46 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 66 
WERE ST~UCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN AODITIONt Of THE 9251 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A 
7962 HAD BASEMENTSI 7959 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7474 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 7376 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENC~St THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGESS 
HOUSF DISTRICT 12-A MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
lESS THAN s 5000 737 24.20 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1145 37.59 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 654 21.47 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 319 10.47 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 108 3,55 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO S34999 63 2,07 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 18 .59 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 2 ,07 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASS 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 12-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 177 27.66 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 176 27.50 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- s 79 168 26.25 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 68 10.63 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 39 6.09 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - S149 11 1.72 53243 18.65 
Sl':iO - $199 1 .16 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 -0 o.oo 11800 4.13 
!.300 OR MORE -0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNE~OTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 12-R 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28867 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9877 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PERSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28439 WERE WHITE ( 98.52 PERCENT)• 13 WERE NEGRO ( .OS PERCENT)t 401 WERE INDIAN 
< 1.3Q PERCENT), AND 14 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .OS PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAl CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 45311250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 6596 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1328 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 49. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF lHESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S -o. 
A TOTAL Of 75 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 1000. THERE WERE ALSO 76 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 28 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 12-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE 
2073 65 -OVER 1949 7.2 65 -OYER 6.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OYER 4.7 
146A 55 
-
64 1347 5.1 55 - 64 4.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2925 35 
-
54 2815 10.1 35 - 54 9.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 1383 25 
-
34 1242 4,8 25 - 34 4,3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6,0 1091 18 
-
24 1051 3.8 18 - 24 3.6 232685 18 - 24 20~697 6.1 18 
-
24 s.3 
679 16 - 17 713 2.4 16 - 17 2.5 74853 16 - 17 17772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2089 10 - 15 2115 7.2 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 1318 06 - 09 1365 4.6 06 - 09 4,7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1610 00 
-
OS 1634 5.6 00 - OS 5.7 198603 00 - OS 201750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NU~BER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE F:EHALE MALE FEMALE HALE fEMALE MALE 
11 65 •OVER 13 2.6 65 -OVER 3.0 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
17 55 - 64 15 4,0 55 - 64 3.5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
14 45 - 54 12 3.3 45 - 54 2.8 2603 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3.9 
14 35 44 16 3.3 35 - 44 3,7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 44 5.0 
lA 25 - 34 25 4.2 25 - 34 5.8 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
44 15 - 24 27 10.3 15 - 24 6.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
70 05 - 14 43 16.4 OS - 14 10.0 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
24 00 - 04 32 5.6 00 - 04 7.5 4394 00 - 04 4511 6,4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATION FIGURESJ THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GROUPS, fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURfS WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9807 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLO AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12-B 
Of THF.SE, 63.3 PERCFNT WfRE MARRIED, 3.9 PERCENT WF.RE WTDOWEDt 1.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 31.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10319 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 60.7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• 13.3 PERCENT 
WIDOWfD, 1.5 PERCENT OtVORC~D• .4 PERCENT SF.PARATEOt A~n 24.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6675 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 6050 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 190 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 435 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 303 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE IA AND 66 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
68 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 485 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 90.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6675 FAMILIESI 2636 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 92 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3772 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8054 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE•UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 869 HOUSI~G UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGS, AND 412 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 534 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2838 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3945 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2018 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48557 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
. A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8197 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 8.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 To 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 2.7 PERCENT HAD 
leSl OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 789 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 566 WERE 2•4 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• 110 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 113 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION• Of THE 9335 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 12•B 
7248 HAD BASEMENTSI 8249 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7218 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7627 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING AANGESt 
HOUSE DISTRICT 12-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN S 5000 425 ll.83 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO S 9999 ll43 31.80 79217 12.83 
110000 TO 114999 946 26.32 118416 19.19 
115000 TO 119999 612 17.03 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 253 7.04 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 156 4.34 91ll4 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 47 1.31 33193 5.37 
150000 OR MORE 12 .33 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 12-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN I 40 134 14.94 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- I 59 195 21.74 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 280 31.22 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 149 16.61 41601 14.57 
SlOO - 1119 68 7.58 32427 ll.36 
Sl20 - Sl49 49 5.46 53243 18.65 
1150 - 1199 21 2.34 44759 15.68 
1200 - S299 1 .11 11800 4.13 
1300 OR MORE -0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 13 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56004 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 13 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 31332 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 55673 WERE WHITE ( 99,41 PERCENT)t 50 WERE NEGRO ( ,09 PERCENT)• 207 WERE INDIAN 
( .37 PERCENT), AND 74 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .13 PERCENT), ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 109824500 I AN AVERAGE VALUF. OF S 7395 PER RE~TDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIDF.NCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 0 OR S . 0 PER RESIDENCE, THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3047 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 47. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0, 
A TOTAL OF 258 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 4841. THERE WERE ALSO 239 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 40 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE, 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 13 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NliM8FR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4253 65 -OVER 424? 7,6 65 -OVER 7.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3292 55 
-
64 3043 5,9 55 - 64 5,4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
5976 35 
-
54 5575 10.7 35 - 54 10.0 4001;25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2847 25 
-
34 2656 5.1 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6,1 25 - 34 6.0 
221'1 18 
-
24 2119 4.1 18 - 24 3,8 232fl85 18 - 24 200697 6,1 18 - 24 s.3 
1129 16 - 17 1293 2.0 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3633 10 - 15 3841 6,5 10 - 15 6,9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6,4 10 - 15 6.6 
2265 06 - 09 2364 4,0 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2570 00 
-
05 2625 4,6 00 - OS 4,7 198603 00 - OS 207750 5,2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ~RE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 13 Al'ln THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUt4Bf:R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE t4ALE 
6 65 -OVER 4 1.8 65 -OVER 1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2,8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 55 
-
64 5 1.2 55 - 64 1.5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
?. 45 
-
54 7 .6 45 - 54 2.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
11 35 
-
44 10 3,3 35 - 44 3,0 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
14 25 
-
34 10 4,2 25 - 34 3.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
?R 15 
-
24 19 8,5 15 - 24 5,7 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
3Q OS - 14 ?.6 u.s OS - 14 7,9 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
}f, 00 
-
04 15 4,8 00 - 04 4.5 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<t TH~'" BlJPEAIJ OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJL~TJON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
Pt AGF GROUP~• FTC, ~AV ADD TO FIGUR~S ~HICH nEVI4TF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
t OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FT~URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMAL~ SUM Tn 100 PEQCENT. 
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JN ~PRILt 1970 THFRE WERE 20182 MALES 14 YEARS OLQ AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 13 
OF T~ESE• 65.7 PERCFNT ~FRE MARRIED, 3.7 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.n PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?P.l PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 21043 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 63.4 PERCENT WERE M~RRIED• 13.2 PERCFNT 
wiDOWEDt 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED, .6 PERCENT SEPARATEQo AND 20.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14275 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 12936 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLn• 368 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSB~ND AS HEdD OF THE HOUSEHOLD• AND 971 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 684 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 132 WERE UNDER 
AGE lB AND 129 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1438 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~ERE UNDER 181 AND 27.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 19,3 PERCENT 
OF THE 14275 FAMILIESI 6443 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 138 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ~NO OVER 651 AND 7307 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 18049 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1909 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 872 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1381 HAD 
.1 OR 2 ROOMS, 7485 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8765 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 3199 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 102013 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS CO~PARES WITH 
~ STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17898 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 91.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2,0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1455 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 823 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 249 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 383 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION• OF THE 20830 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 13 
1514A HAD BASEMENTSI 18430 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 15895 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 17204 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
IN TERM~ OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDo NON-FARM, RESIDENCES, THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 13 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1157 13.74 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO s 9999 2539 30.15 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1948 23.14 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1357 16.12 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 775 9,20 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 483 5.74 91114 14.76 
!:35000 TO $49999 130 1,54 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 31 .37 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
!o!ONTHLY RENT SENATE IHSTRICT 13 MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 305 14.6A 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 6'57 31.62 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 567 27.29 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 278 13.3R 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 124 5.97 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 110 5.29 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 33 1.59 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 3 .14 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .05 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS ANO PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t-40tJSIN<? PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27984 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15640 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27853 WERE WHITE ( 99.53 PERCENT)t 16 WERE NEGRO ( .06 PERCENT)t 70 WERE INDIAN 
( .25 PERCENT), AND 45 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .16 PERCENTl. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9a.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIANt ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 69026250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 9733 PEP RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1633 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S sa. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL Of 120 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VAlUE WAS S 7481. THERE WERE ALSO 133 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 51 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE ANO SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE fEMALE MALE 
1909 65 -OVER 1815 6.8 65 -OVER 6.5 
1591 55- 64 1373 5.7 ~5- 64 4.9 
3004 35 - 54 2760 10.7 35- 54 9.9 
1554 25 - 34 1489 5.6 25 - 34 5.3 
1377 18 24 1219 4.9 18 - 24 4.4 
540 16 - 17 639 1.9 16 - 17 2.3 
1786 10 - 15 1865 6.4 10- 15 6.7 
1145 06 - 09 1205 4.1 06 - 09 4.3 
1341 00 - OS 1372 4.8 00 - 05 4.9 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 •OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
- 15 
09 
OS 
HALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE 
2 65 •OVER -0 1.5 65 -OVER 0.0 
1 55 - 64 1 .a 55 - 64 .a 
2 45 - 54 2 1.5 45 - 54 1.5 
1 35 - 44 3 .a 35 - 44 2.3 
5 25 - 34 6 3.8 25 - 34 4.6 
17 15 - 24 10 13.0 15 - 24 7.6 
7 OS - 14 5 5.3 OS - 14 3.8 
7 00 - 04 6 5.3 00 - 04 4.6 
~UMBFP 
fEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THf AUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEn CORRECTT0N5 ONLY FOR TOTAL PODULATION FIGURES• THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY 1100 TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERr.ENTAr.ES. 
NOTf: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR HALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9894 ~ALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
Of THESE, 65,2 PERCENT WF.RE ~ARRIEDo 3.3 PERCENT WF.RE WJOOWEDt loA PERCF.NT WERE DIVORCED• ,5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?.9,2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10622 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER ' 61,1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 11.8 PERCENT 
WlDOW~Dt 2.6 PERCENT DIVORCF.Ot .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 23,7 PERCf~;T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6953 ~OUSEHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 631A WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDS 131 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 504 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 409 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 ANO 61 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
66 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1131 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THf. COMMUNITY. OF THE TOT ALl 
wERE UNDER 18S AND 10.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 24,5 PERCENT 
OF THE 6953 FAMJLJESt 3035 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3710 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
55 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8318 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (StNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1267 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 370 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 623 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3560 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4351 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1421 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48798 ROOMS JN. ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT, THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1o7 ROO~S PER RESIDENT. 8725 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.O. OF THESE 91,4 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 6.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATF.-WIDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.R• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
Of THE 988 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 545 WERE 2-4 UNJT STRUCTURE~• 179 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 264 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9955 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
7535 HAD BASEMENTSJ 9424 HAD COMPLETE KITCH£~ fACILITIESJ 7882 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8946 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 45c; 9,50 26120 4,24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1246 26.03 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 1194 24,94 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 895 18.70 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO 124999 535 11.18 113624 18,41 
S25000 TO $34999 349 7,29 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 89 1.86 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 24 .so 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO!olPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 143 11.18 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 351 27.44 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 352 27.52 45835 16,05 
s 80 - $ 99 212 16,5A 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 Q1 7,5A 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 93 7.27 53243 18.65 
5150 - $199 28 2.19 44759 15.68 
S200 - S299 3 .23 11800 4,13 
5300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 o.s9 
~- .... -- .. 
_..... ...... 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM·· 
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIIS!NG PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 13-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS D-TA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28020 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15692 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 1e8 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 27820 WERE WHITE ( 99.29 PERCENT;, 34 WERE NEGRO C .12 PERCENTJ• 137 WERE INDIAN 
( .49 PERCENTJt AND 29 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .10 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER• 
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERSJ ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 40798250 I AN AV~RAGE VALUE OF S ~258 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIF.Dt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1414 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 34. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 138 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 2545. THERE WE~E ALSO 106 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 25 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE CO~PARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 13-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2344 65 •OYER 2427 8.4 65 -OVER 8.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1701 55 
-
64 1670 6.1 55 - 64 .6.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2972 35 
-
54 2815 10.6 35 - 54 10.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1293 25 
-
34 1167 4.6 25 - 34 4.2 229323 25 
-
34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
904 18 
-
24 900 3.2 18- 24 3.2 232685 18 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 24 5.3 
589 16 - 11 654 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1847 10 - 15 1976 6.6 10 - 15 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1120 06 
-
09 1159 4.0 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1229 00 - OS 1253 4.4 00 - 05 4.5 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 -OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUfo4BER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEfo4ALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 •OYER 4 2.0 65 •OVER 2.0 1914 65 •OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
3 55 
-
64 4 1.5 55 
-
64 2.0 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-0 45 
-
54 5 o.o 45 
-
54 2.5 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
10 35 
-
44 7 s.o 35 - 44 3.5 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 44 5.0 
9 25 
-
34 4 4.5 25 - 34 2.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
11 15 
-
24 9 5.5 15 - 24 4.5 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
32 OS - 14 21 16.0 OS - 14 10.5 8569 OS • 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
q 00 - 04 9 4.5 00 - 04 4.5 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* THf BURE•U OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRF.CTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESt THF.RF.FORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY Af.F. GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY ~INOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTF.: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FF.~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1q10 THERE WERE 10288 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-A 
Of THFSEt 66.1 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED• 4.2 PERCENT WERE WJDOWEDt 2ol PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 27.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10421 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 65.8 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDo 14.6 PERCENT 
WIDOW~Dt 1.7 PERCENT DIVORCF.Dt .s PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 17.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7322 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITY. Of THESE, 661A WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD Of THE 
~OUSFHOLO; 237 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 467 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 275 ROOMERSo BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 
AGE 18 AND 68 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
66 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 307 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS JN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER liH AND 88.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
Of THE 7322 FAMILIESJ 3408 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 A~JO OVER 65J AND 3597 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ .3 PERCENT 
83 ~AD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1q70 THE COMMUNITY HAD 9731 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 642 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 502 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 758 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 3q25 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMs, 4414 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND. 1778 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 53215 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9173 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 467 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 278 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 70 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 119 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10875 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 13-B 
7613 HAD BASEMENTS' 9006 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8013 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8258 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 13-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 702 19.32 26120 4.24 
' 5000 TO I 9999 1293 35.59 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 514999 754 20.75 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 462 12.72 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 240 6.61 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 134 3.69 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 41 1.13 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 1 .19 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 13-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 162 20.2f:l 192q7 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 306 38.30 34877 12.21 
SfiO - $ 79 215 26.91 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 66 8.26 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 27 3.38 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 17 2.13 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 5 .63 4475q 15.68 
,200 - $299 -o o.oo 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .13 1691 o.sq 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 14 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATIO~ OF 56749 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 14 
THEY PESJOEO IN A TOTAL OF 19975 HOUSING UNTTS: AN AVEPAGE OF /,~ P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPAR~S WITH A STATE 
AVEPAr,f OF 2,98 PERSONS PER ~DUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55656 WERE WHITE { 98.07 PERCENT!• 217 WERE NEGRO ( ,42 PERCENT)t 770 WERE INDIAN 
! 1.3~ PERCENT>• ANQ 84 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .15 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0,91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 96764250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 6916 PEP RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE, THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING UNITS WAS ?479 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 4~. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 9 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ 0, 
A TOTAL Of 121 RESJOECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 1223, THERE WERE ALSO 143 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 18 PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 14 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NIJMRER OF PERSONS 
* 
PERCENT Of PERSONS NUM8ER OF PERSONS PERCENT 0~ PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
3271 65 -OVER 3199 5,8 65 -OVER 5.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVFR 4.7 
2790 55 - 64 2872 4.9 55 - 64 5.1 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
5999 35 - 54 6292 10.6 35 - 54 11. 1 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
301R 25 - 34 3075 5.3 25 - 34 5,4 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2170 18 - 24 2816 3,8 18 - 24 s.o 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5,3 
1179 16 
-
17 1320 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74fl53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
37f..4 10 
-
15 4171 6.6 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6,4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2526 06 
-
09 2622 4.5 06 - 09 4,6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2714 00 - 05 2949 4.8 00 - OS S.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR "JEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHJTF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 14 ANfl TI-lE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NU~RFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PER50NS NUM8FP OF PERSOI\IS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMA.l f MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
?? 65 -OVEP 2? 2.0 6S -OVER 2.0 1q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
17 55 - 64 27 1.6 55 - 64 2.5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
?A 45 
-
54 37 2.6 45 - 54 3.4 2f..03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1>1 35 - 44 R2 3.5 35 - 44 7.5 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
37 25 
-
34 117 3.4 25 - 34 10.7 4041 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
f-.4 15 
-
24 146 5.9 1S - 24 13.4 6Cil0 15 - 24 6500 10.0 1S - 24 9.4 
1?4 OS 
-
14 124 11.3 OS - 14 11.3 8S69 05 
-
14 8773 12.4 OS 
-
14 12.7 
'i7 00 
-
04 ss 3.4 00 - 04 5.0 4194 00 - 04 4511 6,4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-·r THF ~IJUEAU OF Tt-<E CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<:: 0"-IL Y FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THERfFIWE T!-<E SUM OF POPULATTON 
PY t.GF GOOlJP<i. fTC. r>lAY ADO TO FIGURES wHICH OEVI4TF FROM THE T0TAL POPULATION FIGlJRFS RY t~TNOR PERt:FNTAGES. 
r. orr: TI-1F PfPCE"IT AG~=' FJr..URES FOR MALE PLUS FF"''ALI=: SUM Tn 100 PEPCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 20949 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVFR RE~IDJNG IN SENATE DISTRICT 14 
<)f T~FS~, 61.7 PFRCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WERE WTOOWEDt 2.~ PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• ,8 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOt 
ANO 11.~ PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 19630 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 65,3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRTEDt 11.7 PERCENT 
~IOOWFD, ?.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 20.0 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13598 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY, OF THESEt 1227R WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLn; 453 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HE~D OF THE HOUSEHOLD! AND 867 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
~ FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 630 ROOMERSt AOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 219 WERE UNDER 
AGE JA ANO 115 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 1534 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL! 
wERE IJNOER 181 AND 32.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
7,9 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 4.2 PERCENT 
Of THE 1359A FAMILIES! 5324 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER! 158 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7733 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 15831 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLf fAMILY) HOMES• 1262 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 893 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 981 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMSo 5778 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8308 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2919 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 90269 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS ?ER RESIDENT. 16470 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.6 
PERCENT ~AD ONE (OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM, A.4 PERCENT HA~ 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.0 PERCENT HAC 
).51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92e8t S.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
nF T~F 1071 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 759 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 128 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 184 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 17986 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 14 
1404A ~AO RASEMENTSI 15927 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 14973 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 14689 HAD COMPLETE 
FLUM8JNG fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 14 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 833 11.02 26120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 2163 28.62 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 2115 27.98 118416 19.19 
!'15000 TO $19999 1431 18.93 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 650 8.60 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 306 4.05 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 51 .67 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 9 .12 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD wiTH Tt-E STATE WAS: 
lo'ONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 14 MINNESOTA 
NUMBF:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 239 14.80 19297 6.76 
' 40 - $ 59 344 21.30 34877 12.21 $ 60 - $ 79 493 30.53 45835 16.05 
' 80 - $ 99 271 16,7A 41601 14.57 
HOO - $119 123 7.62 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 A7 s.3Q 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 49 3.01 447SQ 15.68 
$200 - $299 8 .so 11800 4.13 
$300 OR "lORE 1 .06 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A. 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 110\JSIN«: PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 14-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A. POPULATION OF 28199 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-A 
THEY QESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 11579 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.4 PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERA~E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27683 WERE WHITE ( 98.17 PERCENT)• 1~1 WF.RE NEGRO ( .54 PERCENT>• 342 WERE INDIAN 
C 1.21 PERCENT), AND 21 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .07 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLF.D 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEr.RO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANo AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MAPKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS I 30939250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 4294 PER RESTDENCE. N~GRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR ' -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 1195 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 36. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 74 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 341. THERE WE~E ALSO 69 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 4 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 14-A 
NUMBF.R OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2058 65 -OVER 2182 7.3 65 -OVER 7.7 
1579 55 - 64 1640 5.6 55 - 64 s.a 
2925 35 - 54 3124 10.4 35 - 54 11.1 
1329 25 - 34 1452 4.7 25- 34 5.1 
9o3 18 - 24 996 3.2 18 - 24 3.s 
541 16 - 17 684 1.9 16 - 17 2.4 
1796 10 - 15 2001 6.4 10 - 15 7.1 
1161 06 - 09 1217 4.1 06 - 09 4,3 
1264 00 - OS 1345 4,5 00 - OS 4.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
171977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
- 34 
- 24 
- 17 
- 15 
- 09 
- 05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-A 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
~ 65 -OVER 15 1,6 65 -OVER 2,9 
6 55 - 64 13 1.2 55 - 64 2.5 
12 45 - 54 25 2.3 45 - 54 4.8 
14 35 44 61 2.7 35- 44 11.8 
7 25 - 34 89 1.4 25 - 34 17.2 
29 15 - 24 42 5.6 15- 24 8.1 
43 OS - 14 44 8,3 OS - 14 8,5 
13 00 - 04 16 2.5 00 - 04 3.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2f,03 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
ANO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNFSOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
os - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THf BUPE~U OF THE CFNSUS HAS ISSUED CORRF.~TJON~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POPt~ATION FIGURESt THFRFFORE THF ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY AGf GROUPS, F.TC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ DEVJATF FROM THE TOTAL 0 0PULATION FIGURES AY ~JNOR PER~F.NTAGES. 
t--OTf: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALF: SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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tN APRlLt 1970 THERE WERE 10780 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RF.~IDINr. IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-A 
OF T~FSEo 60.6 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 3.8 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEOt 2.9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE SEPAR~TEOt 
AND 31.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED, OF THE 9923 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 64,5 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFOt 13.3 PERCENT 
~IOOWFDt 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCfDt .7 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANO 19.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6731 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESEt 6032 WERE FA~ILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 299 WERF. HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 400 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 345 ROOMERSt 80ARDERSt OR LODG~RS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 102 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 68 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1382 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 25.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
8.8 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 4.6 PERCENT 
OF THE 6731 FAMILIESI 2921 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3475 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
89 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8807 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 459 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 387 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THF TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 621 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3142 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4145 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1745 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48407 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8400 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90,3 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 7,5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1e50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.2 PERCFNT HAD 
1.~1 OR ·MORE-PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 377 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 305 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 42 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 30 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9653 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-A 
7261 HAD BASEMENTSI 7956 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7281 HAD TELEPHONESI ANO 7066 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET• ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 14-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBE~ PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN S 5000 6H! 21.22 26120 4,24 
I 5000 TO S 9999 1028 35,30 79217 12.83 
110000 TO S14999 638 21,91 118416 19.19 
115000 TO 119999 365 12.53 143052 23.18 
120000 TO S24999 154 5,29 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 90 3,09 91114 14.76 
SJSOOO TO S49999 115 .52 33193 5,37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 4 .14 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WtTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 14-A MINNESOTA 
NU"'BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 116 11.87 19297 6.76 
I 40 
- s 59 168 25.89 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 185 28.51 45835 16.05 
t 80 - s 99 114 11.57 41601 14.57 
SlOO - Sll9 43 6.63 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - Sl49 18 2.77 53243 18.65 
SlSO 
- Sl99 4 .62 44759 15.68 
S200 - S299 1 .15 11800 4.13 
S300 OR 140RE 
-o o.oo 1691 0,59 
"'\ -· .. 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROF"JLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 14-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHO~ A POPULATION OF 28~,0 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 14-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8396 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27973 WERE WHTTE ( 97.98 PERCENT)• A6 WERE NEGRO ( .30 PERCENT)• 428 WERE I~DIAN 
1 1.50 PERCENT), AND- . 63- ~E MEMBERS OF OTtiER RACES ( .22 PERCENT! • MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RAcES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE O~NERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 65825000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 9700 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE ~AMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1284 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 59. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O. 
A TOTAL OF 47 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 2612. THERE WERE ALSO 74 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 30 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 14-8 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1213 65 -OVER 1017 4.2 65 -OVER 3.6 
1211 55 - 64 1232 4.2 55- 64 4.3 
3074 35 - 54 3168 10.8 35- 54 11.1 
168Q 25- 34 1623 5.9 25- 34 5.7 
1267 18 - 24 1820 4.4 18 - 24 6.4 
63A 16 - 17 636 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 
1968 10 - 15 2170 6.9 10 - 15 7.6 
1365 06 - 09 1405 4.8 06 - 09 4.9 
1450 00 - 05 1604 5.1 00 - 05 5.6 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOU 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
M.-LE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLIJS OTHER ~ON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAtLFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELO~. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE 
14 65 -OVER 7 2.4 65 -OVER 1.2 
11 55- 64 14 1.9 55- 64 2.4 
16 45 - 54 12 2.8 45 - 54 2.1 
?4 35 - 44 21 4.2 35 - 44 3.6 
30 25 - 34 28 5.2 25 - 34 4.9 
35 15 - 24 104 6.1 15 - ~4 1R.O 
Al OS - 14 80 14.0 OS - 14 13.9 
?4 00 - 04 39 4.2 00 - 04 6.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
346~ 
4941 
6Cll0 
8S69 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
HALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
,.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o T~F BUUEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPilLATION FIGURES: THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPQUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVJATF FROM THE TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES ~y MINOR PER~FNTAGES. 
rOTF: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM To 100 PFPCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10169 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IOING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-B 
Of THESE• 63.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 2.3 PERCENT WERE WJDOWEDo 2.2 PERCENT WERE DivORCED• .s PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 3?.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9707 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 66.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, lOol PERCENT 
wiDOwED• 2.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 20.6 PERCENT HAO NEVF.R MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6867 ~OUSEHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6246 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSFHOLO' 154 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HF.AO OF THE HOUSEHOLD' ANn 467 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 285 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 117 WERE UNDER 
~GE lA AND 47 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 152 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
WERE UNDER 18' AND 88.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6867 FAMILIESJ 2403 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 4258 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI .1 PERCENT 
69 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7024 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 803 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 506 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 360 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2636 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4163 HAD ~ OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1174 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 41862 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THJS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PfR RESIDENT. 8070 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 9.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• So9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 694 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 454 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 86 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 154 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8333 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 14-B 
6787 HAD BASEMENTS' 7971 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7692 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7623 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWERo 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 14-B MINNESOTA 
-NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 215 4.63 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1135 24.43 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 1477 31.79 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1066 22.94 143052 23.18 
120000 TO $24999 496 10.68 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 216 4.65 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 36 .77 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE '5 .11 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 14-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 123 12.73 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 176 18.22 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 308 31.8A 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- s 99 157 16.25 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sl19 80 8o2F\ 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - $149 69 7.14 53243 18.65 
Sl50 - S199 45 4.66 44759 15.68 
S200 - S299 1 .72 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE 1 .10 1691 0.59 
--MIN~FSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS CF P0PULATI0N AND 1-'0IJSINr PROFILE OF 
SfNATE DISTRICT 15 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~QW A POPULATION OF 56819 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT IS 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 2043~ HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?oR P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVF.~Ar.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION. 56674 WERE WHITE ( 99.74 PERCENT>• 16 WFRE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT)• 56 WERE I~OIAN ( .In PERCENT)o ANn 71 WERF MEMBERS OF OTHFR RACFS ( .12 PERCENTJo MINNESOTA PFRCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.lR PER-
CFNT •NHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEr,RO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oo28 PFRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF.S OR LESS WAS $ 89483750 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ ~~2B PER RESTDENCE. NFGRO, OW~ER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
cESinENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESJDENTTAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 4153 IJNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 38. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AV~RAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 201 RE5IDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 2397. THERE WERE ALSO 473 
vACANT AND FOR RF.NT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 51 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SE~ CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEr, IN THE CHARTS BELO•• AND CAN 8E CO~PARED WITH THF ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
N•.IM13FR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PER'50NS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
446~ 65 -OVEP 4031 7.9 65 -OVER 7.1 
3057 55 - 64 31~2 5.4 55 - 64 5.6 
6181 15 -54 6061 10.9 15- 54 10.7 
24~5 25 - 34 2372 4.3 25 - 34 4.2 
2240 18 - 24 2522 3.9 18 - 24 4.4 
1281 16 - 17 1317 2.3 16 - 17 2.3 
3890 10 - 15 40?6 6.8 10 - 15 7.1 
2221 06 - 09 231~ 3.9 06 - 09 4.1 
257Q 00 - OS 2614 4.5 00 - OS 4.6 
15 
NUM13ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229123 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
19AF-03 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF t.lJNNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 ?5 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITf RACES ARE LESS OETAJLFn AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMRFR 
FEMAl F 
OF PERSONS P~RCENT OF PERSONS 
? 
n 
n 
7 
4 
1 
1 1 
1 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALF FEMALE MALE 
2 1.4 65 -OVER 1.4 
0 o.o 55 - 64 o.o 
1 o.o 45- 54 .7 
4 4.8 35 - 44 2.8 
4 2.8 ?5 - 34 2.~ 
12 2.1 15 - 24 8.3 
12 7.6 05 - 14 8.3 
2 2.1 00 - 04 1.4 
15 
"JUM8FQ 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8S69 
4194 
Mom THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
~5 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
H773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
1)5 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
~.s 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.. , THF RtJRFAIJ OF THE CfNSI•S HAS ISSUFD CORRECTION<: O"JLY FOR TOTAL PCPtllATION Flr.URES: THEREFO~E THE c;uM OF POPIJLATIOIII 
gy tG~ G~O~Pc;. FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ OEVTATF FRnM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PER~FNTAGES. 
· OTF: T>-iF Pf.PCENTAGF FJr;IJREc; FOP MALE PLUS FE>JALf SIJM T0 100 PfPCFNT. 
PAGF ? 
(N APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERF 20846 MALES 14 YFARS OLO ANO OVER RfSIOTNG IN SENATE DISTRICT 15 
rF ThFSf, 62.7 PERCFNT ~FRE MARRIED• 3.5 PFRCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.~ PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT ~ERE SEPARATED• 
~NO )?.6 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 209~7 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANr OVER , 62,5 PERCENT WERF MARRIED• 13.6 PERCENT 
wiD0WfO, 1.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~n 22.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14181 HOUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 12801 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSAANO-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLOI 517 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD Of THE HOUSEHOLD! AND 861 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 884 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 1~ AND 138 WERF OVFR AGE 65. 
98 WERE UNDER 
THEPE WERE 624 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
~ERE UNDER 181 AND 88,6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROI .3 PERCENT 
Of THE 14181 FAMILIES; 6056 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 158 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 7461 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 17076 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 2054 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
~AMILY OWELLINGSo A~D 417 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 664 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 4498 ~AD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8751 HAD; OR 6 ROOMS, AND 5~34 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 109305 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• 0~ AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17653 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUStNG UNITS WERE OCCUPif.Oo OF THESE 93,3 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWERJ PERSONS PER ROOMo 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE C0MPARA8LE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RFSPECTIVELY. 
rF THF 1896 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1216 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 156 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 524 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 19547 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 15 
16926 HAD BASEMENTS; 17739 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILJTIESJ 16321 HAD TELEPHONESC AND 16841 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDo NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 15 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 1110 15.02 26120 4,24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 217~ 29.48 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1911 25.87 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1316 17.81 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 569 7,70 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 241 3,26 91114 14.76 
!35000 TO $49999 55 ,74 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE ~ .11 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT C::ENATE DISTRICT 15 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 471 19.77 19297 6,76 
t 40 - $ 59 741 31.11 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 583 24.4R 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 300 12.59 41601 14.57 
uoo - U19 138 5.79 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 97 4.07 53243 18.65 
uso- $199 48 2.0? 44759 15.68 
,.200 - $299 4 .17 11800 4.13 
,.300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLA~NJNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HhlSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT 15-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28828 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 15-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 10491 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28750 WERE WHITE ( 99.73 PERCENT)• 10 WERE NEGRO C .03 PERCENT), 11 WERE INDIAN 
( .04 PERCENT), ANO 57 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .20 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT HHITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TER~S OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OP LESS WAS $ S073I750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 7417 PER RESIDENCE. NfGROo OWNER OCCUPIED' SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2094 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 47. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 124 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 1935. THERE WERE ALSO 310 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 6A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 15-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2371 65 -OVER 2028 8.2 65 -OVER 7.0 230942 65 -OVER 117977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1530 55 
-
64 1598 5.3 55 - 64 s.s 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3113 35 
-
54 3022 10.8 35 - 54 10.5 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1194 25 
-
34 1129 4.1 25 - 34 3.9 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.I 25 - 34 6.0 
I334 18 
-
24 1498 4.6 18 - 24 5.2 232~85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
608 16 - 17 662 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1923 10 - 15 2032 6.7 10 - 15 7.0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - IS 6.6 
1057 06 
-
09 1161 3.7 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
12M1 00 - 05 1287 4.4 00 - OS 4.5 198603 00 - OS 201750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 15-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8fO OF PERSONS PFRCENT OF PEPSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MAL F. fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 1.3 65 -OVER 1.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-0 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2M3 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
7 35 - 44 3 9.0 35 - 44 3.8 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
2 25 - 34 -o 2.6 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1 15 - 24 10 1.3 15 - 24 12.8 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
3 OS - 14 5 3.8 OS - 14 6.4 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 -o 1.3 00 - 04 o.o 4)94 00 - 04 4511 6.4 oo - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPttLATTON Fir,URES; THEREFORE THE <;lJM Of POPULATION 
F=~Y AGF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADO TO fiGURES WHICH nEVJATf fROM T~E TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~JOT F.: THF PERCE~TAGF FI~URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10609 HALES 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT IS-A 
Of THESE, 61.2 PERCENT WERE HARRIED, 3o4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 34.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10807 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 60.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.1 PERCENT 
WlDOWfDo 1.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• o4 PERCENT SEPARATEn• ANO 23oQ PERCFNT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7080 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 635A WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WJFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 254 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI ANO 468 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fE!oiALE HE AO • 
THEPE WERE 524 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE IR AND 68 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
4? WERE UNDER 
THEPE WERE 378 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
IIIERE UNDER 18' AND 86.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 7080 FAMILIES' 3037 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65' AND 3691 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr.RO' .s PERCENT 
84 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8428 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1329 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 183 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAJLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 395 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 2528 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4415 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2~02 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 54212 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8934 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.0 
PERCENT HAD O~E (OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.4 PERCENT HAD 
loS! OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1243 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 718 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• 114 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 411 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9940 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 15-A 
8482 HAD BASEMENTS' 9173 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8260 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8700 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 15-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 448 11.38 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 1116 28.35 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1073 27.25 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 752 19.10 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 353 8.97 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 153 3.89 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 37 .94 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 5 .13 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED lliTTH TI"E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 15-A t.4INNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 210 15.02 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 439 31.40 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 337 24.11 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1Q7 14.09 41601 14.57 
S100 
- $119 106 7.5~ 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 66 4.72 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 41 2.93 44759 15.68 
$200 - S299 2 .14 11800 4.13 
SJOO OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFTLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 15-B 
PAGE I 
AS OF 1 APRIL l970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27991 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 15-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9945 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.8 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONo 27924 WERE WHITE I 99.76 PERCENT>• 6 WERE NEGRO l .02 PERCENT)o 45 WERE INDIAN 
C .16 PERCENT>• AND 14 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .os PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.I8 PER-
CENT ~IHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTI-'ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYo OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 38752000 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 5819 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2059 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 28. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 77 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 3140. THERE WERE ALSO 163 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 17 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 15-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2097 65 -OVER 2005 7.5 65 -OVER 7.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1527 55 - 64 1584 5.5 55 - 64 5.7 111q1o 55 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3068 35 - 54 3039 11.0 35 - 54 10.9 4001,25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1261 25 
-
34 1243 4.5 25 - 34 4.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
906 18 
-
24 1024 3.2 18 - 24 3.7 23268S 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
673 16 - 17 655 2.4 16 - 11 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1967 10 
-
15 1994 1.0 10 - IS 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1164 06 - 09 1157 4.2 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1298 00 
-
OS 1327 4.6 00 
- OS 4.7 198603 00 - OS 207750 s.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 15-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PfRSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBFR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE M.ALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 1.5 65 -OVER 1. 5 19I4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 - 54 1. 5 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
-o 35 - 44 1 o.o 35 - 44 1.5 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
2 25 - 34 4 3.0 25 - 34 6.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2 15 - 24 2 3.0 15 - 24 3.0 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
B OS - 14 7 11.9 OS - 14 10.4 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
2 00 - 04 2 3.o 00 - 04 3.0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.0 THf BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPt.tLATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y AGF GROUP<;, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THf PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10237 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 15-8 
OF THESE, 64.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.6 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• .A PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 31.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 101~0 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 64.8 PERCENT WERE MAHRIEDt 13.0 PERCENT 
WIDOWED, .8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21o1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7101 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6445 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD• 263 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 393 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE wERE 360 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 18 AND 70 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
56 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 246 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 91.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7101 FAMILIES& 3019 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER• 
18 ANn OVER 65- AND 3770 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 RUT NONE OVER 65. 
74 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8648 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 725 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 234 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 269 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1970 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4336 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 3032 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN .TOTAL THEIR WERE 55093 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8719 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 653 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 498 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES, 42 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 113 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9607 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 15-8 
8444 HAD BASEMENTSf 8566 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESf 8061 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8141 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGESt 
HOUSE DISTRICT 15-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 662 19.18 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1062 30.77 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 83!! 24.28 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO S19999 564 16.34 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 216 6.26 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO S34999 88 2.55 91114 14.76 
535000 TO S49999 18 .52 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 3 .09 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED wiTH THE STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 15-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 261 26.52 19297 6.76 
s 40 - $ 59 302 30.69 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 246 25.00 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 103 10.47 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 32 3.25 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 31 3.15 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 7 .71 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 2 .20 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AII!O ~OIISING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 16 
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AS OF 1 APRTL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF S611R PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 16 
THEY DESIDEQ IN A TOTAL OF ]6388 HOUSING UNITS: AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 PFPSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~Ar.E OF ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
oF THF TOTAL POPULATION. 55938 WERE WHITE ( 99.64 PERCENT!• 72 WERE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENT)t 75 WERE INDIAN 
< .13 PERCENT), ANn 53 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER QACES ( .09 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.l8 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 91400750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 796] PER RESTOENCE. NEGROo OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESJnENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDo RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSTNG UNITS WAS ?113 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS ~ 4B. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 120 RESICECES W~RE VACANT AND FO~ SALE. TH~IR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 609B. THERE WERE AL~O 140 
VACANT ANO FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 3? PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTF:R I STICS ARE OUTL INErl IN THF CHARTS A!'"LOI~ ANI) CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 16 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
I'J!J~BFR OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF" PERSONS 
FEMAlF MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
?R65 65 -OVER 2654 5. 1 65 -OVER 4.7 230Q4? 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVFR 4.7 
2lq6 55 
-
64 2242 3.9 55 
-
64 4.0 171Q70 55 
-
64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5()23 35 
-
54 5175 8.9 15 - 54 9.2 4001,25 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
26q) 25 
-
34 2778 4.8 25 
-
34 4.9 2?9123 25 
-
34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2696 18 
-
24 3474 4.8 18 - 24 6.2 2326~5 18 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1246 16 
-
17 1291 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 74A53 16 
-
17 71172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
4210 10 
-
15 4331 7.5 10 
-
15 7.7 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2887 06 
-
09 3014 s .1 06 - 09 5.4 160146 06 
-
09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1567 00 
-
05 3796 6.4 00 - 05 6.8 198603 00 
-
05 207750 '5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LF'iS OETAllt=:fl R!JT ARE TABULA TEO BELOW. 
NON-W~ITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 16 AI\' f) THE STATF OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FfMALF MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
l 6'3 -OVEP 0 .s 65 -OVER o.o IQ14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEQ 2.6 
1 '55 
-
64 1 .s 55 - 64 .s 1744 55 
-
64 1842 2.5 55 
-
64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 1 2.0 45 
-
54 .s 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.13 45 - 54 3.9 
c; 15 
-
44 1 2.5 35 - 44 1.'5 3465 35 
-
44 3471 5.0 35 
-
44 s.o 
1 25 - 34 R 1.5 25 - 34 4.0 4Cl41 ?.5 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
u.? 15 
-
24 '59 21.0 15 
-
24 29.5 6Q10 JS - 24 6500 10.0 15 
-
24 9.4 
1 1 05 - 14 lO 5.5 OS - 14 s.o 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 n5 - 14 12.7 
? 00 
-
04 1 1.0 00 - 04 .s 4194 00 
-
04 4511 6.4 00 
-
04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P. TI-t~ AUOFillJ OF THE CHISlJS HAS ISSUFD CORqECTJONc: ONLY FOR TOTAL POPitLATTON FIGURES; T~ERfFORE Tl-tE SUM OF POPULATION 
t<Y flf;F GPOLJPC:, fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES \'It-tiC!-! nEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL PQPtJLATION FIGUR~S l'lY ~TNOR PER!FNTAGES. 
'· OTF: Tt-<F PfPCENTAGF FT!iURES FOR MAL~ PLUS I="PAALF SIJM Tn IOn PEDCF:I'<T. 
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TN APRil_, 1970 THFRF WfRF 19019 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN SENATE OISTRirT 16 
OF T~FSEt 57.1 PERCFNT WfRE MARRIED. 2.P PERCENT WFRE WTOOWEOt .~ PERCFNT WERE DIVORCFDt ,2 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
oND 10,4 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 18054 WOMfN 14 YEARS Otn ANO OVER , 60,3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFOt 9oA PFRCE~T 
~IDOWFD• .S PERCENT DTVORCEDt .2 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 29,2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE llfRE 11595 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• I058R WERF.: FAMILIES WITH A t·HJSBANO-IHFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLnr 436 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 571 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 542 ROOMERS, 80ARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 18 AND 86 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
95 WERE U"'OER 
THERE WERE 645 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF T~E TCTALI 
.. ERE tiNDER 1 A I AND 64. R PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
1.6 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' ?6,8 PERCENT 
OF THE 11595 FAMlLTESI 3975 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6~ AND OVER; 175 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
18 A~n OVER 651 AND 714F HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 AUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12806 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 1163 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 458 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 413 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3218 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6483 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4113 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~EIR WERE 82186 POOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ~OOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 13594 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 85.2 
PERCENT ~AD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMtll.3 PE~CENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ~OOM• AND 3.4 PERCENT ~AD 
!.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
0F T~f 1054 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 749 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 202 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 103 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 14427 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 16 
12A21 HAO BASEMENTS; 13533 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES! 12520 HAO TELEPHONESI ANO 12875 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMHTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER, FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUF.S WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 16 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 502 7.78 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 1784 27.66 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1785 27.67 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 119~ 18.57 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 633 9,81 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 395 6.12 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 116 1.80 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 37 .57 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE OISTRICT 16 MINNESOTA 
NUMBr:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------lESS THAN $ 40 244 18.10 19297 6.76 
!; 40 
-
$ 59 269 I9.9A 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 317 23.52 45835 16.05 
'I' 80 
-
$ 99 1A1 13.41 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 147 10.91 32427 11.36 
'E1?0 
-
$149 }1\2 12.02 53243 1A.65 
uso 
-
$199 ?4 1.7A 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 2 .1 5 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORf 2 .15 169) 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND HOUSINf1 PROfiLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A 
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AS Of 1 APRIL 1970 9 CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28112 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 16-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 7852 HOUSlt~G UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28038 WERE WHITE ( 99.74 PERCENT>• 14 W~RE NEGRO ( .05 PERCENT>• 56 WERE !~DIAN 
( .20 PERCENT), AND 4 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .01 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCuPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 51449SOO ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 8476 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR ~ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1098 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ SO. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 69 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 6130. THERE WERE ALSO 82 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 22 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANn CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMB~R OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1533 65 -OVER 1408 5.5 65 -OVER s.o 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1102 55 64 1159 3.9 55 64 4.1 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
2580 35 - 54 2657 9.2 35 - 54 9.5 400625 35 - 54 391808 1o.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1376 25 - 34 1416 4.9 25 - 34 s.o 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1206 18 - 24 1180 4.3 18 - 24 4.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
69S 16 - 17 654 2.5 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2163 10 - 15 2240 7.7 10 - 15 8.o 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1479 06 - 09 1520 5.3 06 - 09 5.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1839 00 - OS 1905 6.5 00 - OS 6.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEf' BUT ARE TABULATED BELOw. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBFR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PEPSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -o 1.4 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 -o 1.4 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 4S - 54 3.9 
1 35 - 44 -o 1.4 35 - 44 o.o 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
-o 25 - 34 -o o.o 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
?4 15 - 24 4 32.4 15 - 24 5.4 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
7 OS - 14 9 9.5 OS - 14 12.2 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
-0 00 - 04 1 o.o 00 - 04 1.4 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
... T "<f BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUff) CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!ILATION FIGLIRES; THf-_RfFORE Tt-'E SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y AGF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL r::QPIJLATJON FIGURES AY MINO~ PERr.ENTAr.ES. 
~:OTF: THF PERCENTAGE Ftr.URES FOP MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO lOO PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9207 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A 
Of THESE• 61.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• .s PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 34.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9199 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 61,6 PERCENT WERE MARRifDt 10.8 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• .5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 26,9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6057 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 552Q WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 231 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE ~OUSEHOLDI AND 297 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 273 ROOMERSt BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 51 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
44 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 421 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 53,0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
2.4 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 41,1 PERCENT 
OF THE 6057 FAMILTESI 2077 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3737 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BIJT NONE OVER 65, 
87 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6738 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMESt 661 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 217 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 235 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1737 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3464 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2180 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN. TOTAL THEIR WERE 43002 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1,5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7168 OF THE COHMUNJTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 86.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt10o6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 3.3 PERCENT HAC 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 612 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 421 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 116 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 75 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 7616 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A 
6731 HAD BASEMENTSI 7137 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 6604 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 6759 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 282 7,82 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO s 9999 1052 29,17 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 965 26.76 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO S19999 623 17,28 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 337 9,35 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 243 6,74 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 80 2,22 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 24 ,67 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A MINNESOTA 
NU"'BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 124 16.38 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 171 22.59 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 193 25.50 45835 16.05 
s 80 - 5 99 101 13.34 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 77 10.17 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - 5149 86 11.36 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 5 .66 44759 15.68 
$200 - S299 -0 o.oo 11800 4,13 
5300 OR MORE -0 o.oo 1691 0,59 
--~INNFSOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATlfJN AND HOiiSP.JG PROfiLE OF 
HOUSE DI~TRICT 1~-~ 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 280?6 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 16-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 8536 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27900 WERE WHITE ( 99.55 PERCENT)t S8 WERE NEGRO ( .21 PEPCENTlt 19 WERE INDIAN 
C .07 PERCENT), AND 49 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .17 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NE~ROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PFRCENl OT~F.R RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VAlUE OF SINGLE FA~ILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES C~S REPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 39951250 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 7383 PER RESIDENCE. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEOt RENTEOt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1015 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 46. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 51 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 6054. THERE WERE ALSO 58 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 45 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN AE COMPARED ~TTH T~E STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 1b-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1332 65 -OVER 1246 4.8 65 -OVER 4,.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1094 55 - 64 1083 3.9 55 - 64 3.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2443 35 
-
54 2518 8.7 35 - 54 9.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1317 25 
-
34 1362 4.7 25 - 34 4.9 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1490 18 
-
24 2294 5.3 18 - 24 8.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
551 16 - 17 637 2.0 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
2047 10 - 15 2091 7.3 10 - 15 7.5 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1408 06 - 09 1494 s.o 06 - 09 5.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 1728 00 
-
05 1891 6.2 00 - 05 6.7 198603 00 - OS 207750 c;.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE' RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BfLOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1~-B AND THE STATE OF MINNFSOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBED OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALI: t~ALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 6'5 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 
-
64 1 o.o 55 - 64 .a 1744 55 - 64 1842 ;>.S 55 
- 64 2.1 
4 45 
-
54 1 3.2 45 - 54 .a 2A03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 - 44 3 3.2 35 - 44 2.4 3465 35 - 44 34"11 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
3 25 
-
34 8 2.4 25 - 34 6.3 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
lA IS 
-
24 55 14.3 15 - 24 43.7 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
4 OS - 14 1 3.2 OS - 14 .a 8<;69 OS - 14 8173 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
? 00 
-
04 -o 1.6 00 - 04 o.o 4394 00 - 04 4511 "·4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------
it THF BUREAU OF THE CEN<;US HilS ISSUFO CORRECTIO~S ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATF•N fl<iUR£S; THfRf.FOHf T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
HY A~F AROUPS, ETC. ~AY ADO TO FIGUPFS WHICH DEVTAlF fPnM THE TnlAL PQPIJLATION FIGURES RY MlNOR PF.R~FNTA~ES. 
NOTr: T4F PERCENTAGE FT<iU~Ec; FOR MALE PLUS FE~ALE ~UM T~ 100 PI:RCENT. 
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TN APRILt 1970 THERE WERE 9812 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 16-B 
Of THESE• 53.0 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 2.5 PERCENT WFRE wTDOWEDt .5 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 43.7 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 88~5 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 58.9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRJFDt 8.8 PERCENT 
WIDOWFD• .6 PERCENT DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 31.5 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 5538 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 5059 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLDt 205 WERE HOllSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 274 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~ALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 269 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COHMUNITYI 
AGE lA ANO 35 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
"il WERE UNDER 
l:,fRE WERE 224 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 87.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 5538 FAMILIES' 1898 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 65t AND 3409 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
88 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6068 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT !SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 502 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 241 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 178 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 1481 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3019 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2133 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 39184 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6426 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 84.3 
PERCE~T HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt12.1 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 3.5 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 442 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 328 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 86 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 28 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADOITIONt OF THE 6811 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 16-B 
5890 HAD BASEMENTSI 6396 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 5916 HAO TELEPHONESI AND 6116 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 16-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 220 7.74 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO 5 9999 732 25.74 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 820 28.83 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 575 20.22 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 296 10.41 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 152 5.34 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 36 1.27 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 13 .46 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. C0"1PAR!=:D WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOU<;E DISTRICT 16-B MINNESOTA 
NUMAfR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 120 ?0.30 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 98 16.58 34877 12.21 
5 60 - $ 79 124 20.98 45835 16.05 
5 80 
- $ 99 80 13.54 41601 14.57 
$100 
- 5119 70 11.84 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 76 12.86 53243 18.65 
SlSO - 5199 19 3.21 44759 15.68 
5200 - 5299 2 .34 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 2 .34 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSIS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE"'SUS OF POPULATION AND t<OIJSJNC, PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 17 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 570?1 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 17 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 14731 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.9 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
0F THF TOTAL POPULATION, 56461 WERE WHITE ( 99.02 PERCENT>• 149 WFRE NEGRO ( .26 PERCENT>• 144 wERE I~DIAN 
( .?~PERCENT), ANO 130 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .23 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PE~CENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CaS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
aCRFS OR LESS WAS $ 15A034750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 1S349 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
oESirENCFS HAO A TOTAL VALUF OF $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OU5TNG UNITS WAS 4021 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS ~ 103. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 111 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 18137. THERE WERF ALSO 100 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 91 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BF.L0~1 ANr CA~ BE COMPARED ~JTH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 17 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMAFR OF PERSONS 
* 
PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMAER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF" PER~ONS 
FEio!Alf MALF fEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
28116 65 -OVER 2223 4.9 65 -OVER 3.9 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1FI9~ 55 
-
64 1739 3.3 55 - 64 3.0 111970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
4P4F, 15 
-
54 5075 8.5 35 - 54 8.9 400A25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
'297S 2'5 
-
34 30~3 5.2 25 - 34 5.4 229123 25 - 34 ?.26962 6.1 ?5 - 34 6.0 
6502 Ill 
-
24 5549 11.4 18 - 24 9.7 232A85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
104R 16 
-
17 1031 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 74853 16 - 17 17172 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
3454 1(1 
-
15 3502 6.1 10 - 15 6.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
233t; 06 
-
09 23'53 4.1 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2847 00 
-
05 3050 s.o 00 - OS 5.3 1981',03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA fOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITF RACES ARE lESS DETAilfl' BUT ARE TABULATED RELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 17 At\0 THE STATE" OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBFP OF PERSONS PERCENT I)F PERSONS 
FF"lAI_F MALF fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE ~ALE 
l 65 -OVER R .2 65 -OVER 1.4 1914 65 -OVER l1R3 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
() '55 
-
64 2 o.o ss - 64 .4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 
-
54 s .2 45 - '54 .9 21)03 45 - 54 2654 3.fl 45 - 54 3.9 
~ 35 - 44 9 .9 35 - 44 1.1; 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
3 25 
-
34 40 .s 25 - 34 7.1 4941 ?5 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
I 7 15 
-
24 193 3.0 15 - 24 34.5 6CJ10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
21 OS - 14 1R 3.8 05 - 14 3.2 8S69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
4 00 
-
04 4 .7 00 - 04 .7 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
Ti-1F AUPfAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRFCTTONc: ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTnN FIGURES' Tt-<EREFORE Tt-<E SUM OF POPULATJOI\j 
PV fl(..F GPOUP<;, ETC. MAY ADD TO F!GURJ:S li'IHJCH r>EVTATF FR0"' THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES ~y MINOR PERCF.NTAr,ES. 
~ OTf: THF P~RrENTAG~ Ffr.URES FOR MALF. PLUS FE~ALF SUM Tn 100 PERCF.I'<T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WfRf 198?0 MALES 14 YFAR5 OLn ANn OVFR RF~IOING IN ~ENATE DISTRICT 17 
CF T~FSE• 54.~ PFPCFNT WFRE MARRIED• 2.2 PERCENT WFRE WTOOWEOt 1.Q PFRCFNT WFRE DJVORCFOt ,3 PFRCENT WERE SEPARAT£0, 
AND 4].6 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE ?11~2 WOMEN 14 YEAPS 01 n ANC OVER • 49,P PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10.1 PERCENT 
I.YOOI>'FD• 1.4 PERCENT DTVORCFO, ,4 PfRCE"'T SFPARHFnt At--tn 3Q.1 PERCP:T HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE ~FRE 11415 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 10231 WfRF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THf 
1-'0lJ<;FHOLfll 241 WFRF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER Tf-IAN HUS8ANO AS HFAD OF THE f-!OUSEHOLDI AND 943 WfRE HOUSEHOLDS WIT ... 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 1944 ROOMERS, AOARDERSo OR LODGFRS LIVING IN THESE uOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYI f!P WERE UNDER 
~<,f JA AND A4 WERF OVER AGE 65, 
THfRF WFRf ?35A INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMIIIIJITY. OF THE TOT ALl 
,.fRf ttNnfR I A l A~:D 37. S PERCENT WERF 65 OR OVER. 
4,6 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 3.0 PERCENT 
°F THf 11415 FAMTLIESI 4056 HAD NO INOIVTGlJALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVERI 
!R a,,n OVER A<;; ANO 6979 HAn ~EMBERS UNDER Pl l'li'T "'O"'f OVER 1)5. 
85 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
!N 1970 THE C01<4MlJNJTY HAO JOS73 OCCUPIF.:11 ANi: VACAJH ONF-UNTT <STNGLF fAI-IlLYl 1-!0MF:St 3548 HOUSING UNITS II\ MULTIPLF' 
FAMTl Y D~fLLINGSo AND S77 HOUSING IJNITS IN OCCUPIEn MOH!LE HOMFS CR TRAILERS. Of T~f TOTAL HOUSIN~ UNITS h72 HAO 
1 0~ 2 ROO~S• 4534 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS. 6566 HAD S OR 6 ~OOMSt AND 2A51 ~AO 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~FIR ~ERE 71',192 ROOMS IN ALL HOUST"'G ~NITS, OP AN AVF:RAGF Of 1.3 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WIT~ 
A. STATE-WIDE AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 14317 or THE COM~UNTTIE5 HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 8A,6 
Pf~CFNT HAD ONE COR FEWERl PERSONS PER ROOM, 9.3 PERCENT HAn 1.01 10 1.50 FERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2,0 PERCENT ~AC 
J.Sl OR MORE PERSON~ PFR ROOM, THE COMPARA8LE STATf-WIOF PFRCENTAGf~ WERE 92.A• 5.9o AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
rf TwF 3278 MULTIPLE U"'IT STRUCTURES• 2144 WERF 2-4 U~IT STRUcTURfc, 556 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.:S• AND 578 
,.p<f STRIICTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
lN AOCTTION, OF THE 14670 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SE~ATf DISTRICT 17 
1?7?? HAn RASEMfNTSC 1450A HAD COMPLETE KITCHFN FACILITIES! 1371A HAD TELEPHONES! AND 14264 HAD COMPLETF 
._LIIMFTNG FACILITIES - HOT PTPED WATER• FLUSH TOII.ET 9 AND BATHTU~ OR ~HOWfR. 
TN TfR~S OF Ow~fR-Orcur-yfQ, NON-FARM, RESIOFNCFSt THEIR MARKFT VALUES WEPF IN THE FOLLOWING RANr,ES: 
SENATE DTSTRrCT 17 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT "'IJMBEP PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 11? 1.29 ?61?0 4,24 
!' soon TO $ 9999 11911 13 .6A 79217 12.83 
flOOOO TO $!4999 2331) 26.74 118416 19.19 
HSOOO TO $19999 23St. 27,07 143052 23.1A 
!'20000 TO $.?4999 150t. 17,29 113624 1P,41 
!'2'3000 TO $34999 84C: 9, 72 91114 14.76 
05000 TO $49999 26C: 3,05 33193 5.37 
!'30000 OR MORE 97 1.12 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARFO ~TTH T~f STATE ~AS: 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
!' 40 
-
1> 59 
~ 60 
-
$ 79 
f 80 - $ 99 
$100 
-
$119 
H20 - $149 
!')51) - 't199 
!'200 - 'b2':19 
nllo OR "10Rf 
~ENATE OTSTRICT 17 
NLMRFR PEPCENT 
lA1 4,8c; 
271 7.27 
5S5 J4.8A 
709 19.01 
596 15.9~ 
878 ?3.54 
4Q3 13.2? 
44 1.1A 
3 .o~ 
"'I NNE SOH 
IIJUMBER PERCENT 
19297 (,,76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.3f 
53243 1A,(,5 
4475Q 15.(,8 
11800 4. 13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE~SUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28443 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7804 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.~ PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28053 WERE WHITE < 98.63 PERCENT)• 117 WERE NEGRO I .41 PERCENT>• 1IO WERE INDIAN 
I .19 PERCENT), AND 75 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .2~ PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT TNOIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES OF IO 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 83293250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 15225 PER ~ESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of S -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOIJSING UNITS WAS 2061 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ lOS. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 86 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 19331. THERE WERE ALSO 72 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 107 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
160R 65 -OVER 1214 5.7 65 -OVER 4.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1024 55 64 975 3.6 55 - 64 3.4 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
2592 35 
-
54 2639 9.1 35 - 54 9.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1550 25 
-
34 1656 5.4 25 - 34 s.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2284 I8 
-
24 2523 8.0 18 
- 24 8.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 519 16 - 17 538 1.8 16 - 17 1.9 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 I758 10 - I5 1773 6.2 10 - IS 6.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1182 06 
-
09 1187 4.2 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1456 00 
-
OS 1581 5 .I 00 - OS 5.6 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT I7-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
I 65 -OVER 4 .3 65 -OVER 1.0 
-o ss - 64 2 o.o 55 - 64 .5 
1 45 54 3 .3 45 - 54 .a 
3 35 44 6 .s 35 - 44 1.5 
2 25 34 34 .s 25- 34 8.7 
4 15 24 170 1.0 IS - 24 43.6 
12 OS - 14 A 3.I OS - 14 2.1 
? 00 04 2 .s 00 - 04 .s 
NUMBEP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6<HO 
8569 
4194 
ANO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - I4 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf AUPFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES ~HIC~ OEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCF.NTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE ~ERE 10106 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A 
oF T~ESEo 57.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 37.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10120 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 55.3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• !2.3 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.5 PERCENT OIVORCEOt .J PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 3},5 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6104 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 5450 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDJ 135 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A HALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 519 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 897 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 34 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
36 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1760 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 36.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6104 FAMILTESJ 2277 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3622 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
5.8 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 1.2 PERCENT 
34 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5614 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1840 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 334 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 287 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2518 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3534 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1415 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 40040 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7532 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATE-~IDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
oF THE 1672 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1135 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 301 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSo AND 236 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 7772 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A 
6697 HAD BASEMENTSJ 7704 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7216 HAD TELEPHONESC AND 7567 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF O~NER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RA~GESZ 
HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 65 1.39 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO s 9999 693 14.81 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 1258 26.89 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO Sl9999 1235 26.40 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 524999 802 17.14 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 534999 462 9.88 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 549999 129 2,76 33193 5.37 
150000 OR MORE 34 ,73 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE ~AS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 11-A MINNESOTA 
NU"4BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 73 3.79 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 127 6.59 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 271 14.37 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 348 18.06 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 318 16.50 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 505 26.21 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 270 14.01 44759 1'5.68 
$200 - $299 9 .47 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT 17-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28S7A PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 17-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 6927 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 4.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVEPAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28408 WERE WHITE ( 99.41 PERCENT)• 32 WERE NEr,RO ( .11 PERCENT>• 34 WERE INDIAN 
< .12 PEPCENTlt ANO 55 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .19 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGFS EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FA~ILYt OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 74741500 f AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ lS490 PER REStDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1960 UNITS. THE AVE~AGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 101. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF i -0. 
A TOTAL Of 25 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAc,E VALUE WAS S 14030. THERE WEP~ ALSO 28 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF i 4Q PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE c;TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 17-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1198 65 -OVER 1009 4.2 65 -OVER 3.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
874 55 64 764 3.1 55 64 2.7 171<:}70 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
2254 35 - 54 2436 7.9 35 - 54 8.s 400625 35 - 54 391808 Io.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1425 25 - 34 1427 s.o 25 - 34 5.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
4218 18 
- 24 3026 14.8 18 - 24 10.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
529 16 - 17 493 1.9 16 - 17 1.7 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1696 10 - 15 1729 5.9 10 - 15 6.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1153 06 - 09 1166 4.0 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1391 00 - OS 1469 4.9 00 - OS 5.1 1981'103 00 - OS 2077SO 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 17-B 
NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ fEMALE MALE 
-0 65 -OVER 4 0.0 65 -OVER 2.4 
-o ss - 64 -o o.o ss - 64 o.o 
-o 45 - 54 2 o.o 45 - 54 1.2 
? 35 - 44 3 1.2 35 - 44 1.8 
1 25 - 34 6 .6 25 - 34 3.5 
13 15 - 24 23 7.6 15 - 24 13.5 
9 OS - 14 10 5.3 05 - 14 5.9 
? 00 - 04 2 1.2 00 - 04 1.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1Q14 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2e8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2.5 55- 64 2.7 
3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
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* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE 5UM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVTATF FROM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERrfNTA<,ES. 
t-.OTE: THE PfRCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PluS F!="I.IALE SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9714 MALES 14 YfARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 17-A 
OF THESE• 51.7 PERCENT ~FRE MARRIED, 2.0 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.5 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 45.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11012 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 44.7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 8o2 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 1.3 PERCENT DTVORCEDt .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 46.1 PERCE~T HAO NEVER MARHIED. 
THERE WERE 5311 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 4781 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLn' 106 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 424 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1047 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 18 AND 50 WERE OVER AGE 65 • 
32 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 598 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 41.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.0 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 8.4 PERCENT 
Of THE 5311 fAMILIESa 1779 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 3357 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65 0 
51 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 4959 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1708 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
fAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 243 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 385 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2016 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3032 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, AND 1436 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 36152 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.3 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6785 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 87.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 9.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. 'THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 1606 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 100Q WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 255 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 342 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 6898 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 17-B 
6025 HAD BASEMENTSJ 6802 HAD CO~PLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESJ 6502 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 6697 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~BING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 17-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 47 1.17 26120 4.24 
! 5000 TO $ 9999 497 12.37 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1072 26,67 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1119 27.84 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 702 17.47 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 383 9.53 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 136 3.38 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 63 1.57 12487 2,02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARED WITH THE STATE WASZ 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 17-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 108 5.9q 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - 5 59 144 7.99 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 278 15.42 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 361 20.02 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 278 15.42 32427 11.36 $120 - $149 373 20.69 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 223 12.37 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 35 1.94 11800 4.13 
$300 0~ MORE 3 .17 1691 0.59 
--MIN~FSOTA ANALYSIS AND DLAN~JTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULllTION AND I"OIISING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 18 
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AS OF 1 APPIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56041 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 18 
THEY DESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18562 HOUSING UNITS: AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 PERSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF ~.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 55821 WERE WHITE I 99.61 PERCENT!• ~4 WERE NEGRO ( .10 PERCENT!• 99 WERE !~DIAN 
( .JQ PEPCENTl• AND ~7 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .12 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALI.FD 9P.l8 PER-
rENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT ... ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL C~ARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• PESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 108216250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 8459 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING IJNITS WAS 2716 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT ... LY RENT WAS $ 61. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 92 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 2554. THERE WERE ALSO 117 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 3A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE C'"ARTS BELOI~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 18 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOh 
NlJMRfR OF PERSO~!S * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS FEI.II\Lf MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
33;:>3 65 -OVER 3151 5.9 65 -OVER 5.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
2327 ss 
-
64 2313 4.2 55 
-
64 4.1 171970 55 
-
64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5279 35 
-
54 5364 9.4 35 
-
54 9.6 400625 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
3249 25 
-
34 3347 5.8 25 
-
34 6.0 229323 25 
-
34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2572 18 
-
24 2390 4.6 18 
-
24 4.3 232685 18 
-
24 200697 6. 1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1157 16 
-
17 124;:> 2.1 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 
-
17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
394? 10 
-
15 4082 7.0 10 
-
15 7.3 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2718 Of: 
-
09 2848 4.9 06 
-
09 5. 1 160146 06 
-
09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
33SO 00 
-
OS 331'17 6.0 00 
-
OS 6.0 198603 00 
-
OS 207750 S.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
GAT A FOR t\1EGPO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RArES ARE I_ ESS DETATLFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-Wf-< ITF POPULATION IN SENATE DJ<;TRICT 18 At\' f) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
~Jiii'ARF"h' OF PFPSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFC OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FFMA[F MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MAlf FEMALE MALE 
l f:>S -OVFP n 1.4 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 ISS -OVER 2.6 
1 S5 - 64 ? .5 c:;s - 6/.t .9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
f, 45 
-
54 1 2.7 45 - 54 .s 2603 4S 
-
54 2654 3.8 4S 
-
54 3.9 
7 35 
-
44 7 3.2 35 
-
44 3.2 346S 35 
-
44 3471 c;.o 35 
-
44 5.0 
'-! ?5 
-
34 3 4. 1 25 - 34 1.4 4941 25 
-
34 4859 7.2 ?5 
-
34 7.0 
1 c; 1 c:; 
-
24 14 6.8 15 
-
24 6.4 6910 15 
-
24 6500 10.0 15 
-
24 9.4 
l 7 05 
-
14 21 7.7 OS 
-
14 9.5 8S69 OS 
-
14 8773 12.4 nS 
-
14 12.7 
s 00 
-
04 }7 2.3 00 
-
04 7.7 4194 00 
-
04 4511 6.4 00 
-
04 6.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 19132 MALES 14 YEARS OLn ANn OVER RF~IDI~G IN SENATE OISTRICT 18 
Of T~fSEt 64.9 PERCfNT WFRE MARRIED, 3.2 P~RCENT WFRE WTOOWED• 1.3 PERCENT WfRE OJVORCEDt .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
4ND 30.? PERCENT HAO NEVER ~ARRIED. OF TH~ 19102 WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ AND OVER t 65.2 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 11.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWfD• 1.2 PERCENT DTVORCEOt .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 2?..0 PEP.CF~IT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE wERE 13121 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 12101 WEPF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HfAO OF THf 
~OU~EHOLO: 174 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD• AND 646 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE wERE 549 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 112 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 98 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 161A INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE tmDER l~J AND 34.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.2 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 22.3 PERCENT 
OF THE 13121 FAMILIESI 4895 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 183 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65• AND 7695 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13713 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 1606 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1095 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 543 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 4602 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 7139 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4130 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 89213 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
4 STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15509 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 8.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM •. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF T~E 1367 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 895 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 255 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 217 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 16414 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSJNG UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 18 
12943 HAD BASEMENTSI 15377 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 14115 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 14600 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLO~ING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 18 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 33'5 5.07 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1324 20.06 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1609 24.38 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1478 22.39 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1004 15.21 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 640 9.70 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 180 2.73 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 31 .47 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 18 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 171 9.16 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- $ 59 273 14.62 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 426 22.82 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- s 99 348 18.64 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 247 13.23 32427 11.36 
S120 - 5149 326 17.46 53243 18.65 
$150- $199 ,4 3.41 44759 15.68 
'li200 - $299 12 .64 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE~SUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISifll(i PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 1A-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 279~~ PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 18-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8821 HOUSING UNITS$ AN AVERAGE OF 3.2 PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 2~~58 WERE WHITE ( 99.54 PERCENT)t 16 WERE NEGRO ( o13 PERCENT>• 63 WERE INDIAN 
< .23 PERCENT), ANO 31 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .11 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RAcES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 43076000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 6713 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1339 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 55. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 44 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 2727. THERE WERE ALSO 47 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 51 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THF CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 18-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of' PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE 
1752 65 -OVER 1685 6.3 65 -OVER 6.0 230Q42 65 •OVER 177977 6.1 65 ·OVER 4.7 
1232 55 - 64 1254 4.4 55 - 64 4.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2731 35 - 54 2679 9.8 35 - 54 9.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1557 25 - 34 1577 5.6 25 - 34 5.6 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1230 113 
- 24 1205 4.4 18 - 24 4.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
588 16 - 17 637 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 z.o 16 - 17 2.0 
1971 10 - 15 2080 7.0 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1305 06 - 09 1365 4.7 06 - 09 4.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1515 00 - 05 1625 5.4 00 - 05 s.e 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 18-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER -0 2.3 65 -OVER 0.0 
-o ss - 64 1 o.o ss - 64 .a 
6 45 - 54 1 4.6 45 - 54 .~ 
6 35 - 44 3 4.6 35 - 44 2.3 
6 25 - 34 3 4.6 25 - 34 2.3 
13 15 - 24 12 10.0 15 - 24 9.2 
11 OS- 14 18 10.0 OS- 14 13.8 
4 00 - 04 12 3.1 00 - 04 9.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of' PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
c;.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATJON FIGURlSJ THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGE GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAr.ES. 
NOTE: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR HALE PLUS FEMALE SU~ TO 100 PERCE~T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9726 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANO OVER Rf~IOING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 18-A 
OF TYfSf• 62.8 PERCENT WfRE MARRIED. 3.3 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.4 PERC~NT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 32.2 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 96~5 WOMEN 14 YEA~S OLn ANO OVER , 63.2 PERCENT WERE ~ARRJFDo lloS PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .s PERCENT SEPARATEO• ANO 23.6 PERCE~IT HAO NEVER HARRIED. 
THERE WERE b491 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 5959 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD• 209 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 323 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 254 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 53 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
~7 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1284 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER lAI AND 21.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.5 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 28.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6491 FAMILIESI 2519 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6~ AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3680 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
97 HAO FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6868 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 826 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 468 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 259 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 2203 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS. 3567 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2133 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44681 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7756 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, ANO 1.3 PERCENT• RFSPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 691 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 495 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 92 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• ANO 104 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8162 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 18-A 
6520 HAD BASEMENTSI 7498 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEh FACILITIES• 7122 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 6995 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM• RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 18-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 211 7.29 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO s 9999 689 23.81 79217 12.83 
S10000 TO 114999 726 25.09 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO S19999 621 21.46 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 371 12.82 113624 18.41 
525000 TO S34999 225 7.77 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO 549999 43 1.49 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 8 .28 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 18-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 A9 10.16 19297 6.76 
I 40 - I 59 155 17.69 34877 12.21 
s 60 - I 79 209 23.86 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- I 99 165 18.84 41601 14.57 
1100- 5119 101 11.53 32427 11.36 
1120 
- 1149 134 15.30 53243 18.65 
5150 
- 1199 22 2.51 4475Q 15.68 
5200 - 1299 1 .11 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNYNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND I-<01JSJNf; PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 18-8 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28053 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSf DISTRICT 18-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9741 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 27963 WERE WHITE ( 99.68 PERCENT)• 18 WERE NEGRO I .06 PERCENT)• 36 WERE INDIAN 
1 .13 PERCENT), AND 36 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .13 PERCE~Tt. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDE~CES lAS REPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 65140250 3 AN AVERAGE VALUE 0~ $ 10216 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1377 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 67. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 48 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 2396. THERE WERE ALSO 70 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 29 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN ~E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF _HOUSE DISTRICT 18-B AND THE S,.ATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1571 65 -OVER 1466 5.6 65 -OVER 5.2 230942 65 •OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1095 55 64 1059 3.9 55 64 3.8 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
254A 35 
-
54 2685 9.1 35 - 54 9.6 400625 35 • 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1692 25 
-
34 1770 6.0 25 - 34 6.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1342 1d 
-
24 1185 4.8 18 - 24 4.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
569 16 - 17 605 2.0 16 - 17 2.2 14853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1971 10 - 15 2002 7.0 10 - 15 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1413 06 - 09 1483 s.o 06 - 09 5.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1835 00 
-
05 1762 6.5 00 
- OS 6.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 18-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 1 1.1 55 - 64 1.1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 35 - 44 4 1.1 35 - 44 4.4 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
3 25 - 34 -o 3.3 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2 15 - 24 2 2.2 15 - 24 2.2 6<HO 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
4 OS - 14 3 4.4 OS - 14 3.3 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 s 1.1 00 - 04 5.6 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP1JLATION fIGURES' THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PEPCE~TAGf FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THfRE WERE 9406 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANn OVER RE~IDINr, IN HOUSE DISTRICT 18-B 
OF THFSEt 67.1 PERCENT WfRE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• lol PERCENT WERE DIVORCED' .5 PERCfNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 2R.2 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9417 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 67.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10.8 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 20.2 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6630 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6142 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 165 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 323 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 295 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 45 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
75 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 334 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 84.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6630 FAMILIESI 2376 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 4015 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ ,3 PERCENT 
86 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6845 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 780 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 627 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 284 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2399 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3572 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1997 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44532 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGF OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7753 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCE~TAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9. AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 676 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 400 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 163 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 113 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8252 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 18-B 
6423 HAD BASEMENTSI 7879 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 6993 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7605 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 18-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 124 3,35 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 635 17.13 79217 12.83 $10000 TO $14999 883 23.82 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 857 23.12 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO S24999 633 17,08 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 415 11,20 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 137 3.70 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 23 .62 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 18-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 82 8.27 19297 6,76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 118 11.91 34817 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 217 21.90 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- 5 99 1~3 18.47 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 146 14.73 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 192 19.37 53243 1~.65 
$150 - $199 42 4.24 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 11 1.11 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--~J~MF~OT6 ANALYSTS ftN8 PLANNlNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CP~SUS OF POPULAT!IiN ANO I·H)i'SINr- P~OFTLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 19 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRFCTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A PnPULATIO~ OF 57341 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DT~l~ICT 19 
T>-tEY tJE'iJOED IN A TOTAL OF 1Rl63 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVE~-<AGE OF 1.2 Pt="RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVEUA~E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER .HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57571 WERE WHITE 1100.40 PERCENT!• ~2 WFRE ~EGRO ( .14 PERCENT!• I29 WERE I~DJA~ 
.?? DFRCEN1) 9 ANO 65 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RAC~S ( .II PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
rENT ~HITF• 0.91 PERCENT NFG~O• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN. AND 0.28 PFRCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
T~F TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SJNGLF FAMILY• OCCUPTEDt f.<ESTDENrES (AS RFPORTED BY T~E O~NERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS ~ I642457SO ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 1?73S PEP RESTOE~CE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESJflFNCFS HAO A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR '6 ll PEP RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESTOE'tHIIIL 
f-IOUSJ'IG liNtTS WIIS 1191 UNI1S. THE AVERAGE MONTf-ILY ~~FN1 liAS 'li 91. NEGRO FAilTLIES RENTEn 4 OF THESF UNilS 
1\T At·· IIVFqAGf MONTHLY COf\'TRACT RENT OF $ -n. 
ft TOTAL OF I30 AfSIOEC~S WERE VACANT ANn FOR SALE. lHFIR AVERAr-E V4LUE WAS $ 10777. THFRE WER~ AL~O 118 
vACANT ANn FOR RENT UNIT~ WITH AN AVERAGE RFNTAL VALUE OF $ 5~ PER MONTH. 
THE AGE ANn SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINF~ IN THF CHARTS HELOW liND CA~ AE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SF"!ATE DISTRICT 19 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
N!IMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSO"!S NIIMAEP OF PFRSONS PERCENT o~ PERSONS F01ALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FFMALE MALE 
25H7 65 -OVER 239?. 4.5 65 -OVER 4.2 230Q42 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVF.R 4.7 
20R3 '55 
-
64 2146 3.6 55 
-
64 3.7 171Q70 55 
-
64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.?. 
5635 3'5 
-
54 5818 9.8 35 
-
54 10.1 400fl2"i 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
404? 25 
-
34 4100 7.0 25 
-
34 7.2 229123 25 
-
34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
294A lB 
-
24 2523 5.1 I8 
-
24 4.4 232AA5 18 
-
24 2.00697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
106A 16 
-
17 1231 1.9 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3931'. 10 
-
15 4162 6.9 10 
-
15 7.3 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2731 06 
-
09 3028 4.8 06 
-
09 5.3 160146 06 
-
09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
3f:ll4 00 
-
05 3801 6.3 00 
-
05 6.6 198f:l03 00 - OS 207750 '5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR ~.IEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES liRE l.fS~ I)ETAJLI'"n RUT ARE TA'3ULATEO AELnw. 
NOt\1-'111-'!TF PI)PULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 19 AN{) Tf-1E STATE OF ~INNFSOTA 
Hlf4HFR OF PEP SONS PERCENT OF PERSONS ~JUMBF·J OF PERSO"IS PERCENT OF PF.RSONS 
FEMLI F MAL~ FEMALE MALE FEMALE 1-IALE H:MALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 4 -.9 65 -OVER -1.7 IQ14 65 -OVER 1783 2.A 65 -OVER 2.6 
? ss 
-
64 ? -.'l '35 - 64 -.9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 4 -1.7 45 - ':)4 -1.7 2h01 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 1 35 - 44 8 -4.R 35 - 44 -3.5 346'3 35 - 44 3471 "i.O 35 - 44 5.0 
lc:; ?5 
-
34 1 1 -6.5 25 - 34 -4.R 4041 25 - 30:. 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
l:.:. 15 
-
24 14 -1'1.3 15 - 24 -h.l 6010 15 - 24 6':l00 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?? 1)., 
-
14 14 -9.(, 05 - 14 -14.8 8S6Q 05 - 14 8773 1?.4 OS - 14 12.7 
:.. l)r) 04 1 n -3.5 no 1)4 -4.3 4194 00 04 4511 (,. 4 no 04 ~.5 
-·------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------
"" 
T .... ~ ;-<IJ:;;' ll!J r)F Tl-i£ r.F ~I SUS HAS ISSUI-'il CUJ,(Pf'CTTU~J-:: 0 1,1L Y ;:-nP HH/11.. PCP!ili'ITION F I r;uRfS: Tt-oEI-IfFOPf THE SUM OF POPIJL l>T TOt~ 
~t I '·~ r.r;.r)IJP<; • FTC. MAY MJD Til FJGU;ns WHICH nrv T A rr· Fkr,!} 1 ~w TnT I~L nQPI.JL fl. T 1 ('!~ FIGUP~S RY I~ JI·•O I< FFRC:FNTAGES. 
· r, T > : THr- P~RCE~JT L(;F FTr.UI-F.~ t\)P MAL.r.: PLUS Ff'-AALF 51 J" Ttl l(jf; Pf.'-'0:1\ T • 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~RF WERE 19544 MALES 14 YFARS OL8 AN8 OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTR!(T 19 
nF l~FSf• 6n.8 PERCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 2.8 PERCENT W~RE WIDOWED• l.R PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .6 PER(FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~Nn ?R.O PERr.ENT HAn NFVFR ~ARRIED. OF THE 19614 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 66.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 9.4 PERCENT 
WIDOWFO• 2.3 PERCENT DJVORCEDo .8 PFHCENT SFPARATEDo AND 20.6 PERCFNT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13~23 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MIJNITY. OF THESE, 1270S WfRf FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLDt 382 WERF HOIJSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAO OF THE HOUSEHOLDf AND 736 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THEPE WERE 741 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; lAO WERE UNDER 
AGE IR AND 98 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THEPE WERE 997 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALf 
'"ERf IlNDER 18; AND 38.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 8.9 PERCENT 
nF THE 13823 FAMILIES; 4605 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVER; 166 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
!R AND OVER 65; AND 8743 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13864 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 2391 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMil.Y DWELLINGS, AND 7?6 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUDIED MO~TLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 548 HAD 
1 OR ? ROOMS, 4A48 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7611 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 3974 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 91433 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OP AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16090 OF THE COMMuNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 90.2 
~ERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSO~S PER ROOMt 8.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92oB• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of 1HF 2153 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1197 WERE 2-4 U~JT STRUCTURES• 397 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 559 
wERF ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 16981 OCCUPIED AND VAC~NT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 19 
139~3 HAD BASEMENTS; 16235 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 14966 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 15681 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM~TNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 19 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 172 2.06 26120 4.24 
'f 5000 TO $ 9999 858 10.27 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1688 20.20 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 2085 24.95 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1827 21.86 113624 18.41 
~25000 TO $34999 1326 15.87 91114 14.76 
i35000 TO $49999 326 3.90 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 7f., .91 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 19 
NUMBFR PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 129 5.13 
$ 40 - $ 59 181 7.19 
"' 60 - $ 79 330 13.1? $ 80 - 'li 99 337 13.39 
uoo - 'li119 360 14.31 
H20 - $}49 6?5 24.84 
'1'150 - $199 SIS 20.47 
'f200 - 'li299 38 1.51 
'1'300 OR MORF 1 .04 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34817 12.21 
4583S 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 o.sq 
--"'1INI\IFSOTA A"'ALY<;JS ar~o PLM,;;JTNG <;YSlEt~--
A 1970 Ctl\lSIJS OF POPULATION AND h()JISJNf, PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 19-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS OATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28411 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 19-A 
THEY CESI~ED IN A TOTAL OF 9530 HOIJSING UI\IJTS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVf~A~f OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28124 ~ERE WHITE < 9R.92 PFRCENT>• 17 WFRE NEr,RO ( .13 PERCENT), 49 WERE INDIAN 
I .17 PFRCENTlo ANO 30 WERE MEMBfRS OF OTHFR RACFS ( .11 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
CENT h·HITf, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INDTANo ANn 0.?8 PFRCENT OTHFR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MAPKfT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• ~ESIDENCES (AS RfPORTEn BY THE O~NERSl ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS i 59090000 I AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ R584 PER RE<;lDENC[. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESinENCES HAO A TOTAL VALUF Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PEP RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1172 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 52. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 52 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 1803. THERE WERE ALSO 53 
VACMIT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ }q PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHAPACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED Il\l THF CHARTS BELOW ANn CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 19-A 
NlJMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALF MALF FEMALE MALE 
15q1 65 -OVER 1595 5.6 65 -OVER 5.6 
114~ 55 - 64 12~0 4.0 55 - 64 4.4 
2817 35 54 2903 9.9 35 - 54 10.2 
172~ 25 - 34 1753 6.1 25 - 34 6.2 
1143 18 24 !lOR 4.0 18- 24 3.9 
546 16 - 17 632 1.9 16- 17 2.2 
1911 10 - 15 2094 6.7 10 - 15 7.4 
12R4 06 - 09 }457 4.5 06 - 09 5.1 
1570 00 OS 1712 5.5 00 - 05 6.0 
NUMBER 
fEMALE 
230Q42 
171Q70 
400~2') 
229323 
232A85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
l98F,03 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSON<; 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF t.1INNESOH 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
Io.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-wHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 1Q-A 
NlJM8FR OF PERSONS PERCE"JT Of PERSONS 
FEMAI_f MALF FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 .3 65 -OVER .3 
2 55- 64 1 .7 55- 64 .3 
1 45 - 54 4 1.0 45 - 54 1.3 
4 35- 44 ? 1.3 35- 44 .7 
" 25 - 34 1 1.6 25 - 34 .3 
7 15 - 24 4 2.3 15- 24 1.3 
10 OS - 14 IS 3.3 05 - 14 4.9 
1 oo - 04 r:; .3 no - 04 1.6 
NUMBFR 
fr::MALE 
1Q14 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6Q}O 
Ac;6Q 
4194 
ANn THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNfSOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 65 -01/EP 2.6 
2.5 55- 64 2.7 
3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
1?.4 OS - 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.,. Tl-lF BlJPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!JLATTON FIGURES: THERFFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
HY ar,F GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES wHICH OEI/TATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~,OTF: THf PEPCENTAGF fiGURES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALF. SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 9930 MALES 14 YFARS OLO AND OVFR RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 19-A 
OF T~FSE. 65.~ PERCENT wERE MARRIED. 3.6 PERCENT W~RE WIDOWED• 1.? PERCENT wFRE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
~NO ?O.S PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9SAO WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER , 67.9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRTFD• 10.8 PERCENT 
WTDOWfD• 1.5 PERCENT DTVORCFDt .6 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANn 19.2 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6879 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6291 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO; 250 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHEQ THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD$ AND 336 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAn. 
THERE WERE 302 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODG~RS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE lA AND 54 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
91 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 379 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOT AU 
wERE UNDER l~l AND 51.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROI 12.4 PERCENT 
OF THE 6879 FAMILIESl 2513 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 100 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 4054 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7421 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY! HOMES• 666 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 532 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 247 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2246 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3747 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2179 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47821 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE~WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8056 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF TMESE 91.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE fOR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM. 7.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 567 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 460 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 34 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 73 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8619 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 19-A 
6898 HAD BASEMENTSI 8048 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 7354 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7654 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~RING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 19-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 125 3.61 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 610 17.61 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 910 26.28 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 804 23.22 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 5()9 14.70 113624 18.41 
!i25000 TO $34999 376 10.86 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 106 3.06 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 23 .66 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPAR~D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
$ 40 
-
~ 59 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 
$ 80 - $ 99 
$100 - $119 
H20 
-
H49 
uso - $199 
i200 - $299 
$300 OR MORf 
~OUSE DISTRICT 19-A 
NUMBER PERCENT 
1'19 12.40 
99 13.79 
179 24.93 
119 16.57 
A9 12.40 
1?3 17.13 
16 2.23 
4 .Sf> 
-0 o.oo 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATI0N AND H011SINE PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 19-8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRfCTED CENSUS DATA S~()W A POPULATION OF 2A910 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 19-R 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF A633 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVE~AGE OF 3.3 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEQAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
QF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 29447 WERE WHITE <101.86 PERCENT!• 45 WERE NEGRO ( .16 PERCENT)• 80 WERE INDIAN 
! .2R PERCENT), AND 35 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .12 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILYt OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES CAS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 105155750 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 17488 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS ?021 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 113. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 78 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S I6760. THERE WERE ALSO 65 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 8~ PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED \r,IJTH THE <;TATE • 
I970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT I9-B AND THE STATE OF ~INNESOh 
NUMRfR Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE ~ALE FEMALE MALE 
1006 65 -OVER 797 3.5 65 -OVER 2.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
937 55 - 64 886 3.2 55 - 64 3.I 17I970 55 
-
64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2818 35 
-
54 2915 9.7 35 - 54 10.1 400625 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2316 25 - 34 2347 8.o 25 - 34 8.I 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
I81l5 18 
-
24 I4I5 6.2 I8 - 24 4.9 232685 I8 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
52? I6 - 17 599 1.8 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2023 10 - I5 20M 7.0 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1447 06 
-
09 1571 s.o 06 - 09 5.4 160I46 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2044 00 
-
05 2091 7.1 00 - 05 7.2 198603 00 
-
05 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-JIIHITE RACES ARE lESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 19-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBED OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE ~ALE 
1 65 -OVER 3 -.2 65 -OVER -.6 I9I4 65 -OllER 1783 ?.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 1 o.o 55 - 64 -.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 -o -.2 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
7 35 - 44 6 -1.3 35 - 44 -1.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
Ill 25 - 34 IO -1.9 25 - 34 -I.9 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
I? 15 - 24 10 -2.2 IS - 24 -1.9 6910 I5 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
1? 05 - 14 19 -2.2 OS - 14 -3.5 A569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
7 00 - 04 5 -1.3 00 - 04 -.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 ().4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUP~AU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUfn CORRECTION~ ONLY fOP TOTAL POD!JLATf()N FIGURES; THERFFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY !J.GF GR()UPSo FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVYATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERrFNTAr,ES. 
~·OTF: THF PFRCENTAGF FIGlRES FOR MAlf PLUS FfMALF SIJM TO IOO PEPCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~RE WERE 9614 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLO ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 19-R 
Of THFSEo 6A.S PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 2.0 PERCENT WFRE wJDOWEDt 2.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .8 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?6.5 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE 10034 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 66.0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRtFDt Rol PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 3.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.0 PERCENT SFPARATEO• ANO 21,9 PERCF~T HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6944 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. Of THESEt 6412 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OU~EHOLOt 132 WERE HOtiSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSRAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 400 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 439 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 1R AND 44 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
69 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 618 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS TN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
~ERE UNDER 18; AND 30.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.8 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 6,8 PERCENT 
Of THE 6944 FAMTLtESt 2092 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6~ AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65J AND 46R9 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65, 
66 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE CO~MUNITY HAD 6443 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1725 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 194 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 301 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2602 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3864 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1~95 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 43612 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8034 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89,4 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 8.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARAALE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERF 92e8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
OF THE 1586 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 737 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 363 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 486 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN AODITIONt Of THE 8362 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 19-B 
7055 HAD BASEMENTS' 8187 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7612 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8027 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Or OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 1q-e MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 47 .96 26120 4,24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 248 5,07 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 778 15,89 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO 119999 1281 26.17 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO 124999 1318 26.93 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 950 19,41 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 220 4,49 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 53 1,08 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED liiTH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 19-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 40 2.22 19297 6,76 
$ 40 - s 59 R2 4,5F. 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 151 8,40 45835 16.05 
' 80 - ' 99 218 12.12 41601 14,57 $100 
- S119 271 15.07 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 502 27,92 53243 18.65 
~150 - $199 4Q9 27.75 4475CI 15.68 
$200 - $299 34 1.89 11800 4,13 
$300 OR ~ORE 1 .06 1691 0.59 
--~l~NF.SOT6 ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-0trSJNf, PROFILE OF 
SFNATE DISTRICT 20 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APPIL I970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 571?3 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 20 
THEY PESJOED IN A TOTAL OF 19176 HOUSING UNITSl AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVEPA~E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56856 WERE WHITE C 99.53 PERCENT!, 48 WERE NEGRO ( .08 PERCENTit 67 WERE INDIAN 
C .12 PFRCENT)o ANO 47 WFRE MEMBFRS OF OTHER RACES ( .OR PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES CAS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACR~c OR LESS WAS $ 10RS15250 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 8069 PER RESIDENCE. NfGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESirF.NCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PEQ RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESTOENTJAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 4266 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 40. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A T0TAL OF 163 RESIDECFS WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 5845. THERE WERF. ALSO 401 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 35 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEr. IN THE CHaRTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STPUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 20 ANO THE STATE OF "4INNESOTA 
NtlMRFR OF PERSO"JS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4541 65 -OVER 3870 a.o 65 -OVER 6.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3027 <;S 
-
64 3016 5.3 55 - 64 5.3 111970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
- 64 4.2 
6077 35 
-
54 5892 10.6 35 - 54 10.1 400f't25 3'5 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2636 25 - 34 2576 4.6 25 - 34 4.5 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2551 18 
-
24 2834 4.5 18 - 24 s.o 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1256 16 - 17 1263 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
36P4 10 
-
15 392~ 6.4 10 - 15 6.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
233Q 06 - 09 2295 4.1 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2491 00 
-
OS 2744 4.4 00 - OS 4.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHIT!; RACES ARE LESS DETAJLF:f1 BUT ARE TABULA TEO RELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRit:T 20 41\10 T11E STATE OF MtNNfSOH 
NIJMHFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU"48FP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PfRSONS 
FEMAI f MALf FEMALE MALE FF.MALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
0 65 -OVER 1 o.o i,S -OVER .4 1CJ14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEP 2.6 
? <;S - 64 0 .1 <;S - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.1 
I) 45 
- 54 2 o.o 45 - 54 .7 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 35 - 44 1 .4 35 - 44 .4 346"i 35 
-
44 3471 '5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
q ?5 
- 34 ~ 3.4 25 - 34 .7 4CJ4l 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 
-
34 7.0 
::>n 15 
-
24 10 7.5 15 - 24 11.2 6CJ10 15 - 24 1',500 10.0 1'5 - 24 9.4 
lfl 05 
-
14 R 3.7 OS 
-
14 3.0 asn9 05 - 14 H773 1?.4 05 
-
14 12.7 
4 00 
-
04 4 1.'5 00 
-
04 1.'5 4194 00 
-
04 4511 f>.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
·=> TI-l~ 8U~FAIJ OF THF r.FtJ<;IJS Htl<; !S~UFrl COPt-n=rTJON~ ONLY FOR TOTilt PCP:'( ATTON FJr;URES: TJ-<Ff;FFOPF 11-'F SUM OF POPULATTOI\I 
~( ar~ (;P01JPSo ETC. MAY ADO T0 FIGUPfS ~~lr.H DEVT6TF FR11~ TI-lE TnTAL PQPIJL6TION FIGURFS RY M]NOR PfRrENTA~ES. 
I· OTr:: THF PFPCEI\ITAGF FJr;t:PF<; FOJ.J ~6L".: PLUS FFMI\LF SI!M TO 100 PEPCE~ T. 
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TN ~PRIL• 1970 THFRE WFRf 20831 MALES 14 YF~RS OLO AND OVFR RF~IDIN~ IN SFNATE DISTRICT 20 
Of lHFSE• 6?.7 PFRCFNT WFRf MARRIED, 3.5 PfRCENT WF.RE WJOOWEOt 1.0 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .3 PF.Rr.FNT WERE SEPARATED, 
~NO 3?.4 PERCFNT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 212Q9 WOMEN 14 YEAPS OLn AND OVER , 61.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIFD, 14.3 PFRCFNT 
wiDOWfQ, 1.1 PERCENT DTVORCFD• .4 PfRCENT SEPAR~TfOt ANO 2?.6 PERCFNT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14n56 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE. 12794 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSF.HOLD; 488 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHEQ THAN HUSBAND AS HE~D OF THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 774 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEArl. 
T~ERE WERE 795 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 1R AND 131 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
76 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 69R IN~ATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL! 
1~ERE liNOER 11H ANO 90.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVFR. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO! .1 PERCENT 
Of THE 14056 FAMILIES! 6005 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER! 114 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 A~n OVER 651 AND 74A5 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16547 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONf-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 2170 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, ANO 405 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRATLERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 666 HAD 
I OR ? ROOMS• 4232 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8708 ~ADS OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5S16 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~fiR WERE 107559 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR A~ AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIOENT. 17714 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERf OCCUPIED. Of THESE 94.0 
PERCE~IT HAD ONE <OR FEWfRJ PERSONS PER ROOM• 5.1 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .9 PERCFNT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOf PERCENTAGFS WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf ?042 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1321 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 278 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 443 
~ERE STRUCTURES WIT~ 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 19122 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE OISTRICT 20 
17?47 HAD BASEMENTS; 17435 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIES; }6283 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 16613 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMPING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 20 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 1 07<l 12.85 26120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 2592 30.86 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1989 23.68 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1360 16.19 143052 23.18 
!i20000 TO $24999 808 9~62 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 444 5.29 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 105 1.25 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 21 .25 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~f STATE WAS: 
loiONTHLY RENT SENATE OISTRICT 20 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 51)9 20.09 19297 6.76 
i 40 
-
$ 59 724 ?8.5R 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 696 -n .41'1 45835 16.05 
'F RO 
-
$ 99 21'18 11.37 41601 14.57 
'FlOO 
-
$119 105 4.15 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 107 4.2? 53243 1A.65 
$150 
-
$199 102 4.01 44759 15.68 
'1'200 
-
$299 1 .04 11800 4.13 
'1'300 OR MORE 1 .04 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 20-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28429 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9988 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF ?..8 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28283 WERE WHITE ( 99.49 PERCENT)t 3 WERE NEGRO C .01 PERCENT)• 24 WERE INDIAN 
( .08 PERCENT>• ANO 14 WERE MEMBERS OF OT~ER RACES C .05 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9P.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 50678750 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 7167 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -o OR ~ -0 PER RESIDENCE. T~E NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2160 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 34. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 84 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 2696. THERE WERE ALSO 163 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 14 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 20-A 
NUMBF.R OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2565 65 -OVER 2240 9.0 65 -OVER 7.9 
1636 55 - 64 1600 s.8 ss - 64 s.6 
30A9 35 - 54 3021 10.9 35 - 54 10.6 
1312 25 - 34 1204 4.6 25 - 34 4.2 
874 18 - 24 985 3.1 18 - 24 3.s 
611 16 - 17 628 2.1 16 - 17 2.2 
1886 10 - 15 1936 6.6 10 - 15 6.8 
1155 06 - 09 1106 4.1 06 - 09 3.9 
1213 00 - OS 1263 4.3 00 - OS 4.4 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PF.:RSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
71172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 54 
34 
24 
- 17 
- 15 
- 09 
- 05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PE~SONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-0 65 -OVER -0 0.0 65 -OVER 0.0 
1 ss - 64 -o .1 55 - 64 o.o 
-o 45- 54 1 o.o 45- 54 .7 
-o 35 - 44 -o o.o 35 - 44 o.o 
2 25 - 34 -o 1.4 25 - 34 o.o 
-o IS - 24 2 o.o 15 - 24 1.4 
1 05 - 14 -0 .7 OS- 14 0.0 
-o oo - 04 1 o.o oo - 04 .7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
HALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8173 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF RIJRF.AU OF THE CENSIIS HAS ISSUF.O CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtiLATION FIGURES I THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGE GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVJATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURE~ FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PEPCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10344 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20•A 
Of THESEt 65.2 PERCENT WF.RE MARRIEOt 3.9 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWEDt 1.1 PEqr.ENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?Q.7 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 10721 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER t 63.3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 15.0 PERCENT 
WIDOWfDt 1.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 20.1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7306 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6607 WERF. FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDt 291 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt ANO 408 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 324 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1R AND 64 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
32 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 350 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 92.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROt 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7306 FAHILIESt 3278 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS U~OER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 A~O OVER 6St AND 36R7 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
69 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8755 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 998 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 198 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAJLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 298 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2168 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOM~, 4488 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, A~D 2997 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~JNG UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 56593 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9231 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.D. OF THESE 94.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1e50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF TH~ 922 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 690 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF.St 68 WERE 5•9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 164 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9951 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-A 
9024 HAD BASEMENTSt 9003 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESI 8448 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8564 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMAING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 20-A MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 615 14.11 ?.6120 4.24 
!i 5000 TO s 9999 1517 34.79 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1130 25.92 118416 19.19 
!15000 TO S19999 642 14.72 143052 23.1A 
!i20000 TO $24999 280 6.42 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 143 3.28 91114 14.76 
!i35000 TO $49999 27 .62 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 6 .14 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARF.D WtTH THE STATE WAS: 
fo40NTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT ?.O•A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LF.:SS THAN S 40 322 25.76 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 381 30.4A 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 372 29.76 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 104 8.32 41601 14.57 
uoo- U19 15 2.80 32427 11.36 
u~o - $149 30 2.40 53243 18.65 
U50 
- 1199 4 .32 44759 15.68 
!i200 - $299 1 .o~ 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .oe 1691 0.59 
--MINNE~OT~ ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A~D I-lOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28694 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-8 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9188 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 28573 WERE WHITE ( 99.58 PERCENTlt 45 WFRE NEGRO ( .16 PERCENT)t 43 WERE INDIAN 
( .15 PERCENT), AND 33 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .12 PERCENTlo MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO Oo28 PF-RCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 57836500 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 9070 PER REStDENCEo NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2106 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 46. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 79 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 9193. THERE WERE ALSO 238 
VACANT AND fOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE Of S 50 PER MONTHo 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS • PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE ~lF FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE 
197A 65 -OVER 1630 6.9 65 -OVER 5.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1391 55 
-
64 1416 4.8 55 - 64 4.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
29~8 35 
-
54 2871 10.4 15 - 54 10.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1324 25 
-
34 1372 4.6 25 - 34 4.A 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1677 18 
-
24 1849 5.8 18 - 24 6.4 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 s.3 
645 16 - 17 635 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 74~53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - l1 2.0 
1798 10 - 15 1986 6.3 10 - 15 6.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1184 06 
-
09 11M 4.1 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
12M 00 - OS 1481 4.5 00 
- OS 5.2 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 oo - 05 5.4 
OHA fOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-"'HITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE fEMALE MALE FEM•LE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER 1 o.o 65 -OVER .a 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.a 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 '55 - 64 -o .a '55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 - 54 .a 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 35 - 44 1 .a 35 - 44 .B 3465 15 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
7 25 - 34 2 s.a 25 - 34 1.7 4941 ?.5 - 34 4859 7.2 ?.5 - 34 7.0 
20 15 
- 24 28 16.5 15 - 24 23.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
9 OS - 14 A 7.4 OS - 14 6.6 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 (15 - 14 12.7 
4 00 - 04 3 3.3 00 - 04 2.5 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 (10 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TI-<F BURFAU OF THE CENStJS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATTON FIGURESJ THERFFORE THE SUM Of POPULATION 
PV AGF GPOUPSt fTC. ~AY ADD TO fiGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE" FIGURES FOR ~ALE PLUS FEMAlf SliM TQ 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10487 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B 
Of THESE, 60.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 3.2 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 3~.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10578 wOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER • 60,0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 13.5 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 25.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6750 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE, 6187 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 197 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 366 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 471 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 67 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
44 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 348 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 88.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6750 FAMILIES' 2727 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3798 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI ,3 PERCENT 
45 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7792 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1172 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 207 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 368 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, -2064 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4220 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2519 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 50966 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.1 ROO~S PER RESIDENT. 8483 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93,1 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1e50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY, 
Of THE 1120 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 631 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 210 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 279 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN AODJTIONt OF THE 9171 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B 
8223 HAD BASEMENTSI 8432 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 7835 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8049 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8ING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 464 11.49 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1075 26,62 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 859 21.27 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO S19999 718 17.78 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 528 13,08 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 301 7.45 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 78 1,93 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 15 ,37 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 20-B MINNESOTA 
NUI4BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 187 14.5R 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 343 26.73 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 324 25.25 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 184 14.34 41601 14.57 
S100 - Sll9 70 5.46 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - $149 77 6,00 53243 18.65 
u c;o - !il99 98 7.64 44759 15,68 
$200 - $299 
-o o.oo 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS AN~ PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CPJ5US OF POPULATION AND HJ!.!SlNG PI<OFJLE OF 
S~NATE DJCTRICT ?1 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57244 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 21 
THEY oEcioED IN A TOTAL OF 20159 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of?.~ P>RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wJTH A STATE 
AVE~Ar.E OF ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57053 WERE WHITE { 99.67 PERCENT)• ?1 WERE NEGRO ( .04 PERCENT>• 122 WER~ INDIAN 
{ .21 PERCENT), ANn 4P WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .OB PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
rENT wHITE• 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 PFRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGL~ fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES {~S REPORTEn BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 11q645750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF Of $ P971 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QE5JOfNCES HAO A TOTAL VALUf Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PEP RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOIJSTNG UNITS WAS 4254 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 41. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
liT U• AVfPAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 135 RESTOECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 3576. THERE WERf ALSO 346 
VACAMT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 40 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLTNEO IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CA~ ~E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SFNATE DISTRICT ?.1 
NliMRfR Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALf ~ALE FEMALE MALE 
4330 65 -OVER 3803 7.6 65 -OVER 6.6 
297?. 55 - 64 317~ 5.2 55 - 64 5.6 
6273 35 54 6267 11.0 35 - 54 10.9 
2763 25 34 2709 4.8 25- 34 4.7 
2345 IA 24 2315 4.1 18 - 24 4.0 
1144 16 - 17 1314 2.0 16 - 17 2.3 
376?. 10 - 15 3984 6.6 10 - 15 7.0 
2?61 06 09 2391 4.0 06 - 09 4.2 
?62A 00 OS 2801 4.6 00 - OS 4.9 
NUMAER 
fEMALE 
230q42 
171970 
400625 
229123 
232685 
74~53 
242014 
160146 
198M3 
AND THE STATE 
Of PF.RSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILFn BUT A~E TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
1\Jilf.ARFR Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALF MALF FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVEP A 1.6 65 -OVER 4.2 
~ 55 - 64 3 4.2 55 - 64 1.6 
~ 45 - 54 s 2.6 45 - 54 2.6 
A 35 - 44 5 3.1 35- 44 2.6 
A 25 - 34 1 3.1 25 - 34 1.6 
7 15- 24 1? 3.7 IS- 24 6.3 
!4 ns - 14 1w 7.3 ~s - 14 9.4 
~ 00- 04 7 3.1 00- 04 3.7 
21 
NUMBfP 
FEMALE 
l'll4 
1744 
2A01 
3465 
4CJ41 
6Q10 
8~6C) 
41CJ4 
AND TI-1E STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -oVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6."i 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.> r~.: RIJr-t:AU OF THf CFNSIJS HAS JSSUFI~ CO~PF.:f:TIOfJ<: or~LY Fill~ TOTAL PO!-'!!LATTON Fl!.URtS: Tt-<F.:RF.fORt:: T!-!E <;lJM OF PQj:.>ULATION 
~y t~~ G~OUPS, FTC. MAY A08 TO FIGUR~S ~HICH nFVTATF FR~M THE TnTAL DQ~IJLAT!ON FIGURES RY MINOR PERrFNTA~ES. 
· OTF: THf PFRCENT/IGF FIGUPFS FOR "1ALF PLUS FF~AL~" SIJ"' Tfl lOll PEPCfi';T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFQF WFRE 20937 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVFR RESIOINr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 21 
•'F THFSEt 63.1 PERCENT WfR~ MARRIED• 3,4 P~PCENT WFRE WTOOWED• l.S PERrFNT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 31.7 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 210~4 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 62,8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.6 PERCENT 
~IOOWFD• 1.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SfDARATEOt ANn 21.7 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14138 HOUSEHOLDS TN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 1282~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~-oOliSFHOU'lt 4139 loJERE HOIJSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 823 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE wERE 880 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 110 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
96 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 157A INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
wERE llNDER 18$ AND 53.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 1.8 PERCENT 
nF THE 14138 FAMILIES; 5853 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS U~OER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 155 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7694 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16007 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 2225 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 540 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSJNr, UNITS 697 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS• 4354 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8508 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 5213 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 104380 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17591 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF T~ESE 94.2 
,_,ERCniT HAD ONE <OR FEWF::Rl PERSONS PER ROOM• 4.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOP-Io AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92,A• 5.9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1973 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1390 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURf~• 272 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 311 
wERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 18772 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SE~ATE DISTRICT 21 
16621 HAO BASEMENTS; 17432 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 1624? HAD TELEPHONES; AND 16848 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMPTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DI~TRICT 21 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 687 8,35 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 2010 24.42 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 2252 27,36 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1651 20.06 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 914 11.10 113624 18.41 
i25000 TO $34999 517 6,28 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 15'5 1.88 33193 5.37 
'i'SOOOO OR MORE 46 .56 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARFD WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
lo40NTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 
$ AO - $ 99 
uoo - 'lill9 
H20 - $149 
q5o - $199 
'f200 
-
$?99 
$300 OR MORt 
SENATE DISTRICT 21 
NU~BFR PERCENT 
4;:>5 16.67 
636 ;:>4.94 
703 ?7,57 
346 13.57 
1A9 7.41 
1'14 7.2? 
56 2.20 
11 .43 
0 o.oo 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.6A 
11800 4,13 
1691 0.59 
--~INNf50TA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOtJSINt; PROFtLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 285~7 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 21-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10520 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.1 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28494 WERE WHITE ! 9Q,78 PERCENT!• 15 WERE NEGRO ( .OS PERCENT!• 16 WERE INDIAN ( .o~ PERCENT), AND 12 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ! .11 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITEt 0,91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDo RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 70209500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 10627 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2095 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 57. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 66 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 2992. THERE WERF ALSO 141 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 65 PEP MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANr. CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGF-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA. 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2042 65 -OVER 1841 7.2 65 -OVER 6.4 230942 6S -OVER 171971 6.1 6S -OVER 4.7 
1475 55 - 64 1587 5.2 55 - 64 5,6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
313() 35 - 54 3133 11.0 35 - 54 11.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 1o.s 35 - 54 10.3 
143() 25 - 34 1385 s.o 25 - 34 4.8 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 2S - 34 6.0 
1381 18 - 24 1395 4,8 18 - 24 4.9 232fl85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 S.3 
5S2 16 - 17 633 1.9 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1777 10 - 15 1885 6.2 10 - 15 6,6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
107'> 06 - 09 1169 3.8 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1304 00 - OS 1351 4.6 00 - 05 4.7 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A 
NUMRfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-0 6S -OVER ?. 0,0 65 -OVER 3,2 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 
2 45 - 54 -o 1.2 45 - 54 o.o 
? 3S - 44 3 3.2 3S - 44 4.8 
? 25 - 34 1 3.2 25 - 34 1.fl 
-0 IS- 24 A 0,0 IS- 24 12.7 
1 OS - 14 5 4.8 OS - 14 7,9 
1 00 - 04 4 4.8 00 - 04 6.3 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2A03 
346S 
4941 
6<HO 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
877.3 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
oo - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'~ THF BUPFAU OF THE CEN5lJS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL PQPJJLATtON F lGURES' THEREFORE THE <:;UM OF POPULATION 
~y tGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES wHICH OEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL oOPIJLATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAr.ES, 
'·OTF: THf Pf~JCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALF PLUS FEMALE SlJM TO IOn PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERF WERE 10646 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVfR RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A 
OF THFSEo 62.1 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIEDo 3.2 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEDo 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERrENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 3?.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10608 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 62.3 PERCENT WERE MARRI~D• 12.R PERCENT 
~IDOwfDo 1.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .S PERCENT SfPARATFno ANO 2~.7 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6982 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEo 635A WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSRAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 220 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 404 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 603 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 1A AND 53 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
52 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1086 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL& 
wERE UNDER 18J AND 48,3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 2.7 PERCENT 
Of THE 6982 FAMILIES& 2889 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 65J AND 3836 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
74 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7599 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1350 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 297 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 428 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 2508 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4200 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2110 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49211 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8702 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 5.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1211 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 860 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 194 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND . 157 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9246 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A 
7898 HAD BASEMENTSJ 8677 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 8087 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8348 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8tNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 172 3,97 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 848 19.57 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1230 28,38 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1002 23.12 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 589 13.59 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 354 8,17 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 106 2,45 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 33 .76 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARF.D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 21-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 193 12.82 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 295 19.60 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 424 28.17 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 242 16,0A 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 148 9,83 32427 11.36 
u~o 
-
$149 140 9.30 53243 18.65 
'1;150 
-
$199 '53 3,5;? 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 10 .66 11800 4.13 
'-300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0,59 
--M!NNFSOTA ANALYSTS AT~[) PLAt-;'llNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION Al\10 1-'0IISPH: PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 21-R 
PAr,f l 
as OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 286A7 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 21-R 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9639 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STAJE 
AVf~AGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
oF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28559 WERE WHITE ( 99.55 PERCENT)• 6 W~RE NEr,RO ( .02 PERCENT)• 106 WERE INDIAN 
< .37 PERCENT), AND 16 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .06 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF5 OR LESS WAS $ 49436250 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 7346 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIOENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSI~IG UNITS WAS 2159 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 30. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 69 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 4134. THERE WERF ALSO 205 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 23 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANn CA~ BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 21-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRfR OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PFRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAI_F.: MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
22RR 65 -ovn~ 1962 8.0 65 -OVER 6.8 230Q42 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
14Q7 55 - 64 1591 5.2 55 - 64 s.s 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3137 35 - 54 3134 10.9 35 - 54 10.9 400f.25 35 - 54 391808 10.S 35 - 54 10.3 
1327 25 - 34 1324 4.6 25 - 34 4.6 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
9n4 18 - 24 920 3.4 18 - 24 3.2 232F~85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - -24 s.3 
~92 16 - 17 MI 2.1 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
19AS 10 - 15 20Q9 6.9 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 1S 2S2442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
llPI'l 06 - 09 1222 4.1 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1324 00 - OS 14'32 4.6 00 - OS 5.1 198603 00 - OS 2077SO c;.2 00 - OS S.4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILFrJ BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 21-B ANO ThE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
~JIJMRF"R Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NU~Bfo OF PERSONS PERCENT l)f PERSONS 
FEMALE "1ALF' FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -UVEk 6 2.3 65 -OVER 4.7 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 6S -OVER 2.6 
p 55 - 64 3 6.2 55 - 64 2.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 ?.7 
1 45 - 54 c:; 2.3 45 - 54 3.9 2601 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 - 44 2 3.1 35 - 44 1.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
4 25 - 34 ;> 3.1 25 - 34 1. 6 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
7 15 - 24 4 s.s 15 - 24 3.1 69}0 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
1 1 OS - 14 11 8.6 OS - 14 10.2 8"il'i9 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 -~ 2.3 00 - 04 2.3 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-:- THF RU"-'F.:AU OF TH£ Cf"ISIJS HAS ISSUt_-[) COPRE(TJ(J"JC O"JLY FOR TOTAl_ POP''LATTON FJr;lJRfS: THEREFORE THf: StJM OF POPULATION 
1-'Y r.r;l'" r;couPS. FTC. MAY AOO TO FltjU>-IFS 1'11-1ICH f)fVTATF" FRI)'-.1 Tf-IE T11TAL DOP,II_ATION FIGURES RY MTNOR PERrFNTAr;ES. 
• OT~: THF PFPCHITAGF fTGURF"i FOP t~Al~ Pll;S FI'"'.IAI_I'" StJt-4 Tn 100 PEPCFt-.T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 10291 MALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVER RF~IDI~f. IN HOUSE DISTRICT 21-B 
OF T~FSE• 64.2 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.6 PERCENT WFRE wiDOWED• l.n PERCFNT WFRE DIVORCED• .3 PfRr.ENT WERE SEPARATED, 
~NO 11.0 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE 10476 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 63.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIFD• 14.4 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATEn• ANn 20.7 PERCf~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THfRE WERE 7156 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6468 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD Of THE 
~OU~EHOLDC 269 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD Of THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 419 WfRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 277 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE lA ANO 57 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
44 WERE UNDER 
THFRE WERE 49? INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE lJNOEP lAC AND M.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,RO; o.o PERCENT 
Of THE 7156 FAMILIES; 2964 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
!8 ANn OVER 65; AND 385P HAD MEMBERS UNDER lA BUT NONE OVER 65. 
81 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8408 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT ISTNGLF. FAMILY! HOMESt 875 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 243 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OP TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 269 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1846 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4308 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3103 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 55169 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8A89 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.5 
~ERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROO~, 4.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. ·THE COMPARA~LE STATF-WIOE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
rF THf 762 ~ULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 530 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURF~, 78 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES, AND 154 
wERE STRUCTURES ~ITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 95?6 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 21-B 
87?3 HAD ~ASEMENTS; A75S HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 815') HAD TELEPHONES; AND 8500 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER, FLUSH TOILET, ANn BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET vALUES ~ERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 21-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 515 13.21 26120 4.24 
'E 5000 TO $ 9999 1162 29.81 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1022 26.22 118416 19.19 
1'15000 TO $19999 649 16.65 143052 23.18 
!f20000 TO $24999 325 8.34 113624 18.41 
~25000 TO $34999 161 4.1"1 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 4Q 1,26 33193 5.37 
1'50000 OR MORE 13 .33 12487 2.02 
FOR RENT~L UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFO WTTH THF STATE WAS: 
IJONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
, 40 
- $ 59 
q; 60 
- $ 79 
1' 80 - $ 99 
'fl 00 - $119 
il20 - $149 
'El50 - $199 
1'200 - $299 
noo OR ~ORE 
~ousE DISTRICT 21-8 
NUMRFR PERCENT 
232 ?2.20 
341 32.61 
279 26.70 
104 9.9r; 
41 3.92 
44 4.21 
3 .29 
1 .10 
-0 o.on 
'-AINNESOTA 
NUMBER PE><CENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 lq.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 o.59 
--~INNFSOTA ANALY~TS ~Nn PLA~NlN~ SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF P0PlJLIITI0N A'JO t-'011SING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DTSTRJCT ?2 
~5 OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57206 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 2? 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 21060 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF ?,7 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVEDAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57476 WERE WHITE Cl00.47 PERCENT)• ?4 WERE NEGRO ( .04 PEPCENT)t 51 WERE I~DIAN 
( .09 PFRCENT), AND 7P WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .14 PERCENT). ~TNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTI"FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES C~S RFPORTEO BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 132092500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 9354 PER RESTDENCEo NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIOFNCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUF OF $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
~OU~ING UNITS WAS 3341 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 53. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF T~ESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY ~ONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 117 RESIOECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 3925. THERE WERE ALSO 185 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 51 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX C~APACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEC IN TH~ C~ARTS BELO~I AND CAN BE COMPARED WTTH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STPUCTURF. OF SENATE DISTRICT 22 
NUMHER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4016 65 -OVER 369Q 7.0 65 -OVER 6.5 
2859 55 - 64 2887 5.0 55 - 64 s.o 
5917 35 - 54 5894 10.3 35- 54 10.3 
30~0 25 - 34 3142 5.4 25 - 34 5.5 
2601 18 - 24 2312 4.5 18 - 24 4.0 
1191 16 - 17 1240 2.1 16- 17 2.2 
3613 10 - 15 3964 6,3 10 - 15 6.9 
2489 06 - 09 260~ 4.4 06 - 09 4.5 
29A~ 00 - OS 3135 5,2 00 - 05 5,5 
N11"18ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
4001'!25 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 •OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4,5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NliMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlF MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 2 -.7 65 -OVER -.7 
0 55 - 64 0 o.o 55 - 64 o.o 
0 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 - 54 -.4 
!1 35- 44 10 -4.1 35- 44 -3.7 
s 25 - 34 4 -1.9 25 - 34 -1.5 
Q 15 - 24 14 -3.0 15 - 24 -5.2 
J< OS- 14 20 -4.B 05- 14 -7.4 
1 00 - 04 ~ -1.1 00 - 04 -2.2 
22 
NUMBFP 
FEMALE 
}Ql4 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6910 
8<:;69 
4194 
Al\0 THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3,8 
s.o 
7.2 
Io.o 
12.4 
F,,4 
65 -OVEJ:< 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
'i'.1 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
·6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
""Tt-<F Rtl~.>EAU OF THE CEN<;IJS HAS ISSUFD COI.IRECTION<:: OtJLY f'(IR TOTAL P0°1'LATT0N FIGURES! Tl-iEREFOh'E THE SUM OF POPULATION 
py M-V r,~'<QlJP<;, ETC. MAY ADD Tf"J FIGlJRES wt-IC·~ '1EVIATF FRrw THF TOTAL PQPtJLAllCN FIGURES 8Y MINOR PFRCFNTAGES. 
•OTF: T>'F PEPCErJTAGF FIGURES FOR MALF PLUS FF~Al!'" SIJM To 11J!l Pj:WCP.,T. 
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TN APRIL• 1Q70 THFRF WFRF 20457 MALES 14 YFARS OLn AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 22 
0F THFSE• 66.3 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.2 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PFRCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 2Q.2 PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 208~7 WOMEN 14 YEA~S OLn ANn OVER , 65.3 PERCENT WERE MARRTFDt 12.1 PFRCFNT 
wiDOWFD• 1.2 PERCENT DTVORCFO, .3 PE:RCENT SEPAR~Tfn, A1'J[) 21.1 PERCE~'T Hllrl NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE l446Q HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMIJNITY, OF THESE, J325A WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OU~fHOLO: 475 WfRF HQIJSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 738 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
a FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WfRE 6Q3 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 114 WERE UNDER 
~GE 1R AND 109 WERE OVER Af>E 65, 
THERE WERE 658 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL; 
~ERE UNDER 18; AND 79.~ PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 14469 FAMILIES; 5960 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 159 HAO FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 7q97 HAD MEMBERS UNOER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 15893 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1950 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 676 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 585 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROO~S, 4559 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8375 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 5000 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~EIR WERE 102630 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17462 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPifO. OF THESE 92,8 
PERCENT HAO ONE (OR FEWER) PERSO~S PER ROOM, 5.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.4 PERCENT HAC 
!.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, ANO 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1745 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1307 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURFS• 155 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 283 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 18519 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 22 
15974 HAD BASEMENTS; 17402 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 15916 HAD TELEP~ONESC AND 16587 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUB OR sHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN T~E FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 22 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 510 6,06 26120 4.24 
! 5000 TO s 9999 1820 21.62 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 220'3 26.19 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1741 20.68 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 116f 13.85 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 75£, 8.98 <Hll4 14.76 
!35000 TO $49999 189 2.25 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 31 .37 12487 2.02 
FO~ RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
' 40 - $ 59 
'li 60 
-
$ 79 
$ PO 
-
$ 99 
uon 
-
$119 
'li120 
-
$149 
U50 - $199 
'li200 
-
$299 
!>300 OR MORE: 
SENATE DISTRICT 22 
NUMBER PERCENT 
271 12.23 
420 18.91'> 
592 ?6.73 
350 15.80 
272 12.2!'! 
246 11.11 
54 2.44 
9 .41 
1 .os 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.6'3 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A !970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOttSINf PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 2?-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28526 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 22-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10237 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.8 P~RSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28893 WERE WHITE !101.29 PERCENT)• 10 WERE NEGRO I ,04 PERCENT)• 18 WERE INDIAN 
( .06 PERCENT), AND 28 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER QACFS I .10 PERCENT), ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFO 98,18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PfRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHAQACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RfPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 75169250 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 10365 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1997 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 60, NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0, 
A TOTAL OF 67 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 2474, THERE WERE ALSO 88 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 37 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE, 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 22-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOh 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2311 65 -OVER 1953 8,1 65 -OVER 6,8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4,7 
1516 '55 - 64 1483 5,3 55 - 64 5,2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4,2 
3122 35 - 54 3051 10.9 35 - 54 10.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1563 25 - 34 1555 5,5 25 - 34 s.s 229323 25 - 34 226962 6,1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1413 18 - 24 1150 5,0 18 - 24 4,0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6,1 18 - 24 5,3 
606 16 - 17 595 2.1 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1703 10 - 15 1829 6,0 10 - 15 6,4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1150 06 - 09 1159 4,0 06 - 09 4.1 160)46 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
134? 00 - OS 144~ 4,7 00 - OS 5,1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-W~ITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2~-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM~FR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMB Eo OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-n '55 - 64 -o o.o '55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3,9 
3 35 - 44 3 -.8 35 - 44 -.8 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
-o 25 - 34 2 o.o 25 - 34 -.s 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?.5 - 34 7,0 
4 15 - 24 1 -1.1 15 - 24 -1.9 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
1 05 - 14 4 -.3 OS - 14 -1.1 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
2 00 - 04 3 -.s 00 - 04 -.8 4394 00 - 04 4511 6,4 00 - 04 6,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-!} THF BLIPFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
E1Y A(jf (;POUPSo FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAr.ES, 
~.on:: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FF~ALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
.;..,~_.;_. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10402 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 22-A 
Of THFSE• 67.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• .9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 27.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11109 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 64.0 PERCENT WERE MARRT~D• 13.1 PERCENT 
wiDOW~D, 1.4 PERCENT DTVORC~Dt .3 PERCENT SEPARATEOt A~~ 21.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7525 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6884 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 242 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 399 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 436 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE IA AND 53 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
45 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 383 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 92.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7525 FAMILJESJ 3259 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3953 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
79 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8332 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1216 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 251 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 331 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 2436 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4444 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2588 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 54065 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9249 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.9 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• So9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1084 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 776 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 87 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 221 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN AOOITIONt Of THE 9799 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 22-A 
8616 HAD BASEMENTSJ 9242 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 8599 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8849 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIFDt NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 22-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 313 6.49 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1087 22.55 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1179 24.46 118416 19.19 
U5ooo To 519999 1003 20.81 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 688 14~27 113624 18.41 
!i25000 TO $34999 429 8.90 91114 14.76 
!i35000 TO $49999 108 2.24 33193 5.37 
!i50000 OR MORE 13 .27 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
fooiONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 22-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------
------------------LESS THAN !i 40 136 9.60 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- !i 59 246 17.36 34877 12.21 
!i 60 - s 79 389 27.45 45835 16.05 
!i 80 - !i 99 216 15.24 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 187 13.20 32427 11.36 
!il20 - $149 194 13.69 53243 18.65 
$l"i0 - 5199 40 2.82 44759 15.68 
!i200 - $299 9 .64 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANtJTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEr-.JSUS OF POPULAT JON AND t•O' IS P~l- PROFILE Of 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 2?-B 
P Af)E 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CFNSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28680 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 22-R 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10823 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAt,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 29583 WERE WHITE ! 99.66 PERCENT!• 14 WERE NEGRO ( .OS PERCENT)• 33 WERE !~DIAN 
c .12 PERCENT), AND SO WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .17 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
rENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RAcES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 56923250 ' AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ A287 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NU~BER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1344 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 43. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0, 
A TOTAL OF 50 RESinECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 5870. THERE WERE ALSO 97 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 64 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 22-8 
NUMBFR OF PFRSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
1705 65 -OVER 1746 5,9 65 -OVER 6.1 
1343 55 - 64 1404 4.7 55- 64 4.9 
27QS 15 54 2843 9.7 35- 54 9.9 
1517 25 34 1587 5.3 25 - 34 5.5 
11AA 18 24 1162 4.1 18 - 24 4,1 
585 16 - 17 645 2.0 16 - 17 2.2 
1910 10 - 15 2135 6.7 10- 15 7.4 
1339 06 - 09 1443 4.7 06- 09 5.0 
1646 00 05 1687 5.7 00 - 05 5.9 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171Q70 
400625 
229323 
232F.85 
74~53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PfRCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
"4ALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILf~ BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE OIST~ICT 22-B 
NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 2 2.1 65 -OVER 2.1 
-o ss - 64 -o o.o s5 - 64 o.o 
-o 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 - 54 1.0 
A 35 - 44 7 8.2 35 - 44 7.? 
s 25 - 34 2 5.2 25 - 34 2.1 
4 15 - 24 7 4.1 15 - 24 7.2 
12 OS - 14 16 12.4 OS - 14 16.5 
1 00 - 04 3 1.0 00 - 04 3.1 
NUM8fO 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2f..03 
3465 
4941 
6Q}0 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNFSOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
?5 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURES: TI-!EREFORE THE SlJM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPOUP~. FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES ~HICH nEVTATE FRO~ THE TOTAL 0 0PUlATION FIGURES BY MINOR PFRCFNTAGES. 
~OTF: T1-4E PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOP MALF PLUS FE:!.1ALE SUM TO 100 PEP.CENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WFRE 10055 MALES 14 YF4RS OLO AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 22-R 
CF THFSfo 64.8 PERCFNT WfRF MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WFRE WlOOWFOt 1.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCF.Ot .4 PFRr.FNT WERE SEPARATF.Dt 
4NO lO.A PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9758 WOMEN 14 YEADS OL~ ANr. OVER , 66.7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRTED• 10•9 PERCENT 
WlOOWFDt 1.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SFPARATfn, AND 21.0 PERCFNT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE wERE 6944 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 637? WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO' 233 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHEQ THAN HliSBAND AS Hf~D Of THE HOUSEHOLD' ANO 339 WERE HOUSEHOLDS ~ITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE 1~ERE 257 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODG~RS LIVING IN THESE HOUS~HOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1~ AND 56 WERE OVEP AGE 65. 
69 WERE UNDER 
THERE wfRE 27S INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
"'ERE lJNOER 18t AND 61.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 6944 FAMILIES' 2701 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
IA ANO OVER 651 AND 3944 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
80 HAD FAMILY MEMBF.RS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7561 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 734 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 425 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPifO MO~ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 254 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS• 2123 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3931 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2412 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48565 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVEPAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDE~T. 8?13 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.D. Of T~ESE 90.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROO~• 7.9 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 2.0 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATE-WIDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.A• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 661 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 531 WERf 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 68 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 62 
WERf STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE A720 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 22-B 
735R HAD 8ASEMENTS' 8160 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIES' 7317 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 7738 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBTNG FACILITIES - ~OT PIPED WATERt FLUS~ TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 22-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 197 5.48 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 733 20.37 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 1026 28.52 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 73P 20.51 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 47P. 13.29 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO 534999 327 9.09 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 81 2.25 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 18 .so 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 22-B MINNE"iOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------u:ss THAN $ 40 115 H>.92 19297 f>.76 
'li 40 
-
$ 59 174 21.80 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 203 ?.5.44 45835 16.05 
'li 80 
-
$ 99 134 16.79 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 P.S 10.65 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 <;2 6.52 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 14 1.75 4475Q 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 
-0 o.oo 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 1 .13 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-<0IISIN<O PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 23 
PAGF'" 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S,...OW A POPULATION OF 56977 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 23 
T~EY PESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 17528 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56768 WERE WHITE ! 99.63 PERCENT>• A8 WFRE NEGRO ( .15 PERCENT>• 54 WERE !~DIAN 
< .nq PERCENT), ANn ~1 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .11 PERCENT>. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT •vHITEo 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT,...ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY Tt-<E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
aCRFS OR LESS WAS $ 119724250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 9224 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
9ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
,...OUSING UNITS WAS 3474 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT,...LY RENT WAS $ 44. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ 89. 
A TOTAL OF 85 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 5624. THERE WERE ALSO 167 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 26 PEP MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEC IN THF: CHARTS BELOit/ AND CAN 8E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGf-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 23 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRER Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NIJMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
360? 65 -OVER 3243 6.3 65 -OVER 5.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
2783 55 
-
64 287S 4.9 55 - 64 5.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
58?6 35 
-
54 5886 10.2 35 - 54 10.3 400fi2S 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
29PS 25 
-
34 3102 5.2 25 - 34 5.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
327R 18 
-
24 3127 5.a 18 - 24 5.5 232fi85 18 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1144 16 
-
17 1149 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
3587 10 
-
15 3699 6.3 10 
-
15 6.5 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2349 06 
-
09 2452 4.1 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 
-
09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2839 00 
-
05 304S 5.0 00 
-
05 5.3 198603 00 
-
05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR t--JEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETA ILF'"fl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 23 AI\ 11 THE STATF OF MINNESOTA 
t'-!UM8FR OF PFPSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~BfD OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
Ff:"MALE t.i.ALF FEMALE MALF'" FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVF:P 1 1.0 65 -OVER .5 1914 65 -OVER 1783 ?.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
0 55 
-
64 4 o.o 55 - 64 1.9 1744 55 
-
64 1842 2.5 55 
-
64 2.7 
1 45 
-
54 3 1.4 45 
-
54 1.4 2~03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
? 35 - 44 7 1.0 35 - 44 3.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
7 25 
-
34 1? 3.3 25 - 34 5.7 4941 25 
-
34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
43 15 
-
24 4fJ 20.6 15 - 24 22.0 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
il. OS 
-
14 1 0 3.8 05 - 14 4.8 8<)69 05 - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
s 00 
-
04 7 2.4 00 
-
04 3.3 4194 00 
-
04 4511 fi.4 00 
-
04 6.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.;.; Tf-<F RUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CO~RECTIONc: ONLY FOR TOTAl_ POP! 'LAT JON FIGURE5; THEREFORE THF SUM OF POPULATION 
~y t.f.F C,PQUPSo nc. '-4AY ADO TO FIGURES NHICH f"'EVTATF:" FROM THE TOTAL DOPIJLATION FIGlJRFS BY MINOR PERCFNTAGF.S. 
~' 0 TF: THE PFRCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALF'" PLUS FEMALF SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 20545 MALES 14 YtARS OLD ANn OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 23 
Of T~FSEo 62,4 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3.2 PFRCENT WERE WJDOWEDo 1.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND 3?,9 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 207AO WOMEN 14 YEAPS OLO AND OVER ' 61,9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 11.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 1,2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATEO• A~n 2S,1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13634 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESEo 12511 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO' 426 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 697 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 555 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYf 
AGE 1A ANO 102 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
<;9 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1309 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY • OF T~E TO TAU 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 38,9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
,8 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 1,6 PERCENT 
Of THE 13634 FAMILIESl 5535 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 174 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65; AND 7501 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 14298 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1942 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 716 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 405 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3640 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7478 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5433 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 98053 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16454 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1,0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1640 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1314 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 158 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 168 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 16956 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 23 
15232 HAD BASEMENTS; 16181 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESf 15152 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 15454 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 23 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 428 5.77 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 1544 20,83 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1861 25,10 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1546 20,86 143052 23.18 
!i20000 TO $24999 1049 14,15 113624 18.41 
!i25000 TO $34999 760 10,25 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 198 2,67 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 27 ,36 12487 2,02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED INITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 23 MINNESOU 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 327 15.66 19297 6,76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 468 22.41 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 543 26,01 45835 16,05 
$ 80 - $ 99 347 16.62 41601 14,57 
HOO- $119 219 }0,4Q 32427 11.36 
$120 - 'lil49 119 5,70 53243 18.65 
~150 - $199 <;7 2,73 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 6 .29 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 2 .10 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALY~IS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTQICT 23-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28808 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9078 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVEQAGE OF 1.2 PF.RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAC.E OF ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28759 WERE WHITE ( 99.83 PERCENT)• 3 WERE NEGRO I .01 PERCENT)• 23 WERE I~DIAN 
I .r.A PERCENT)• AND ?0 WERE MEMBFRS OF OTHER RACES ( .07 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANQ 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRE5 OR LESS WAS S 56068000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE 0~ $ 7848 PER RESTDENCf, NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1628 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 32. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 45 RESIOECFS WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 2722. THERE WERE ALSO 87 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 26 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN 8E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBF.R OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEa-t ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1993 65 -OVER 1822 6.9 65 -OVER 6.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1543 55 
-
64 1612 5.4 55 - 64 5.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3117 35 
-
54 3160 10.8 35 - 54 11.0 400fl25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
152R 25 
-
34 1519 5.3 25 - 34 5.3 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 ?5 - 34 6.0 
1085 18 
-
24 1084 3,8 18 - 24 3.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
6?.0 16 - 17 589 2.2 16 - 17 2.0 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1833 10 - 15 1907 6,4 10 - 15 6.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1245 06 
-
09 1243 4.3 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1452 00 
-
OS 1453 5.0 00 - OS s.o 198603 00 - OS 207750 s.-2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-IIIHJTE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM8FR OF PF.RSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~Bf.P OF PERSONS PF.RCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FF.:MALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2 65 -OVER 1 4.1 65 -OVER 2.0 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 -o 2.0 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 35 - 44 3 2.0 35 - 44 6.1 346t; 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
2 25 - 34 3 4.1 25 - 34 6.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
1 15 - 24 1 2.0 15 - 24 2.0 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
3 OS - 14 3 6.1 OS - 14 6.1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 4 2.0 00 - 04 8.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF RUR~AU OF THE CFNSUS HAS ISSUFO CORRECTIONS OIIJL Y FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES I THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AG~'" GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES wHICH OEVTATF FR0~ THF TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MTNOR PF.RCENTAr.ES. 
t-..OTF: THF Pf.PCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALf PLUS FF.~AL~ SIJM To 100 PEPCF:NT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10390 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLO ANO OVER RE~IDJNG IN HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A 
OF T~FSEt 66.9 PERCFNT WFRE MARRIED. 3.5 P~RCENT WFRE wJDOWEDt .9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO ?B.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10500 WOMEN 14 YEAPS Ot_n AND OVER • 66,4 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 12.0 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• .9 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 20.3 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7372 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESE• 679? WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSfHOLO; ?54 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HE~D OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 326 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 241 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 1~ ANO 57 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
24 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 316 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 1Rt AND 79.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0,0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7372 FAMILIES' 3105 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 101 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65' AND 3929 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8022 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNtT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 744 HOUSJNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 275 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 146 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 1705 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4194 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2996 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 53118 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
·A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8772 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 94,3 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWERI PERSONS.PER ROOM, 4.9 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND ,8 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROO~. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92,8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
Of T~E 603 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 532 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 62 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 9 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 9041 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A 
8352 HAD BASEMENTS' 8602 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 7981 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8175 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRJNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo fLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TER~S Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDf.NCf.St THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN T~E fOLLOWING RA~GES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 263 6,76 26120 4,24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 1005 25,84 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO Sl4999 1054 27.10 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 795 20,44 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 461 11,85 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 249 6,40 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 55 1.41 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 7 .18 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 23-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 159 19.32 19297 6.76 
'li 40 - s 59 233 28.31 34877 12,21 
'li 60 - $ 79 235 28.55 45835 16,05 
$ flO - $ 99 liS 13.97 41601 14.57 
$100 
- $119 60 7,29 32427 11.36 $}20 
- $149 16 1.94 53243 1R,65 
u c;o - $199 4 .49 44759 15,68 
$200 - $299 1 .12 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSTS AND PLAN~JTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE'NSUS OF POPULATION AI\ID HfliJSINc; PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 23-R 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 281~9 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 23-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8450 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 1.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wJTH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28009 WERE WHITE ( 99.43 PERCENT)• ~5 WERE NEGRO ( .30 PERCENT)• 31 WERE INDIAN 
( .11 PERCENT), AND 41 WERE MEMBFRS OF OTHER RACES ( .IS PEPCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFO 9~.18 PER-
rENT WHITE, 0.91 PEPCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHF.R RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKfT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 63656250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S l090A PER RESIDENCE• NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUF. OF S -0 OR S -0 PFR RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1846 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 55. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S 89. 
A TOTAL OF 40 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 8887. THERE WERE ALSO 80 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 25 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 23-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PFRSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1609 65 -OVER 1421 5.7 65 -OVER s.o 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1240 55 
-
64 1263 4.4 55 - 64 4.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2709 35 
-
54 2726 9.6 35 - 54 9.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1457 25 - 34 1583 5.2 25 - 34 5.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2193 18 
-
24 2043 7.8 18 - 24 7.3 232685 Hl - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
524 16 - 17 560 1.9 16 - 17 2.0 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1754 10 - 15 1792 6.2 10 - 15 6.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1104 06 
-
09 1209 3.9 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
13A7 00 
-
OS 1S92 4.9 00 - OS 5.7 198603 00 - OS 2077SO 5.2 00 
-
OS S.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF. POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 23-B 
NUM8FR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE 
-0 65 -OVER -0 0.0 65 -OVER 0.0 
-o ss - 64 4 o.o ss - 64 2.5 
?. 45 - 54 3 1.2 45 - 54 1.9 
1 35 - 44 4 .6 35 - 44 2.5 
s 25 - 34 9 3.1 25 - 34 5.6 
42 15 - 24 45 26.2 15 - 24 28.1 
5 OS - 14 7 3.1 OS - 14 4.4 
4 00 - 04 3 2.5 00 - 04 1.9 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
21'10'3 
3465 
4941 
6910 
856Q 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PFRSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
?.5 
3.8 
r;.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVF:R 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a THE ~UREAU OF THF CFNSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRFCTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL PQPIILATJON FIGURES; THF~FFORF THF ~UM OF POPULATION 
PY ACoF GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVlATF FROM THE TOTAL DQPUI.ATION FIGURES 8Y MINOR PFRrF.NTAr.ES. 
"-OTr:: THE PEPCENTAGF. FJr,URES FOR MALF PLUS Ff.MALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN ~PRILo }Q70 IHFRE WERE 10155 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLO ANO OVER Rf'IDING IN HOUSE OISTRICT 23-R 
nF THFSEo 57.7 PERCENT WERE HARRIED, 2.8 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• loS PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOo 
AND 17.S PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 102~0 WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ AND OVER • 57,2 PERCENT WERE MARRTFDt 10.7 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT DIVORCED, .7 PERCENT SFPARATEO• ANO 30,0 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6262 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 5719 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBANO-WTFE HFAO OF THE 
~OUSFHOLn• 172 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN ~JSBAND AS HEhD OF THE HOUSEHOLD* AND 371 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 314 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 1R AND 45 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
35 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 993 INNATE'S Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL* 
~ERE UNDER 18t AND 26.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROf 2.1 PERCENT 
OF THE 6262 fAMILIESt 2430 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 3572 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
73 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6276 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 1198 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGSt AND 441 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~tLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSIN~ UNITS 259 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSo 1935 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3284 ~AD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND ?.437 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44935 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGF OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7682 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92,7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER> PERSON~ PER ROOMt 6.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF.-WI~f PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1037 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 782 WERE 2-4 UNtT STRUCTURES• 96 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 159 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7915 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 23-B 
6880 HAD BASEMENTS; 7579 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESf 7171 HAD TELEPHONES$ AND 7279 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILETo ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM• RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 23-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 165 4,68 26120 4,24 
5 5000 TO s 9999 539 15,30 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 807 22.90 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 751 21.31 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 588 16.69 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 511 14.50 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 143 4.06 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 20 .57 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 23-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 168 13.28 19297 6.76 
5 40 - $ 59 235 18.58 34877 12.21 
~ 60 - $ 79 308 24.35 45835 16.05 
~ 80 - $ 99 232 18.34 41601 14,57 
!100 - $119 159 12.57 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 103 8,14 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 53 4.19 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 5 .40 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 2 .If> 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOtJSINt; PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT ~4 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APPIL 197n, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56911 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 24 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 17741 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.?. P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPAPfS WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56670 wERE WHITE ( 9Q.58 PfRCENT)o ln8 WERE ~EGRO ( .19 PERCENT!• 41 WERE INDIAN 
( .n7 PERCENT), AND 92 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .1o PERCE~Tl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLfD 98.18 PER-
CENT WHJTft 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PF.RCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTEO BY ThE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 140853~00 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11353 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
HESIDENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUF OF ~ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THF. NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~ousrr~G UNITS WAS 3358 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 64. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 8 OF T~ESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 0. 
A TOTAL Of 130 RESJ~ECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 8308. THERE WERE ALSO 225 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 47 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTFRISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE 'HATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURf OF SENATE DISTRICT ~4 AND THE SUTE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM~FR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
39'39 65 -OVER 3154 7.0 65 -OVER 5.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2623 55 - 64 2399 4.6 55 - 64 4.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
543? 35 
-
54 526~ 9.5 35 - 54 9.3 400")25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2Q9Q 25 
-
34 3016 5.3 25 - 34 5.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
4n3ft 18 
-
24 4102 7.1 18 - 24 7.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1170 16 
-
17 1162 2.1 16 - 17 2.0 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
351n 10 
-
15 3741 6.2 10 - 15 6.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
222A 06 
-
09 2372 3.9 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2713 00 
-
05 302S 4.8 00 
-
OS 5.3 198603 00 
-
OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHIT!'" RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WhiTF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRirT 24 A~n THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMRFR Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PEP'iONS NU"18fR OF PERSOPIIS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAI F MALF FEMALE MALt fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
I 65 -OVF!< 1 .4 65 -OVER .4 l<H4 65 -OVER 1783 ?..A 65 -OVER 2.6 
ll 55 
-
64 n o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
;;> 45 
-
54 n .a 45 - 54 o.o 21i03 45 - 54 2654 J.B 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 - 44 3 1.7 35 - 44 1. 2 346~ 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
,., ?5 
-
34 ., 2.5 25 - 34 2.1 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
Sf> 15 - 24 63 23.2 15 - 24 26. 1 6<HO IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
f., OS 
-
14 lli 2.5 05 - 14 6.6 8S69 OS - 14 A773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
<; 00 
-
04 5 2.1 00 
-
04 2. 1 4194 00 
-
04 4511 f>.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
T>-if RUP[AU OF THE CP~'itJS HAS ISSUE!) CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAl. POPt•LATTON Fir.URES; Tt-<EREFORE THE 'iU"" OF POPULATION 
~'<Y ,.,._~ GPOUPS, FTC. t>AAY ADD TO FIGURES Wt-tiCH OEVTATJ: FRI)~J THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERrFNTAGES. 
• or~: THF PFRCENTAGF" FJf,lJRES FOR MALF PLUS Fft~ALJ: SUM To 100 PfPCfi'<T. 
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JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WfRE 20283 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER RESIDINf. IN SENATE DISTRICT 24 
Of THfSEo 5~.0 PF.RCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT WERE SEPAR~TED• 
AND 17.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 21401 WOMEN 14 YE~RS OLO AND OVER , 55,2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 12.1 PERCENT 
-IDOWfD, 1.~ PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 30.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 12651 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 11513 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOl 336 wERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEnD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 802 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 650 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE lA AND 116 WERE OVEk AGE 65. 
93 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 2857 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL' 
~ERE UNDER 18' AND 23.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
,6 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 28.8 PERCENT 
OF THE 12651 F~MILIES' 5138 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 148 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 7004 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13380 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 2721 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 470 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 586 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 4151 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7250 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 4~84 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 91890 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15765 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93,6 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5,2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 2486 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1786 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURFS• 352 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURfS• AND 348 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 16571 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 24 
14838 HAD BASEMENTS' 15554 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIEs• 14366 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 14882 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
JN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 24 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 396 4,82 26120 4,24 
$ 5000 TO 5 9999 1449 17,65 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2013 24,52 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 1844 22,46 143052 23,18 
$20000 TO 524999 1246 15,18 113624 18,41 
$25000 TO 534999 921 11.22 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 286 3.48 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 54 .66 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 24 MINNESOTA 
NUMBI:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 266 10.54 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 374 14.8? 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 655 25.9<; 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 515 20.40 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 252 9,9A 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 333 13.19 53243 18.65 
uso- $199 115 4,56 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 }4 .sc; 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 0 o.oo 169}. 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND rOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 24-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 284q6 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 24-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 8009 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28322 WERE WHYTE ! 99.39 PERCENT)• R4 WERE NEGRO ( .29 PERCENT)• 20 WERE INDIAN 
I .01 PERCENT>• AND 70 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .25 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYo OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 70119250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11548 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 1519 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 66. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 45 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 2067. THERE WERE ALSO 92 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 48 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 24-A AND THE STIITE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1963 65 -OVER 1605 6.9 65 -OVER 5.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
llfl2 55 
-
64 1123 4.1 55 - 64 3.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2543 35 
-
54 2513 8.9 35 - 54 8.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1366 25 
-
34 1313 4.8 25 - 34 4.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2572 18 
-
24 2818 9.0 18 - 24 9.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
'566 16 - 17 555 2.0 16 - 11 1. 9 74853 16 - 11 11172 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
1568 10 - 15 1726 5.5 10 - 15 6.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1092 06 
-
09 112Q 3.8 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1385 00 - OS 1477 4.9 00 - OS 5.2 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHIT~ POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 24-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PFRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMB EO. OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER I .6 65 -OVER .6 1Q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o '55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 -o .6 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
2 35 - 44 1 1.1 35 - 44 .6 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
3 25 - 34 1 1.7 25 - 34 1.7 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
51 15 - 24 60 29.3 15 - 24 34.'5 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
1 OS - 14 3 1. 7 OS - 14 1.7 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
4 00 - 04 3 2.3 00 - 04 1.7 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUJ.JEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFO COJ.J~ECTTON<; O"JLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGUHESl THEJ.IEFOf.IE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
gy AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEV!ATF FROM T~E TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PER~ENTAGES. 
nOTE: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PEPCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10456 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 24-A 
Of T~FSE• 54.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3,} PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEDo 1.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO 40.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10696 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 53,7 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 11.5 PERCENT 
wiDOwED, 1.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 33,3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6119 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEo 5613 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBANO-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 176 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 330 WERE HOUSEHOLDS •ITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THFRE WERE 303 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1A ANO 52 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
39 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 394 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 1A; AND 84.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 3.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6119 FAMILIESI 2490 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3372 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
76 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6618 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAHILY) HOMESt 1170 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 170 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 258 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1919 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3378 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 2403 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 45067 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
.A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Or 1.7 ROO~S PER RESIDENT. 7591 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM• 5,0 PERCENT HA~ 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1,3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, ANO 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1041 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 793 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 139 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 109 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN AODITIONo OF THE 7958 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 24-A 
7141 HAO BASEMENTSI 7419 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 6833 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7110 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 24-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 173 4.41 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 661 16.84 79217 12.83 
!10000 TO $14999 963 24.53 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 823 20.96 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 574 14.62 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 526 13.40 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 170 4.33 33193 5,37 
S50000 OR MORE 36 .92 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T"'E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 24-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 140 12.46 19297 6.76 
s 40 - $ 59 127 ll.3o 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 256 22.78 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 212 18.86 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 126 ll.21 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 190 16.90 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 60 5,34 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 13 1.16 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEt.JSUS Of POPULATION AND t-oOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 24-8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28415 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 24-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9732 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28348 WERE WHITE I 99.76 PERCENT)• ?4 WERE NEGRO ( .08 PERCENTlt 21 WERE I~DIAN 
I .07 PERCENT), AND 22 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .08 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTED• RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 70734250 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11166 PER RESTDENCE. NfGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1839 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 62. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF T~ESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 85 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 11612. THERE WERE ALSO 133 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 47 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 24-8 AND THE SUTE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NtJMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1996 65 -OVER 1549 7.0 65 -OVER 5.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
1441 55 - 64 1276 5.1 55 - 64 4.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2889 35 - 54 2755 10.2 35 - 54 9.7 400~25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1633 25 - 34 1703 5.7 25 - 34 6.0 229'323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1464 18 - 24 1284 5.2 18 - 24 4.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
604 16 - 17 607 2.1 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1942 10 - 15 2017 6.8 10 - 15 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1136 06 - 09 1243 4.0 06 - 09 4.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1328 00 - OS 1548 4.7 00 - OS 5.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DEUILfn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 24-B A~D THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE F"Et.1ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVEP o.o 1Q}4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-0 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
I 45 - 54 -o 1. 5 45 - 54 o.o 2fl03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
2 35 - 44 2 3.0 35 - 44 3.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
3 25 - 34 2 4.5 25 - 34 3.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
5 15 - 24 3 7.5 15 - 24 4.5 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
3 OS - 14 13 4.5 05 - 14 19.4 856Q OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 2 1.5 00 - 04 3.0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ THF BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS I SSUfO CORRECT ION<; ONL '( ~OR TOTAL PO PillA TtON FIGURES: T~EREF"ORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FRnM THE TOTAL ~OPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~!OTf: THf PERCENTAGE FJt,URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9827 MALES 14 YFAR~ OLO ANO OVER Rf~IDINC. IN HOUSE DISTRICT 24-B 
Of THFSEt 61.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 33.A PERCENT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. Of THE 10705 WOMEN 14 YEAQS OLn AND OVER t 56.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 12o7 PERCENT 
wiDOWEDt 2.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~O 2A.O PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6532 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 5900 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WJFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDJ 160 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 472 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEioiALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 347 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 64 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
54 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 2463 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
~ERE UNDER 18J AND 13.4 PERCENT WER~ 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6532 FAMILIESt 2648 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65t AND 3632 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
.7 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 33.0 PERCENT 
72 HAD fAMILY MEMBEPS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6762 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1551 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 300 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRATLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 328 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2232 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3872 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2181 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~EIR WERE 46823 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8174 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.5 
PERCE~T HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1445 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 993 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 213 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 239 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 8613 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 24-B 
7697 HAO BASEMENTSJ 8135 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7533 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 7772 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET. AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
JN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM• RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 24-R MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 223 5.21 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 788 18.40 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 1050 24.52 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO S19999 1021 23.84 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 672 15.69 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 395 9.22 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 116 2. 71 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 18 .42 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN• COMPARED IIliTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 24-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 126 9.00 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 247 17.64 34877 12.21 $ 60 
- s 79 399 28.50 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 303 21.64 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 1 ?.6 9.00 32427 11.36 
!120- $149 143 10.21 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 c;5 3.93 44759 15.6£1 
$200 - $299 1 .07 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MI~NESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULIITION AI\JO HOIJSJN<, PROFILE OF 
StNATE DISTRICT ?5 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57019 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 25 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 17919 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.2 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION. 56756 WERE WHITE ( 99.50 PERCENT)• A4 WERE NEGRO ( .11 PERCENT)t 152 WERE INDIAN 
( .?1 PFRCENT), AND S6 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .10 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
rENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDTAN. ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (aS RFPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACR~S OR LESS WAS $ 145952500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 10943 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBEQ OF OCCUPIED, RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING UNITS WAS 1653 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 55. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 134 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 6735. THERE WERF ALSO 161 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 3A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THE CHARTS AELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBER OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4105 65 -OVER 331R 7.2 65 -OVER 5.R 
2720 55 - 64 2604 4.8 55 - 64 4.6 
5694 35 -54 5770 10.0 35- 54 10.1 
3203 25 - 34 3143 5.6 25 - 34 5.5 
233~ 18 - 24 2301 4.1 18 - 24 4.0 
1161 16 - 17 1325 2.0 16 - 17 2.3 
3815 10- 15 4104 6.7 10- 15 7.2 
2531 06 - 09 272? 4.4 06 - 09 4.8 
29RO 00 - 05 305R 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
25 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
4001'.25 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
~!UM8ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
6 65 -OVER 10 2.1 65 -OVER 3.5 
6 55 - 64 4 2.1 55- 64 1.4 
5 45 - 54 4 1.8 45 - 54 1.4 
~ 35 - 44 6 2.1 35 - 44 2.1 
7 25 - 34 9 2.5 25 - 34 3.2 
14 15 - 24 62 4.9 15 - 24 21.9 
?? OS - 14 20 7.8 05- 14 7.1 
1 00 - 04 7 2.5 00 - 04 2.5 
25 
NUM8Fr:l 
FEp.Aa.LE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8S69 
4194 
ANI) THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF ~INNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2.5 55- 64 2.7 
3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
12.4 OS- 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS ~AS ISSUED CORRECTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!ILATTON FIGURES: THEREFORE T~E ~UM OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO F1GUQES wHIC~ nEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY p.A{NOR PERCENTAGES. 
•,OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FJ<,URFS FOR MALE PLUS FEMALF SUM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 19818 MALES 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 25 
OF THfSEt 66.1 PERCFNT WERE MARRIEDt 3.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.4 PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?Q,2 PERCENT HAO NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 20419 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER • 64,3 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 12.7 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 1.6 PERCENT DIVORCEDt ,4 PERCENT SEPARATEO• ANO 21.2 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13977 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESEt 12q11 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOt 386 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHEG THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD 0~ THE HOUSEHOLD' ANO 778 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
a FEI-4ALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 514 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYI 
AGE lA AND 127 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
Fl2 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 99A INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 58.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
2.7 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 31.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 13977 FAMILIESI 5539 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 156 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 7844 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 14497 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2705 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 516 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 482 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 3844 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8109 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 5271 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 101374 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16991 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.5 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.0 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 2447 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2065 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 203 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 179 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 17714 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 25 
16247 HAD RASEMENTSI 16969 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 15959 HAD TELEPHONESc AND 16518 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF O~NER-OCCUPIEDo NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 25 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 265 2.99 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 1763 19.92 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 2457 27.76 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO Sl9999 1932 21,83 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 1299 14,68 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 901 10.18 91114 14.76 
535000 TO S49999 196 2.21 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 37 ,42 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 25 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 298 - ll.43 19297 6.76 
5 40 - $ 59 619 23,73 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 701 26.81'! 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 419 16.07 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 262 10.0'5 32427 11.36 
H20 - $149 256 9,82 53243 18.65 
!150 - $199 48 1,84 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 5 .19 11800 4.13 
1'300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT 2S-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28421 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 25-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8281 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A SlATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28342 WERE WHITE C 99.72 PERCENTit 21 WERE NEGRO ( .07 PERCENTit 24 WERE INDIAN 
( .OA PERCENTit AND 23 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .08 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CE~T WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS i 65374500 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 10475 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1682 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 55. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 60 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 6575. THERE WERE ALSO 63 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 23 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 25-A 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1503 65 -OVER 1382 5.3 65 -OVER 4.9 
1105 55 - 64 1165 3.9 55 - 64 4.1 
2734 35 54 2833 9.6 35 - 54 10.0 
1763 25 - 34 1749 6.2 25 - 34 6.2 
1213 18 24 1253 4.3 18 - 24 4.4 
578 16 - 17 562 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2016 10 - 15 2135 7.1 10 - 15 7.5 
1369 06 09 1524 4.8 06 - 09 5.4 
1693 00 OS 1697 6.0 00 - OS 6.0 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
- 34 
24 
- 17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 25-A 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 3 1.3 65 -OVER 3.8 
2 55 - 64 -o 2.s 55 - 64 o.o 
-o 45 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 
2 35 44 1 2.5 35 - 44 1.3 
1 25 34 3 1.3 25 - 34 3.8 
2 15 24 6 2.5 15 - 24 7.6 
9 05 - 14 3 11.4 OS - 14 3.A 
2 00 04 1 2.5 00 - 04 1.3 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEr.4ALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 44 
25 - 34 
15 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!JLATTON FIGURES; THER~FORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADO TO fiGURES WHICH OEVIATF fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS fE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGF 2 
!N AP~Il• 1970 THFRF WERE 9608 MALES 14 YFAR~ OLO ANn OVfP ~FSIOTNG IN HOUSE DISTRICT ?.5-A 
nf lHFSf, 66.8 Pf~CfNT WFRE ~ARRIEDo 2.5 PFRCENl ~FRE WTOOWED• t.A PERCFNT ~FRE DIVORCED• .J PFRCENT WE~E SEPARATED, 
AND ?Q,2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 951A WOMEN 14 YEAPS OLn AND OVER • 67.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10.0 PERCENT 
WIOO~fD, 1.4 PEPCENT DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT SEPARATEno A~n 21.3 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6~07 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 6291 WERE FA~ILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLD; 18R WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD! AND 32H WF.RE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 238 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING JN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 44 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
45 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 205 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTAL; 
wERE lJNDER 1R; AND 85.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf .5 PERCENT 
OF THE 6807 FAMILIESr 2435 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
lA ANn OVEP 65; ANO 4136 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65. 
57 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY H~D 6922 OCCUPI~O AND VACANT ONF-UNTT (STNGLF FAMILY! HOMES• 959 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMilY DWELLINGS, AND 333 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEn MORTLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSINf. UNITS 178 HAD 
1 OP ? ROOMS, 1687 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSo 3697 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, ~NO ?~40 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48142 ROOMS IN ~LL HOUSING UNITS• 0~ AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-wiDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7923 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFD. OF THESE 91.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FfWEPl PERSONS PER ~OOMt 7.2 PEPCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOE PERCENT~GES WERE ~2.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 866 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 698 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURES• 56 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 112 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 8210 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2S~A 
73h4 HAD RASEMENTS; 7867 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7350 H~O TELEPHONESr AND 7675 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOlLETt ANO AATHTUR OR SHOWF.R. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET IIALUF.S WER~ IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 2S-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 107 3.02 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 563 15.88 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 796 22.45 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 743 20.96 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 655 18.48 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 533 15.04 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 127 3.58 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 21 .59 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED wTTH THF. STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 25-~ MINNESOTA 
NUMAF.R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 104 10.11 19297 6.76 
'!; 40 
-
$ 59 145 14.1? 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
'i 79 2?5 21.91 4583S 16.05 
$ flO 
-
$ 99 lAO l7 .53 4160} 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 167 16.2h 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 163 15.87 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 4} 3.9Q 44759 15.6fl 
$200 
-
'!;299 2 .1q 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORt: 
-o o.on 1691 0,59 
--~INNFSOTA ANALYSIS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE"'SUS OF POPULATION AND 1-'0lJSJNG PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 25-~ 
PAGE l 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28618 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 25-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9638 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr,E OF 2.98 PERSON~ PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28414 WERE WHITE I 99.29 PERCENT)• 43 WfRE NEGRO C .15 PERCENT)t 128 WERE !~DIAN 
1 .45 PERCENTlt AND 33 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACES C .1~ PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~fR RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ ~0578000 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11354 PER RE~JDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDFNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1971 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 56. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVfRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 74 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 6865. THERE WERE AL~O 98 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 47 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 25-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2602 65 -OVER 1936 9.1 65 -OVER 6.8 
1615 55 - 64 1439 5.6 55 - 64 s.o 
2960 35 54 2937 10.3 35 - 54 10.3 
1440 25 34 1394 s.o 25 - 3~ 4.9 
1123 18 24 1048 3.9 18- 24 3.7 
583 16 - 17 763 2.0 16 - 17 2.7 
1799 10 - 15 1969 6.3 10 - 15 6.9 
1164 06 - 09 1198 4.1 06 - 09 4.2 
1287 00 05 1361 4.5 00 - OS 4.~ 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
71712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVEP 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELO~. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE Dl~TRICT 25-B 
NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
5 65 -OVER 7 2.5 65 -OVER 3.4 
4 55 - 64 4 2.0 55 - 64 2.0 
5 45 - 54 4 2.5 45 - 54 2.0 
4 35 - 44 s 2.0 35 - 44 2.5 
6 25 - 34 ~ 2.9 25 - 34 2.9 
12 15 - 24 56 5.9 15 - 24 27.5 
13 OS - 14 17 6.4 OS- 14 8.3 
s 00 - 04 ~ 2.5 00 - 04 2.9 
NUMBEP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8'569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVFR 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf 8UPfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATION FIGURES& THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. ~AY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ DEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~·OTE:: THf PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE"4AU SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WfRF 10210 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLO AND OVER RFsiDJNr, IN HOUSE DISTRICT 25-R 
Of T~FSE, 65.4 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.8 PERCENT WFRE ~TOOWEDt 1.1 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCEDo .4 PER~FNT WfRE SEPARATED, 
AND ?Q.? PERCENT HAD NfVFR MARRIED. Of THE 10921 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 61.4 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDo 15.1 PERCENT 
~IDOWFDo 1.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SFPARATEDo AND 21.2 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPf ~ERE 7170 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE, 652?. WERF fAMILIES WITH A HUSRAND-WTfE HfAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLD! 198 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHEq THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 450 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FE~ALE HEAD, 
THERE WERE 276 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 1~ AND 83 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
17 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 793 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY • OF THE TOTAU 
wERE UNDER 18J AND 51.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
3,4 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 18.8 PERCENT 
Of THE 7170 FAMILIESJ 3104 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 3708 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
99 HAD FAMILY MEMAfRS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7575 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT (SJNGLF FAMILY) HO~ESo 1746 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 183 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 304 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2157 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4412 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo ANO 2631 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 53232 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WIT~ 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9068 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPifO. Of THESE 95.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWERl PERSONS PER ROO~, 4.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND ,8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM •. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WI8F PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.Ao 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1581 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1367 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 147 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 67 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADDITION, Or THE 9504 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 25-B 
8883 HAD BASEMENTS; 9102 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILTTIESJ 8609 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 8843 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMATNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSf DISTRICT 25-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 158 2.98 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 1200 22.62 79217 12.83 
510000 TO 514999 1661 31,31 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 1189 22.41 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 644 12.14 113624 18.41 
~25000 TO $34999 368 6,94 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 69 1,30 33193 5,37 
550000 OR MORE 16 ,30 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT ?5-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 194 12.27 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 474 29,9A 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 476 30,11 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 239 15.P 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
5119 95 6.01 32427 11.36 
U20 
-
$149 93 5.8~ 53243 18.65 
5150 
-
$199 7 .44 44759 15.68 
~200 
-
$299 3 .19 11800 4.13 
i300 OR MORF 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOT~ ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-0USINC: PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 26 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56322 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DI~TRICT 26 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18298 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56098 WERE WHITE ( 99.60 PERCENT>• 75 WERE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENT>• 108 WERE I~DIAN 
< .19 PFRCENTI• ANO 3A WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .07 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARK~T VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 10~156250 l AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 8469 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSJNG UNITS WAS 4467 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 37. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 14 OF THESE UNITS 
~T AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O. 
A TOTAL OF 121 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 2802. THERE WERE ALSO 273 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 33 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
404A 65 -OVER 3416 7.2 65 -OVER 6.1 
c902 55 - 64 2733 5.2 55 - 64 4.9 
622Q 35 - 54 5978 11.1 35 - 54 10.6 
2656 25 - 34 2653 4.7 25- 34 4.7 
2330 18 - 24 2300 4.1 18- 24 4.1 
12~8 16 - 17 1378 2.3 16 - 17 2.4 
39~1 10 - 15 4075 7.1 10 - 15 7.2 
2304 06 - 09 2469 4.1 06 - 09 4.4 
2705 00 - 05 2874 4.8 00 - OS 5.1 
26 
NUMF.IER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
P~RCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVEP 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILE~ BUT ARE TABULATED BELO~. 
NON-wHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FE~ALE MALE 
5 65 -OVER 4 2.2 65 -OVER 1.8 
4 55 - 64 5 1.8 55 - 64 2.2 
6 45- 54 7 2.7 45- 54 3.1 
7 35- 44 11 3.1 35- 44 4.9 
12 25 - 34 A 5.4 25- 34 3.6 
11 15- 24 ]5 4.9 15- 24 6.7 
?4 05- 14 27 10.7 OS- 14 12.1 
11 00 - 04 10 5.8 00 - 04 4.5 
26 
NUM8fR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8<;69 
4194 
ANO Tt<E STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3411 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVEP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTION<: ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!JLATJON FIGURES; TI-'FREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATIOI\J 
~y bGF G~OUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVTATf FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGuRES RY MINOR PERI-FNTAGES. 
~OT~'": TI-ff PERI-E~JTAG~'" FTGURES FOR MALE PLUS FF"1ALE SIJM TO 100 PE:RCEIIIT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 19841 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 26 
OF T~FSE• 65.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 3.1 P~RCENT W~RE WIDOWED• ,9 PERCENT WERE DJVORCEO• ,4 PF.RCF.NT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND ?9.R PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 20815 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 63,0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13o2 PE~CENT 
W!OOWFOo 1.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT SEPARATEO• ANO 22.1 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MAR~IED. 
THERE WERE 13986 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, !2835 WERE fAMILIES WIT~ A ~USBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLn~ 365 wERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD~ AND 786 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 645 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 1A AND 90 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
71 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 693 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE tiNDER 18' AND 86,0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 6.5 PERCENT 
OF THE 13986 FAMILIES' 5723 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 1B OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 ANn OVER 65' AND 7837 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
87 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16242 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT ISTNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 1684 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 303 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 427 HAD 
· 1 OR 2 ROOMS, 4110 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8425 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 5?67 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 103198 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17238 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1o01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1319 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 944 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 214 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 161 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 18229 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 26 
16556 HAD BASEMENTSI 16973 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 16074 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 16287 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN T~E FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 26 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1000 12.05 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 2376 28,63 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 2122 25.57 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 1533 18.47 143052 23.18 
!i20000 TO 524999 780 9,40 113624 18.41 
!i25000 TO 534999 373 4.50 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 93 1,12 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 21 .25 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS HIE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 26 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN !i 40 330 13.49 19297 6,76 
!i 40 - $ 59 639 26.11 34877 12.21 
f 60 - $ 79 849 14.70 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 393 16.06 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 124 5,07 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 q7 3.56 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 ?0 .a;;> 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 2 .oq 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .12 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 26-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27891 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 26-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9108 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 1.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27782 WE~E WHITE ( 99.61 PERCENT)• 14 WERE NEGRO ( .05 PERCENT>• 67 WERE INDIAN 
( .?4 PERCENT), AND 28 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .10 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 44441500 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 6932 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ ·0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2055 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 28. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 52 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 793. THERE WERE ALSO 129 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 27 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 26-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2015 65 -OVER 1765 7.2 65 ·OVER 6.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1456 55 - 64 1400 5.2 55 - 64 5.o- 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3076 35 - 54 2953 11.0 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1220 25 - 34 1241 4.4 25 - 34 4.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1061 18 24 1067 3.8 18 24 3.8 232685 18 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
63.q 16 - 17 747 2.3 16 - 17 2.7 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2027 10 - 15 2068 7.3 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1183 06 - 09 1240 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1309 00 - OS 1425 4.7 00 - 05 5.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 26-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEHALf HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER -o 3.7 65 •OVER o.o 1914 65 -oVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 1 o.o 55 - 64 .9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
2 45 
-
54 1 1.8 45 - 54 .9 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 
-
44 4 3.7 35 - 44 3.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
4 25 - 34 3 3.7 25 - 34 2.8 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
s 15 
-
24 8 4.6 15 - 24 7.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
11 05 - 14 15 10.1 OS - 14 13.8 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
5 00 
-
04 6 4.6 00 - 04 5.5 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtllATION FIGURESc THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTf: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR ~ALE PLUS FE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
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TN IIPRIL• 1970 THF~F WERE 9894 MALES 14 YFAR<; OLn ANn OVFR RF<:JOJN(, IN HOUSE OJST~TCT 26-A 
Of lHFSFo 65.0 PFRCFNT ~FRF MARRIED. 3.1 PERCENT WFRE ~TDOWEDt .A PERCFNT WFRF DIVORCED• .4 ~I.RCFNT WERE SEPARATED, 
A~O 10.7 PERCENT HAD NfVFR ~ARRIED. Of THE 10150 WOMEN 14 YEAPS OLn ANO OVER • 63.5 PERCENT ~[Pt ~ARRJFOt 13.5 PFRCE~T 
WIOGWEDo 1.0 PERCENT DTVORCFOo .4 PfRCENT SEPARATED• ANn 21.6 PERCE~T HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THEPE WERE 6A97 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE~[, 6324 WERE FA~ILIES WITH A HUSBANO-WJFE HFAO OF THE 
HOUSFHOLOf 194 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 379 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 242 ROOMERS, BOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYt 
AGE lA ANO 41 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
'37 WF.RE UNDER 
THERE WERE 27~ INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 1R; AND 93.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
0f THE 6897 FAMILIESl 2845 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65; AND 3832 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
44 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8326 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONF-UNtT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 595 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS• ~~D 132 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 201 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 1913 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4216 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2723 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51734 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8466 OF THE COMMUNtTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM• 5.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.sn PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA~LE STATF.-WIOF. PERCENTAGES WERE 92.R• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
nf T~F 470 MULTIPLE UNTT STRUCTURES• 327 wERE 2-4 UNtT STRUCTURE~• 90 WFRE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~s, AND 53 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9053 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 26•A 
8176 HAD BASEMENTSJ A288 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7857 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 7905 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUA OR SHOWF.Ro 
... - -----------------
tN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
--------···--·------------ --------- -----·- ---
HOUSE DISTRICT 2~-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 599 15.64 26120 4.24 
!F 5000 TO s 9999 1261 32.92 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 991 25.87 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 588 15.35 143052 23.H! 
$20000 TO S24999 244 6.37 113624 18.41 
'li25000 TO $34999 113 2.95 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 25 .65 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 10 .26 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPAR~D wtTH THE STATE WAS: 
!o!ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT ?6-A 
NUMRER PERCENT 
LESS THAN S 40 167 18.02 
$ 40 - $ 59 21'13 30.53 
$ 60 - $ 79 317 34.20 
$ 80 - $ 99 114 12.30 
$100 - $119 27 2.91 
U20 - $149 13 1.4n 
$150 - $199 5 .54 
!=200 - $299 -0 o.on 
$300 OR MORE 1 .11 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34817 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 26-8 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28431 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF. DISTRICT 26-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 9190 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28316 WERE WHITE ( 99.60 PERCENTlt ~1 WERE NEGRO ( .21 PERCENT)• 41 WERE INDIAN 
( .14 PERCENT), AND 10 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .04 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 63714750 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 10018 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2412 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 45. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 13 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O. 
A TOTAL OF 69 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 4315. THERE WERE ALSO 144 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 39 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 26-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2033 65 -OVER 1651 7.2 65 -OVER s.a 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1446 55 
-
64 1333 5.1 55 - 64 4.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3153 35 
-
54 3025 11.1 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1436 25 
-
34 1412 5.1 25 - 34 s.o 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1269 18 24 1233 4.5 18 - 24 4.3 232685 18 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
650 16 - 17 631 2.3 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1954 10 - 15 2007 6.9 10 - 15 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1121 06 - 09 1229 3.9 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1396 00 
-
05 1449 4.9 00 - OS 5.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 2~-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU"lBEQ OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 4 .9 65 -OVER 3.5 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 55 
-
64 4 3.5 55 - 64 3.5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 6 3.5 45 - 54 5.2 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
3 35 44 1 2.6 35 - 44 6.1 3465 35 44 3471 s.o 35 44 s.o 
A 25 
-
34 5 7.0 25 - 34 4.3 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
6 15 
-
24 1 5.2 15 - 24 6.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
13 OS - 14 12 11.3 OS - 14 10.4 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
~ 00 
-
04 4 7.0 00 - 04 3.5 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THE BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUF.O CORRECTIONS OIIIL Y FOR TOTAL POPtJLA TION FIGURES C THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURF.S WHICH DEVIATF. FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~,OTE: THf PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9947 MALES 14 YFAR~ OLO ANO OVfR RFSIDI~r. IN HOUSE DISTRICT 26-B 
OF T~FSE, 66.6 PERCENT WFRE ~ARRIED• 3.1 PFRCENT WFRE wJOOWEDt 1.n PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCF.NT WERF SEPARATED• 
ANO ?Q.O PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10665 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 62.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 12·9 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .s PERCENT ~EPARATEO• AND 22.6 PERCE~!T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7089 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6511 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSFHOLOI 171 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 407 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 403 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
. AGE lR ANO 49 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
34 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 417 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 80.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 10.8 PERCENT 
Of THE 7089 FAMILIESI 2878 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 4005 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1R BUT NONE OVER 65. 
43 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7916 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 10~9 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 171 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 226 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2197 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4209 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2544 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51464 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR •N AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGF. OF }.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8772 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~D. OF ThESE 94.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARAALE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92o8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCE~Tt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 849 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 617 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURfSt 124 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 108 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9176 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 26-B 
8380 HAD BASEMENTSl 8685 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8217 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8382 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 26-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN I 5000 401 8.98 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO I 9999 1115 24.96 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 114999 1131 25.32 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO 119999 945 21.16 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 536 12.00 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 260 5.82 Q1114 14.76 
!35000 TO $49999 68 1.52 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 11 .25 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 26-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 163 10.72 19297 6.76 
' 40 - s 59 356 23.42 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 532 35.00 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 279 18.36 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 97 6.3~ 32427 11.36 
S120 - $149 74 4.87 53243 18.65 
uso- S199 15 .9Q 44759 15.68 
S200 - $299 2 .11 11800 4.13 
~300 OR MORE 2 .13 169} o.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND 1-'0IJSINC: PROfiLE Of 
SENATE DI~TRTCT ?7 
PAGF: 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 56854 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 27 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19591 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERA<,£ OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56760 WERE WHITE ( 99.83 PERCENT)t 12 WERE NEGRO ( .02 PERCENT)t 30 WERE INDIAN 
< .os PFRCENT), AND 49 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .09 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 129210750 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 9491 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4833 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 36. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 120 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 5483. THERE WERE ALSO 333 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 33 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS AELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 27 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4579 65 -OVER 3740 8.1 65 -OVER 6.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3170 55 
-
64 2987 5.6 55 - 64 5.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6391 35 - 54 6086 l1.2 35 - 54 10.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2818 25 
-
34 2757 s.o 25 - 34. 4.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2300 18 
-
24 2140 4.0 18 - 24 3.13 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1184 16 - 17 1312 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74R53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3657 10 
-
15 3967 6.4 10 - 15 7.0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2256 06 - 09 2320 4.0 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2534 00 
-
OS 2653 4.5 00 - 05 4.7 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfrl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 27 ANrl THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEQ OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 .1.1 65 -OVER 1.1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 
-
64 0 3.2 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
? 45 
-
54 3 2.1 45 - 54 3.2 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
? 35 
-
44 1 2.1 35 - 44 1. 1 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
4 25 
-
34 2 4.3 25 - 34 2.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2 IS 
-
24 4 2.1 15 - 24 4.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
1 05 - 14 6 1. 1 05 - 14 6.4 8'>69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
5 00 - 04 3 5.3 00 - 04 3.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
T~F BUPEAU OF THE CENc;us HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE c;uM OF POPULATION 
RY AGr- GDOUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGUR~S wHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~. OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCE,..T. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 20344 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD AND OVFR RF~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 27 
OF T~FSF• 67.9 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.4 PERCENT WERE WTOOWED• lo? PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERr.FNT wERE SEPARATED, 
AND 27.1 PERCENT HAD NFVER MARRIED. OF THE 216R9 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLo ANC OVER , 63.9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDt 14o2 PFRCFNT 
wiDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 19.9 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14733 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• }3594 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBANO-WTFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSFHOLO; 316 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HIJS8AND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 823 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 542 ROOMERS• BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE lR AND 88 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
<;4 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 640 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS TN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
~ERE UNDER l~J AND ~7.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGPOJ 4.5 PERCENT 
Of THF 14733 FAMILIES; 6465 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 115 HAD FAMILY MEMBF.RS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 7794 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 RUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 17196 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOHESt 2012 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMilY DWELLINGS, AND 242 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 517 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 4181 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8969 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5783 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 110556 ROOMS I~ ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18447 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 95.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1637 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1147 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 244 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURESt AND 246 
wERF. STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 19450 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 27 
17841 HAD BASEMENTS; 1~406 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIES' 17327 HAO TELEPHONES; AND 17858 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMAING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND 8ATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN T~E FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 27 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 777 8.44 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 2336 25.39 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 2539 27.59 118416 I 9.19 
!15000 TO $19999 1940 21.08 143052 23.18 
!20000 TO $24999 933 10.14 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 523 5.68 91114 14.76 
!35000 TO $49999 120 1.30 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 34 .37 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARfO IIIlTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 27 MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 387 14.79 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 764 29.19 34877 12.21 
t 60 
- $ 79 842 32.17 4583'5 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 324 12.38 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 159 6.01'1 32427 11.36 
$120 - Sl49 91 3.48 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 44 1.68 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 4 .1c; 11800 4.13 
'1i300 OR MORf 2 .OR 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1'101JSIN!: PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A 
PI\GE l 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28563 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9798 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28527 WERE W~ITE ( 99,87 PERCENT>• 5 WERE NEGRO ( ,02 PERCENTlt 12 WERE !~DIAN 
! ,04 PFRCENTlo AND 16 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( ,06 PERCENT>• MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A,18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INOTAN, AND 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYo OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 55245250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 8054 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2277 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 28. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 71 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 4743. THERE WERE ALSO 164 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 20 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2280 65 -OVER 1893 8.o 65 -OVER 6.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1511'! 55 
-
64 1505 5.3 55 - 64 5.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
32'53 35 
-
54 3114 ll.4 35 - 54 10.9 4001',25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1330 25 
-
34 1333 4.7 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
113P 18 
-
24 1147 4.0 18 - 24 4.0 232f.85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
6}c; 16 - 17 652 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 71172 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
1864 10 - 15 2011 6.5 10 - 15 7.0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1141 06 - 09 1179 4.0 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1260 00 
-
05 1327 4,4 00 - 05 4.6 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A ANI) THE STATf OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU"'BFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -o 2,8 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
I 55 - 64 -o 2.8 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
-() 35 - 44 -() o.o 35 - 44 o.o 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
2 25 - 34 -o 5.6 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
-0 15 - 24 -o o.o 15 - 24 o.o 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
-o 05 - 14 4 o.o OS - 14 11.1 8569 OS - 14 A773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
? 00 - 04 2 5.6 00 - 04 5.6 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THf BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES l THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PER~ENTAGES. 
... orr: THF PERCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALF PLUS FEMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGE 2 
IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10314 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A 
OF T~FSE• 66.8 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED• 3.5 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PER~ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?R.3 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10763 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 64.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWFD, 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .s PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 20.1 PERCE~!T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7313 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6767 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOt 167 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 379 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 314 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSF.HOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE IR AND 42 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
15 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 351 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~ERE UNDER 181 AND R4.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 7313 FAMILIES$ 3194 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3885 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 8.3 PERCENT 
54 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8905 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY> HOMES• 692 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 108 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 210 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 1932 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMs, 4513 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSo AND 3050 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 56129 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9136 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 4.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 567 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 418 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF.So 82 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 67 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9705 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A 
89~7 HAD BASEMENTS' 9061 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8548 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8732 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 524 12.13 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1299 30.08 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO Sl4999 1103 25.54 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 769 17.81 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 37'5 8.68 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 204 4. 72 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 31 .72 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 14 .32 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARI:D WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A MINNESOTA 
NUI4BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 B7 18.83 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 300 30.21 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 278 28.00 45835 16.05 
' 
eo - $ 99 114 ll.4A 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 64 6.45 32427 11.36 
H20 - $149 35 3.5;> 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 15 1.51 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 
-0 o.oo 11800 4.13 
i300 OR t.IORE 
-o o.oo 169} 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A I970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-<0IISJNC: PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 27-B 
PAGE I 
AS OF I APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 2829I PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 27-B 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9793 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1?.9 PI'"RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 28233 WERE WHITE ( 99.79 DERCENTit 1 WERE NEGRO I .02 PERCENT)t 18 WERE INDIAN 
( .06 PERCENT), ANO 33 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .I2 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9Ro18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oo28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCU~IED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 73965500 t AN AVERAGE VALUF. OF $ I0950 PER RESTDfNCEo NF.GROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS ?556 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT!-<LY RENT WAS $ 44. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 49 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVF.RAr.E VALUE WAS $ 6556. THERE WERE AlSO I69 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 4~ PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 27-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE 
2?.99 65 -OVER 1847 8.1 65 -OVER 6.5 
1652 55 - 64 1482 5.8 55 - 64 5.2 
313A 35 54 2972 11.1 35 54 10.5 
14R8 25 34 1424 5.3 25 - 34 5.0 
1162 18 24 993 4.1 18 - 24 3.5 
569 16 - 17 660 2.0 16 - 17 2.3 
1793 10 - 15 1956 6.3 10 - 15 6.9 
1115 06 09 1141 3.9 06 - 09 4.0 
1274 00- OS 1326 4.5 00- OS 4.7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
111970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
z.o 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER I 0.0 65 -OVER 1.7 
?. 55 - 64 -o 3.4 ss - 64 o.o 
? 45 - 54 3 3.4 45 - 54 5.2 
? 35 - 44 I 3.4 35 - 44 1.7 
2 25 - 34 2 3.4 25 - 34 3.4 
2 15 - 24 4 3.4 15 - 24 6.9 
1 OS- 14 2 1.7 05- 14 3.4 
1 00 - 04 1 5.2 oo - 04 1.7 
NUMBfP 
FEMALE 
1<H4 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
I2.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf BUR~AU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS O~LY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FJr,URESt THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GROUPS, F.TC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH nEVJ~TF FROM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURtS BY MINOR PERCFNTAr.ES. 
~OTF: THF PEPCE~TAGF. Fir.U~ES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10030 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-A 
OF THFSEo 69.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDo 3.2 PERCENT WERE WIOOWEDt 1o3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 25.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10926 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER ' 63.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIFD• 14.2 PERCENT 
WIDOWF.Do 1.A PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPAR~TEOt AND 19.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7420 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6827 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDI 149 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 444 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 228 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYI 
~GE 18 AND 46 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
19 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 289 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 92.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7420 FAMILIESt 3271 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6~ AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3909 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
61 HAD FAMILY MEMBF.RS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8291 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSTNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1320 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 134 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 307 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 2249 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4456 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2733 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
'IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 54427 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9311 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .5 PERCENT HAD 
loSl OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1070 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 729 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 162 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 179 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9745 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 27-B 
8874 HAD BASEMENTSI 9345 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIEs; 8779 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 9126 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• AND 9ATHTU8 OR SHOWER. 
IN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES I 
HOUSE DISTRICT 27-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 253 5.18 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 1037 21.24 79217 12.83 
510000 TO 514999 1436 29.41 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 1171 23.98 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 124999 558 11.43 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 319 6.53 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 89 1.82 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 20 .41 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T ... E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ... OUSE DISTRICT 27-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 200 12.32 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 464 28.57 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 564 34.73 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 210 12.93 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 95 5.85 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - $149 56 3.45 53243 18.65 
$150- $199 ~9 1.79 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 4 .2~ 11800 4.13 
$300 OR "lORE 2 .12 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALY~TS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE"'SUS OF POPULATION AND hOIJSING PROfiLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 28 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATIO"' OF 56071 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF. DISTRICT 28 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18244 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.1 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55896 WERE WHITE C 99.69 PERCENT>• 10 WERE NEGRO ( .02 PERCENT>• 108 WERE INDIAN 
( .Iq PERCENT), AN~ 57 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS C .10 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.lB PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY ThE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 108599000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 8293 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR ' 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3958 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 31. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 153 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 3446. THERE WERE ALSO 248 
vACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 26 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 28 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM8FR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
42(10 65 -OVER 3538 7.5 65 -OVER 6.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
302? 55 
-
64 2991 5.4 55 - 64 5.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
SR95 35 
-
54 5823 10.5 35 - 54 10.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2640 25 
-
34 2624 4.7 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
24Rl 18 
-
24 2105 4.4 18 - 24 3.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1179 16 - 17 1232 2.1 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3739 10 - 15 3883 6.7 10 - 15 6.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2454 06 
-
09 2459 4.4 06 - 09 4.4 160]46 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
28'39 00 
-
05 2945 5.1 00 - 05 5.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 28 ANn THE STATE OF ~INNESOTA 
NI.I~8FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
7 65 -OVER 10 4.0 65 -OVER 5.7 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
'3 55 - 64 s 1.7 55 - 64 2.9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
5 45 - 54 4 2.9 45 - 54 2.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
4 35 - 44 A 2.3 35 - 44 4.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
f, 25 - 34 6 3.4 25 - 34 3.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
l? IS - 24 12 6.9 15 - 24 6.9 6q1o 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
}P OS - 14 19 10.3 OS - 14 10.9 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
4 00 - 04 5 2.3 00 - 04 2.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF f'IUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
;;;y 4GF t;POUPSo ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAr;ES. 
t.OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALt SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PA(;f 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 19569 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 28 
OF THFSE• 65.0 PERCFNT wERE MARRIED, 3.7 PERCENT WERE WTDOWEDt .9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEDt .3 PF.Rr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 10.1 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 206S5 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 61.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l3o3 PERCENT 
wiDOWFD• 1.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 23.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13792 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THESEt 12522 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 473 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 797 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WIT~ 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 519 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYI 
AGE lA AND 84 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
52 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 612 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 93.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 13792 FAMILIESl 5830 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 104 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7444 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16590 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1348 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 268 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 311 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3729 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8693 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5473 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 104599 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS ·PER RESIDENT. 17053 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of T~F. 768 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 621 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURFSt 79 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 68 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITIONt OF THE 18206 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 28 
169S7 HAD BASEMENTSI 16788 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 15703 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 16012 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 28 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN ' 5000 1064 13.16 26120 4.24 
! 5000 TO s 9999 2318 28.68 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1823 22.55 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1395 17.26 143052 23. HI 
$20000 TO $24999 804 9.95 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 522 6 .. 46 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 134 1.66 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 23 .28 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED lilT TH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
.,ONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 28 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 389 21.42 19297 6.76 
' 40 - $ 59 483 26.60 34817 12.21 $ 60 - $ 79 458 25.22 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 208 11.45 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 119 6.Sr; 32427 11.36 
'!120 - $149 111 6.11 53243 18.65 
'£150 - $199 44 2.4? 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 3 .17 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .011 169} 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYStS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 2A-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27922 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 28-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9521 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27773 WERE WHITE ( 99.47 PERCENT)• 5 WfRE NEGRO ( .02 PERCENT)' 103 WERE INDIAN 
( .37 PERCENT), AND 41 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .15 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS S 35957250 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 5453 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2057 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 16. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 86 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 2270. THERE WERE ALSO 164 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 17 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOw AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 28-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2261 65 -OVER 1998 8.1 65 -OVER > 7.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1623 55 64 1656 5.8 55 - 64 5.9 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3006 35 - 54 2946 10.8 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1213 25 - 34 1188 4.3 25 - 34 4.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
8IA 18 - 24 881 2.9 18 - 24 3.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
632 16 - 17 630 2.3 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1~56 10 - 15 1999 6.6 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1212 06 - 09 1195 4.3 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1363 00 - OS 1445 4.9 00 - 05 5.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DIST~ICT 28-A 
NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
7 65 -OVER 10 4.7 65 -OVE~ 6.7 
3 55 - 64 5 2.0 55 - 64 3.4 
s 45 -54 4 3.4 45- 54 2.7 
4 35 - 44 6 2.7 35 - 44 4.0 
4 25 - 34 6 2.7 25- 34 4.0 
12 IS - 24 12 8.1 IS - 24 8.1 
l~ OS - 14 }q 12.1 OS - 14 12.8 
? 00 - 04 4 1.3 00 - 04 2.7 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
21'103 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVE~ 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPlJLATJON FIGURESJ THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
~OTF: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRILt 1970 THERE WERE 9963 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLD AND OVER RF.~IDJNG IN HOUSE DISTRICT 28-A 
Of THESE• 65.6 PERCENT WFRE MAR~IEDt 3.9 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• o7 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
aND ?Q,4 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED, OF THE 101~9 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 64,4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.5 PERCENT 
WIDOwfOt .8 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 20,9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7057 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6430 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOC 258 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFaD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 369 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 177 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 36 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
30 WERE UtoiDER 
THERE WERE 360 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 93.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7057 FAMJLJESI 3131 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 65J AND 3668 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT ~ONE OVER 65. 
41 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 9044 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 340 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
fAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 102 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED HOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 127 HAD 
.1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1880 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4452 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3027 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 55194 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8651 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.7 
PERCE~T HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 269 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 259 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 4 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 6 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9486 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 28-A 
8746 HAD BASEMENTSI 8517 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESJ 7885 HAD TELEPHONES• AND 8132 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED wATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 28-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 816 22.12 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1487 40.31 79217 12.83 
110000 TO 514999 788 21.36 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO S19999 372 10.08 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 143 3.88 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO S34999 62 1.68 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 16 .43 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 5 .14 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 28-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 205 33.44 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 207 33.77 34877 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 156 25.45 45835 16.05 $ 80 - $ 99 29 4.73 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 4 .6c; 32427 11.36 
n2o - $149 9 1.47 53243 18.65 
S150 - S199 2 .33 44759 15.68 $200 - $299 -o o.oo 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 1 .16 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND rOIJS!I\1( PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 2A-B 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~Ow A POPULATION OF 28149 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 28-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8723 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28123 WERE WHITE ( 99.91 PERCENT>• 5 WFRE NEGRO ( .02 PERCENT)• 5 WERE INDIAN 
< .02 PERCENT), ANO 16 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER ~ACES ( .06 PERCENT>. ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESTDEN~ES C~S RFPORTEO BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 72641750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 11174 PER RESTOENCF. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FA~ILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1901 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 48. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 67 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 4955. THERE WERE ALSO 84 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF ! 44 PEP MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOw ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 28-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NlJMBFR Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1939 65 -OVER 1540 6.9 65 -OVER 5.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
1399 55 
-
64 1337 5.0 55 - 64 4.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2889 35 
-
54 2877 10.3 35 - 54 10.2 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1427 25 - 34 1436 5.1 25 - 34 5.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1661 18 
-
24 1224 5.9 18 - 24 4.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
547 16 - 11 602 1.9 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1883 10 - 15 1884 6.7 10 - 15 6.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1242 06 - 09 1264 4.4 06 - 09 4.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
149A 00 
-
05 1500 5.3 00 - OS 5.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA fOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESe:; DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 28-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU"18FR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE fEioiALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
-o 35 - 44 2 o.o 35 - 44 7.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
? 25 
-
34 
-o 7.7 25 - 34 o.o 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
-o IS 
-
24 -o o.o 15 - 24 o.o 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
-0 05 - 14 -o o.o 05 - 14 o.o 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
? 00 - 04 1 7.7 00 - 04 3.B 4394 00 - 04 4511 f-..4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BlJPEAtJ OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUfO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE c:;uM OF POPULATION 
RY I>GF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGUPFS WHICH DEVIATf FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES P.Y MINOR PERr.ENTAGES. 
';QTF: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOP MALf PLUS FEMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERF WERE 9606 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANn OVER RECIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 28-B 
Of T~fSE• 64.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.4 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 1n.p PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10466 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 59.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWFOo 1.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATEno ANn 26.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPE WERE 6735 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6092 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 215 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 4?.8 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEt-IALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 342 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 48 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
n WERE UNDER 
THEPf WERE 252 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNOfR lRt AND 92oS PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6735 FAMILIESI 2699 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3776 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
63 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THf COMMUNITY HAD 7546 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1008 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 166 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRATLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 184 HAD 
. 1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1849 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4241 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, AND ?.446 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49405 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNJTSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8402 OF THE COMMUNTTIFS HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~O. OF THESE 92.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 5.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATF-WinF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.~, 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 499 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 362 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURf~t 75 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURfSo AND 62 
wERE STRUCTURfS WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8720 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 28-8 
8211 HAD BASEMENTSI 8271 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7818 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 7880 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8ING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR sHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 2~-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 248 5.64 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 831 18.91 79217 12.83 
510000 TO $14999 1035 23.55 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1023 23.28 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 661 15.04 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 460 10.47 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 11~ 2.69 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 18 .41 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFO WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 28-8 MINNESOTA 
NUM8FR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 184 15.30 19?97 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 276 22.94 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 302 25.10 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 179 14.88 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 115 9.56 32427 11.36 
5120 - $149 102 8.48 53243 18.65 
S150 - $199 42 3.49 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 3 .25 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINN~SOT6 ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A I970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A"JD 1-'0IISIN(- PROFILE OF 
S~NATE DI~TRJCT ?9 
J-lA(;F 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL I970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATIO"J OF 577?? PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 29 
THEY PE~TDED IN A TOTAL OF 17328 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVE~AGE OF 1.3 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS rOMPARF.S WITH A STATF 
AVERAGf OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57493 WERE wHITE ( 9Q.60 PERCENT)• 79 WFRE NEGRO ( .14 PERCENTit 22 ~ERE INDIAN 
( .n4 PERCENT), AND 99 WERE MEMRERS OF OTHER RACES ( .17 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES (aS REPORTED BY Tt<F OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF~ OP LESS WAS $ 153515750 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 13717 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESinENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUf OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 5457 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 90. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 19 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 66. 
A TOTAL Of 73 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 6438. THERE WERE ALSO 312 
vACA~·T AND FO~ RENT UNTTS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 9'3 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN TH~ CHARTS BELO•v AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGF.-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
NliMAER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3404 65 -OVER 2397 5.9 65 -OVER 4.2 
231~ 55 - 64 206I 4.0 55 - 64 3.6 
5?76 35 54 503~ 9.1 35- 54 8.7 
297S 25 34 31Q3 5.2 25 - 34 5.5 
6867 18 24 6046 11.9 18 - 24 10.5 
9~6 16 - 17 1023 1.7 16 - 17 1.8 
31~~ 10 - 15 32~'3 s.s 10 - 15 5.7 
2029 06 - 09 213? 3.5 06 - 09 3.7 
?540 00 - OS 26~? 4.4 00 - 05 4.6 
?9 
NIJM~ER 
fEMALE 
230942 
171970 
40062'5 
229'323 
23268'5 
74j:j5) 
242014 
160146 
198F>01 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
171977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MJNNESOU 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
OATA FOR NEGPO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITf RACFS ARE LES<; DETAILP' RII'T ARE TABULATED 13ELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
~:UMRFR OF PEPSO~•S PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAI F MALF FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER ~ .9 65 -OVER .9 
1 55 - 64 1 .4 55 - 64 .4 
l 45 - 54 ?. .4 45 - 54 .9 
1 35 - 44 1 1.3 35 - 44 .4 
~ 25 - 34 17 2.6 25 - 34 7.4 
1~ IS - 24 43 6.6 15 - 24 lB.A 
I OS - 14 1 .4 05 - 14 1.3 
I 00 - 04 2 .4 00 - 04 .9 
29 
1\JUMBF<l 
FEMALF. 
1Q14 
1744 
2f>01 
346S 
4Q4} 
6Ql0 
8S69 
4194 
At-.0 TI-<E STATE" 
OF PE~SONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 5'+ 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
A773 
4511 
OF ,_.JNNFSOTA 
PFRCENT nF PERSONS 
FF.MALE ~ALE 
2.8 65 -OVEP ?.6 
2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3.A 45 - 54 3.9 
s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 IS - 24 Q.4 
12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
~.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" T,.,~· t:!lJDFAU OF THf:. CENSl!S l-iAS ISSUED CO~RfCTION~ 01\JLY FOR TOTAl. POf..l!ILATION fi(;UI~t.S: T~F~EFO~E T~-<F SUM OF iJOPULATJON 
wy A~~ ~~OUPS, FTC. MAY AnD TO FIGUPF.S ~HICI-i nEVTATF FRO~ THf TnTAL POPULATION FlbURF<; RY MI~OR PER~FNTA~ES. 
• OTF: THF PERCENHGI= FTCiUI-'E<; FOR MALF PllJS Ff."lALF SIJM TO 10!1 PF..RCF.:I\T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 20804 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 29 
Of THFSf• 56,6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 39.9 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 22860 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 51.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWFO• 1.9 PERCENT DIVORCED• .S PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 36.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 12672 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 11529 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 277 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 866 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 2580 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 18 AND 57 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
98 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 523 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 81.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ .2 PERCENT 
OF THE 12672 FAMILIES' 5225 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 121 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65; AND 6986 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12286 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 4413 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 579 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 961 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 4813 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7234 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4~30 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
I'N TOTAL THEIR WERE 92241 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16649 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 3493 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1746 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 369 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1378 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 17267 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 29 
14998 HAD BASEMENTSC 16637 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 15654 HAD TELEPHONESC AND 16188 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 29 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 285 3.56 26120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO I 9999 1058 13.23 79217 12.83 
noooo To 114999 1788 22.36 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 119999 1782 22.29 143052 23.18 
~20000 TO 124999 1402 17.54 113624 18.41 
~25000 TO 134999 1207 15.10 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 149999 360 4.50 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 113 1.41 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 29 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 284 6.36 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 429 9.61 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 616 13.81 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 797 }7.86 41601 14.57 
$100 - 5119 649 14.55 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 853 19.12 53243 18,65 
uso- $199 671 15.04 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 160 3.59 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .07 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 29-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28838 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 29-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF A976 HOUSING UNITS• AN AVERAGE OF 3.2 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28672 WERE WHITE C 99.42 PERCENTlt 17 WERE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENTlt 15 WERE INDIAN 
c .05 PERCENT), AND 61 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .21 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN• ANO Oo28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (~S RFPORTED BY THF OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 90257250 f AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 16953 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3410 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 101. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 11 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 33, 
A TOTAL OF 39 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 12051. THERE WERF ALSO 127 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 112 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 29-A 
NUMRER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALF FEMALE MALE 
1907 65 -OVER 1103 6.6 65 -OVER 3.8 
1216 55 - 64 956 4.2 55 - 64 3.3 
2543 35 - 54 2342 a.e 35 - 54 8.1 
148A 25 - 34 1594 5.2 25 - 34 5,5 
3929 18 - 24 3264 13.6 18 - 24 11.3 
460 16- 17 483 1.6 16- 17 1.7 
1499 10 - 15 1481 5.2 10 - 15 5.1 
941 06 - 09 979 3.3 06 - 09 3.4 
l19R 00 - OS 1252 4.2 00 - OS 4.3 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74BS3 
242014 
160146 
198€>03 
AND THE SHTE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF.n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 29-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 .6 65 -OVER .6 
-0 55 - 64 1 o.o 55 - 64 .6 
1 45 - 54 2 .6 45 - 54 1.2 
3 35 - 44 -o 1.8 35 - 44 o.o 
2 25 - 34 10 1.2 25 - 34 6.0 
6 15 - 24 20 3,6 15 - 24 12.0 
-0 OS - 14 3 0,0 OS - 14 1.8 
1 00 - 04 2 .6 00 - 04 1.2 
NUMBFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
ANO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
17B3 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.1 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPliLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
BY ~GF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ~DO TO FIGUR~S WHICH OEVIATf FROM THE TOTAL cOPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTF: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PEQCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WERE 10203 MALES 14 YfARS OLO AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 29-A 
Of THFSEo 55.6 PfRCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 2.2 PERCENT WFRE WtOOWEOt 1.4 PER(.ENT WERE OIVORCEOt .S PER(.ENT WERf SEPARATEOt 
~NO 40.7 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 12034 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 47.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 11•2 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• ?..5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 38.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6190 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 5544 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLOl 119 WERF HOIJSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 527 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THFRE WERE 1714 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA ANO 39 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
54 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 167 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
wERE IJNOER 181 AND A1.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6190 FAMILIESt 2668 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 
18 AND OVER 65l AND 3312 HAO MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI OoO PERCENT 
58 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5499 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMES• 3315 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS• AND 157 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 622 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 2978 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3681 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1~69 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44971 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS.PER RESIDENT. 8734 OF THE COMMUNTTifS HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFDo Of THESE 94.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PFR ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDf PERCENTAGFS WERf 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RfSPECTIVELYo 
Of THF 2516 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1391 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 328 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURfSt AND 797 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ~DDITlONt Of THE 8964 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 29-A 
8141 HAO BASEMENTSI 8702 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 823A HAD TELEPHONESt AND 8503 HAD COMPLETE 
FLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt AND SATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 29-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 71 1.55 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 368 a.os 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1159 25.37 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1222 26.75 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 817 17 .aa 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 664 14.53 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 205 4.49 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 63 1.38 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
!-IONTHLY RENT I-lOUSE DISTRICT ?9-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 192 5.94 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 317 9.80 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 464 14.3<; 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 682 21.09 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 514 15.89 32427 11.36 
U20 
-
$149 572 17.69 53243 18.65 
!150 
-
$199 404 12.49 44759 15.6A 
$200 
-
$299 10,6 2.6~ 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .09 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLI~NTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISI"JG PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 2Q-R 
p A(,f 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 2B8P4 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 29-R 
THEY PfSIOEO IN A TOTAL Of 8352 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERaGE OF 1.5 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28821 WERE WHITE < 9Q.78 PERCENT!• 42 WERE NEGRO < .15 PERCENT!• 7 WERE !~DIAN 
I .0? PFRCENTl, ANn 3B WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES < .13 PERCENT). ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFO 9~.18 PER-
CENT ~HITf, 0.91 PE~CENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTAN, AND 0.?8 PERCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAl CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• ~FSJDENCES IBS RFPORTEn 8Y THE O~NERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFC OR LESS WAS $ 63258<;00 : AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ }fi780 PEP RESTDriKF. IWGRO. OWtJER OCCUPJ[Ot SINGLE FAtHLY 
;of:SirJPlCES HAD A TOTAL VALUf OF $ -0 OR$ -0 PFR R[SIDENCI'. THF NUIWf> OF OCCUPlfli• !<ENlfQ, RESJDENTJAL 
rOU5PJG UNITS WAS 2047 UNifS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 73. "J["G"<O F/IMJLIES RlJ,l[O b OF THESE UNITS 
Al AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTR~CT RENT OF $ 11?. 
A TOTAL Of 34 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WJTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF i 80 P[R MONTH. 
0. THERE WERE ALSO lAS 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THF CH~RTS BEL014 ANO CA~ RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGF-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 29-B 
NlJMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlE MALF FEMALE MALE 
1497 65 -OVER 1294 5.2 65 -OVER 4.5 
1102 55 - 64 1105 3.8 55 - 64 3.8 
2733 35 - 54 2696 9.5 35 - 54 9.3 
1487 25 - 34 1599 5.1 25 - 34 s.5 
2938 18 - 24 2782 10.2 18 - 24 9.6 
506 16 - 17 540 1.8 16 - 17 1.9 
1687 10 - 15 1802 5.8 10 - 15 6.2 
1088 06 - 09 1153 3,8 06 - 09 4.0 
1342 00 - OS 1410 4.6 00 - 05 4.9 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230Q4 2 
171970 
4001',25 
229123 
232A85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198()03 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -oVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 1 a 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVfR 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOP NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF•l BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 29-B 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
l 65 -OVER 1 1.6 65 -OVER 1.6 
1 55 - 64 -o 1.6 55 - 64 o.o 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 
-n 35- 44 1 o.o 35- 44 1.6 
4 25 - 34 7 6.3 25 - 34 11.1 
9 15 - 24 ?3 14.3 15 - 24 36.5 
1 OS- 14 -0 1.6 05- 14 0.0 
-o oo - 04 -o o.o oo - 04 o.o 
NUM8EP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2"'03 
3465 
4041 
6910 
856Q 
4194 
aNn THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 5<+ 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
O"i - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
34-,1 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
?."i 55 - 64 2.7 
3.A 45 - 54 3.9 
"i.O 35 - 44 5,0 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- Tl-iF AIIPF:AII OF THE CENSIIS HAS ISSUff) CORRECTTONc:: ONLY FOR TOTAL POP 1 1LATTON FIGURES; Tt--1ERFfORE TI"E SUM OF POPULAIIOP\i 
py ~GF GPOUPS, FTC. MAY AOO TO FIGUP~S WHICH OEVT~TF FROM l~E 'TOTAL oOPULATION FIGURES RY ~INOR PERr.FNTAGES. 
t_OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR ~ALE PLUS FFMALF SUM TO 100 PEDCf~T. 
PAGE 2 
IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10601 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 29-B 
OF THESEo 57.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.7 PERCENT WERE WTOOWEDo .8 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .2 PFRCFNT WERE SEPARATEOo 
AND lQ.l PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10826 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 56.5 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDo 9o4 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .2 PERCENT SEPARATE~• ANO 33.3 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6482 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESEo 5985 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLD& 158 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 339 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 866 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1A ANO 18 WERf OVER AGE 65, 
44 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 356 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 82,0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVfR. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROI .3 PERCENT 
OF THE 6482 FAMILIESI 2557 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3674 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
63 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6787 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESo 1098 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 422 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSJNr, UNITS 339 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 1835 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3553 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2561 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47270 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS ·PER RESIDENT. 7915 OF T~E COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOMo 6,2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1,3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATf-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92,8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
OF THE 977 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 355 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 41 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 581 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8303 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT zq-B 
6855 HAD BASEMENTSI 7935 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7416 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 7685 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET 1/ALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 2q-s MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 214 6,25 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 690 20,14 79217 12,83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 629 18.36 118416 19,19 
USOOO TO 519999 560 16.35 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 585 11,08 113624 18,41 
525000 TO $34999 543 15.85 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 155 4,52 33193 5,37 
550000 OR MORE 50 1,46 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH TI-'E STATE WAS& 
folONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 29-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 q2 7.4q 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- 5 59 112 9.12 34877 12,21 
5 60 - $ 79 152 12,3~ 45835 16.05 
s eo - $ 99 115 9.36 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 135 10,99 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - $149 281 22.8A 53243 18.65 
SlSO - $199 267 21.74 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 74 6.03 11800 4.13 
'6300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OIJSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 30 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATIO~ Of 56968 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 30 
T~EY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18916 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56829 WERE WHITE ( 99.76 PERCENTio ?9 WERE NEGRO ( .05 PERCENT)' 26 WERE I~DIAN 
( .os PERCENTio AND 84 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .IS PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.?8 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYo OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 107886500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 7913 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3927 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 33. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 146 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 3467. THERE WERE ALSO 290 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNTTS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 22 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 30 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE" FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4222 65 -OVER 3480 7.4 65 -OVER 6.1 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2992 55 - 64 2936 5.3 55 - 64 5.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6316 35 - 54 6107 11.1 35 - 54 10.7 400F!25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2825 25 - 34 2857 s.o 25 - 34 s.o 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2160 18 - 24 2313 3.8 18 - 24 4.1 2321',85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1319 16 - 17 1305 2.3 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3758 10 - 15 4112 6.6 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2334 06 - 09 2424 4.1 06 - 09 4.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2637 00 - OS 2871 4.6 00 - OS s.o 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-IIIHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 30 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUiolBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT llF PERSONS 
~EM ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
6 65 -OVER 3 4.3 65 -OVER 2.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
0 55 
-
64 0 o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
2 45 
-
54 0 1.4 45 - 54 o.o 2n03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 35 
-
44 1 .7 35 - 44 .7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
5 25 
-
34 4 3.6 25 - 34 2.9 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
4 IS - 24 19 2.9 15 - 24 13.7 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 Io.o 15 - 24 9.4 
5 05 - 14 20 3.6 05 - 14 14.4 856q OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
c; 00 - 04 1 3.6 00 - 04 2.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" 
THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPt!LA TION FIGURES t T~EREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
PY AG~ GROUP~, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES ~HIC~ OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PFRCENTAi,ES. 
r,OTE: THF PERCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS ~EMALF: StJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
P.AGE 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 20408 MALES 14 YEARS OLO .ANO OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 30 
Of THFSEo 65,9 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO ?Q,6 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 21015 WOMEN 14 YE.APS OLO AND OVER t 64.3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 13.4 PERCENT 
wlOOWfD• 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATEO• ANn 20.7 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPE wERE 14478 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 13224 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLO; 419 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 835 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 518 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE lA .ANO 115 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
98 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 525 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 91.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 14478 FAMILIES; 6031 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 122 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
1~ ANO OVER 651 AND 7875 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1q BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16772 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1514 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 280 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 332 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3401 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8463 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 6370 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. JN TOTAL THEIR WERE 109442 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17561 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .B PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, .AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
oF THF 1268 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 990 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 157 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 121 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 18566 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SE~ATE DISTRICT 30 
17075 HAD BASEMENTS; 17629 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIES; 16407 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 17032 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND 9ATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 30 MINNESOTA 
~U~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 769 9.68 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 222CJ 28.07 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2084 26.24 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1565 19.71 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 751 9,46 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 411 5.18 <Hll4 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 95 1.20 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 38 ,48 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. CO~PARF:D WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE OISTRICT 30 MINNESOTA 
NUMB.FR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 339 11.14'> 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 5132 29.47 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 622 31.49 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1116 9.42 41601 14.57 
$100 
- $119 115 5.82 32427 11.36 
!'120 - $149 90 4.56 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 37 1.87 44759 1S.68 
$200 - $299 4 .20 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A"'D HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 30-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28274 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9568 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28195 WERE WHITE ( 99.72 PERCENT)• ?6 WERE NEGRO ( .09 PERCENT)• 16 WERE INDIAN 
( .06 PERCENT), AND 37 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .13 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RF.PORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 47058500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 7050 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2240 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 28. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 87 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 4790. THERE WERE ALSO 203 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 19 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2230 65 -OVER 1845 7.9 65 -OVER 6.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1595 55 
-
64 1508 5.6 55 - 64 5.3 171 <HO 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3173 35 
-
54 3070 11.2 35 - 54 10.9 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1343 25 
-
34 1307 4.7 25 - 34 4.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1039 18 
-
24 1153 3.7 18 - 24 4.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
666 16 - 17 656 2.4 16 - 17 2.3 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
178<; 10 - 15 2099 6.3 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
llSA 06 
-
09 1133 4.1 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1211 00 
-
05 1303 4.3 00 - OS 4.6 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
6 65 -OVER 3 7.6 65 -OVER 3.8 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-0 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 -o 1.3 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 35 - 44 1 1.3 35 - 44 1. 3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
2 25 - 34 1 2.5 25 - 34 1.3 4941 ~5 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
3 IS - 24 19 3.8 15 - 24 24.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
1 05 - 14 9 1. 3 05 - 14 11.4 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 1 1.3 00 - 04 1.3 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-r~ THF BUPFAU OF THE CfNSlJS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
PY A(;!'" GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF fRO~ THE ToTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERr.ENTAGES. 
'<0TF: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRILt 1970 THERE WERE 10273 HALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A 
Of THESE• 65.8 PERCENT WERE HARRIED• 3.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt ,9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEOt .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND 30.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10630 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 63,8 PERCENT WERE ~ARRifDt 13.8 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 20,9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7261 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6642 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLO& 198 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 421 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 231 ROOHERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 54 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
40 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 247 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 92.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7261 FAMILIESt 3178 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3805 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
57 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8656 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 755 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 96 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 141 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 1659 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4361 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3346 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
'IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 56470 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8915 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95,0 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1a50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 675 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 536 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURESt 52 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 87 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9507 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A 
8857 HAD BASEMENTSI 9009 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8385 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 8790 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEOt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 541 13,82 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1275 32,58 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 1032 26.37 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO S19999 627 16.02 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 242 6,18 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO S34999 150 3,83 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 35 ,89 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 12 .31 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DI5TRICT 30-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------lESS THAN S 40 195 18.73 19297 6,76 
! 40 - ! 59 364 34,97 34877 12.21 
! 60 - ! 79 333 31.99 45835 16.05 
! 80 - s 99 81 7.78 41601 14.57 
!100 - $119 42 4,03 32427 11.36 
!120- $149 19 1.83 53243 18.65 
!150 - $199 5 .48 44759 15.68 
!200 - S299 2 .lq 11800 4,13 
'1300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION Ar'.ID 1-'0tJSINf PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 30-R 
PAGF 1 
AS Of 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28694 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-R 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9348 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THf TOTAL POPULATION, 28634 WERE WHITE ( 99,79 PERCENT>• 3 WERE NEGRO ( .01 PERCENT)• 10 WERE !~DIAN 
( ,03 PFRCENT), AND 47 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .16 PERCENT\, ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGfS EQUALLED 9A,18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RFStOENCES (~S RFPORTEn BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 60828000 J AN AVERAGE VALUf OF $ R741 PER RESTDENCE. NFGROo OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOfNCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1687 UNITS, THf AVERAGE MONTI-'LY RENT WAS $ 41, NEGRO FAMTLIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 59 PESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 1517, THERE WERF ALSO 87 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 29 PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THF CHARTS BELO•I ANO CA~ BE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 30-B AND THE SHTE OF MINNESOTA 
NU~RFR Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NIJMI3ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1992 65 -OVER 1635 6,9 65 -OVER 5,7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVFR 4,7 
1397 55 - 64 1428 4,9 55 - 64 s.o 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
3143 15 54 3037 ll.O 15 54 10,6 400625 35 54 391808 10.5 35 54 10.3 
1482 25 
-
34 1550 5,2 25 - 34 5.4 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 ?5 - 34 6,0 
1121 18 - 24 1160 3.9 18 - 24 4.0 232A85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5,3 
653 16 
-
17 649 2.3 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 17772 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
1973 10 
-
15 2013 6,9 10 
-
15 7.0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1176 06 
-
09 1291 4.1 06 - 09 4.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1426 00 
-
OS 156A s.o 00 
-
OS s.s 198603 00 
-
OS 207750 5,2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETATLFIJ BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NO~-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-A AI'< f) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
I\!IJM13FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~BFP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALF: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE M~LE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o c;s - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 -o 1.7 45 - 54 o.o 21;03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
-0 35 - 44 -o o.o 35 - 44 o.o 346'5 35 - 44 3471 '5,0 15 - 44 s.o 
3 25 
-
34 3 s.o 25 - 34 s.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
1 IS - 24 -o 1.7 15 - 24 o.o 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
4 OS - 14 11 6.7 05 - 14 111.3 8569 OS - 14 A773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
4 00 
-
04 2 6.7 00 
-
04 3,3 4194 on 
-
04 4511 6,4 00 
-
04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<f T>iF 8URfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL PCPI.JLATTON FIGURES; THERFFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y t.GF GROUPS. FTC, MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH f)fVJATF FRO"' THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES 8Y MINOR PERCfNTAt,fS, 
~.·orr: THE PERCDiTAGF FJt,URES FOR MAL~ PLUS FF~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCFNT. 
P.AGF: 2 
TN APRILt 1970 THERE WERF: 10135 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-B 
Of T~FSE• 66.1 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED• 3.2 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .3 PF:RCFNT WERE SEP.ARATEOt 
AND ?9.2 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10385 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER t 64.9 PERCENT WERF ~ARRIEOt 13ol PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 1.2 PERCENT DTVORCF:Ot .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANQ 20.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7217 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THESEt 6582 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD' 221 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND .AS ~fAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 414 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 2A7 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 .AND 61 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
58 WERE Uf'IDER 
THERE WERE 278 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 91.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7217 FAMILIESI 2853 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AN~ OVER 651 .AND 4070 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
65 HAC FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8116 OCCUPIED AND V.ACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAHILYI HOMESt 759 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGSt AND 184 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 191 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 1742 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4102 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1024 HAD 7 OR ~ORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 52972 ROOMS.IN .All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOM~ PFR RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8646 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 94.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, ~.0 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PfR ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 593 MULTIPLE UNJT STRUCTURES• 454 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 105 WfRf 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 34 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN AOOJTIONt OF THE 9059 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 30-B 
8218 HAD BASEMENTSt 8620 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 802? HAC TELEPHONESt AND 8242 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MAR~ET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 30-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 228 5.66 26120 4.24 
! 5000 TO $ 9999 954 23.68 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 1052 26.12 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 938 23.29 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 509 12.64 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 261 6.48 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 60 1.49 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 26 .65 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 30-B MINNESOTA 
NUioiBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 144 15.42 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 218 23.34 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 2~9 30.94 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 105 11.24 41601 14.57 
S100 - $119 73 7.82 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 71 7.60 53243 18.65 
u~o- $199 32 3.43 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 2 .21 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFJLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 31 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHO~ A POPULATION OF 56899 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DI~TRICT 31 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18774 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 3.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57302 WERE WHITE 1100.71 PERCENT>• S7 WFRE NEGRO ( .10 PERCENT>• 48 WERE INDIAN 
( .OR PERCENT), ANO 125 ~ERE MEMBERS OF ·OTHER RACES ( .22 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAl CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERSI ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 1R7072000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 13425 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESTOENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 4113 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 70. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ o. 
A TOTAL OF 151 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 7255. THERE WERE ALSO 231 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 4A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 31 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3751 65 -OVER 2716 6.6 65 -OVER 4.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
294A 55 - 64 2657 5.2 55 - 64 4.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6896 35 - 54 6456 12.1 35 - 54 ll.3 4001'125 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
29PA 25 - 34 2855 5.3 25 - 34 s.o 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
278A 18 - 24 2854 4.9 18 - 24 s.o 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1255 16 - 17 1285 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3783 10 - 15 4033 6.6 10 - 15 7 .I 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2293 06 - 09 2355 4.0 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2766 00 - OS 2853 4.9 00 - OS s.o 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFf1 BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 31 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMBFR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVFR 5 -.s 65 -OVER -1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
? 55 - 64 3 -.s 55 - 64 -.7 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
2 45 - 54 7 -.s 45 - 54 -1.7 u,o 3 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
10 35 - 44 2 -2.5 35 - 44 -.s 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
5 25 - 34 5 -1.2 25 - 34 -1.2 4(}41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2? IS - 24 40 -s.s 15 - 24 -9.9 6•HO 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
l 1 OS - 14 15 -2.7 OS - 14 -3.7 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
q 00 - 04 A -2.2 00 - 04 -2.0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" 
THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y AGf GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ nEVIATE FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
"OTF: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFAF WERE 20142 MALES 14 YEARS OLn AND OVFR RF~IDING IN SENATE OISTPICT 31 
0F T~FSEo 66.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.8 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEDo I.A PERCENT WE~E DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPAPATEOo 
6NO ?A.O PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 21859 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 62.1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEOo 12.8 PERCF~T 
wJDOwFDo 2.7 PERCENT DJVORCEOo .8 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 21.6 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14S96 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 13199 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOt 302 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 1095 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITh 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 7?6 ROOMERSt BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 1A AND 111 WERE OVEP AGE 65. 
99 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 597 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 78.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 8,0 PERCENT 
OF THE 14596 FAMILIES; 5912 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 132 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 65; AND 8236 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 15076 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESo 3382 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 273 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 662 HAD 
l OR 2 ROO~S• 5195 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 9512 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3162 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 97742 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18048 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND ,9 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8t 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
nF THF 3126 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURFSt 220~ WERf 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 560 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 358 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 18731 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 31 
17591 HAD BASEMENTS; 18345 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 17105 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 17970 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TER~S Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 31 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 392 3,31 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 2103 17.77 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 3766 31,82 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO S19999 3107 26,25 143052 23.18 
'1'20000 TO $24999 1372 11.59 113624 18.41 
!i2SOOO TO $34999 791 6,68 91114 14.76 
!i3SOOO TO $49999 260 2,20 33193 5.37 
!iSOOOO OR MORE 43 ,36 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
!oiONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN S 40 
!i 40 - $ 59 
"' 60 - $ 79 
$ 80 - $ 99 
$100 - $119 
$120 - $149 
$150 - $199 
'1'200 - $299 
$300 OR MORf 
SENATE DISTRICT 31 
NUMBER PERCENT 
21'>5 7.32 
766 21.17 
1121 30,9A 
692 19.11 
372 10.2~ 
285 7.8A 
112 3.10 
5 .14 
0 o.oo 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6,76 
34817 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14,57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.6P 
11800 4.13 
1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION Af\!D 1-<0'ISJNG PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 31-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF l APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~O~ A POPULATION OF 27937 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 31-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 9236 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~AGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27775 WERE WHITE I 99.42 PERCENTlt 41 WERE NEGRO ( .15 PERCENTlt 32 WERE INDIAN 
! .11 PERCENT), AND 89 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .32 PERCENTI. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PfRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 84573750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUt OF $ 12812 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2229 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 67. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ o. 
A TOTAL Of 87 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 9302. THERE WERE AL~O 120 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WJTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 44 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOI~ ANn CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 31-A 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
2006 65 -OVER 1434 7.2 65 -OVER 5.1 
1379 55 - 64 1251 4.9 55 - 64 4.5 
3101 35 - 54 3017 11.1 35 - 54 10.8 
1553 25 - 34 1503 5.6 25 - 34 5.4 
1399 18 - 24 1476 s.o 18 - 24 5.3 
543 16 - 17 601 1.9 16 - 17 2.2 
1703 10 - 15 1895 6.1 10 - 15 6.8 
1100 06 - 09 1146 3.9 06 - 09 4.1 
1392 00 - OS 1438 S.O 00 - 05 5.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
- 24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DIST~ICT 31-A 
NUMRfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 5 1.2 65 -OVER 3.1 
] ~5 - 64 3 .6 55 - 64 1.9 
2 45 54 1 1.2 45 - 54 4.3 
8 35 44 1 4.9 35 - 44 .6 
3 25 34 3 1.9 25 - 34 1.9 
?0 15 24 39 12.3 15- 24 24.1 
9 OS - 14 13 5.6 05 - 14 A.O 
4 00 04 6 2.5 QO- 04 3.7 
NUMBfR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8'569 
4394 
ANf) THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
A773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
?5 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a THF AUR~AU Of THE CfNSUS ~AS ISSU~O CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL P0°11LATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY Af,F GROUPS, ETC. ~AY ~DO TO FIGURfS WHICH DEVTATF FROM THE TnTAL 0 0PULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAC.ES. 
~OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOR ~ALE PLUS Ff~AL~ SUM TO IOn PEPCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9868 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING I~ HOUSE DISTRICT 31-A 
Of T~f.SEo 66.5 PfRCENT WFRE MARRIED• 2.7 PERCENT WF.RE WIOOWEDo loR PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?A.4 PERCENT HAD NEVfR ~ARRIEDo Of THE 10522 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLD ANO o·vER ' 62.8 PERCENT WERE ~ARRJED• 13.9 PERCENT 
wiD0Wf.D• 2.4 PEP.CENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATEO• AND 20o2 PERC~~T HAD NEVfR MARRIED. 
THERE wERE 7107 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE~E, 6421 WERE fAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBANO-WTfE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLD' 162 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~FAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 524 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 405 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSfHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYI 
AGE lA ANO 59 WERF OVER AGE 65, 
f>O WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 270 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 85.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 1.9 PERCENT 
OF THE 7107 fAMILIES& 2948 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3914 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
60 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7267 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1800 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 144 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOAILE HOMfS OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 328 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS• 2593 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS• 4468 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1A22 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THF.IR WERE 48495 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS.PER RESIDENT. 8~30 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS ~ERE OCCUPI~D. Of THESE 93.7 
~ERCE~T HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• S.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.1 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9. ANO 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
of THF 1658 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1186 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTUR~s, 250 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 222 
~ERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, Of THE 9211 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 31-A 
856~ HAD AASEHENTSJ 8938 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 828A HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8746 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOl PIPED WATF.Rt FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSf DISTRICT 31-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 150 2,87 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 872 16.70 79217 12.83 
noooo TO $14999 1708 32.71 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO S19999 1299 24,88 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 649 12.43 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 390 7,47 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 131 2.51 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 23 ,44 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT !-lOUSE DISTRICT 31-A MINNESOTA 
NIJMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 1M 8.81 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 421 22.35 34877 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 520 27.60 45835. 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 3SO 18.5r;t 41601 14.'57 
noo 
- Sll9 173 9,18 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - $149 177 9,39 53243 18.65 
$1'50 - $199 71 4,09 44759 15,68 
$200 - $299 -o o.oo 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.on 1691 o.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISING PROFILE Of 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 31-B 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28962 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 31-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9538 HOUSING UNITS& AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 29527 WERE WHITE !101.95 PERCENTit 16 W~RE NEGRO ( .06 PERCENTit 16 WERE INDIAN 
( .06 PERCENT), AND 36 WERE MEMB~RS OF OTHER RACES ( .12 PEPCENTI. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALL~D 9~.18 PER-
rENT ~HITEt o.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oo28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 102498250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 13976 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUr OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIFOt RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1884 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 73. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 64 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 4473. THERE WERE ALSO 111 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 51 PEP MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT ~1-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1745 65 -OVER 1282 6.0 65 -OVER 4.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
156Q 55 64 1406 5.4 55 - 64 4.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3795 35 
- 54 3439 13.1 35 - 54 11.9 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1435 25 - 34 1352 s.o 2S - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6,0 
1389 18 - 24 1378 4.8 18 - 24 4.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
712 16 - 17 684 2.5 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2080 10 - 1S 213A 7.2 10 - 1S 7.4 242014 10 - 1S 2S2442 6.4 10 - 1S 6.6 
1193 06 - 09 1209 4.1 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1374 00 - OS 1415 4.7 00 - OS 4.9 198603 00 - OS 2077SO S.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 31-B 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-0 65 -OVER -0 · 0.0 65 -OVER 0.0 
1 ss - 64 -o -.2 ss - 64 o.o 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 
? 35 - 44 1 -.4 35 - 44 -.2 
2 25 - 34 2 -.4 25 - 34 -.4 
2 15 - 24 1 -.4 15 - 24 -.2 
2 05 - 14 2 -.4 OS - 14 -.4 
5 00 - 04 2 -.9 00 - 04 -.4 
NU~BfR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8')69 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf BUREAU OF THE CFNSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES; THFRFFORE THF ~UM OF POPULATION 
BY AGE GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERC~NTAGES. 
NOTF: THF PEPCE~TAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALE SUM TO 100 PEPCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10274 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 31-B 
Of THESE• 67.3 PFRCF.NT WERE MARRIED• 3.0 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.A PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 27.5 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11337 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 61.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 11.7 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 3.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 22.9 PERCfNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7489 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 677A WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLDt 140 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 571 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 321 ROOMERSt BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 1A AND 52 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
39 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 327 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER 18t AND 71.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 13.1 PERCENT 
OF THE 7489 FAMILJESJ 2964 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNnER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65' AND 432? HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
72 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7809 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1582 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 129 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOijiLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 334 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2602 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5044 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1S40 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49247 ROOMS lN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9218 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND ,8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1468 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1022 WERF 2-4 U~IT STRUCTURES• 310 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 136 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9520 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 31-B 
9027 HAD BASEMENTSf 9407 HAD CO~PLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8817 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 9224 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDfNCES• THEIR ~ARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 31-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 242 3,66 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1231 18.62 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 2058 31.13 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO S19999 1808 27.34 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 723 10.93 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 401 6,06 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 129 1,95 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 20 .30 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 31-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCFNT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 99 s. 71 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 345 19.90 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 601 34.66 45835 16.05 $ 80 - $ 99 342 19.72 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 199 11.48 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 108 6.23 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 35 2.02 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 5 .29 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 o.59 
--~INNESOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND J-fOIJSING PROFTLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 32 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SJ-fOW A POPULATION OF 563EO PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF. DISTRICT 32 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 17215 HOUSING UNITS~ AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEqAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 5621~ WERE WHITE I 99,75 PERCENTl• 48 WERE NEGRO ( ,09 PERCENT>• 41 WERE INDIAN 
f ,07 PERCENT), AND SS WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .10 PERCENT!, ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN• ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL ~ARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY TJ-fE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 160821750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 12289 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIEDo RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3231 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 57. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL Of 139 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 6171. THERE WERE ALSO 193 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 41 PER ~ONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THf CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 32 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3002 65 -OVER 2520 5.3 65 -OVER 4.5 230Q42 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2213 55 - 64 2239 3,9 55 - 64 4. 0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4,2 
57::>Q 35 
- 54 5820 10.2 35 - 54 10.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10,3 
3776 25 - 34 3648 6.7 25 - 34 6.5 229323 25 - 34 226962 6,1 25 - 34 6,0 
2647 18 - 24 2180 4.7 18 - 24 3.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1151 16 - 17 1213 2.0 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
379f> 10 - 15 4080 6.7 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6,4 10 - 15 6.6 
2832 06 - 09 2828 5.0 06 - 09 5.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4,2 06 - 09 4,4 
3244 00 - OS 343A 5,8 00 - 05 6.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5,2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFO AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 32 ANn THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NtJMAfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~BEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF: MALF: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FE~ ALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 0 .7 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
? 55 - 64 3 1.4 55 - 64 2.1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
? 45 - 54 1 1.4 45 - 54 .7 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
2 35 - 44 1 1.4 35 - 44 .7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
4 25 - 34 5 2.8 25 - 34 3.5 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1 15 - 24 1 2.1 15 - 24 .7 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
f, 05 - 14 11 4.2 05 - 14 1.7 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
f., 00 - 04 6 4.2 00 - 04 4.2 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUP£AU OF THf:. CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
f'!Y AGF GROUP<;, nc. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ nEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGuRES BY MINOR PERrFNTAGES. 
~ OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FTGIJRES FOR MALE PluS FF~ALF SliM TO 100 PEQCENT. 
PAGf 2 
IN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 18937 MALES 14 YFARS OLn ANO OVER RF~IDINr, IN ~ENATE DISTRICT 32 
OF THFSEt 69.7 PF."RCFNT WFRE MARRIED• 2.4 PFRCENT WERE WJDO~EOt 1.3 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .3 PER~FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO ?~.3 PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 196~7 WOMEN 14 YEAPS Ol_n ANO OVER • 67.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 9.7 PERCENT 
WIOOwfO• 1.6 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PFRCENT SF.PARATEno ANn 20.8 PERCf~IT HAO NEVER MAR~JED. 
THERE wERE 13990 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 13007 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOJ 288 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 695 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAO. 
THF.RE WERE 61A ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 1IA WERE UNDER 
AGE IA AND 96 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WFRE 45] INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
"'ERE tiNDER 1~1 AND 66.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 22.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 13990 FAMtLIESI 5022 HAD NO INOIVJDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 134 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 8526 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 14271 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1947 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS. AND A37 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPJEO MOBILE HOMES OR TRAJLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 457 HAO 
l OR 2 ROOMSo 3647 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8128 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4A23 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THF.IR WERE 96852 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS.PER RESIDENT. 16318 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.1 PERCENT ~AD 
lo5l OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGES WERf 92.8, 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
0F T~F 1705 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1240 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 230 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURESt AND 235 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 17055 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 32 
15044 HAD BASEMENTSI 16301 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIESI 15321 HAD.TELEPHONESI AND 15900 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8TNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER, FLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• T~EIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 32 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
lESS THAN s 5000 213 2.51 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1090 12.84 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 1843 21.72 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 228~ 26.96 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1625 19.15 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO S34999 970 11.43 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 261 3.08 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 196 2.31 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS TI-lE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 32 MINNESOTA 
NUMBF.:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 172 8.08 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 321 15.07 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 526 24.69 45835 16.05 
' 80 - $ 99 445 20.89 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 299 14.04 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 266 12.49 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 91 4.27 44759 15.68 
1i200 - $299 9 .42 11800 4.13 
,300 OR t.10RF. 1 .oc; 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOliSINf: PROFILE OF 
~OUS~ DISTRICT 3?-A 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 280~2 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 32-A 
THEY oESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9000 HOUSING UNITS• AN AVEPAGE OF 1.1 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WIT~ A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28006 WERE W~JTE ( 99,73 PERCENTlt 14 WFRE NEGRO ( ,OS PERCENT>• 24 wERE I~DTAN 
c ,09 PfRCENTlt AND 3~ WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( ,14 PERCE~Tlo ~TNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
rENT ·~HITE• 0,91 PEPCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTANo AND 0.?.8 PFRCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
aCRF' OR LESS WAS $ ~1934?.50 f AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 1?.482 PER RESTDENCF. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIOFNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1957 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 60. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 79 RESTOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ ~975. THERE WERE ALSO 119 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 47 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 32-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRf.R OF PF.:RSONS * PERCENT OF PER~ONS NUM~ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1873 65 -0\IER 1457 6.7 65 -OVER 5.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1301 55 - 64 1271 4,6 55 - 64 4.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
29M> 35 - 54 2953 10.6 35 - 54 10.5 400(,25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1612 25 - 34 1551 5.7 25 - 34 s.s 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
143(, 18 - 24 1149 5.1 18 - 24 4.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
615 16 - 17 6213 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1847 10 - 15 190R 6.6 10 - 15 6.13 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
12f>6 06 - 09 1261 4.5 06 - 09 4,5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1461 00 - OS 1507 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAIL!="fl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DI~TRICT 3~-A AM) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
~JIJMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 1\IUMBF.:R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSOI\IS 
FEMAL f. MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -o 1.3 65 -OVER o.o 1Q14 65 -0\IER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 1 1.3 55 - 64 1.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 1 1.3 45 - 54 1. 3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
? 35 - 44 1 2.6 35 - 44 1.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
2 25 - 34 1 2.6 25 - 34 1.3 4941 25 - 34 48~9 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2 15 - 24 1 2.6 15 - 24 1.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
5 OS - 14 5 6.6 OS - 14 6.6 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
4 00 - 04 2 5.3 00 - 04 2.6 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
...',.} THF BUDfAU Of THt: CEI\ISIIS HAS ISSUED CORRECTJONc; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPiJLATTON flGURE.St THEREFORE THE c;uM OF POPULATION 
~ Y u:~ (lPOUPS, fTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHIC~ ~EVIAT~ fROM T~E TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PF.RCF.NTAr.ES. 
'·or~: THF PEPCENTAGF" Ftt;URES FOR MALF" PLUS FF.l.lALf" SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1Q70 THFRf WERE 9665 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 32-A 
Of THFSE• 67.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.9 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEDt 1.5 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?7.5 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 10378 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 63.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 11.6 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 1.~ PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 22.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6983 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THESEt 6446 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD& 149 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 388 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 359 ROOMERS• BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 56 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
41 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 360 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 60.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 27.5 PERCENT 
OF THE 6983 FAMILIES; 2767 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3965 HAD MEMBERS UNDER IB BUT NONE OVER 65. 
68 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7249 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1427 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 255 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 289 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 1943 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4168 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2531 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 50408 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS 'PER RESIDENT. 8521 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1268 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 874 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 188 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 206 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8931 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 32-A 
8216 HAD BASEMENTSI 8527 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7974 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 8332 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 32-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 93 2.10 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 608 13.71 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 995 22.44 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1122 25.30 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 891 20.09 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 556 12.54 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 121 2.73 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 4CJ 1.10 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
,..ONTHLY RENT f-'OUSE DISTRICT 32-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 116 8.1Fl 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 232 16.36 34877 12.21 
1i 60 - $ 79 383 27.01 45835 16.05 $ 80 - $ 99 325 22.92 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 171 12.0(; 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 142 10.01 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 45 3.17 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 4 .2A 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A"JD HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 3?-B 
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AS OF l APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28278 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 32-R 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8215 HOUSING UNITS$ AN AVERAGE OF 3.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28212 WERE WHITE C 99.77 PERCENT>• 14 WERE NEGRO ( .12 PERCENT)t 17 WERE INDIAN 
( .0~ PERCENT), AND 17 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .06 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED AY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 78887500 C AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 12094 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1274 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 53. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 60 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 5112. THERE WERE ALSO 74 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RE"JTAL VALUE OF $ 31 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 32-B AND THE SUTE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1129 65 -OVER 1063 4.0 65 -OVER 3.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
912 55 
-
64 968 3.2 55 - 64 3.4 171Q70 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2743 35 
-
54 2867 9.7 35 - 54 10.1 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2164 25 
-
34 2097 7.7 25 - 34 7.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1211 18 
-
24 1031 4.3 18 - 24 3.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
53R 16 - 17 585 1.9 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1949 10 - 15 2172 6.9 10 - 15 7.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1566 06 
-
09 1567 5.5 06 - 09 5.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1783 00 - OS 1931 6.3 00 - OS 6.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF:n AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3?-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NlJMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfD OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 2 1.5 55 - 64 3.0 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 
-
54 -o 1.5 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.A 45 - 54 3.9 
-() 35 
-
44 -o o.o 35 - 44 o.o 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
2 25 
-
34 4 3.0 25 - 34 6. 1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1 15 
-
24 -0 1.5 15 - 24 o.o 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
1 OS - 14 6 1.5 OS - 14 9. 1 8";69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 os - 14 12.7 
2 00 - 04 4 3.0 00 - 04 6.1 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<:: ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATION FIGURI:.S; THEREFORE T~E ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, ETC. ~AY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJIITF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES 8Y MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
,_,OTE: THE PERCENTAGF FT~URFS FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SIJM TO 100 PERCE,.,T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 9272 MALES 14 YFARS OL~ A~D OVER RF~IOTNG I~ HOUSE DISTRICT 32-R 
GF T~FSF• 71,6 PFPCFNT Wf~f MARRIEDo 1.8 PEPrENT WFRE WIDOWED• },? PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
dNO ?S.l PERCENT HAD NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE 92A9 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 71,9 PERCENT WERF MARRIFDo 7,5 PERCENT 
WTOOWFD• 1.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,5 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 1~.~ PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7007 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6561 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSFHOLO: 139 WfRF HOIJSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HrAD OF THE HOUSEHOLOI AND 307 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE wERE 259 ROOMERSo BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 
AGE lA AND 40 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
77 WERE UNOER 
THERE WERE 91 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL$ 
I•ERf llNOFR 113J AND 91,2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROJ 0,0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7007 FAMILIES; 2255 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
IR AN[) OVER 65; AND 4561 HAO MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
66 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7022 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESo 520 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS• AND 582 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMFS OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOT~L HOUSING UNITS 168 HAn 
l OR 2 ROOMSo 1704 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3960 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2?92 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46444 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WIT~ 
.A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7797 OF THE COMMUNTTifS HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS-PER ROOM, 7.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1,3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATf-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
nF THF 437 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 366 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURFS• 42 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 29 
wERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8124 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROIJND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 32-B 
6828 HAO BASEMENTS$ 7774 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7347 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7568 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 32-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 120 2,96 26120 4,24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 482 11.90 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 848 20,93 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1166 28,78 143052 23,18 
520000 TO $24999 734 18.12 113624 18,41 
$25000 TO $34999 414 10.22 91114 14,76 
535000 TO $49999 140 3,46 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 147 3,63 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 32-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 56 7,87 19297 6,76 
!; 40 
-
$ 59 A9 12.50 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
~ 79 143 20,0A 45835 16,05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 1?0 16.8<; 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 1?8 17.9A 32427 11,36 
$120 
-
$149 124 17.42 53243 113,65 
$150 - $199 46 6,41, 44759 15,68 
$200 
-
$299 5 .70 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .14 1691 0,59 
--~INNFSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEI\JSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSJN\, PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 13 
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AS OF 1 APRJL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56208 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 33 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19144 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.9 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56988 WERE WHITE (101.39 PERCENTlt 1~3 WERE NEGRO ( .33 PERCENT>• 23 WERE !~DIAN 
( .04 PFRCENT), ANO 45? WERE MEMBFRS OF OTHER RACES ( .80 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT lqHJTEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDTAN, AND 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDEN~ES !AS RfPORTEO BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 233485750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 20211 PER RESIDENCE. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 6481 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 123. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 36 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 31. 
A TOTAL OF 151 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 21109. THERE WERE AL~O 657 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 149 PEP MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THF CHARTS AFLOW ANO CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 33 
NIJMRfR OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3471 65 -OVER 1867 6.2 65 -OVEQ 3.1 
2399 55 - 64 1784 4.3 55 - 64 3.2 
57?4 35 54 5447 10.2 35- 54 9.7 
4672 25 34 4329 8.3 25- 34 7.7 
491A 18 24 2380 8.7 18- 24 4.2 
871 16 - 17 914 1.6 16 - 17 1.6 
31~? 10 - 15 3237 5.6 10 - 15 5.8 
239R 06 - 09 2526 4.3 06 - 09 4.5 
318~ 00- OS 346R 5.7 00- OS 6.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232A85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77112 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NIJMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 1 -.5 65 -OVER -.1 
4 5~ - 64 1 -.s 55 - 64 -.4 
5 45 - 54 6 -.6 45 - 54 -.A 
13 35- 44 27 -1.7 35- 44 -3.~ 
109 25 - 34 40 -14.0 ?5 - 34 -5.1 
162 15- 24 ?4 -20.8 15- 24 -3.1 
~4 05 - 14 3A -4.4 05 - 14 -4.6 
?S 00 - 04 42 -3.2 00 - 04 -5.4 
33 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1q14 
1744 
2603 
346~ 
4Q41 
6910 
8S69 
4194 
AIIIO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
3S - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
t-IALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
48S9 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF M INNFSOTA 
PERCENT 
FEMALE 
2.8 
OF PERSONS 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVFP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF AUPEAU OF THI:. CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURE.S; Tt-<EREFOPE TI-'E SUM OF POPULATICN 
~y A~~ GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTF: THf PERCENTAGE FTr,URf<; FOR MALf PLUS FEt..1AL~ SIJM TO 100 PEi".>CEI\T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRF 17704 MALES 14 YFAR~ OLn AND OVER RF~IDINr. IN SENATE OISTRICT 33 
()f T~FSt• 70.1 PFPCFNT WFR~ MARRIED, 2.1 PERCENT WFRE wtDOWEDt 2.0 PERCENT WFRE DTVORCEOt ,5 PER!,FNT WERE SEPARATED, 
ANO ?~.8 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE ?29RS WOMEN 14 YEARS O!_n ANO OVER • 54.4 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDt 10.7 PERCENT 
wtnnwFDt 3.S PERCENT OTVORCFOt ,6 PERCENT ~EPARATfn, ANn 31.9 PfRCF~T HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE ~ERE 13152 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE• 12047 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HlJSBAND-WTFE HFAD Of THE 
i--OIJSFHOLf'l: lA7 WERF HOIJSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HlJS8ANO AS HFIID OF THE HOUSEHOLDC ANI) 111A WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAn. 
THfPE WERE 1794 ROOMERS• AOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
A\,f 1? ANO 139 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
9<; WERE UNDER 
THFRE WFRE 1294 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALC 
I'IERE IJNDfR lAC AND 52,9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEf>ROC 4.1 PERCENT 
OF THE 13352 FAMILIESC 4727 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 1A OR 6S AND OVERI 112 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
JA A••n OVER 65' AND 81Ml HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11451 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 7225 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DwELLINGS. AND 422 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORTLE HOMES OP TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 1~47 HAO 
I OR 2 ROOMS. 6057 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS• 7231 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 3~59 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 95044 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOM~ PER RESIDENT. 18032 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 94,8 
PERCE~•T HAD ONE !OR FEWFRI PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.4 PERCENT HAO 1.01 To 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PFR ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92oA• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF ~A45 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3279 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 1334 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2232 
•ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 19080 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 33 
173R~ HAO BASEMENTS& 18642 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESC 17155 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 18273 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~RTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND RATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET IIALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANr,ES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 33 MINNESOTA 
NUMRER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 19 .19 26120 4.24 
i 5000 TO $ 9999 24<; 2,50 79217 12.83 
1i10000 TO $14999 1366 13.91 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 2803 28,55 143052 23.1A 
$20000 TO $24999 251"1 25.65 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1827 18,61 91114 14.76 
n5ooo To $49999 699 7.12 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 340 3,46 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARFD WJTH THF STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 33 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 111 1,8;;> 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 406 6.65 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 697 11.42 45835 16.05 
$ en 
-
$ 99 749 12.27 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 8SO 13.9? 32427 11.36 
'lil2 0 
-
$149 1404 22.99 53243 18.65 
'lil5 0 
-
$199 1541 25.24 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 278 4,5<; 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 70 1.1s 1691 0,59 
--MINNFSOTA A~ALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-iOiiSINt: PROfiLE OF 
H0USF DISTRICT 31-A 
AS OF 1 APRIL I970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 2811~ PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 33-A 
THEY PESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 8711 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.2 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28904 WERE WHITE 1102.73 PERCENT>• Q6 W~RE NEGRO ( .34 PERCENT)• 8 WERE I~DIA~ 
( ,03 PERCENT), AND 107 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( ,38 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.~8 PFRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 129958~50 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 21294 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOFNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2093 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 137. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 16 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 69. 
A TOTAL OF 97 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 27706. THERE WERE ALSO 306 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 187 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 33-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR OF PERSONS o PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1101 65 -OVER 541 3.9 65 -OVER 1.9 230C)42 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
749 55 
-
64 667 2.7 55 - 64 2.4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2904 35 
-
54 2987 10.3 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2726 25 
-
34 2541 9.7 25 - 34 9.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
152'1 }q 
-
24 9QF! 5.4 18 - 24 3.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
45A 16 - 17 452 1.6 16 - 17 1.6 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1A2A IO - 15 1903 6.5 10 - 15 6.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1495 06 - 09 1604 5.3 06 - 09 5.7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1954 00 - OS 2181 6.9 00 - OS 7.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 oo - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 33-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
~UMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FE!oi~LE MALF: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -o -.1 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 2 -.4 55 - 64 - • .3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 3 -.1 45 - 54 -.4 2ii03 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3.9 
7 35 - 44 13 -.9 35 - 44 -1.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
?4 25 - 34 1fl -3.1 25 - 34 -2.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
]3 15 - 24 6 -1.7 IS - 24 -.8 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
17 OS - 14 22 -2.2 OS - 14 -2.9 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
11 00 - 04 17 -1.7 00 - 04 -2.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUPEAU OF THE CFNSUS HAS ISSUE[) CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPt!LATTON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM Of POPULATION 
RY MiF GPOUPS, fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES W~ICH DEVTAT~ FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCF:NTAf.ES. 
·~OH: THF PEPCENTAGF FJr,URF.S FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SliM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 8737 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 33-A 
Of THFSE, 75,4 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.3 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1o3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?3,4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED, Of THE 9959 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 66,7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 7o8 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 2.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 23,6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6982 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 6499 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDS 74 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 409 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 416 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 23 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
46 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 254 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 90.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
nF THE 6982 fAMILIESI 1954 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 4841 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
67 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6060 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2230 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 390 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 428 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 2395 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3770 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2028 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNITo 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46030 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1,6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of lo7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8196 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93,8 
PERCENT .HAD ONE !OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 2082 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 898 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 271 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 913 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8671 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 33-A 
7580 HAD BASEMENTS' 8594 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7961 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8542 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8ING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 33-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 9 ,17 26120 4,24 
! 5000 TO $ 9999 97 1,86 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 413 7,91 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1278 24,48 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1638 31,37 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1228 23.52 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 447 8,56 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 111 2,13 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
$ 40 - $ 59 
$ 60 - $ 79 
$ 80 - $ 99 
$100 - $119 
$120 - $149 
uso - $199 
$200 - $299 
$300 OR MORE 
HOUSE DISTRICT 33-A 
NUMBER PERCENT 
17 ,90 
52 2.75 
117 6.11'4 
186 9.83 
159 8,40 
457 24.15 
720 38.05 
154 8.14 
30 1.59 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16,05 
41601 14,57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15,68 
11800 4,13 
1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS ANO PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 33-8 
PAGF.: 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATIO~ OF 28072 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 33-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10433 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.7 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION. 28084 WERE WHITE !100.04 PERCENT>• ~7 WFRE NEGRO ( .31 PERCENT>• 15 WERE INDIAN 
I .ns PERCENT), ANO 345 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS I 1.23 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.1A PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN. ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 103527500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 19003 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4388 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 116. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 20 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 54 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 9259. THERE WERE ALSO 351 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 116 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLJNEO IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 33-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2370 65 -OVER 1326 8.4 65 -OVER 4.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1650 55 
-
64 1117 5.9 55 - 64 4.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2820 35 
-
54 2460 10.0 35 - 54 8.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
194(, 25 
-
34 178R 6.9 25 - 34 6.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
339f, 18 
-
24 1382 12.1 18 - 24 4.9 2326815 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
415 16 - 17 462 1.5 16 - 17 1.6 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1324 10 - 15 1334 4.7 10 - 15 4.A 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
901 06 - 09 922 3.2 06 - 09 3.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1232 00 
-
OS 1287 4.4 00 - OS 4.6 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WH ITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 33-B Allin THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8fR OF PERSONS PERCENT (')F PERSONS 
FEMAIF ~ALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FE~ALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 -25.0 65 -OVER -A.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
l 55 - 64 1 -8.3 55 - 64 -8.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 - 54 3 -33.3 45 - 54 -25.0 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
f, 35 - 44 14 -so.o 35 - 44 -116.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
~C) 25 - 34 24 -708.3 25 - 34 -200.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
149 15 - 24 lR -1241.7 15 - 24 -150.0 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
17 05 - 14 14 -141.7 05 - 14 -11(,.7 8S69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
12 00 - 04 25 -100.0 00 - 04 -208.3 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~;. THF BIJPfAIJ OF THE CENSIIS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONc ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATION FIGURES: THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVTAT~ FR0~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PF.Rr.ENTAf.ES. 
~.·OTF: THF. PERCEmAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFQF WFRE 89~7 MALES 14 YFARS OLO ANO OVFR RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 33-R 
t)t T~FSf• 64.Q PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 2.9 PEQCENT WFRE wJOOWEDo ?..7 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEDt .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND Jn.2 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 13026 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 45.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIEOt 12•9 PFRCFNT 
WIOOWFD• 4.0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARaTEn• AND 3A.3 PERCE~T Han NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6370 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 554~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSAAND-WTFE HEAD Of THE 
wOUSEwOLDt 113 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEaD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 709 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1378 ROOMERSt BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE JR AND 116 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
49 WERE UNDER 
THERE wERE 1040 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
~ERE UNDER 1A$ AND 43.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
nf THE 6370 FAMILIES$ 2773 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
lA 6NO OVER 65; AND 3327 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROa 5.1 PERCENT 
45 HAO FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5391 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY> HOMESt 4995 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 32 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1419 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3662 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3461 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 1A31 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49014 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNJTSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
ll STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS·PfR RESIDENT. 9A36 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~O. Of THESE 95.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM• 3.6 PERCENT HAn 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .B PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDf PERCENTAGf~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 4763 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2381 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 1063 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 1319 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10409 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 33-B 
9806 HAD BASEMENTS; 10048 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 9194 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 9731 HAO COMPLETE 
PLUMAING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET. AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FA~Mt RESIDENC~St THEIR MARKET VALUFS WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DIST~ICT 33-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 10 .22 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 14~ 3.22 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 953 20.74 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1525 33.18 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 880 19.15 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 599 13.03 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 252 5.48 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 229 4.98 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPAR~D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOU<;E DISTRICT 33-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 94 2.2:::1 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 354 8.40 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 580 13 0 76 45835 16.05 
~ 80 
-
$ 99 563 13.36 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 691 16.40 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 947 22.47 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 8?1 19.4A 44759 15.68 
~200 
-
$299 124 2.94 11800 4.13 
~300 OR MORf 40 .9<; 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1 'HO CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSIN<, PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 14 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57109 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 34 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 17526 HOUSI~ UNITSt AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56717 WERE WHITE ( 99.31 PERCENT!• l5 WF.RE NEGRO ( .06 PERCENT)t 22 WERE INDIAN 
I .04 PFRCENT), AND R WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES (*6.21 PERCENT!. ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHJTEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.?8 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (aS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 123430500 t AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 10070 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4180 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 64. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 121 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 4281. THERE WERE ALSO 168 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 39 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT '34 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3936 65 -OVER 2974 6.9 65 -OVER 5.2 
26A2 55- 64 2635 4.7 55- 64 4.6 
54~3 35 - 54 5330 9.6 35 - 54 9.3 
2843 25 - 34 2935 5.0 25 - 34 5.1 
435A 18 - 24 4225 7.6 18 - 24 7.4 
1087 16 - 17 1138 1.9 16 - 17 2.0 
3429 10 - 15 3475 6.0 10 - 15 6.1 
2272 06 - 09 2399 4.0 06 - 09 4.2 
27~A 00 - 05 2854 4.8 00 - OS 5.0 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
16049S 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOT4 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGPO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NIJMAFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE" MALf FEMALE MALf 
3 65 -OVER ? .8 65 -OVER .5 
1 55 - 64 1 .3 55 - 64 .3 
0 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 -54 .1 
? 35 - 44 1 .5 35 - 44 .3 
7 2S - 34 4 1.8 25 - 34 1.0 
15 15 - 24 13 3.8 15 - 24 3.3 
1 OS - 14 1 .3 OS - 14 .8 
' 00 - 04 0 .8 00 - 04 o.o 
34 
1\JUMBfq 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6Q10 
8569 
4194 
AI\ID THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
48~9 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVEP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
fl.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ T~F HUREAU OF THt CfN~US HAS ISSUED CORRECTION~ ONLY ~OR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURtS~ T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH nEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERrFNTAGES. 
c,OH: THF PF:PCENTAGF FTGIJRES FOR MALt PLUS FFMALF SIJM TO 1011 PERCE"'T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~RF. WERE 20407 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD ANO OVF.R RE~IDINC. IN SENATE DISTRICT 34 
Of THFSEt 58.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WF.RE WIDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEOt .s PER~F.NT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO 3~.3 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 214~1 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 56.1 PERCENT WERE MA~RIEDt 11o9 PERCENT 
WIOOWF.Dt 1.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• o6 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 29.7 PERCF~T HAD NEVE~ MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 12976 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 11660 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HF.AD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDJ 394 WERF. HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HF.AD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 922 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1141 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE IR AND 123 WE~E OVER AGE 65. 
"6 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 649 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 18t AND 88.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.2 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROI 3.4 PERCENT 
Of THE 12976 FAMILIES' 5366 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 163 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 7031 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13686 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 3369 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 428 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 974 HAD 
. l OR 2 ROOMSt 4310 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7344 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4851 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 95798 ROOMS lN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16437 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO lo50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1o4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 3171 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2063 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 397 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 711 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN AODITIONt OF THE 17482 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 34 
15710 HAD BASEMENTSI 16566 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 15159 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 15901 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 34 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 382 4.63 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 2054 24.92 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 2528 30.67 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO S19999 1642 19.92 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 884 10.73 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO S34999 540 6.55 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 151 1.86 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 59 .72 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WJTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 34 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 366 11.47 19297 6.76 
!i 40 
- !i 59 674 21.12 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 732 22.94 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 4~9 15.32 41601 14.57 
uoo - U19 316 9.90 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 363 11.3~ 53243 18.65 
U50 - S199 2?2 6.96 44759 15.68 
S200 - S299 28 .SA 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE 1 .01 1691 0.59 
--MINNF50TA A~ALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION ANO HOIJSIN!; PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 34-A 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28185 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 34-A 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF ~532 HOUSING UNITSt AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27897 WERE WHITE ( 98.98 PERCENT!• 8 WFRE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT)• 6 WERE INDIAN 
( .o? PFRCENT), AND R WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACfS (*5.5? PERCENT!. ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CfNT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN. AND 0.~8 PFRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OP LESS WAS $ 40567000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUC OF $ 6417 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESTOF.NCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOU~TNG UNITS WAS 1410 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 27. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 67 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE wAS $ 2082. THERE WERF. ALSO 89 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 15 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THF CHARTS BELO'• AND CAN AE CO~PARED WITf.l THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOU 
NIJMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PER~O~S NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1567 65 -OVER 1510 5.6 65 -OVER 5.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
llP~ 55 
-
64 1321 4.2 55 - 64 4.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2790 35 
-
54 2910 9.9 35 - 54 10.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1465 25 - 34 1500 5.2 25 - 34 5.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1109 18 
-
24 1224 3.9 18 - 24 4.3 2326~5 18 - 24 200697 6.1 \8 - 24 5.3 
6?0 16 - 17 643 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2080 10 - 15 2037 7.4 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1353 06 
-
09 1419 4.8 06 - 09 5.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
15?3 00 
-
OS 1634 5.4 00 - OS 5.8 198f.03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LES5 DETAIU:n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A Al'..ln THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FF.~ALE MALE 
-o 65 -OllER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-11 55 - 64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
-n 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
-11 15 - 44 -o o.o 35 - 44 o.o 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
-o 25 - 34 -o o.o 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
-o 15 - 24 -o o.o 15 - 24 o.o 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
-o OS - 14 -o o.o 05 - 14 o.o 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
-0 00 - 04 -n o.o 00 - 04 o.o 4"194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~~ THF BtiPF.AlJ OF THE CENSlJS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POP I ilA TJ ON F I c;URES f THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPOUP<;, F.:TC • ~AY ADn TO FIGURfS wHICH nEVTAT~ FRO~ THE TnTAL cOPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAt;ES. 
~·OTF: THE PERCENTAGF Ftr.URES FOP MALf PLUS FFMALf SIJM TO 100 PEC?CEIIIT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9789 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A 
OF THESE• 63.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEOt 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 3~.0 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9388 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 66.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 10.3 PERCENT 
wiDO~ED• 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 22.1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6627 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6052 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAO OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOf 236 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDS AND 339 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 310 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1A ANO 63 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
54 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 199 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 88.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6627 FAMILIESs 2484 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3831 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI .s PERCENT 
97 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7655 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 504 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 332 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 256 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1538 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3437 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 3256 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51145 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7732 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~D. OF THESE 91.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 435 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 388 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 20 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 27 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8490 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A 
7473 HAD BASEMENTSI 7922 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7117 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 7539 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 251 8.26 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 913 30.06 79217 12.83 
510000 TO 514999 898 29.57 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 525 17.29 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 268 8.82 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 134 4.41 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 32 1.05 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 16 .53 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 87 15.56 19297 6.76 
s 40 - $ 59 160 28.62 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 169 30.23 45835 16.05 $ 80 - $ 99 57 10.20 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 38 6.80 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 38 6.80 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 5 .89 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 4 .72 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .1A 1691 0.59 
--MINN~SOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A !970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t-niJSING PROfiLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 34-R 
P AGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED C[NSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 289?.4 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 34-R 
THEY PESIDEO IN A TnTAL OF 8994 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~Ar.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28820 WERE WHYTE ( 99.64 PERCENT), ?7 WERE NEGRO ( .09 PfRCENTlt 16 WERE I~DIAN 
< .rA PfRCENTlt ANO S7 WERE MEMRF.RS OF OTHER RACfS ( .20 PERCENTJ. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PFRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
~CRFS OR LESS WAS $ A?A63500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF i 1396~ PER RESTOENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FA~ILY 
PESlnENCf.S HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR i -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED. RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS ?770 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 83. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 54 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 7009. THERE WERE ALSO 79 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 67 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 34-B 
NUM8£R OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2369 65 -OVFR 1464 8.2 65 -OVER 5.1 
1494 55 - 64 1314 5.2 55 - 64 4.5 
2693 35 54 2420 9.3 35 - 54 8.4 
1378 25 - 34 1435 4.8 25 - 34 5.0 
3249 18 - 24 3001 11.2 18 - 24 10.4 
467 16- 17 495 1.6 16- 17 1.7 
1349 10 - 15 143A 4.7 10 - 15 S.O 
919 06 09 980 3.2 06 - 09 3.4 
1235 00 OS 1220 4.3 00 - OS 4.2 
NIJ~AER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400A2S 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 ?.5 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
- 24 
11 
15 
- 09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE t.ESS OETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELO~. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN ~OUSE DISTRICT 34-8 
"-!liMBER OF PERSONS 
F"fMALE 
3 
1 
-0 
-;> 
7 
lS 
1 
< 
65 -OVEP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MAL!= 
~ 
1 
I 
I 
4 
11 
3 
-o 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.9 65 -OVER 1.9 
1.0 55 - 64 1.0 
o.o 45 - 54 I.O 
1.9 35 - 44 1.0 
6.7 ?5- 34 3.A 
14.4 IS - 24 12.5 
1.0 05 - 14 2.9 
2.9 00 - 04 o.o 
NUMBEP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
?~03 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8S69 
4394 
A"--D THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
~.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.. , Tt-<F AIIPFAU OF THE CfN<;IIS HAS ISSUFO CORRECTTON<; O"JLY FOR TOTAL PQP 1 JLATTO~ FIGURES; THEREFORE TI-lE SUM OF POPIJLATJOr-., 
uy flf·F G~OUPS, ~="TC. MAY ADO TO FIGU~J:S wi-I!CH nEVTAT>- FRO•J. THE TOTAL r>QPlJLATION FIGlJPF~ RY MINOR PF.:RCFNTAriES. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 1061A MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 34-A 
nF T~F.SEt 54.5 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3.1 PERCENT WFRE WtOOWFDt 1.~ PERCENT WFRE DTVORCED• ,5 PERCENT WERE ~EPARATEO• 
A~O 4P.3 PERCENT ~AD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 120Q] WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ A~D OVER • 48,2 PERCENT WERE MARRT~D• 13.1 PERCENT 
~tDOWFO• 2.4 PERCENT DTVORCfD• ,7 PERCENT SF.PARATEnt AND 3S,7 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6149 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE~Et 560R WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
NOUSfHOLOl 158 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HIJSAAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 583 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEA11. 
THERE WERE 831 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE lR A~D 60 WERF OVER AGE 65, 
12 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 450 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER lAl AND 88,7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.2 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 4,7 PERCENT 
OF THE 6349 FAMILIESl 2882 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 3200 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
66 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6031 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 2865 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 96 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 718 HAD 
1 OP 2 ROOMSt 2772 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3907 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1~95 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44~53 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT, THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROO~S PER RESIDENT, 8705 OF THE COMMUNTTIE~ HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPifOo Of THESE 93,9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 4.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND },3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WE~E 92,8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
OF THF 2736 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1675 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 377 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 684 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 8992 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 34-B 
8237 HAD BASEMENTSI 8644 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 804? HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8362 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 34-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 131 2,52 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1141 21,92 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO 514999 1630 31,32 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 1117 21,46 143052 23.18 
'20000 TO 524999 616 11,83 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 406 7,80 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO S49999 121 2,32 33193 5,37 
550000 OR MORE 43 ,83 12487 2,02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 34-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------
------------------LESS THAN S 40 279 10,60 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 514 19.53 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 563 21.39 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 4'32 16.41 41601 14.57 
uoo - U19 278 10.56 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 325 12.35 53243 18,65 
$150 - $199 217 8,24 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 24 .91 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNE~OTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 35 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHO~ A POPULATION OF 569A9 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 35 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18963 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57915 WERE WHITE !101.62 PERCENT>• 18 WERE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENTlt 36 WERE I~DIAN 
! .o~ PERCENT), AND 49 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .09 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE O~NERSl ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 95829750 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 6700 PER RESTDENCE· NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESJDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR S 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3209 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 34. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 161 RESJOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 4104. THERE WERE ALSO 321 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 27 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 35 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
42SA 65 -OVER 3863 7.5 65 -OVER 6.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2814 55 
-
64 3043 4.9 55 - 64 5.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6303 35 
-
54 6281 11.1 35 - 54 11.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
274A 25 
-
34 2674 4.8 25 - 34 4.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2102 18 
-
24 2262 3.7 18 - 24 4.0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1243 16 - 17 1393 2.2 16 - 11 2.4 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4019 10 - 15 413R 7.1 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2450 06 - 09 250R 4.3 06 - 09 4.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
297A 00 - OS 2941 5.2 00 - OS 5.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHIT!: RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
~ON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 35 ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8fP OF" PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
0 65 -OVER 1 o.o 65 -OVER -.1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
0 55 - 64 1 o.o 55 - 64 -.I 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
() 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 - 54 -. 1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
? 35 - 44 1 -.2 35 - 44 -.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
2 25 - 34 0 -.2 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
6 15 - 24 4 -.6 15 - 24 -.4 6CJ10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
'1 OS - 14 5 -1.0 OS - 14 -.s 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
00 - 04 "3 -.I 00 - 04 -.3 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~, THF BIIPEAU OF THE CENSIJS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
~y r.r,~ GROUPS, nc. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH QEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR P£RCFNTAGES. 
''OTF: THF PfRCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS F~MALF c;uM TO 100 PEPCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WfRF 20879 MALES 14 YFARS OLn AN~ OVER RF~IOING IN SENATE DISTRICT 35 
•'F THFSEo 64.~ PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3,5 PER(ENT WFRE ~JDOWfD• 1.? PfRrFNT WFRF DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT ~ERE SEPARATED• 
AND 10,? PERr.ENT HA~ NFVFR MARRIED. OF THE c0746 WOMEN 14 YEAPS Ol n ANO OVER • 65,4 PERCENT WERE MARRIFOt 12o6 PFRCfNT 
wiDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PFRCENT SfPARATEn, ANn 20,5 PERCF~IT HAD NEVFH MARRIED. 
T~fOE ~ERE 14~5~ HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 13252 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO: 503 WERF HOIJSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD: AND 801 WfRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
t1 FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 524 ROOMERSo BOARDFRSt OR LODGERS LIVINt, IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 1?1 WERE UNDER 
AGE lR ANO 138 WERF OVER AGE 65, 
THEOE wERE 720 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
'~ERF IJNI)fR lR: AND Al,3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO: 4.7 PERCENT 
nF THE 14556 FAMILIES: 6040 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 175 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 7843 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THF COMMUNITY HAD 16712 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNJT (SJNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 1551 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGS, ANO ~89 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 528 HAD 
I OR ? ROOMS. 3534 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8469 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 6321 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL TH~IR WERE 109Q33 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OP AN AVERAGE OF 1,9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS ~fR RESIDENT. 17~12 OF THE COM~U~TTIF~ HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~D. OF THESE 93,2 
PERCENT HAO ONE (OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOM• 5,6 PERCENT HAD 1,01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROO~. THE COMPARAALf STATF-WinF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
nF T~F 1397 MULTIPLE U~IT STRUCTURES, 1160 WER~ 2-4 U~JT STRUCTURE~• 94 WFRE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 143 
~ERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 1~852 OCCUPIED AN~ VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 35 
1702S HAO AASE~ENTSI 17340 HAO COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 16220 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 16514 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRJNG FACILITIFS - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESID~NCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 35 MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
lESS THAN $ 5000 92f: 11.89 ?6120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 2447 31.43 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2086 26,80 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1404 18.03 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 601 7,72 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 253 3,25 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 58 .7~ 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 10 .13 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPAR~O WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE OTSTRTCT 35 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 3~6 ?0. 7l 19297 6,76 
~ 40 
-
$ 59 534 :n .o, 34877 12.21 
"' 
60 
-
$ 79 473 27.52 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 172 10,01 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 68 3,96 32427 11.36 
H20 
-
$149 Rl3 5,};> 53241 18,(>5 
'fl51l 
-
$199 ?8 1. 63 44759 15.68 
'1'200 
-
$299 0 o.oo 11800 4.13 
'£300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFTLE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 3S-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 2895~ PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 35-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 9721 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARFS WITH A STATE 
AVEkAt.f OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THF TOTAL POPULATION, 29934 WERE WHITE (103.37 PERCENTit 8 WERE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENTit 9 WERE !~DIAN 
( .01 PF.RCENTit AND 16 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .12 PERCENT), ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EOUALLFO 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANo ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDo RESIDENCES (~S REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 40303500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF Of $ 5483 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FA~ILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUF Of $ -0 OR ~ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1660 UNITS. THF AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 29. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVEPAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -o. 
A TOTAL Of 53 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 157 
VACANT AND fOR R~T UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 29 PEP MONTH. 
THE AGE AND;SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WTTH TH£ ~TATE. 
1970 AGE~SEX STqUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 35-A 
NIJM8ER OF PE~SONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
204A 65 -OVER 1887 7.1 65 -OVER 6,5 
14AA 55 - 6~ 1569 5,1 55 - 64 5,4 
33?3 35 s• J3oo 11.5 35 - 54 11.4 
1450 25 34 1395 5,0 25 - 34 4.~ 
1009 18 24 1109 3,5 18 - 24 3.~ 
666 16 - 17 74A 2,3 16 - 17 2,6 
213~ 10 - 15 2230 7.4 10 - 15 7.7 
129~ 06 - 09 1312 4,5 06 - 09 4.5 
1S19 00 OS 1507 5.2 00 - 05 5.2 
NUM8ER 
fEMALE 
230942 
171•HO 
400A25 
229123 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 fl5 
4. 5 '55 
10.5 .• 35 
6.1 !.25 
6.1 ; 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
s.z oo 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LESe; DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3S-A 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FfMALF MALf fE~ALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -0 0.0 65 -OVER 0.0 
-0 ss - 64 -o o.o ss - 64 o.o 
-o 45 - 54 -o o.o 45 - 54 o.o 
1 35 - 44 1 -.1 35 - 44 -.1 
1 25 - 34 -o -.1 ?5 - 34 o.o 
3 15 - 24 -o -.3 15 - 24 o.o 
~ OS - 14 1 -.6 05 - 14 -.1 
-0 00 - 04 2 o.o 00 - 04 -.2 
NU~BFP 
fEMALE 
1914 
1744 
21'>03 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8'i69 
4194 
AN() THE STA TF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE 
?..8 
2.5 
3,8 
c:;.o 
7.2 
1o.o 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVEP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
?5 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
./ T~-<~ BUPFAU OF THE CFN<;lJS HAS ISSUFI) CORRECTIONS O~LY FMl TOTAL POPIILATJON Flt;URES: THEREfORE T~E SU'-4 OF POPULATION 
~r OGF GPOUPS. FTC. MAY AOn TO FIGUPFS WHICH OEVTATF FRn~ TH~ TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCFNTARES. 
'OT>: THF PF:PCfr'HAGF FJr;URf<; rOl-l MAL~=" PL!JS n:~ALF <;tJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~Rf WfRf l07S3 MALES 14 YEARS OLn ANn OVFR R~~IOING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 35-A 
Of THFSE• 66.0 PFRCFNT wFRE MARRIED, 3.3 PF.PCENT WFRE WJDOWEn, 1.1 PERCFNT WFRt DTVORCfDt .4 PERCFNT WERE SEPAPATEOt 
AND ?q,3 PERCENT HAO NF.VFR MARRIED. OF THE 10676 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 66.~ PERCENT WERE MARRIFOt 11.7 PERCENT 
WlOOWFDo 1.1 PERCENT DlVORCFDo .3 PERCENT SFPARATEn• A~n 20.2 PERCF~IT HAD NEVER MARRIEn. 
THfRf WERE 7573 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 696} WERE FAMILIES WITH A HlJSBAND-WTFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSFHOLOl 252 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD• AND 360 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A Ht-IALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 272 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
·AGE 1R AND 70 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
77 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 243 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
wERE l!NOFR 181 AND 76.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7573 FAMILIES; 3119 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNnER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 4127 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 13.6 PERCENT 
82 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8756 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 690 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
~AMILY DWELLINGS, AND 238 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 202 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1694 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4291 HAD 5 OR 6 R00MSt AND 3497 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 57550 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVEPAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS ~ER RESIDENT. 9010 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO. OF THESE 93,3 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.7 PERCENT HAO 1.n1 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.A• S.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
nf T~E 624 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 542 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURES• 41 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 41 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION• OF THE 9684 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 35-A 
88f6 HAD BASEMENTSC 8957 HAD CO~PLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES• 8328 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8588 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
lN TERMS OF OW~ER-OCCUPJEDt NON-FARMt RF.SIOENCfSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 35-A MINNESOTA 
NIJ~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 581 15.94 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO 5 9999 1307 35.87 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 912 25.03 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 537 14.74 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 205 5,63 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 79 2.17 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 17 ,47 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 6 .16 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
f.IONTHLY RENT I-lOUSE DISTRICT 15-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBF'"R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 160 20.54 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 267 34.27 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 211 27.0'1 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 A4 10,7A 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 11 3,9R 32427 11.36 
\120 
-
$149 22 2.8? 53243 18.65 
SlSO 
-
$199 4 ,51 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 
-0 o.oo 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0..59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLAN~JTNG SYSTEM--
A 197 0 CF.:NSUS OF POPUI_ AT I ON AND HOt ISING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 35-R 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28031 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 35-R 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9242 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~A\.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 27~81 WERE WHITE ( 99.82 PERCENT>• 10 WERE NEGRO ( .04 PERCENT>• 27 WERE INDIAN 
( .10 PERCENT>, AND 13 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .OS PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 55526250 ; AN AVERAGE VALU€ OF $ 7986 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDFNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIFOt RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1549 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 40. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 108 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 6118. THERE WERE ALSO 164 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF ' 25 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BfLOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH T~E STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 35-B 
NlJMAER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE 
2210 65 -OVER 1976 7.9 65 -OVER 7.0 
132n 55- 64 1474 4.7 55- 64 5.3 
29AO 35 54 2981 10.6 35 - 54 10.6 
129R 25 - 34 127G 4.6 25 - 34 4.6 
1093 18 24 1153 3.9 18 - 24 4.1 
~77 16 - 17 645 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 
18P7 10 - 15 1908 6.7 10 - 15 6.8 
11S5 06 09 1196 4.1 06- 09 4.3 
1459 00 05 1434 5.2 00 - 05 5.1 
NUMAER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400A25 
229323 
232f.85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198F-03 
AND THE STATE 
OF PF.RSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
Of "1JNNESOTA 
PERCENT 0~ PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 ?5 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE L~SS DETAIL~n BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN ~OUSE DISTRICT 3S-B 
NtJMHfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
Ff"1AlE MALf FEMALE MALE 
-0 65 -OVFR 1 0.0 65 -OVER 2.0 
-o 55 - 64 1 o.o 55 - 64 2.0 
-n 45 - 54 1 o.o 45 - 54 2.0 
1 35 - 44 -o 2.0 35 - 44 o.o 
1 25 - 34 -o 2.0 ?5 - 34 o.o 
3 15 - 24 4 6.0 15 - 24 8.o 
1 05 - 14 4 6.0 OS - 14 8.0 
1 00 - 04 1 2.0 00 - 04 2.0 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1G14 
1744 
2603 
346<; 
4941 
6910 
AS69 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PER~ONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PfRCENT 
FEMALE 
2.8 
OF PERSONS 
?.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
?5 - 34 
)5 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10126 ~ALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVfR RF.~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 35-B 
Of THF.SEt 63.5 PERCENT WFRE ~ARRIEDt 3.7 PERCENT WF.RE WTDOWEOt 1.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERr.F.NT WERE SEPARATED• 
4ND 31.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10070 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 64.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13·6 PERCENT 
WIDOWF.Dt 1.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 20.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6Q83 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6291 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDt 2S1 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHEQ THAN HUSBAND AS Hf.4D OF THE HOUSEHOLD; ANO 441 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 252 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYC 
AGE 18 AND 68 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
44 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 477 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALC 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 83.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6983 FAMJLIESI 2921 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERC 
18 ANO OVER 65C AND 3716 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI .2 PERCENT 
93 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7956 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 861 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 351 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 326 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 1840 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4178 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2~24 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 52383 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS-PER RESIDENT. 8502 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 773 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 618 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 53 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 102 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9168 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 35-B 
Al59 HAD 8ASEMENTSI 8383 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7892 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 7926 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 35-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 345 8.33 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 1140 27.53 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 1174 28.35 ll8416 19.19 
S15000 TO $19999 867 20.94 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 396 9.56 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 114 4.20 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 41 .99 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 4 .10 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WJTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 35-B MINNESOTA 
NUMAER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 1Q6 20.85 19297 f>.76 
$ 40 - s 59 2f>7 28.40 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 262 27.87 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 88 9.36 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 37 3.94 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 66 7.02 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 24 2.55 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 
-0 o.oo 11800 4.13 $300 OR lo10RE 
-o o.on 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1"0\JSIN<; PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 36 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56170 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 36 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15652 HOUSING U~JTS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55966 WERE WHITE ! 99.64 PERCENT>• 22 WERE NEGRO ( .04 PERCENT)• 100 WERE INDIAN 
< .lR PERCENT), AND 5~ WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .10 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCE~T NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 17A428000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 15075 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIFD• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
.. OUSTNG UNITS WAS 3217 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 81. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 68 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 2180. THERE WERE ALSO 105 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 52 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 36 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMF3ER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
252A 65 -OVER 215? 4.5 65 -OVER 3.8 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1889 55 - 64 1945 3.4 55 - 64 3.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5530 35 
-
54 5869 9.8 35 - 54 10.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
3680 25 
-
34 3619 6.6 25 - 34 6.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2807 18 
-
24 2490 s.o 18 - 24 4.4 23268S 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 S.3 
1111 16 - 17 1173 2.0 16 - 17 2.1 74AS3 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
392R 10 - 15 4179 1.0 10 - 1S 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2839 06 - 09 3050 5.1 06 - 09 5.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
3554 00 
-
OS 3801 6.3 00 - OS 6.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 S.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 36 liND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 1\JUMBEO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE "'ALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVEP 3 2.0 65 -OVER 1.5 1914 65 -OllER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2 55 
-
64 1 1.0 55 - 64 .s 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 6 2.0 45 - 54 2.9 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
7 35 
-
44 4 3.4 35 - 44 2.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 '5.0 35 
- 44 5.0 Q 25 
-
34 (, 4.4 25 - 34 2.9 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
12 15 
-
24 1 5.9 15 - 24 
·" 
6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
1 1 OS - 14 )3 S.4 OS - 14 16.2 8"569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
Q 00 
-
04 A 3.9 00 - 04 3.9 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
·:t THf BllPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPttLATlON FIGURES; T .. EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
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IN APRIL• lq7o THfRE WfRE 184qo MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDJNG IN SENATE DISTRICT 36 
Of T~fSEt 67.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.2 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .4 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED, 
~NO ?~.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 18758 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 66.8 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 8o7 PfRCENT 
wiDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 22.~ PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13194 HOUSfHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE~E, 12231 WERf fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HfAD OF THE 
HOtJSEHOLDI 310 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN 11USI3AND AS Hfi\D OF THE HOUSEHOLDC AND 651 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 478 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 1~ AND 71 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
R4 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 493 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 65.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.8 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 8.9 PERCENT 
Of THE 13194 FAMILIESt 4437 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 166 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 8293 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THf COMMUNITY HAD 12557 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMES• 2273 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 640 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 370 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3608 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6940 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 4~52 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
·IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 88121 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15053 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPJ~O. OF THESE 90.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWERl PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STAT~-WIDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
nF T~F 2001 MULTIPLE UNJT STRUCTURES• 1282 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUcTURfSt 211 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 508 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 15470 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 36 
1334~ HAD BASEMENTS• 14996 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 14123 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 14573 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIOENCFSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 36 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 12A 1.62 26120 4.24 
! 5000 TO s 9999 684 8.64 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1342 16.94 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 1644 20.75 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO 524999 1570 19.82 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 1653 20.87 91114 14.76 
nsooo To $49999 675 8.52 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 225 2.84 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO'-lPARED WTTH Tt-<E STATE WAS: 
r.tONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 36 MINNESOTA 
NUM8ER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 192 8.09 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 211 8.90 34877 12.21 
~ 60 - s 79 3<;7 15.05 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 299 12.61 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 359 15.13 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 560 23.61 53243 18.65 
HSO - $199 307 12.94 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 74 3.12 11800 4.13 
\300 OR MORE 13 .55 1691 0.59 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYStS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULHI0N AND HOtiSIN!O PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRir.T 36-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 27862 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF. DISTRICT 36-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8138 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3.4 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVERAfiE OF 2.98 PERSONS PfR HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27776 WERE WHITE ( 99.69 PERCENT>• 7 WERE NEGRO ( .03 PERCENT>• 25 WERE INDIAN 
( .OQ PERCENT), AND 33 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .1? PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALl.FD 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• o.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS RFPORTE~ BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 89930250 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 14887 PER RESJDENrF. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
qESIOENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -o OR ~ -0 PEQ RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1767 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 75. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 32 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~£ VALUE WAS $ 
VACA~T AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 67 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERF ALSO 62 
THE AGE ANO SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THF CHARTS AELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 36-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL F.: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1532 65 -OVER 1295 s.s 65 -OVER 4.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
10RS 5'5 
-
64 1057 3.9 '5'5 - 64 3.8 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2841 35 
-
54 3027 10.2 35 - 54 10.9 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1700 25 - 34 1667 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1310 18 
-
24 1228 4.7 18 - 24 4.4 232685 1A - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
560 16 - 17 605 2.0 16 - 17 2.2 74~53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1880 10 - 15 2011 6.7 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1304 06 - 09 1413 4.7 06 - 09 5.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1642 00 
-
05 1684 5.9 00 - OS 6.0 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFI"' AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3~-A AND THE SUTE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PE'RSONS 
FEMALE HALF: FEMALE MALE FEM4LE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o }Q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEP 2.6 
-n 55 
-
64 -o o.o 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 
-
54 -o 1. 2 45 - 54 o.o 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
l 3'5 - 44 2 1.2 35 - 44 2.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
-o 25 - 34 1 o.o 25 - 34 1.2 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
3 15 
-
24 1 3.5 15 - 24 1.2 6Ql0 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
3 05 - 14 8 3.5 05 - 14 9.3 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
c; 00 - 04 4 s.a 00 - 04 4.7 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 9487 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANn OVFR RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 36-A 
nF THFSEt 67.3 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 2.7 PERCENT WFRE WIOOWEOt .9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATfOt 
AND ?R.~ PERCENT HAO NEVER ~ARRIED. Of THE 960A WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ AND OVER , 66.8 PERCENT WERE MARRTFDt 10.1 PERCENT 
WTOOWFDo 1.1 PERCENT DTVORCFDt .4 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANn 21o6 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THFRE WERE 6771 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6263 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDC 167 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLOC ANO 341 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 226 ROOMERSt AOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 18 AND 37 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
14 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 213 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THF COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 62.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6771 FAMILIESJ 2500 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
18 AND OVER 65; AND 3992 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 20.7 PERCENT 
87 HAO FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6563 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1253 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGSo AND 207 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 209 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 1772 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3410 HAD 5 OR 6 RQOMSt AND 2632 HAO 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46534 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7808 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92.4 
PERCENT HAO ONE (OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOMt 6.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt ANO 1.2 PERCENT HAO 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 1143 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 714 WERE 2-4 U~IT STRUCTURES• 109 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 320 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8023 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 36-A 
7188 ~AD BASEMENTS; 7786 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 7345 HAD TELEPHONESJ ANO 7534 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING fACILITIES - HOT PIPEO WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OwNER-OCCUPIEOo NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERf IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 36-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 84 2.06 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 430 10.53 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 777 19.03 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO S19999 852 20.87 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 732 17.93 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 681 16.68 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 387 9.48 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 140 3.43 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, C014PARI:D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 16-A MINNESOTA 
NU"4BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 110 8.67 19297 6.76 
s 40 - $ 59 137 10.80 34877 12.21 
s 60 
- $ 79 208 16.39 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 179 14.11 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 192 15.13 32427 11.36 
S120 - $149 2A1 ?.2.14 53243 18.65 
uso 
-
U99 112 8.83 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 40 3.1'5 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 0 .79 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLA~NTNG ~YSTEM~-
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 36-8 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28308 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 36-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 7514 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.A PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28190 WERE WHYTE ( 9Q,S8 PERCENT), 15 WERE NEGRO ( ,OS PERCENT)t 75 WERE INDIAN 
( ,?6 PERCENT), AND 25 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( ,09 PERCFNT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, AN~ 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 88497750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 15271 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1450 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 87. NEGRO FAMTLI~S RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 36 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 4118. THERE WERE ALSO 43 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE Of S 30 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 36-8 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
996 65 -OVER 857 3.5 65 -OVER 3,0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
804 55 - 64 888 2.8 55 - 64 3 .l 171<HO 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2689 35 - 54 2842 9,5 35 - 54 10.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
19AO 25 - 34 1952 7.0 25 - 34 6,9 229323 25 - 34 226962 6,1 25 - 34 6.0 
1497 18 - 24 1262 5,3 18 - 24 4,5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
553 16 - 17 568 2.0 16 - 17 2,0 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
204R 10 - 15 2168 7.2 10 - 15 7.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1535 06 - 09 1637 5.4 06 - 09 5,8 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4,4 
1912 00 - 05 2117 6.8 00 - 05 7.5 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 36-B A~D THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFD Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PFRSONS 
FEMALF MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVEP 3 3.4 65 -OVER 2.5 1Ql4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVF.:P 2.6 
2 55 
-
64 1 1.7 55 - 64 .A 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3 45 
-
54 6 2.5 45 - 54 5. 1 2h03 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3,9 
6 35 
-
44 2 S.l 35 - 44 1.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 5,0 35 - 44 s.o 
q 25 
-
34 5 7.6 25 - 34 4.2 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
9 15 
-
24 -o 7,6 15 - 24 o.o 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
R OS - 14 25 6,8 OS - 14 21.2 8569 05 - 14 tl773 12,4 OS - 14 12.7 
1 00 - 04 4 2.5 00 - 04 3.4 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THf BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSU!OO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON fiGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
P.Y AGF GPOUPS, FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF FRnM THE TOTAL cOPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERrENTAGES. 
NOH:: THE PERCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PEPCENT. 
PAGE 2 
IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9003 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 36-8 
nF THFSEt 67.6 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 2.2 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• }.S PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERrENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?R.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 91SO WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 66.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 7•2 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.7 PERCENT DIVORCEOt .s PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 23.7 PERCfr~T HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6423 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 5970 WERE FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOt 143 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 310 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 252 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYI 
AGE 18 AND 34 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
'50 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 280 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 18t AND 67.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
3.2 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6423 FAMILIESt 1937 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6'5 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 4301 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
79 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5994 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILYI HOMESt 1020 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 433 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 161 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 1836 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3530 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1920 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 41587 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7245 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~D. Of T~ESE 88.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOMo10.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA~LE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 858 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 568 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 102 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~s, AND 188 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7447 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 36-B 
615A HAD BASEMENTS' 7210 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITJESI 6778 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 7039 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 36-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 44 1.15 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 254 6.62 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 565 14.72 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO Sl9999 792 20.64 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 838 21.83 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 972 25.33 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 288 7.50 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 85 2.21 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARE'D IiliTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 36-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 82 7.43 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 74 6.71 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 149 13.51 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1?0 10.8A 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 167 15.14 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 279 25.29 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 195 17.68 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 34 J.OA 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .27 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND I-lOUSING PROFILE Of 
SENATE DISTRICT 37 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56431 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DI~TRICT 17 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 1~002 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE Of 1.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56003 WERE WHITE ( 9Q.24 PERCENTlt llA WERE NEGRO ( .21 PERCENT!• 70 WERE I~DIAN 
( .12 PERCENT), AND 230 WERE ~EMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .41 PERCE~Tl. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INOIAN• ANO 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCr.UPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRtS OR LESS WAS $ 25A290750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 22611 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 6279 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ )63. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 24 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ 57. 
A TOTAL OF 33 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 151 PER MONTH. 
o. THERE WERE ALSO 186 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEC IN THE CHARTS BELO~' AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 
NtJM8fR Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
1671 65 -OVER 1131 3.0 65 -OVER 2.0 
1955 55 - 64 1874 3.5 55 - 64 3.3 
6789 35 - 54 6333 12.0 35 - 54 11.2 
44)4 25 - 34 4767 7.8 25 - 34 8.4 
4786 18 - 24 3582 8.5 18 - 24 6.3 
1092 16 - 17 1147 1.9 16 - 17 2.0 
3332 10 - 15 3399 5.9 10 - 15 6.0 
2087 06 - 09 2140 3.7 06- 09 3.8 
2797 00 - OS 3084 5.0 00 - OS 5.5 
37 
NUMI3ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND TI-lE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PEQSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
S 65 -OVER 4 1.2 65 -OVER .9 
4 55 - 64 7 .9 55- 64 1.6 
]5 45 - 54 15 3.5 45 - 54 3.5 
?5 35 - 44 23 5.a 35 - 44 s.4 
?4 25 - 34 3R 5.6 25 - 34 8.9 
31 15 - 24 26 7.2 IS - 24 6.1 
32 OS - 14 31 7.5 OS - 14 7.2 
?2 oo- 04 ?o s.1 oo- o4 4.7 
37 
NUMBFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
ANn THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
1'5 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.Q 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON Fir,URESt T!-<EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
py AGF GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
~OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FJr,URES FOP MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
PAf.F. 2 
TN APRIL• 1q7o THFRF WFRF 19960 MALES 14 YFAR~ OL0 ANn OVER RFSIDINr, I~ SENATE DISTRICT 37 
nf THF5f, 66.7 PFRCFNT ~FRF MARRIED, 1o3 PERCENT WERE WTOOWEDt ?.oO PERCFNT WFRE DIVORCED• .7 PERCFNT WERE ~EPARATEOt 
A~O ?Q.4 PERCENT HA~ NFVFR MARRIED. OF THE 21845 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 61.3 PERCENT WERF MARRIFDt 6o8 PERCENT 
wiOOWFD• 3.4 PERCENT OJVnRCFD• .8 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~O 27.8 PERCF~·T HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14126 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 13130 WFRF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~-oOIJSfHOLnc 178 WERF HOIISEHOUJS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS hFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDC AND 1018 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITI-l 
II FEMALE HEAO. 
THFRE WERE 17~0 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 13?. WERE UNDER 
AGE lA ANO 40 WERE OVFR AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 187 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
"'ERE IlNDER lAI AND 91.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROf 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 14326 FAMILTESf 5364 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 132 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 8585 HAD MEMBERS UNDER lR BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11749 OCCUPIED ANC VACANT ONF-UIIIIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 5987 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND ?.59 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMF.S OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 517 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 6698 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8416 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2360 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 88193 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITI-l 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS P.ER RESIDENT. 17702 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO. OF THESE 94.7 
PERCE~T ~AD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.7 PERCENT HAQ 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOF PFRCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 5431 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 359 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 268 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 4804 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 17994 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 37 
15405 HAD BASEMENTSI 17978 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESf 17411 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 17913 ~AD COMPLETE 
uLU~RING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TfRMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERF IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 37 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 11 .1o 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 70 .64 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 514999 553 5.05 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO $19999 2779 25.36 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 4172 38.07 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 2983 27.22 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 35R 3.27 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 33 .30 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARr::-D WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 37 MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 28 .4<; 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- s 59 23 .37 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 48 .78 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 70 1.14 41601 14.57 
$100 - Sll9 170 2.7f, 32427 11.36 
H20 - $149 23Q4 38,8<; 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 2319 37.63 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 10Q8 17.82 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 12 .1q 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-!0tJSINr- PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 37-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 28024 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 37-A 
THEY PESIOEO IN A TOTAL OF 9299 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27840 WERE WHITE f 99.34 PERCENT>• 45 WERE NEGRO .16 PERCENT)t 30 WERE INDIAN 
< .11 PERCENT), ANO 101 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .36 PERCENT>. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.?8 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTEn BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OP LESS WAS S 140706750 $ AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 22913 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3052 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 150. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 19 RESIDECES WERE VACANT ANQ FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 106 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 62 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 37-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1047 65 -OVER 671 3.7 65 -OVER 2.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1235 55 
-
64 1120 4.4 55 - 64 4. 0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3537 35 
-
54 3123 12.6 35 - 54 11.1 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
203<; 25 
-
34 2129 7.3 25 - 34 7.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2282 18 
-
24 1779 8.1 18 - 24 6.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
543 16 - 17 553 1.9 16 - 17 2.0 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1590 10 - 15 1613 5.7 10 - 15 s.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
980 06 - 09 1016 3.5 06 - 09 3.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1332 00 
-
OS 1412 4.8 00 - OS s.o 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILff) BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-A ANn THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER 2 1.6 65 -OVER 1.1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 55 - 64 4 2.2 55 - 64 2.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
A 45 - 54 c; 4.3 45 - 54 2.7 2f>03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
I I 35 - 44 9 6.0 35 - 44 4.9 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
9 25 - 34 10 4.9 25 - 34 5.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
lf> 15 - 24 1? 8.7 15 - 24 6.5 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
16 OS - 14 14 8.7 OS - 14 7.6 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
9 00 - 04 6 4.9 00 - 04 3.3 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF. BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POPttLATION fIGURES' Tt-IEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY Ar,~ GROUPS, ETC. MAY .ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\0TE: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FfMALF: SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9961 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-A 
OF THESEt 69.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 1.3 PERCENT WF.RE WIDOWEDt loR PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 26.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11229 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 62.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 8.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 3.5 PERCENT DIVORCEDt .9 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANO 2;.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER HARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7522 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6876 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 95 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 551 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 476 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE lR AND 29 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
61 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 18' AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7522 FAMILIES' 3177 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 4116 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
69 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6311 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSTNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2915 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 70 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 335 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3476 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4100 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1383 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 45640 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9193 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR~EWER) PERSONS·PER ROOMt 3.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 2691 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 172 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 214 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2305 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 9295 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-A 
8373 HAD BASEMENTSI 9290 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 9076 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 9250 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 37-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 3 .o5 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 33 .55 79217 12.83 
noooo To S14999 298 5.01 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO $19999 1555 26.15 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 2193 36.88 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 1611 27.09 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 239 4.02 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 14 .24 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 37-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 7 .23 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 11 .37 34877 12.21 
s 60 
- s 79 9 .3o 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 33 1.10 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 110 3.66 32427 11.36 $120 
- $149 1723 '57.32 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 R77 29.17 44759 15.68 
!200 - $299 231 7.6A 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORF 5 .17 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA A~ALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-iOtJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DI~TRICT 37-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28407 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8703 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28163 WERE WHITE I 99.14 PERCENT!• 73 WERE NEGRO ( .26 PERCENTit 40 WERE INDIAN 
I .14 PERCENTit AND 12q WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .45 PERCENTJ. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CE~T WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS> ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 117584000 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 22261 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3227 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 176. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 18 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 76. 
A TOTAL OF 14 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 174 PEP MONTH. 
0. THERE WERE ALSO 124 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 17-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
6?4 65 -OVER 460 2.2 65 -OVER 1.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
7?0 55 - 64 754 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3252 35 - 54 3210 11.4 35 - 54 1I.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 Io.s 35 - 54 I0.3 
2379 25 - 34 2638 8.4 25 - 34 9.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2504 18 - 24 I803 a.a I8 - 24 6.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 I8 - 24 5.3 
549 16 - I7 594 I. 9 I6 - 17 2.1 74A53 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1742 IO 
-
15 17~6 6 .I 10 - 15 6.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
II07 06 - 09 1124 3.9 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1465 00 - OS 167? 5.2 00 - OS 5.9 1981,03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LES~ DET A ILfrl BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
Nl!MBFR Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
:? 65 -OVER 2 .a 65 -OVER .a 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
-o 55 - 64 3 o.o 55 - 64 1.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
7 4S - 54 10 2.9 45 - 54 4.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
14 3S - 44 14 5.7 35 - 44 5.7 346S 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
]5 25 - 34 2R 6.1 25 - 34 11.5 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1c; 15 - 24 14 6.1 15 - 24 5.7 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
16 OS - I4 17 6.6 OS - 14 7.0 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
13 00 - 04 14 5.3 00 - 04 5.7 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
BY AG~=" GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERrFNTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE fi~URES FOR MALE PLUS FF~ALE SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9999 MALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-B 
Of THESEt 63.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.3 PERCENT WERE WIOOWEDt 2.1 PERCFNT WERE DI~ORCEDt .8 PERCENT WERE SfPARATEOt 
AND 32.1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10616 WOMEN 14 YEA~S OLn ANO OVER t 60.2 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 5.4 PERCENT 
WIDOWFDt 3.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATEnt A~D 30.6 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6804 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESEt 6254 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOt 83 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD$ AND 467 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1284 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMHUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 11 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
71 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 187 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 91.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6804 FAMILIESI 2187 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 4469 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUr NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
63 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 543A OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 3072 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 189 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 182 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3222 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4316 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 977 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 42553 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNJTSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8509 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE5 WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 2740 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 187 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 54 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURESt AND 2499 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8699 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 37-B 
7032 HAD BASEMENTS• 8688 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 8335 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8663 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILETt AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 37-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 ~ .16 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO s 9999 37 .74 79217 I2.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 255 5.09 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1224 24.42 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 124999 1979 39.48 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 1372 27.37 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO S49999 119 2.37 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 19 .38 12487 z.oz 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED IiliTH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 37-B MINNESOTA 
NUM8F:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 21 .67 19297 6.76 
!i 40 - 5 59 12 .JF! 34877 12.21 
!i 60 - s 79 39 1.24 45835 16.05 
s eo - $ 99 37 1.17 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 60 1.90 32427 11.36 $120 
- U49 671 21.26 53243 18.65 
uso - !il99 1442 45.69 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 867 ?7.47 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 7 .22 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYStS A~O PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-!0IISINt: PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 18 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA St-IOW A POPULATIO~ OF 571A6 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 38 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 15229 HOUSING UNJTS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.A P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr,E Of 2.9A PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56765 WERE WHITE ( 99.26 PERCENT)• 119 WERE NEGRO ( .24 PERCENT)• 87 WERE INDIAN 
C .1~ PERCENT), AND 190 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .3J PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INOJAN, AND 0.?8 PERCENT OTI-IER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 294345750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 25290 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
4ESIOENCES HAO A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3371 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 167. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S 0. 
A TOTAL Of 38 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 15066. THERE WERE AL~O 123 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 169 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 38 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NIJMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1065 65 •OVER 708 1.9 65 -OVER 1.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1074 55 
-
64 1175 1.9 55 - 64 2.1 171Q70 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
681A 35 
-
54 7064 11.9 JS - 54 12.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
459~ 25 - 34 4352 8.o 25 - 34 7.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
30'i9 18 - 24 2374 5.3 18 - 24 4.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1243 16 - 17 1286 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4501 10 - 15 4785 7.9 10 - 15 8.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2952 06 
-
09 3125 5.2 06 - 09 s.s 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
3450 00 
-
OS 3552 6.0 00 - OS 6.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 38 AfiiD THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCE:NT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALF.: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 •OVER 1 .7 65 -OVER .2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
? 55 
-
64 6 .5 55 - 64 1.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
;;>'5 45 
-
54 2? 5.9 45 - 54 5.2 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?Q 35 
-
44 25 6.9 35 - 44 5.9 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
30 25 - 34 1'5 7.1 25 - 34 3.6 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
30 15 - 24 21 7.1 IS - 24 s.o 6Q10 15 - 24 6SOO 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
<;6 OS - 14 '57 13.3 OS - 14 13.5 8S69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
14 00 
-
04 16 3.3 00 - 04 3.8 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BliRFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY Ar,F GROUPSo ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
1\0TF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGF 2 
JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WER~ 18507 MALES 14 YEARS OLO A~n OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 38 
OF T~fSEo 68.0 PERCFNT WF.RE MARRIED, 1.3 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT wERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?P.S PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 19298 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 65,6 PERCENT WERE MARRJFOo Sol PERCENT 
wiDOWFD• 2.7 PERCENT OTVORCED• ,8 PERCENT SEPARATEO• ANn 25,9 PERCE\IT HAO NEVER HARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13320 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE• 12445 WERF. FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OU5F.~OLO: 163 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 712 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1005 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 122 WERE UNDER 
. AGE 1R ANO 25 WERF. OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 301 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL' 
WERE UNOF.R 181 AND 92.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 13320 FAMILIES; 3315 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 171 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AN~ OVER 651 AND 9666 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12004 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF.-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 3019 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 201 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSINr. UNITS 269 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 3691 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8307 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2QS7 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 82012 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15010 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91,1 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEW~R) PERSONS. PER ROOMt 8.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROO~. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 2797 MULTIPLE UNIT ~TRUCTURESt 274 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTUR~s, 161 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2362 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR ~ORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 15224 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 38 
13189 HAD BASEMENTS' 15190 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILTTIESJ 1481~ HAD TELEPHONES' AND 15121 HAD COMPLETE 
FLUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
JN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES, THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 38 MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 7 ,06 ~6120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 71 ,63 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 427 3,78 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1897 16,81 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 359,:1 31,88 113624 18.41 
f25000 TO $34999 4323 38,30 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 814 7.21 33193 5.37 
iSOOOO OR MORE 149 1,32 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS Tl-tE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH Tt-<E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 38 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LE'SS THAN $ 40 21 .64 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 IS .46 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 20 .61 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 67 2.oc:; 41601 14.57 
'HOO - $119 96 2,93 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 M4 20,2A 53243 18.65 
$1'50 - $199 1830 55,89 4~759 15.68 
$200 - $299 543 16,5Q 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 18 .sr::; 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISING PROFTLE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 3~-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28676 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 38-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7976 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERASE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28464 WERE WHITE ( 99.26 PERCENTlt ~7 WFRE NEGRO ( .23 PERCENT)t 42 WERE I~DIAN 
( .15 PFRCENT), AND 100 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .35 PERCENTio ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTANt ANn 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTEn BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 135261000 l AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 23561 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTI~L 
HOuSING UNITS WAS 2099 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 169. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 15 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. TH~IR AVERASE VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 187 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 93 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 38-A AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
635 65 -OVER 426 2.2 65 -OVER 1.5 230942 65 -oVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
617 55 
-
64 670 2.2 55 - 64 2.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3379 35 
-
54 3447 11.8 35 - 54 12.0 4001;25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2277 25 
-
34 2311 7.9 25 - 34 8.1 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1804 18 
-
24 1360 6.3 18 - 24 4.7 232A85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
631 16 - 17 643 2.2 16 - 17 2.2 74A53 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2092 10 - 15 2212 7.3 10 - 15 7.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1360 06 - 09 1395 4.7 06 - 09 4.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1687 00 
-
OS 1727 5.9 00 - OS 6.0 198603 00 - OS 201750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3A-A ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMB~P OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER -o 1.4 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 ?.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 2 .s 55 - 64 .9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
17 45 - 54 11 8.o 45 - 54 5.2 2f:l01 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1 1 35 - 44 15 5.2 35 - 44 7.1 346S 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
13 25 - 34 5 6.1 25 - 34 2.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1<; 15 - 24 11 7.1 15 - 24 5.2 6<HO IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?0 OS - 14 21 9.4 ns - 14 12.7 8569 OS - 14 R173 1?..4 OS - 14 12.7 
A 00 - 04 7 3.8 00 - 04 3.1 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 f>.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUPfAU Of THE CENSUS !-lAS ISSUFn CORRECTIONS ONLY FnR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY A r.F GPO UPS • fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGUQFS WHICH nEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
r, OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FJ(;URES FOR "!ALE PLUS FEMALF: SUM TO 100 PERCF:NT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9582 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 38-A 
OF THFSEo 66.6 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED• 1.6 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .8 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 29.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 100S3 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 63.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 5.7 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2,9 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATEnt ANn 26.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6781 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 6281 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLOI 94 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 404 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 644 ROOMERSt BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 12 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
f>2 WEPE UNDER 
THERE WERE 301 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALl 
wERf tiNDER 181 AND 92.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROJ 0,0 PERCENT 
Of THE 6781 FAMILIESl 1916 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 4695 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
86 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5924 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNtT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1907 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 141 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 123 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2512 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4187 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 1150 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 40780 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS· PER RESIDENT. 7840 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8lf STATF-WIDF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCE~Tt RFSPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1746 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 16S WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF~, 87 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1494 
wERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION• OF THE 7972 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 38-A 
6flll HAD RASEMENTSJ 7956 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7729 HAD TELEPHONESl AND 7925 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8TNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER, FLUSH TOILET, AND RATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 38-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 6 .11 ?6120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 41 .74 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 298 5.39 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1333 24.12 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1916 34.67 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1562 28.26 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 290 5.25 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 81 1.47 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 1-'0U<;E DISTRICT 18-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 11 .54 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 8 .39 34877 12.21 $ 60 
-
$ 79 12 .59 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 42 2.06 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 S2 2.5'5 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 379 18.57 53243 18.65 
'H50 
-
$199 1173 57.47 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 359 17.59 11800 4.13 
noo OR MORE 5 .24 1691 0.59 
--MINI!F.:SOTA ANALYSTS AND PLAIIlNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJS!Nl- PROfiLE OF 
HnUS~ DISTRICT 3~-R 
PA(,f 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS QATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28510 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 38-R 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 7253 HOUSING UNITS• AN AVERAGE OF 3.9 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A SlATE 
AVERAGE 0F 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 28301 WERE WHITE ( 99.27 PERCENT>• 72 WERE NEGRO ( .25 PERCENTlt 45 WERE INDIAN 
( .16 PERCENT), AND 90 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .32 PERCENT!. ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT wHJTEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCE~T OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 159084750 J AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 26971 PER RE~TDENCE. NFGROt OWNFR OCCUPIED• SINGLE F~MILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1272 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 165. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 23 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 24891. THERE WERE ALSO 30 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 113 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANO CAN BE COMPARED wiTH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 38-8 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
430 65 -OVER 282 1.5 65 -OVER 1.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
457 55 
-
64 505 1.6 55 - 64 1.8 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3439 35 
-
54 3617 12.1 35 - 54 12.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2321 25 - 34 2041 8.1 25 - 34 7.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1255 18 
-
24 1014 4.4 18 - 24 3.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
612 16 
-
17 643 2.1 16 - 11 2.3 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2409 10 - 15 2573 8.4 10 - 15 9.0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 1S 6.6 
1S92 06 - 09 1730 5.6 06 - 09 6.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
17ii1 00 
-
OS 182'5 6.2 00 - OS 6.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS S.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LES<; DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 3~-B AND THE STATE OF ~INNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFQ OF PERSONS PFRCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER 1 o.o 65 -OVER .s 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 4 .s 55 - 64 1.9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
A 45 - 54 11 3.8 45 - 54 5.3 2603 45 - 54 26S4 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
lA 35 - 44 10 8.6 35 - 44 4.8 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
17 25 - 34 10 8.1 25 - 34 4.8 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
15 15 - 24 10 7.2 15 - 24 4.8 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
16 05 - 14 30 17.2 OS - 14 14.4 8569 OS - 14 8773 1?.4 OS - 14 12.7 
,., 00 - 04 9 2.9 00 - 04 4.3 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF BUPfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
HY AGF GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 8925 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 38-B 
Of THESEt 69.5 PERCfNT WERE MARRIEDt .9 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt 1.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEDt .3 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND 27.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9245 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 67.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 4.4 PERCENT 
wiDOWEDt 2.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 24.8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6539 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6162 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDI 69 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 308 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 361 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1A AND 13 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
60 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6539 FAMILIESJ 1399 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 4971 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
85 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6080 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSTNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1112 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 60 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF.THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 146 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMSt 1179 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4120 HAD ~ OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1A07 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 41232 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7170 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 9I.S 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS-PER ROOMt 7.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1e50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .a PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t Se9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 1051 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURESt 109 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 74 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURESt AND 868 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 7252 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 38-B 
6578 HAD BASEMENTSI 7234 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7087 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7196 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 38-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 1 .02 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 30 .52 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 129 2.24 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO $19999 564 9.79 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1682 29.21 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 2761 47.94 91114 14.76 
SJSOOO TO 549999 524 9.10 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 68 1.18 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 38-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------
------------------LESS THAN S 40 10 .81 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 7 .57 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 8 .65 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 25 2.03 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 44 3.57 32427 11.36 
Sl20 - Sl49 2~5 23.11 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 657 53.28 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 184 14.92 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE: 13 1.05 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OtJSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 39 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 5687R PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 39 
THEY OESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 16281 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 3.5 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56594 WERE WHITE C 99.50 PERCENT)t 75 WERE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENT)t 21 WERE !~DIAN 
C .04 PERCENT), AND 181 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .32 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCE~T NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (4S REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 50~255500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 3A998 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
kESIOENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 0 OR S 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING IJNITS WAS 2830 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 218. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 81 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 26728. THERE WERE AL~O 232 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 235 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THE: CHARTS BE:LOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE •;r ATE. 
1970 AGF.-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 39 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NtJMF!ER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8ER OF PFRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
195? 65 -OVER 1410 3.4 65 -OVER 2.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
20R6 c;s - 64 196Q 3.7 55 - 64 3.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
80'56 1S - 54 8019 14.2 35 - 54 14.1 400625 3S - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
362'5 2S - 34 293'5 6.4 25 - 34 5.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1964 18 - 24 1800 3.5 18 - 24 3.2 232M5 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1287 16 - 17 1374 2.3 16 - 11 2.4 74~53 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
4470 10 - 15 4617 7.9 10 - 15 8.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
273'5 06 - 09 2921 4.8 06 - 09 5.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2661 00 - OS 2949 4.7 00 - OS 5.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 39 Allon THE STATE OF MINNFSOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSO~S PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMeFP OF PERSONS PERCENT llF PERSONS 
FEMAI F MALE FEMALE MALE FF!o4ALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -ovr:R 1 .1 65 -OVER .4 1914 6S -OVER 1783 2.A 65 -OVFR 2.6 
? '55 - 64 1 .1 55 - 64 .4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
IS 45 - 54 14 5.3 45 - 54 4.<;l 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
Jli 35 - 44 }f, 5.6 35 - 44 5.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
13 25 - 34 IIi 4.6 2S - 34 5.6 4Q41 2S - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
23 1S - 24 13 8.1 15 - 24 4.6 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
24 OS - 14 34 8.5 OS - 14 12.0 8<;69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
l? 00 - 04 <;l 4.~ 00 - 04 3.2 4194 00 - 04 4Sll 6.4 00 - 04 6.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'> THF BURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFI) CORRECTJONc: ONLY F"OR TOTAL POPtJLATI()~ FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
AY .AGF GROUP<;, FTC. MAY ADO TQ FIGUQFS wHICH DEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURFS 8Y MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
~<OT F: THE PEPCENTAGF FIGURE<; FOR MALf PLUS FF~ALE SliM TO IOrt PERCHtT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 18962 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 39 
Of THESE, 71.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 1.2 PERCENT WfRE WJDOWEDo ,q PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 26.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 20418 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 66,9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 6e6 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.2 PERCENT DJVORCEO• ,6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 23,8 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14246 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESEt 13480 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLOC 115 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDC AND 651 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD, 
THERE WERE 650 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYf 
AGE 18 AND 58 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
66 WERE Uft,DER 
THfRE WERE 11A INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS tN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALf 
WERF UNDER 18C AND 93,2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 14246 fAMILIESc 4677 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 170 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65f AND 9169 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13440 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2820 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 7 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 182 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 2238 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5429 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 8413 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 109167 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15863 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 97,9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 1,9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 2440 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 123 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 218 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURESt AND 2099 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 16266 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 39 
14865 HAD BASEMENTS' 16247 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESf 15782 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 16171 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FlUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
JN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGESt 
SENATE DISTRICT 39 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 2 .02 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 20 .16 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 126 ,98 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 461 3,60 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1147 8,96 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 3758 29.34 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 4464 34,85 33193 5.37 
150000 OR MORE 2830 22.10 12487 2.02 
fOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED lilt TH T~E STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE OISTRICT 39 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 13 .49 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 5 .I q 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 17 ,64 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 17 ,64 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 26 ,9A 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 104 3,94 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 774 29.30 44759 15,68 
!200 - $299 1218 46.10 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 468 17.71 1691 0,59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEf\lSUS OF POPULATION AND HOtJSINE PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT Jq-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28145 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8507 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28048 WERE WHITE ( 99.66 PERCENT)• 13 W~RE NEGRO ( .05 PERCENT)t 9 WERE INDIAN 
< .n3 PERCENT), AND 72 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACfS ( .26 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT \~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDJANt ANO 0.28 PfRCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES (QS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 275302250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 3q606 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1206 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 234. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 25 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 10100. THERE WERE ALSO 83 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 243 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1377 65 -OVER 1045 4.9 65 -OVER 3.7 
1486 55 - 64 1349 5.3 ss - 64 4.8 
4140 35 54 3892 14.7 35- 54 13.8 
1434 25 34 1182 5.1 25 - 34 4.2 
93A 18 24 966 3.3 18 - 24 3.4 
653 16- 17 763 2.3 16- 17 2.7 
2112 10 - 15 2132 7.5 10 - 15 7.6 
1132 06 09 1216 4.0 06 - 09 4.3 
1120 00 OS 1182 4.0 00 - OS 4.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOH 
PERCENT Or PERSONS 
rEM ALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOP NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A 
NUMBER or PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 1.0 65 -OVER 1.0 
] 55 - 64 1 1.0 55 - 64 1.0 
? 45 54 4 2.1 45 - 54 4.1 
4 35 44 3 4.1 35 - 44 3.1 
4 25 34 5 4.1 25 - 34 5.2 
4 15 24 3 4.1 15 - 24 3.1 
4 OS - 14 9 4.1 OS - 14 9.3 
1 00 - 04 5 1.0 00 - 04 5.2 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2M3 
3465 
4Q41 
M10 
8<;69 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
4'5 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
Ff~ALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
1.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES W~JCH nEVIATF fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGUPtS BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTF: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRil , 1970 THFRF WERE 9920 MALES 14 YEARS OLQ ANO OVER RfSIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A 
lf T~FSE, 70.9 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.4 PERCENT WFRE WTOOWEDt ,g PERCENT WfkE DIVORCED• ,3 PER(FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~Nn ?h.A PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 10726 WOMEN 14 YEARS 01 n AND OVER • 66.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• A.2 PERC~NT 
~IOOWFD• 2,3 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,6 PERCENT SEPARATEn• AND 2?.8 PERCF•IT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7457 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESEt 6966 WERE FAMILIES ~ITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLOf 62 WERF HOlJSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 429 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 253 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE lA ANO 46 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
2A WEPE UNDER 
THERE WERE 27 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE tiNDER 181 AND 92 • 6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7457 FAMILIESI 2966 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S ANO OVERf 
!A AN[) OVER 65; AND 4260 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 AUT NONE OVER 65, 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
83 HAD FAMILY MEMAFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7304 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNJT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1194 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORTLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 67 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 941 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 2866 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 4623 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 58461 ROOMS I~ All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVFRAGE OF 2.1 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8337 OF THE COMMUNJTIES HOUSyNG UNITS WERE OCCUPIFD. OF THESE 98.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 1.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND ,1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.A• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 932 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 84 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURFSt 101 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 747 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 8500 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A 
8213 HAD BASEMENTS; 8485 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 8300 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8465 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANn BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 
-o o.oo 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 13 ,19 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 97 1,38 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 356 5,08 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 714 10.19 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1939 27,68 911lli 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 227A 32,52 331S'3 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 160A 22,96 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARFD WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOU~E DISTRICT 19-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ --------~---------LESS THAN $ 40 7 .63 19297 6,76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 2 ,1A 34877 12.21 
"' 
60 
-
$ 79 10 ,89 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 8 .71 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 18 1.61 32427 11.36 
U20 
-
$149 19 3,49 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 172 15.37 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 564 S0.40 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 299 ;>6. 72 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 39-B 
PAGE 1 
AS Of 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28733 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSf DISTRICT 39-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 7774 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE Of 3.7 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28546 WERE WHITE I 99.35 PERCENT)t ~2 WERE NEGRO ( .22 PERCENT)t 12 WERE INDIAN 
( .04 PERCENT), AND 109 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACES ( .38 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 232953250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 39470 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1624 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S ?06. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 56 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS S 34152. THERE WERE ALSO 149 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 230 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 39-B AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR Of PERSONS • PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE HALE fEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
575 65 -OVER 365 2.0 65 -OVER 1.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
600 55 64 620 2.1 55 64 2.2 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3916 35 - 54 4127 13.6 35 - 54 14.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2191 25 - 34 1753 7.6 25 - 34 6.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1026 18 - 24 834 3.6 18 - 24 2.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
634 16 - 17 611 2.2 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
235R 10 - 15 2485 8.2 10 - 15 8.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1603 06 - 09 1705 5.6 06 - 09 5.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1541 00 - 05 1767 5.4 00 - OS 6.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA fOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
I 65 -OVER -o .s 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 -o .s 55 - 64 o.o 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
13 45 
-
54 10 7.0 45 - 54 5.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
I? 35 
-
44 13 6.4 35 - 44 7.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
9 25 
-
34 11 4.8 25 - 34 5.9 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
19 15 
-
24 10 10.2 15 - 24 5.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
20 OS - 14 25 10.7 OS - 14 13.4 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
11 00 
-
04 4 5.9 00 - 04 2.1 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION fiGURt::S• THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FRON THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCEIIIT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WFRF 9042 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-A 
OF THFSEt 72.6 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, .9 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• .q PERCENT ~ERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?S.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9692 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 68.0 PERCENT WERf ~ARRJED• 4o9 PERCENT 
WIDO«FDt 1.9 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 24.A PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6789 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 6514 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HF.AD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD& 53 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 222 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 397 ROOMERS• AOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY& 
AGE IA AND 12 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
18 WERE UNOER 
THERE WERE 91 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 93.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6789 FAMILIESJ 1711 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
IA AND OVER 6SJ AND 4909 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEf.ROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
87 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAO 6136 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT CSTNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1626 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 5 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 115 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS• 1297 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 2563 HAD S OR 6 ROOMs, AND 3790 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 50706 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7526 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 97.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR fEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM• 2.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 1508 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURESt 39 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 117 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURfSt AND 1352 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7766 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 39-B 
66~? HAD BASEMENTS& 7762 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITJE~J 7482 HAO TELEPHONES& AND 7706 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 3q-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 i' .03 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s q999 1 .12 79217 12.83 
510000 TO $14999 29 .so 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 lOS 1.81 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 433 7.46 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 18lq 31.35 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 2186 37.67 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 1222 21.06 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE ~AS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DI<;TRICT 19-B MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 6 .39 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 3 .20 34817 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 1 .46 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 9 .sq 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 8 .51 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 65 4.27 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 602 39.53 44759 15.6~ 
!£200 - $299 654 42.94 11800 4.13 
1:300 OR MORE 169 Il.lll 1691 0.59 
--MIN~FSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-'()IJSINE PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 40 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56142 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 40 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15814 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE Of 3.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55797 WERE WHITE C 99.39 PERCENT!• P4 WERE NEGRO ( .IS PERCENT)t 70 WERE INDIAN 
I .12 PFRCENTlt AND }g2 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACES ( .32 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITft 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDJANo ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIE'Dt RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS! ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 350328000 ' AN AVERAGE VALUt OF $ 28521 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
t:<ESIDfNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEOt RENTEOt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3119 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 136. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 66 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 15038. THERE WERF. ALSO 167 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE Of $ 143 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 40 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1867 65 -OVER 131~ 3.3 65 -OVER 2.3 230942 65 -OVER 117977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1840 55 - 64 1854 3.3 55 - 64 3.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6910 35 - 54 6859 12.3 35 - 54 12.2 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
39Al 25 - 34 3614 7.1 25 - 34 6.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2788 18 - 24 2291 5.0 18 - 24 4.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1286 16 - 17 12fJ3 2.3 16 - 17 2.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4097 10 - 15 4427 7.3 10 - 15 7.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2566 06 - 09 2819 4.6 06 - 09 s.o 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
30'50 00 - OS 3262 5.4 00 - OS s.a 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE UBULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 40 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FP1ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE M.6LE 
4 65 -OVER 5 . 1.2 65 -OVER 1.4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
3 55 - 64 4 .9 55 - 64 1.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
Q 45 - 54 16 2.6 45 - 54 4.6 2M3 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
12 35 - 44 21 3.5 35 - 44 6.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
R 25 - 34 10 2.3 25 - 34 2.9 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?.5 - 34 7.0 
27 15 - 24 25 7.8 IS - 24 7.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
17 OS - 14 51 10.7 OS - 14 14.8 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
11 00 - 04 7 3.8 00 - 04 2.0 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf AUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS I SSUfD CORRECTIONS ONLY fOR TOTAL POP I JLA TI ON FIGURES' T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
HY f.GF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJATf FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERr.ENTAr.ES. 
~;OTf: THE PERCENTAGI: FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FfMALf SlJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 18683 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IOING IN SENATE DISTRICT 40 
Of THESEo 69,3 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 1.6 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?7.3 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 20010 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 65.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 7.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 2.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .B PERCENT SEPARATEO• ANO 24.2 PERCfNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPE WERE 13673 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESEo 1275~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLD; 163 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 754 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 682 ROOMERS, BOAROERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 1A AND 49 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
A7 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 847 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 18; AND 65.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
3.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 21.3 PERCENT 
Of THE 13673 FAMILIES; 4336 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 153 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65J AND 8983 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 9UT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12729 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT <StNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 2894 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 174 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 486 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 3414 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6377 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 5514 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 93205 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR A~ AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDE~T. 15402 OF THE COMMUNTTIE~ HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 95.1 
PERCENT ~AD ONE <OR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.3 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCE~TAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 2317 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 678 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 493 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1146 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 15794 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 40 
14103 HAD BASEMENTS$ 15663 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES$ 15148 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 15549 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMATNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCfS• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 40 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 27 .23 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 137 1.19 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO 514999 660 s. 71 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 119999 1623 14.04 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 2160 18.69 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 3871 33.49 91114 14.76 
135000 TO $49999 2156 18.65 33193 5.37 
150000 OR MORE 924 7.99 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTqJcT 40 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 54 1.87 19297 6,76 
s 40 - s 59 63 2.19 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 127 4.41 45835 16.05 
S AO - s 99 239 8.29 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 260 9.02 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 850 29.41'1 53243 18.65 
uc;o - $199 1016 35.24 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 260 9.02 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 14 .49 1691 0.59 
--~INN~SOT~ ANALYSTS AND PLANNlNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CPJSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 40-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 281?4 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 40-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 6919 HOUSING UNJTSI AN AVERAGE Of 4.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27931 WERE WHITE ! 99.31 PERCENT>• ~9 WERE NEGRO ( .21 PFRCENT)t 29 WERE INDIAN 
( .10 PFRCENT), AND 98 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( ,35 PERCENT\, MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A,19 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT JNDTANt AND 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESTDENrES (aS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
~CRES OR LESS WAS $ 195833750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 30714 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PEP RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 420 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 93. NEGQO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 56 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 17723. THERE WERE ALSO 7 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 0 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 40-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
677 65 -OVER 4A2 2.4 65 -OVER 1.7 
688 55 64 727 2.4 55 - 64 2.6 
3464 35- 54 3582 12.3 35- 54 12.7 
2061 25 - 34 1815 7.3 25 - 34 6.5 
921 18 - 24 888 3,3 18 - 24 3.2 
648 16 - 17 67R 2,3 16 - 17 2,4 
2313 10 - 15 2505 8.2 10 - 15 8,9 
1524 06 - 09 1653 5,4 06 - 09 5,9 
1674 00 - OS 1799 6,0 00 - OS 6,4 
NU~BER 
FEMALE 
230Q42 
l71<HO 
400625 
229323 
232F>85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
-OVER 65 
55 
35 -
25 -
18 -
16 -
10 -
06 -
00 -
64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
17172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6,1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
oq 
- 05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6,0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OT~ER NON-WHITf RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DI5TQICT 40-A 
NUM~fR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE 
2 65 -OVER 4 1.0 65 -OVER 2.1 
2 55 - 64 2 1.0 55 - 64 1.0 
5 45- 54 9 2.6 45- 54 4,7 
7 35 - 44 10 3.6 35 - 44 5.2 
3 25 - 34 5 1,6 25 - 34 2.6 
]4 15 - 24 17 7.3 15 - 24 8.8 
21 OS - 14 34 10,9 OS - 14 17.6 
A 00 - 04 3 4,1 00 - 04 1.6 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
l'H4 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6Q10 
8'569 
4~94 
A~D THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNFSOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
F>.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2,7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a THF BUPEAU OF TH~ CENSUS HAS ISSUED CURR~CTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!JLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES ~HICH DEVJATF FROM THE TOTAL oQPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTF: THF PERCENTAGF flr.URFS FOR MALE PLUS FI:MALF SUM TO 100 PE~CE"'T· 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WfRf 9018 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 40-A 
Of THfSEt 69.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.0 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• .9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?A.6 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9192 WOMEN 14 YEARS Otn ANO OVER , 68.4 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 5.2 PERCENT 
wiDOWFOo 1.A PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATE~• ANO 23,9 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6480 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE, 6164 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSfHOLDt 64 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 252 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~o!ALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 1B7 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVI~IG JN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE IA AND 20 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
42 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 483 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE tiNDER l'H AND 55.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6480 FAMILIES& 1548 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 1~ OR 6~ AND OVER; 
!8 ANI) OVER 65; AND 4785 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
5.2 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROC 26.3 PERCENT 
71 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6705 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILYI HOMES, 200 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 4 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 49 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 615 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSo 3019 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3222 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 45585 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
. A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6796 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS. PER ROOM, 4.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 To 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND ,5 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES ~ERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 164 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 160 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 4 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND -0 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 6906 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 40-A 
6572 HAD BASEMENTS& 6874 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 6749 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 6854 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET• ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 40-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 6 .10 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 54 .88 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 236 3,86 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 612 10.02 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1057 17.31 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 2237 36.62 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 1361 22.28 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 545 8,92 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 40-A 
NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN S 40 5 1.77 
$ 40 - $ 59 6 2.13 
$ 60 
- $ 79 22 7.80 
$ 80 
- $ 99 54 19.15 
$100 - $119 55 19.50 
U20 - $149 <;3 18.79 
$150 - $199 48 17.02 
'1'200 - $299 34 12.06 
$300 OR MORE 5 1.77 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6,76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
4160} 14,57 
32427 11.36 
53243 1A,65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4,13 
1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A I970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 40-8 
PAGE I 
AS OF I APRIL I970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28018 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 40-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8895 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 1.1 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27866 WERE WHITE I 99.46 PERCENT!• ?5 WERE NEGRO ( .09 PERCENT)t 41 WERE INDIAN 
( .15 PERCENT), AND 84 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .30 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.9I PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF.S OR LESS WAS S 154494250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 26I54 PER RESIDENCE. NF.GROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2699 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 143. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 10 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAi,E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERF. ALSO 160 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ I49 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 40-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1190 65 -OVER 836 4.2 65 -OVER 3.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1152 55 
-
64 1127 4.I 55 - 64 4.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3446 35 
-
54 3277 12.3 35 - 54 I1.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 I0.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1920 25 
-
34 1799 6.9 25 - 34 6.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
I867 18 
-
24 1403 6.7 18 - 24 s.o 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
638 16 - 17 585 2.3 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
1784 10 - 15 1922 6.4 10 - 15 6.9 242014 IO - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1042 06 - 09 1166 3.7 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1376 00 - OS 1463 4.9 oo - OS 5.2 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESe; DETAILFO BUT ARE TABULATED RELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 40-8 ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAfR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 1 I. 3 65 -OVER .7 1914 65 -O'VER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 
-
64 2 .1 55 - 64 1.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 1 2.6 45 - 54 4.6 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
c:; 35 
-
44 11 3.3 35 - 44 7.2 3465 35 - 44 347I s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
s 2S 
-
34 5 3.3 2S - 34 3.3 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
13 IS 
-
24 8 8.6 IS - 24 5.3 69IO 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
}F, OS - 14 17 10.5 OS - I4 I1.2 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
5 00 - 04 4 3.3 00 - 04 2.6 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURE:.S' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTf: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALf PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9665 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 40-B 
Of THFSEo 69,4 PERCENT wfRE MARRIED, 2.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,S PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?A.l PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10818 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 62.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 9ol PERCE~T 
WIDOWF.Do 3,2 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,9 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 24,5 PERCE~·T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7193 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESE• 6592 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDi 99 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDf AND 502 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 495 ROOMERSo BOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYf 
AGE lR AND 29 WERE OVER AI>E 65. 
45 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 364 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALl 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 79,7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 14.6 PERCENT 
OF THE 7193 FAMILIESI 2788 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 
18 AND OVER 6Sl AND 4198 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
76 HAD FAMILY MEMBfRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6024 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2694 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 170 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 437 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 2799 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3358 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2292 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47620 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8606 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95,3 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWERl PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND ,8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE-COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92,8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY, 
oF THF 2153 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 518 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 489 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1146 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8888 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 40-B 
7531 HAD BASEMENTSI 8789 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESt 8399 HAD TELEPHONESa AND 8695 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER, 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLO~ING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 40-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 21 ,39 26120 4.24 
!i 5000 TO 5 9999 83 1,52 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 424 7,78 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 1011 18,55 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 1103 20,24 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 1634 29,98 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 795 14,59 33193 s.J7 
!iSOOOO OR MORE 379 6,95 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 40-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------
------------------LESS THAN S 40 49 1.81'1 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- $ 59 '57 2.19 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 lOS 4,04 45835 16,05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 1.q5 7.11 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 205 7,8A 32427 11.36 
5120 - $149 797 30,64 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 91;8 37.22 44759 15,68 
5200 - $299 226 8,69 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 9 ,35 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULllTION AND 1-'0IISING PROFILE OF 
StNATE DISTRICT 41 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SI-'OW A POPULATION OF 557~A PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 41 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 17988 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55316 WERE WHITE ( 9Q.19 PERCENT!• 116 WERE NEGRO ( .21 PFRCENTit 108 WERE !~DIAN 
( .JQ PERCENT), AND 221 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .40 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT wHITft 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PFRCENT OTI-'ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE O~NERSI ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 322284500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 2~548 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
1-'0USJNG UNITS WAS 5088 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 158. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 12 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of S O. 
A TOTAL Of 24 RESTOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 
vACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 157 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 165 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED ~ITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 41 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRER OF PERSONS 
* 
PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMRER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2750 65 -OVER 1861 4.9 65 -OVER 3.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
277P. <>S 
-
64 2410 5.0 55 - 64 4.3 171970 55 
-
64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
7000 35 
-
54 6390 12.6 35 - 54 11.5 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
4044 25 
-
34 37Cl4 7.3 25 - 34 6.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
3fl00 18 
-
24 2171 6.5 18 - 24 5.0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1123 16 - 17 10R4 2.0 16 - 17 1.9 74853 16 - l7 11712 2.0 16 - l7 2.0 
31M 10 
-
15 3311 5.7 10 - 15 5.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2038 06 
-
09 2074 3.7 06 - 09 3.7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2694 00 
-
05 27Fl0 4.8 00 
-
0'5 s.o 198603 00 
-
OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFO 8UT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 41 ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS ~UMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 4 65 -OVEP 5 3. 1 flS -OVER 1. 1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
7 55 - 64 9 1. 5 55 - 64 2.0 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
20 45 - 54 2A 4.4 45 - 54 6.2 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
::>? 35 
-
44 ?6 4.9 35 - 44 5.8 346~ 35 
-
44 3471 s.o )5 - 44 5.0 
311 ?5 
-
34 15 6.6 25 - 34 3.3 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ::»5 - 34 7.0 
?6 15 
-
24 2A s.8 15 - 24 6.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
41'1 05 
-
14 49 10.6 05 - 14 lO.A 8569 OS 
-
14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
1" 00 - 04 11 4.0 00 - 04 2.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF AURFAU OF THE CENSUS !-!AS ISSUFO CORRECTION<: ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FICiURES; Tt-<EREFORE THE c;uM OF POPULATION 
8Y ~G~=" GROUPS, fTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICI-i flEVIAT~'" FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES 8Y MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
"OTF: Tf-lf PERCENTAGE" FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 19434 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER RESIDI~G IN SENATE DISTRICT 41 
OF THFSEo 68.9 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.9 P~RCENT WERE WIDOWED, I.P PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPAPATEDo 
AND ?7.0 PERCENT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 22392 WOMEN 14 YEARS 0Ln AND OVER • 60.1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 10•1 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 3.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 2S.4 PERCF~IT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE l4S82 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• }3170 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSFHOLDt 254 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 1158 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 1317 ROOMERSo BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYt 108 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1~ AND 53 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 471 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALt 
WERE IlNDER 18t AND 83.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; .4 PERCENT 
OF THE 145P2 FAMILIESt 5874 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 148 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65t AND 8214 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13058 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 4910 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 12 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 518 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 5627 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7843 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3981 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 95509 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17703 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 96.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .4 PERCENT HAD 
}.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t So9t ~NO 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 4355 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 242 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 258 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 3855 
wERE STRUCTU~ES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 17976 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROIJNO HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 41 
164P4 HAD BASEMENTSJ 17964 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESt 17488 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 17855 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 41 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 <; .04 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 83 .67 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 833 6.77 118416 19.19 
n5ooo To 519999 3214 26.11 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 3531 28.68 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 2765 22.46 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 1255 10.19 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 625 5.08 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
loiONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 41 
NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS TH~N $ 40 26 .53 
$ 41) 
- $ 59 16 .33 
$ 60 - $ 79 35 .71 
~ 1'10 - $ 99 141 2.87 
$100 - $119 3~0 7.73 
$120 - $149 1462 29.76 
$150 - $199 2170 44.17 
$200 - $299 651 13.2c; 
$300 OR MORE 12 .65 
MINNESOU 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION ANO HOIJSING PRO!'"'t.E (); 
HOUSF DISTRICT 41-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27845 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A 
THEY RESJOED IN A TOTAL OF 8219 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 3,4 P~RSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27564 WERE ~HITE ( 9A,99 PERCENT), AO WERE NEGRO I ,29 PERCENT)t 50 ~ERE INDIAN 
( .18 PERCENT), AND 145 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF.S I ,52 PERCENT), MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER• 
CENT WHITE, 0,91 PEPCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oo28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS S 176028750 I AN AVERAGE VALUF. OF S 27717 PER RESTDENCEe NF.GROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOfNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S ·0 OR S -o PER RESIDENCE, THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1705 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 161, NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 7 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 0, 
A TOTAL OF 9 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S O, THERE WERE ALSO 113 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 158 PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SE~ CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NU .. BER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF. MAL F. FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
777 65 -OVER 611 2.8 65 •OVER 2.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
984 55 
-
64 1005 3,5 55 - 64 3.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3693 35 
-
54 3565 13.3 35 - 54 12.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2015 25 - 34 1794 7.2 25 - 34 6.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1745 18 
-
24 1427 6,3 18 - 24 5.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
642 16 - 17 596 2.3 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
1818 10 - 15 1931 6,5 10 - 15 6,9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6,6 
1176 06 
-
09 1142 4.2 06 - 09 4.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1429 00 
-
05 144q 5.1 00 - OS 5.2 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
- 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A AIIIO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~BE:R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF. MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
6 65 -OVER 5 2.1 65 -OVER 1.~ 1q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 55 
-
64 '5 1.4 55 - 64 1,8 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
}6 45 
-
54 1A 5.7 45 - 54 6,4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3,8 45 - 54 3.9 
16 35 - 44 16 5,7 35 - 44 5.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
16 25 
-
34 c; 5.7 25 - 34 1.8 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
17 15 
-
24 1q 6.0 15 - 24 6,8 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
34 OS - 14 3f. 12.1 OS - 14 12.8 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
9 00 
-
04 B 3.2 00 - 04 2.13 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------o THF BUREAU Of THE CENSIJS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURESI THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGf GROUPS. FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERr.ENTAGES. 
NOTI:: THE PERCPHAGE' FIGURES FOR MALE' PLUS FP4ALE SIJM TO 100 PERCENT • 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9640 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A 
OF THFSEt 68.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.3 PfRCENT WERE WIDOWED• lo4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 28.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10502 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 63.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 6.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWED, 3.2 PERCENT DIVORCEDt .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 26.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7105 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6517 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 110 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 478 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 597 ROOMERS• BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 19 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
49 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 83 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 63.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7105 FAMILIESI 2443 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 4440 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 2.4 PERCENT 
93 ~AD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6551 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOME5t 1660 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 4 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRATLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 130 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo- 2085 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3801 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2195 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46242 ROOMS IN· ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8056 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROO~, 3.9 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1529 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 61 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 84 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1384 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8213 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A 
7360 HAD BASEMENTS: 8207 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 7969 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8175 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 2 .OJ 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 40 .64 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 316 5.o& 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO S19999 1327 21.25 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO 124999 1724 27.60 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 1538 24.62 91114 14.76 
U5ooo To $49999 860 13.77 33193 5,37 
S50000 OR MORE 439 7.03 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 41-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN I 40 5 .31 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 5 .Jl 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 9 .55 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- s 99 11 1.04 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 45 2.76 32427 11.36 $120 - $149 445 27.30 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 920 56.44 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 175 10.74 11800 4.13 
1i300 OR MORE 9 .ss 1691 0.59 
--MINNE50TA ANALY5TS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 41•8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 279?-3 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF. DISTRICT 41-B 
THEY RESJOED IN A TOTAL OF 9769 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E OF ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27752 WERE WHITE ( 99.39 PERCENT)• 16 WERE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENT)• 58 WERE INDIAN 
< .21 PERCENT), AND 76 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .27 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER• 
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHF.R RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPJEDo RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTEn BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS 5 146255750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 23349 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S •0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3383 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 157. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF 5 0. 
A TOTAL OF 15 RESJOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 52 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 155 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 41-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1973 65 •OVER 1252 7.1 65 ·OVER 4.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 •OVER 4.7 
1794 55 64 1405 6.4 55 64 s.o 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3307 35 
-
54 2825 11.8 35 - 54 10.1 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2029 25 
-
34 2000 7.3 25 - 34 7.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1855 18 
-
24 1350 6.6 18 - 24 4.8 232(,85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 481 16 - 17 4~8 1.7 16 - 17 1.7 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
134A 10 - 15 1380 4.8 10 - 15 4.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
862 06 
-
09 932 3.1 06 - 09 3.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1265 00 - OS 1331 4.5 00 - OS 4.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE tESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-B ANn THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NU~BfD OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
A 65 -OVER -o 4.7 65 ·OVER o.o 1914 65 •OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
3 55 
-
64 4 1.8 55 - 64 2.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
-
54 10 2.3 45 - 54 5.8 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 
- 54 3.9 
6 35 
-
44 10 3.5 35 - 44 s.e 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 
- 44 s.o 
14 25 
-
34 10 8.2 25 - 34 s.a 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
9 15 
-
24 9 5.3 15 - 24 5.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
14 OS - 14 13 8.2 OS - 14 7.6 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
q 00 
-
04 5 s.J 00 - 04 2.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THE BUQEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FIGURESt THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
HY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURF.S WHICH DEVIAT~ FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
JVOTF: THf PERCENTAGf. FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APPTLo 1970 THERE WERf 9794 MALES 14 YFARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-B 
OF T~~Sft 69.3 PERCFNT WERE MARRIEDt 2.4 PERCENT WERE WIOOWEOt 2.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO ~S.6 PERCENT HAD Nf.VfR MARRIED. Of THE 11890 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER t 57.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.4 PERCENT 
~IDOWFDt 4.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT SFPARATEOt AND 24.3 PERCFNT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THFRF wERE 7477 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THfSEo 6651 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OIJSEHOLOt 144 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 680 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HfA(l. 
THERE WERE 720 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 ANO 34 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
c;q WERE UNOER 
THfRE WERE 388 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF T~E TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 1AI AND 88.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7477 fAMILIES• 3431 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 3774 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
55 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6507 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMESt 3250 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGS, AND 8 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 388 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSt 3542 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4042 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt ANO 1786 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49267 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WIT~ 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9647 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO. Of THESE 96.8 
~ERCENT HAD ONE <OR fEWERI PERSONS PER ROOMt 2.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND .4 PERCENT HAO 
!.51 OR MORf PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
nf THF ?826 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 181 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~t 174 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 2471 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR ~ORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN AODITIONt OF THE 9763 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 41-B 
9044 HAO BASEMENTSI 9757 HAD CO~PLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 9'519 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 96AO HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8IN6 FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEOt NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 41-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 3 .os 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 43 .71 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 517 8.52 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO !19999 1887 31.11 143052 23.18 
!20000 TO S24999 1807 29.79 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO $34999 1227 20.23 91114 14.76 
!35000 TO $49999 395 6.51 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 186 3.07 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARFD WTTH T~E STATE WAS: 
r-40NT~LY RENT I-lOUSE DISTRICT 41-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN s 40 21 .64 192Q7 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 11 .34 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 26 .7Q 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 124 3.7A 41601 14.S7 
$100 
-
$119 335 10.20 32427 11.36 
'H20 
-
$149 1017 30.9A 53243 1A.65 
uso 
-
$199 1250 38.07 44759 15.68 
'f'200 
-
$299 476 14.50 11800 4. 13 
$300 OR MORE 23 .70 1691 o.s9 
--MI"'NFSOTA A"'AL YSIS AND PLAMITNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSit.Jr- PROFILE OF 
SfNATE DISTRICT 42 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRTL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 5727Q PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DI~TRICT 42 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 17474 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVEPA~E OF. 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57002 WERE WHYTE I 99.52 PERCENT)• ~o WERE NEGRO ( .09 PERCENTI• 100 WERE INDIAN 
( .17 PFRCENT), AND 127 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .2?. PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 9A.18 PER-
rENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NE~RO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAl CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED 8Y THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 287923500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 22904 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
qESI8fNCFS ~AD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3694 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 121. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVFRAGF MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 103 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 18658. THERE WERF AL~O 321 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 137 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS AELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED ~ITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 42 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMAFR Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FfMII.LE MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
23IS 65 -OVER 192? 4.0 65 -OVER 3.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2140 55 - 64 19fl9 3.7 55 - 64 3.5 171Q70 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
6259 35 - 54 6312 10.9 35 - 54 11.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
39f<A 25 
-
34 3991 7.0 25 - 34 7.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2R05 18 - 24 244F3 4.9 lA - 24 4.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
115A 16 
-
17 1224 2.0 16 - 17 2.1 74853 Hi- 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
40lfl 10 - 15 4279 7.0 10 - 15 7.5 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2673 06 - 09 2892 4.7 06 - 09 5.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
3332 00 - 05 3536 S.A 00 - OS 6.2 198/,03 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAJLFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 42 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
Nl!MRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfQ OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALF: MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 3 1.4 65 -OVER 1. 1 }Q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEP 2.6 
7 55 - 64 A 2.5 55 - 64 2.9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
" 
45 
- 54 c; 2.2 45 - 54 1.~ 2A03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 54 3.9 
4 35 - 44 f., 1.4 35 - 44 2.2 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 44 s.o 
16 2'3 - 34 p 5.8 25 - 34 4.3 4941 25 - 34 48S9 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1 f, 15 
-
24 ?? S.l'l 15 - 24 7.9 6910 15 - 24 6500 1o.o 15 24 9.4 
?f.. 05 
-
14 2Q 9.4 OS - 14 10.S 8SflQ 05 - 14 8773 1?.4 05 14 12.7 
10 00 
-
04 17 3.6 00 - 04 , • 1 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'> THF BURfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED COPRECTJONC: ONLY FOR TOTAl. POPIILATTON FIGURES: Tt-<EREFORE TI-<E ~UM OF POPULATION 
r:JY (l(;F GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WI-<ICH DEVTAT~ FRO·~ THF: TOTAL DOPUI_ATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~ OTf: THF PFPCENT .AGF FT~lJRF<; FOR MALF PLUS ~E"1.ALF SliM TO 100 PEPCEI'<T. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRTL• 1970 THFRF WfRF 19223 MALES 14 YFAR5 OLO AND OVER RESIDI~~ IN SENATE DISTRICT 42 
rF THF.Sfo 68.A PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 2.0 PERCENT WFRE WTOOWFO, loA PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERr.FNT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND ?A.q PERCENT HA~ NEVFR MARRIED. Of T~F 1993q WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 66.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 8.4 PERCENT 
~IDO~fD• ?.6 PERCENT OTVORCED• .8 PFRCENT SF.PARATEO• A~n 21.7 PERCFNT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE l4n55 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 13004 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HF.AD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO& 231 WERE HOIISEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 820 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 7A3 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 165 WERE UNDER 
AGE !A ANO 75 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 240 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 83.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 2.5 PERCENT 
Of THE 14055 FAMILIES' 4787 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 186 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65' AND 8820 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 8UT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 14086 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 2682 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 245 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 483 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 4289 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6979 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5262 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 97832 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16265 OF THE COM~UNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93.3 
PERCE~T HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF.-WIOF PERCENTAGES WERF. 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 2371 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 847 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 151 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1373 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITION, OF THE 17013 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 42 
14429 HAD BASEMENTS' 16746 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 15632 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 16475 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCF.St THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 42 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 71 .68 26120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO s 9999 536 5.10 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1295 12.32 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 2051 19.51 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 2013 19.15 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 2207 21.00 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 1176 11.19 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 1161 11.05 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARI"D wiTH T'"'E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 42 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 64 2.07 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 1?5 4.oc; 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 191 6.1Q 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 319 10.34 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 372 12.06 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 710 ?3.66 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 852 27.62 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 3A3 12.41 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 49 1.5q 1691 o.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t-<OIISING PROFILE Of 
HOUSf DISTRICT 4?-A 
PAGF.: 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA s ... ow A POPULATION OF 28797 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 42-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8568 HOUSING UNJTSI AN AVERAGE OF lo4 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nf THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28649 WERE WHITE C 99.49 PERCENT!• 27 WFRE NEGRO C .09 PERCENTI• 68 WERE INDIAN 
C .?4 PERCENT), ANO 53 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .lA PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN. AND 0.28 PFRCENT OT ... FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
TH~ TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACR~S OR LESS WAS $ 105416000 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 1715~ PEP RE~TDENCF.. NFGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of S -o OR S -o PER RE~IDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1760 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONT ... LY RENT WAS $ 112. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 52 RESIOECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 12707. THERE WERE ALSO 256 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VAI_UE OF S 160 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THf CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 42-A 
NUM8FR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAL~ MALE FEMALE MALE 
983 65 -OVER 932 3.4 65 -OVER 3.2 
915 55 64 901 3.2 55 - 64 3.1 
2760 35 - 54 2922 9.6 15 - 54 10.1 
2IA6 25 - 34 2234 7.6 25 - 34 7.8 
1513 18 - 24 1317 5.3 18 - 24 4.6 
5h6 16 - 17 557 2.0 16 - 17 1.9 
1966 10 - 15 211A 6.8 10 - 15 7.4 
1454 06 - 09 154?. 5.0 06 - 09 5.4 
1887 00 - 05 2024 6.6 00 - OS 7.0 
NIJMRER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400h25 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PFRSONS 
-OVER 65 
55 
35 -
25 -
18 -
16 -
10 -
06 -
00 -
64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 no 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETATLfn BUT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 4~-A 
NUM8~R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER ?. 2.1 65 -OVEP 1.4 
5 55 - 64 ~ 3.4 55 - 64 3.4 
3 45 54 2 2.0 45 - 54 1.4 
? 35 44 4 1.4 35-44 2.7 
9 25 34 7 6.1 25 - 34 4.7 
14 15 24 11 9.5 15 - 24 7.4 
19 OS - 14 18 12.8 OS - 14 12.2 
1 00 04 12 2.0 00 - 04 8.1 
NUMBFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
HALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOT/1 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
?.5 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* THF RURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURES' THEREFORE THE CiUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJATE FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\/0TF: THE PERCENTAGF. FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SliM TO 100 PERCFNT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~RE WERE 9479 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD AND OVER RE~IOJNG I~ HOUSE DISTRICT 42-A 
~F T~~SEt 6R.8 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED• 2.3 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• ].R PfR(fNT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERr.FNT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND ?~.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9514 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLD ANn OVER , 68.A PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 7.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWFOt ?.2 PERCENT OTVnRCED• .7 PERCENT SEDARATfDt A~n 21.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6Q29 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE, 6429 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HllSAAND-WtFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLDl 127 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSRAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 373 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 344 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 106 WERE UNDER 
AGE !R AND 33 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 89 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
'!I ERE tJNDER liH AND 77.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 6.7 PERCENT 
Of THE 69?9 FAMILIES$ 2222 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
]8 A~D OVER 65' AND 44R5 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
97 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 197Q THE COMMUNITY HAD 6861 OCCUPIED AN~ VACANT ONE-UNTT (SINGLE FAMILY! HOMESt 1294 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLTNGS• AND ?37 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUStNr, UNITS 232 HAD 
l OR ? ROOMS, 2303 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3798 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND ?061 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
TN T0TAL THEIR WERE 45861 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AV~RAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WIT~ 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7904 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of T~ESE 91.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWfRI PERSONS PER ROOM, 7.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 To 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.2 PERCENT HAC 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
r.F T~F 1144 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 379 WERE 2-4 UNJT STRUCTURES• 52 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 713 
~ERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDtTtONo OF THE A394 OCCUPIED A~O VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 42-A 
69IS HAO 8ASEMFNTS' A21A HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIES' 745? HAD TELEPHONES! AND 8039 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND AATHTUR OR SHOWFR. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUDJED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUFS WERF IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRI~T 4?-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERrENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN i 5000 51 1,10 ?.6120 4.?.4 
$ 5000 TO ' 9999 3'53 7.60 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $}4999 724 15.58 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1075 23,14 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1090 23.46 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 834 17.95 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 351 7.55 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 16A 3.62 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTt<LY RENT f"OUSE DISTRICT 42-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 14 2.41 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 71 5.08 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 93 6.65 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 146 10.44 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 11'11 l1.52 32427 11.36 
U?.O 
-
$149 341 ?4.39 5324'3 18.65 
U50 
-
S199 383 ;>7.40 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 157 l1.23 11800 4.13 
$300 OR "'10RE 12 .86 1691 0,59 
--MINN~SOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 42-R 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL I970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28482 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 42-8 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8906 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28353 WERE WHITE C 99,55 PERCENT>• ?3 WERE NEGRO ( ,08 PERCENT!• 32 WERE INDIAN 
( .II PERCENT), AND 74 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RAC~S ( ,26 PERCENT), MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 182507500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE 0~ $ 28397 PfP RESTDENCE. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1934 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 130. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0, 
A TOTAL OF 51 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 24725. THERE WERE ALSO 65 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 47 PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 42-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMBER OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1332 65 -OVER 990 4,7 65 -OVER 3,5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1205 55 - 64 1088 4.2 55 - 64 3,8 111970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
3499 35 
-
54 3390 12.3 35 - 54 11.9 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1802 25 - 34 1757 6.3 25 - 34 6,2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1292 18 
-
24 1131 4,5 18 - 24 4,0 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
592 16 - 11 667 2.1 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 11 11712 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2050 10 - IS 2161 7.2 10 - IS 7,6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - lS 6.6 
1219 06 - 09 1350 4,3 06 - 09 4,7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
l44S 00 
-
OS 1512 S.1 00 - OS s.J 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 42-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBF:P OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-n 65 -OVER 1 o.o 6S -OVER ,8 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2 55 
-
64 3 1.6 55 - 64 2.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3 45 - 54 3 2.3 45 - 54 2.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
2 35 - 44 2 1.6 35 - 44 1.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 15 - 44 5.0 
7 25 
-
34 s 5.4 25 - 34 3,9 4941 25 - 34 4859 1.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2 15 - 24 11 1.6 15 - 24 8,5 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9,4 
7 05 - 14 11 5.4 os - 14 8,S 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
7 00 - 04 5 5.4 00 - 04 3.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<! THF BURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUfO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY llGF GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: T~f PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT, 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WFRE 9744 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANn OVER RE~JDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 42-B 
Of THESE• 68.7 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED• 1.8 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.8 PERCENT W~RE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEn, 
A~O ?7.4 PFRCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10404 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 64.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 9.5 PERCENT 
WIDOWFDt 3.0 PERCENT OTVORCED• .8 PFRCENT SEPARATEn• AND 22.2 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7126 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 657S WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD Of THE 
~OUSFHOLO; 104 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' ANn 447 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 439 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE lA AND 42 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
"i9 WERE UIIIDER 
THERE WERE 151 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 87.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,RO' 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7126 FAMILIES; 2565 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6"i AND OVER' 
18 ANO OVER 65; AND 4335 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
89 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7223 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT <StNGLE FAMILY! HOMES• 1388 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS• AND 8 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 251 HAD 
1 OR ? ROOMS, 1986 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3181 HAD 5 OR 6 RnOMS, AND 3?01 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51971 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8361 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.3 
PERCENT ~AD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 4.0 PERCENT HAn 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDf PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1227 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 46A WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 99 W~RE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• AND 660 
~ERE STRUCTURES WIT~ 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8619 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 42-B 
7514 HAD BASEMENTS* A528 HAD COMPLETE KITCHF~ FACILITIES' 8180 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 8436 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIOENC~S• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSf DISTRICT 42-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 20 .34 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 183 3.12 79217 12.83 
510000 TO 514999 571 9.74 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 976 16.64 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 923 15.74 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1373 23.41 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 825 14.07 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 993 16.93 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOU~E DISTRICT 42-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NU!o!BER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 30 1.78 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 54 3.20 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 98 5.81 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 173 10.2'5 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 211 12.51 32427 11.36 
'lil ~ 0 - $149 389 23.06 53243 18.65 
H"iO- U99 469 27.80 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 226 13.41) 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 37 2.19 1691 0.59 
--~INNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLAN~!TNG SYSTEM--
A }970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 110liSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 43 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57539 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 43 
THEY RESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 16417 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 57082 WERE WHITE ( 99.21 PERCENTlt 100 WERE NEGRO ( .17 PERCENT!• 176 WERE I~DIAN 
( .31 PERCENT), AND 158 WfRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .27 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALlED 9R.18 PER-
CENT ;•HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY, OCCUPTED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 343233000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 2~849 PER RESTDENCF.. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGI.E FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OIJSJNG UNITS WAS 1230 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 154. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 8 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 0. 
A TOTAL OF 67 RESTDECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 28317. THERE WERE ALSO 194 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 162 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX C~ARACTFRISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CI1ARTS AELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THF STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 43 AND THE SUTE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS .. PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEto4ALE MAL F.: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1787 65 -OVER 1403 3.1 65 -OVER 2.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1954 55 - 64 1996 3.4 55 - 64 3.5 17}Q70 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
7057 35 
-
54 712'5 12.3 35 - 54 12.4 40062<; 35 - 54 39180fl 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
4173 25 - 34 3967 7.3 25 - 34 6.9 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
29P() 18 
-
24 2614 5.2 18 - 24 4.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
llc;7 16 
-
17 1187 2.0 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 71172 z.o 16 - 17 2.0 
3931 10 
-
15 4195 6.8 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
257Q 06 
-
09 2691 4.5 06 - 09 4.7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
3291 00 
-
05 3250 5.7 00 - 05 5.6 198M3 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF:n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOw. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 43 At.ID THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FE..,ALF ..,ALF FE..,ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 6 .9 65 -OVER 1.3 1Ql4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
5 55 - 64 6 1.1 55 - 64 1.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 1 45 - 54 21 2.4 45 54 4.6 2601 45 54 2654 3."l 45 54 3.9 
14 35 - 44 34 3.1 35 - 44 7.4 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
14 25 
-
34 '32 3.1 25 - 34 11.4 4Q4} 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
]<; 15 - 24 44 7.7 15 - 24 9.6 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
?.? OS - 14 34 4.8 OS - 14 7.4 8<;69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
q 00 
-
04 2() 2.0 00 - 04 4.4 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<$ THF BUfJEAU OF THE CENSIJS HAS ISSUE8 CO~~ECTION~ O"JLY FOP TOTAL POP!!LA TJON Fl GURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
I=IY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FRQI-' Tl-iE TOTAL POPUlATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
,,.OTF: THE PERCEN1AGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FF"'ALF: SUM To 100 PERCENT. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFQf WFRF 19630 MALES 14 YEARS OL~ ANn OVFR RF.SIDJNr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 43 
nf THFSFo 68.7 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.6 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• loR PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
~NO ?1.A PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE ~0377 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 66.0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFOt 7.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt ?.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 23.9 PERCf~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THFRE WERE 14227 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 13179 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO* 207 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS Hf~D OF THE HOUSEHOLD* AND 841 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEArl. 
THERE WERE 795 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 1?0 WERE UNDER 
AGE lR AND 36 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 913 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER 18* AND 45.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
4.2 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 1.6 PERCENT 
OF THE 14227 FAMTLIESf 4824 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 187 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
18 A~n OVER 65J AND 8975 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13191 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT <SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 3150 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 63 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 245 HAO 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 3860 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7433 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 4R40 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 94098 ROOMS IN·ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 16014 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 95.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .6 PERCENT HAC 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.Ao 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 2546 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 623 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 188 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1735 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THF 16394 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 43 
14A1A HAD RASEMENTSf 16340 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESt 15786 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 16258 ~AD COMPLETE 
PLlJMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIOENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 43 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 12 .10 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 179 1.48 79217 12.83 
!10000 TO Sl4999 746 6.16 118416 19.19 
!15000 TO $19999 2176 I7 .98 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 2698 22.29 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 3645 30.11 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 2075 I7 .14 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 574 4.74 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE !)I STRICT 43 MINNESOTA 
NU!o4BF.R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 41 1.3n 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 27 .89 34817 12.21 
t 60 
-
$ 79 79 2.62 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 149 4.93 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 190 6.29 32427 11.36 
'1:120 
-
Sl49 709 23.4A 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 13A5 45.86 44759 15.68 
'fi200 
-
$299 401 l3.2A 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF. 39 1.29 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 43-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28A?O PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 43-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7761 HOUSING UNTTSJ AN AVEPAGE OF 1.7 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28481 WERE WHITE ! 9~.82 PERCENTlt f7 WERE NEGRO ( .23 PERCENTlt 142 WERE INDIAN 
! ,49 PERCENT), AND 71 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES < .25 PERCENTl, MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDJANt AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPJEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTEO BY THE O~NERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 169374250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 29243 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUf OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1697 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 154. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 8 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O, 
A TOTAL OF 43 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 37355, THERE WERE ALSO 138 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 158 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THF CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN RE COMPARED ~ITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 43-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMF!ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
467 65 -OVER 501 1.6 65 -OVER 1.1 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6,1 65 -OVER 4.7 
573 '55 
-
64 672 2.0 55 - 64 2.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
311A 15 
-
54 3534 10.8 35 - 54 12.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
2495 25 
-
34 2445 8,7 25 - 34 8,5 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1413 18 
-
24 1278 4,9 18 - 24 4.4 232f>85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
5?2 16 - 17 532 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2029 10 - 15 2131 7.0 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6,4 10 - 15 6.6 
15?2 06 
-
09 1597 5,3 06 - 09 s.s 160146 06 - 09 167907 4,2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1933 00 - 05 1910 6,7 00 - 05 6,6 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETATLEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSO"JS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER 4 o.o 65 -OVER 1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OIIFQ 2.6 
4 55 - 64 5 1.2 55 - 64 l.S 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 - 54 1A 1.2 45 - 54 5.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
~ 35 - 44 2A 2.4 35 - 44 8,3 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 15 44 s.o 
11 25 - 34 45 3,2 25 - 34 13.3 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ~5 - 34 7.0 
?2 15 - 24 37 6.5 15 - 24 10.9 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
13 OS - 14 21 3,8 OS - 14 6.2 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
A 00 - 04 12 2.4 00 - 04 3.5 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf F!UPE"AU OF THE CENSUS !-lAS I SSUE"O CORRECTIONS O"JL Y FOR TOTAL POPULATION Fl GURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF" POPULATION 
PY Ar.F GPOUPS, ETC, MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVJATf FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES FlY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
•,orr: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FfMALE SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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'' ~~~1! • 1q70 THfQf WERE 95RO MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANn OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43-A 
~f T~~SE• •q.~ PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 1.5 PFRCENT WFRE WIOOWFOo 2o1 PERCE~T WERE DIVORCED• .a PERrFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~·,:1 z;, 1 -~ -, JT HAn NF TR MARRIED. OF THF 91P3 II/OMEN 14 YEARS OLO A~O OVER , 70.9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• 4o6 PERCENT 
·' tOr\>.:ED• 2. l FfRCENT OT vORCEOo .b PfRCENT SfPARATEOt ANn 2i!e2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THE~E .rQf 67~~ H~USEHOLOS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THfSEo 6406 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSAAND-WJFE HEAD Of THf 
~OUSEHOUH nf, WERF HOIJ~EHOLOS WIT~ A MALf. OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 274 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~ALE HEAn, 
THE~E ~t~E 410 ROOMERS, AOAROERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1~ A~1 15 WERF OVFP AGE ~~. 
58 WERE UI';DER 
THERE ~'.1'[ 627 JN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TCTALI 
wERE UNDER Jr t AND V.Q PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
5.3 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF ~~~ 6766 rAMTLIES• 1A68 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO Ol·~, ~Sf AND 4745 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 RUT NONE OVER 65. 
89 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1~7 ~ THE CO~MliNJTY HAD 6133 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY! HOMES• 1556 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
~AMILY ~:E'LI ·~S, AND fi1 HOUSTN~ UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBTLf HOMES 0~ TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 134 HAD 
·J rR 2 RC:i~. 1852 HAD 1 OR 4 ROOMSo 3091 H~O ~OR 6 ROOMS, AND 2~59 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUStNG UNIT. 
!N TOTAL ~ 'L!~ WERE 4~173 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OP AN AVfRAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS CO~PARES WITH 
6 STATE-~T:~ ~VERAG~ OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7489 Or THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~D. Of THESE 94.2 
PERCE~JT t·t.l "IIJ[ <OP HWERl PERSONS PER R00'4o S.1 PE~CENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROQioh AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
!.51 0~ 1'(' 1 0ERSON~ PFR ROOM. THE COMPARAijLf STATF-WI"F PERCENTAGf5 WERr 92.Ao 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RFSPECTIVELYo 
~f THE 1~11 MULTIPLF UNIT STRUCTURES• 227 WERf 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 47 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1137 
~ERE ~TRUrTl~ES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ~rnJTTO~, OF THE 7745 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43•A 
~u91 ~~r RASEMENT~t 7728 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 7354 HAD TELEPHONES• AND 7695 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANn AATHTUA OR ~HOWE~. 
l~ 1fh~S Of OWNfR-OCCUPtfD• NON-FARM, Rf.SIDfNCf.St THEIR MARKET VALUFS WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
H0USf. DISTRICT 43-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 ,., .11 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 86 1.57 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 255 4.66 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 618 11.30 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 956 17.48 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1897 34.69 •Hll4 14.76 
$35000 TO $4q999 1333 24.38 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 317 s.ao 12487 2.02 
FOR ~ENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARfD WJTH T~f STATE WAS: 
!o!ONTHLY RPH HOUSE OT~TRICT 43-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER 0E~CENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------lESS THA"' $ 40 ?.4 1.52 19297 fl.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 10 .63 34877 12.21 
$ flO - $ 79 36 2.28 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 ()3 3.99 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 ss 3.49 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 3?2 20.41 53243 1A.65 
u c;o 
- $199 862 54.63 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 192 12.17 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 14 .8q 1691 0.59 
--~INNESOTA ANALYSIS ~NO PL~NNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 41-8 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 28719 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 8656 HOUSING UNtTS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28601 WERE WHYTE ( 99.59 PERCENT)• 13 WERE NEGRO ( .11 PERCENT)t 34 WERE I~DIAN 
1 .12 PERCENT), AND 87 ~ERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .30 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PE~­
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ftCRES OR LESS WAS S 173858750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 24865 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1533 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 153. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0, 
A TOTAL OF 24 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 12125, THERE WERE ALSO 56 
VACANT AND FOR PENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 171 PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 43-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1320 65 -OVER 902 4,6 65 -OVER 3.1 
1381 55 64 1324 4,8 55 64 4,6 
3939 35- 54 3591 13.7 35- 54 12.5 
167A 25 - 34 1522 5,8 25 - 34 5,3 
1567 18- 24 1336 5,5 18- 24 4.7 
635 16 - 17 655 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 
1902 10 - 15 2064 6,6 10 - 15 7.2 
1057 06- 09 1094 3,7 06- 09 3,8 
135A 00 - 05 1340 4,7 00 - 05 4,7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232f>85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
-OVER 65 
55 
35 -
25 -
18 -
16 -
10 -
06 -
00 -
64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6,1 65 
4,5 55 
10,5 35 
6,1 25 
6,1 18 
2.0 16 
6,4 10 
4,2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
- 34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5,3 
2.0 
6,6 
4.4 
5,4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF.n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43-B 
NUM~ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 2 3,4 65 -OVER 1.7 
1 55 - 64 1 ,8 ss - 64 .a 
1 45 54 1 5,9 45 - 54 2.5 
6 35 44 6 5.1 35 - 44 5.1 
3 ?5 34 1 2.5 25 - 34 5.9 
13 15 - 24 1 11.0 15 - 24 5.9 
9 OS - 14 13 7.6 05 - 14 11.0 
1 00 04 A .8 QO - 04 6.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8S69 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2,5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• THF RURFAU Of THE CENSUS ~AS ISSUFn CORRErTJONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPitLATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y Af,~ GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJATF FROM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THF PERCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FE~ ALE StJM Tl) 100 PERCF:NT • 
PAGf 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10050 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVFR RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43-R 
Of THFSE• 68.5 PfRCfNT WFRE ~ARRIED. 1.8 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• loS PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?R.O PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11194 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER • 61.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 9.5 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARAT[n, ANO 25.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7461 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE5E• 6771 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
t-<OUSEHOLDI 121 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD! AND 567 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 3A5 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE IR AND 21 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
f>2 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 286 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 
wERE tiNDER 181 AND 73.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.7 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 5.2 PERCENT 
Of THE 7461 FAMILIES! 2956 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
IB ANQ OVER 651 AND 4230 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
98 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7058 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1594 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 111 HAD 
1 .OR 2 ROOMS, 2008 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4342 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt ANO 2181 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48725 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8525 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND .4 PERC~NT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
Of T~f 1135 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 396 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 141 WfRE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 598 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8649 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 43-B 
8127 HAD BASEMENTS$ 8612 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 8432 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8563 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 43-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 , .09 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 93 1.40 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 491 7.40 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO S19999 1558 23,47 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO 524999 1742 26.25 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 1748 26,34 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 742 ll.18 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 257 3,87 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 43-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 }7 1.1A 19297 6. 76 
s 40 - s 59 17 1.1A 34877 12.21 
!; M - $ 79 43 2.9fl 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1'\6 5,96 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 135 9.36 32427 11.36 
!120 - \149 3137 ?6.84 53243 18.65 
\150 - \199 5?3 36.27 44759 15.68 
~200 - \299 209 14.4Q 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 25 1.73 169} 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLAN~TNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A~O ~01JSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 44 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~Ow A POPULATION Of 568P7 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 44 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 15749 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 1.~ P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS r.OMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVEDA~E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56443 WERE W~ITE C 99.22 PERCENT!• 1?9 WERE NEGRO ( .23 PERCENT)t 132 WERE INDIAN 
C .?3 PERCENT), AND 170 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RAC~S ( .30 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLF.D 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKF.T VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED, RESIDENCES caS RFPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 265359250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 2378R PER RESTOENCEe NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 136250 OR $ 7171 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3884 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 158. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 13 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF$ O. 
A TOTAL OF 30 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 176 PER MONTH, 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 559 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 44 AND TtiE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NlJMRER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1097 65 -OVER 727 1.9 65 -OVER 1.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1141 55 
-
64 1172 2,0 55 - 64 2.1 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
63C16 35 
-
54 658~ 11.1 35 - 54 11.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
4645 25 
-
34 4415 8,2 25 - 34 7.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
35R2 18 
-
24 2707 6,3 18 - 24 4.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5,3 
1141 16 
-
17 1148 2.0 16 - 17 2,0 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4?0fl 10 - 15 4296 7.4 10 - 15 7,6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6,4 10 - 15 6.6 
3007 06 - 09 3176 5,3 06 - 09 5.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
3657 00 - OS 3843 6,4 00 - OS 6.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-IIIIHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF.n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 44 ANI) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMBFP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
'? 65 -OVF.P ~ .5 65 -OVER .s 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
5 55 - 64 ~ 1.1 55 - 64 1.8 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
13 45 - 54 16 2.9 45 - 54 3.6 2f>03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
3? 35 - 44 ?2 7.2 35 - 44 c;.o 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
2'l 25 - 34 30 5.6 25 - 34 6 • .q 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
16 15 - 24 27 8.1 15 - 24 6. 1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
5~ OS - 14 65 12.6 OS - 14 14,6 f!c;M OS - 14 8773 1?.4 OS - 14 12.7 
:n 00 - 04 ?1 7.4 00 - 04 5.2 4194 00 - 04 4Sll 6.4 oo - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
Tt-<F HIJt.>J:AU OF TI-<E Ct:N<;IJS HAS tSSUFO COURfCTtON~ O~LY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FIGURES; Tl-tEREFORE Tl-tE SU~ OF POFULATtON 
!-<'( A r,~ GPOIJP<;, FTC. MAY AOD TO FtGUPFS WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL oOPUI ATION FIGURFS BY MINOR PF.RC:F.NTAGES, 
• 0 TF: THF PFPf':[f~TAGF: FTGtJI-IE<; FOR MALF PLUS FFMALF: SIJM Tn 100 PEPCF.NT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRF 18078 MALES 14 YFARS OLD ANn OVFR RFSIOI~G IN SENATE DISTRICT 44 
nF T~FSF, 71.7 PERCFNT ~ERE MARRIED, 1.1 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWF.Dt 1.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?5.4 PERCENT HAn NEVER ~ARRIEO. OF THE 191~8 WOMEN 14 YEARS 0Ln AND OVER , 68.0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDt 5.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 2.R PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.0 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 21.2 PERCF~'T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPE WERE 13720 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE• I278Q WERE FAMILlES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
1-iOU<;fHOUH 157 WERF HOI!SEHOLOS WIT~-! A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD• AND 774 WFRE 1-lOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A Ff•'ALf HE An • 
THERE WERE 825 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY• 1~1 WERE UNDER 
AGE JA AND 24 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 35A IN~ATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL• 
~ERE UNDER 18' AND 94.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 13720 FAMILIES• 3586 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVER; 153 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AMn OVER ~5; AND 9810 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11467 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 4265 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 6 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORJLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 192 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS• 4991 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8008 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2~44 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 81097 ROOMS IN'ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15039 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WFRE OCCUPIFD. Of THESE 91.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 7.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of T~E 4038 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 373 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURE~• 385 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3280 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 15737 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 44 
13203 HAD BASEMENTS' 15726 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 14805 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 15648 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 44 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 4 .04 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 76 .69 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 700 6.39 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 2709 24.72 143052 23.1A 
$20000 TO $24999 3565 32.53 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $14999 3175 28.97 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 67A 6.19 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 53 .48 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPAREO WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE f)TSTRICT 44 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PEPCE:NT NUMBEP PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 18 .47 19297 6.76 
' 
40 
-
$ 59 12 .3? 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 24 .61 4583S 16.05 
'F 80 
-
$ 99 S5 1.44 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 148 3.8Q 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 1357 15.64 53243 18.65 
usn 
-
$199 1807 47.4<; 44759 15.68 
~200 
-
,299 3q2 10.01 11800 4.13 
q;300 OR MORF 5 .11 1691 0.59 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND i"OIJSI~<= PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28717 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 44-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7890 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28504 WERE WHITE ( 99.26 PERCENT)• ~7 WFRE NEGRO ( .23 PERCENTlt 69 WERE INDIAN 
< .24 PERCENTlo AND 68 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES < .24 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKfT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (~S REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS ! 119144250 J AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 21829 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF ! 136250 OR $ 15139 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2027 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 154. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 8 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF ! O. 
A TOTAL Of 10 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 16A PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERF ALSO 312 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS AELOW ANn CAN BE COMPARED WtTH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
661 65 -OVER 395 2.3 65 -OVER 1.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
544 55 64 584 1.9 55 - 64 2.0 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3240 35 
-
54 3315 11.3 35 - 54 11.5 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2153 25 
-
34 2091 7.5 25 - 34 7.3 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1874 18 
-
24 1436 6.5 18 - 24 s.o 232A85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
609 16 - 17 618 2.1 16 - 11 2.2 74853 16 - 11 17172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2137 10 - 15 2242 7.4 10 - 15 7.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
149fl 06 - 09 1577 5.2 06 - 09 s.s 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1872 00 
-
OS 1846 6.5 00 - OS 6.4 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF: RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A A.NO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAfR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS ~UMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER -o o.o 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVFR 2.6 
1 55 - 64 3 .s 55 - 64 1.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3 45 - 54 1 1.4 45 - 54 3.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
14 35 - 44 9 6.6 35 - 44 4.2 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
10 25 - 34 13 4.7 25 - 34 6.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
21 15 - 24 14 9.9 15 - 24 6.6 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
10 OS - 14 28 14.1 OS - 14 13.1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
17 00 - 04 9 s.o 00 - 04 4.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THf BURFAU OF THE CFNSUS HAS ISSUFO CORRfr.TION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPttLA TJON FIGURES' THFRFFORf THF ~UM OF POPULATION 
BY Af;F GROUPS, ETC. MAY AOD TO FIGURES W~ICH OEVIATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERrENTAGES. 
1\,0TF: THE PEPCENTAGF Fl(;IJRI:S FOP MAL~ PLUS FEMALE SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9139 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A 
or THESE, 70,9 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 1.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt 1.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 25.9 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. or THE 9728 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 66,8 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 6.2 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.9 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.1 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 23.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6880 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, or THESE, 638~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAO OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDI 68 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~FAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 430 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 342 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 61 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 ANO 7 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 358 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 18f AND 94,4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6880 FAMILIESf 1747 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 65f AND 4982 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGROt 0,0 PERCENT 
73 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5619 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILYt HOMES• 2262 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 3 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 76 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2704 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4173 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 928 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 39352 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7485 OF THE COMMUNTTIE~ HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWERt PERSONS PER ROOMt 9,2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROO~, AND 1.2 PERCFNT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 2168 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 259 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 271 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1638 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7883 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A 
6292 HAD BASEMENTSt 7876 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESt 7335 HAD TELEPHDNESt AND 7834 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN I 5000 4 ,07 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO I 9999 30 .56 79211 12.83 
SIOOOO TO 114999 412 7.69 118416 19.19 
115000 TO 119999 1761 32.86 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 1959 36.56 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 1040 19.41 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 133 2.48 33193 5,37 
150000 OR MORE 20 .37 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARE:D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
lo!ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 44-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN I 40 10 .so 19297 6.76 
!i 40 - s 59 6 .3o 34877 12.21 
s 60 - I 79 11 .ss 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 22 1.11 41601 14.57 
uoo- 1119 R4 4.24 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 825 41.60 53243 18.65 
uso - 1199 881 44.41 44759 15.68 
$200 - 5299 141 7.11 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORf 3 .15 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AN~ PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSINf PROFILE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT 44-R 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28170 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 44-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7859 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27939 WERE WHITE ( 99.18 PERCENT>• f2 WERE NEGRO ( .22 PERCENT)• 63 WERE INDIAN 
( .22 PFRCENT), AND 102 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .36 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES <AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 146215000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 25665 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR ~ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1857 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 162. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S o. 
A TOTAL OF 20 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ o. THERE WERE ALSO 247 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE 0~ $ 187 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 44-8 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS § PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEM.ALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
436 65 -OVER 332 1.5 65 -OVER 1. 2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
597 55 64 588 2.1 55 64 2.1 111970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3066 35 
-
54 3273 10.9 35 - 54 11.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2492 25 
-
34 2324 8.8 25 - 34 8.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1708 18 
-
24 1271 6.1 18 - 24 4.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
534 16 - 17 530 1.9 16 - 11 1.9 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
206Q 10 - 15 2054 7.3 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1511 06 
-
09 1599 5.4 06 - 09 5.7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1785 00 
-
05 1997 6.3 00 - 05 7.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAJLEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 44-B ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVFR 2 .9 65 -OVER .9 1<H4 65 -OVER 1783 ?.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 5'5 - 64 5 1.7 '55 - 64 2.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
10 45 - 54 9 4.3 45 - 54 3.9 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
JR 35 - 44 13 7.8 35 - 44 5.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
15 25 - 34 17 6.5 25 - 34 7.4 4Q41 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
15 15 - 24 13 6.5 15 - 24 5.6 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
2fo 05 - 14 37 11.3 05 - 14 1f>.O 8"i69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
16 00 - 04 14 6.9 00 - 04 6. 1 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF F3URFAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUE!) CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP1 1LATTON FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURFS wHICH DEVTATF FR0M THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~·Olf: THF PEPCENTAGF FTfiURE<; FOR MALE PLlJS FF"-1ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERF 8939 MALES 14 Yf.AR~ OLn AND OVF.R RF.~IDJNG IN HOUSE DISTRICT 44-B 
Of THFSFo 72.5 PfRCFNT WERE MARRIED, .8 PERCENT WFRE WtOOWEDo lo? PERCENT Wf~E DIVORCED• ,5 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?4,Q PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9440 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 69,2 PERCENT WERE MARRifDt 4.0 PERCENT 
wiOOWFDo 2.6 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,8 PERCENT SF.PARATEOt AND 23,4 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6840 HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 6407 WERE fAMILIES WITH A hUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO• 89 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI ANO 344 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEIIIALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 4A3 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 17 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
90 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGPOJ 0,0 PERCENT 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6840 fAMILIESI 1839 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 4A28 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
80 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THf COMMUNITY HAD 5848 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 2003 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 3 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEn MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 116 HAD 
1 OR ?. ROOMS, 2287 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3835 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1~16 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~EIR WERE 41745 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7554 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO, OF THESE 93,0 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEW~Rl PERSONS P~R ~OOMt 6.3 PERCENT HAn 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND ,7 PERCENT HAD 
J,SJ OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOF PERCENTAG~S WERE 92,Ro 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1870 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 114 WERf 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 114 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1642 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 7854 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 44-B 
6911 HAD BASEMfNTSI 7850 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 7470 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 7814 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDfNCFSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERF IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 44-R MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 
-o o.oo 26120 4.24 
'E 5000 TO $ 9999 4£:: .82 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 281'! 5,14 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 94fl 16,93 143052 23.18 
~20000 TO $24999 1606 28,67 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 213<=; 38,12 Q1114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 54'5 9,73 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 33 ,59 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARfD WITH THF STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 44-8 lo!INNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 8 ,44 19297 6,76 
~ 40 
- ~ 59 6 .33 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 13 .71 4583'5 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 33 1.81 41601 14,57 
~100 - $119 f,4 3.51 32427 11,36 
!120 - $149 512 29. 1 '5 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 926 50.74 44759 15,68 
,;zoo - $299 241 13,21 11800 4,13 
non OR '40RF 2 • 11 1691 o.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYStS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND HOt JS I Nr- PROFILE Of 
SFNATE DISTRICT 45 
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AS Of 1 APRIL 1970o CORRF-CTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 56719 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 45 
THEY oESIOED IN A TOTAL Of 15947 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 1.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVEPAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 56256 WERE wHITE ( 99.18 PERCENT)• ?lO WFRE NEGRO ( .37 PERCENT)t 109 ~ERE INOIAN 
( .19 PFRCENT)t AND l3f WERE MEMBERS OF OT~ER RACFS ( .24 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PE~CENTAGF.S EQUALLFD 9~.1A PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 237149000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 22790 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4819 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS ' 153. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 25 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 29. 
A TOTAL OF 26 REStDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. TH~IR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WtTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 169 PER MONTH. 
o. THERE WERE ALSO SA6 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEr, IN THF CHARTS BELOw AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 45 AND THE SHTE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM8ER Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE fo4ALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
936 65 -OVER 743 1.7 65 -OVER 1.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1031 55 - 64 1057 1.8 55 - 64 1.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
5594 35 - 54 5966 9.9 35 - 54 10.5 4001'>25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
4794 25 
- 34 478?. 8.5 25 - 34 8.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
411<; IA - 24 3199 7.3 18 - 24 5.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1006 16 - 17 974 1.8 16 - 17 1.7 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4fl76 10 - 15 4246 7.2 10 - 15 7.5 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
296P 06 - 09 3077 5.2 06 - 09 5.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
'3964 00 - OS 4124 7.0 00 - 05 7.1 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-I!IHITF. RACF.:S ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED F!ELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 45 ANfl THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 1\JUMBFo OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PFRSONS 
FEMAl.f MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVfR ?. .6 65 -OVER .4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEP 2.6 
? 55 - 64 10 .4 55 - 64 2.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
9 45 - 54 9 1.9 45 - 54 1.9 2(,03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?'? 35 - 44 28 4.8 35 - 44 6.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
36 25 - 34 ?f.. 7.8 25 - 34 5.6 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
2(, 15 - 24 ?<; 5.6 15 - 24 5.4 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
SA 05 - 14 62 12.5 OS - 14 13.4 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
:14 00 - 04 27 7.3 00 - 04 5.8 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF AUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY F"OR TOTAL P0Pi!LATTON Fir.URES• THEREFORE THE SU~ OF POPULATION 
RY Ar;~ GROUPS • F.TC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF FROM THE T0TAL ~>OPtJLAT!ON FIGURES HY MINOR PF:Rr.FNTA(;fS. 
1\:0Tf: THf PERCENTAGJ=" f!GL'RES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALF SliM TO 100 PEQCfi';T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 18001 MALES 14 YFARS OLO ANO OVER RfCIDT~G IN SENATE DISTRICT 4~ 
Of T~FSEo 72.3 PfRCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.0 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCFDo ,7 PERr.FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?4,5 PERCENT HAO NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE 186~9 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANn OVER , 70,1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDo 4.6 PfRCENT 
WID0WFDo ?.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SfPARATfOo ANn 2?.0 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THfPE WERE 13771 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESEo 1286A WERF. FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THf 
~OUSFHOLDl 160 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS Hf4D OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 743 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 997 ROOMERS, BOAROERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 173 WERE UNDER 
AGE lR AND 36 WERE OVER AGf 65, 
THERE WERE 231 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE lJNOER liU AND 92.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,RO; 0.0 PERCENT 
nF THE 13771 FAMILIESl 3762 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 ANO OVER; 139 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
1 R M!n OVER 65; AND 9733 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10803 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 5128 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
.FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 8 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 257 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 5372 HAn 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8000 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2104 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE A0332 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15225 OF THE CO~MUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 90,0 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM, 8.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTo RESPECTIVELY. 
nF T~F 4893 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 347 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 107 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 4439 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 15938 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 45 
12830 HAO BASEMENTSt 15921 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITJESt 14930 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 15856 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMAJNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo fLUSH TOILET• ANO AATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 45 MINNESOTA 
NUMBEQ PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 11 .11 26120 4,24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 110 1. 09 79217 12.83 
'FlOOOO TO $14999 664 6.55 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 2361 23.29 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 3952 38,99 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 2654 26.18 91114 14.76 
~35000 TO $49999 363 3.58 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 21 .21 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE OISTRICT 45 MINNESOTA 
NUMRtR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAI\l $ 40 20 .43 19297 6,76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 16 .3~ 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 32 ,69 4583~ 16.05 
' 
80 
-
$ 99 1)3 1,3A 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 177 3,8? 32427 11.36 
H20 
-
$149 1729 37.29 53243 18.65 
1'150 
-
$199 2308 49.77 44759 15.68 
'1'200 
-
$299 2~7 6,19 11AOO 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 5 • 11 1691 0.'59 
--MJNNFSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 45-A 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 285R7 PERSONS RESIOING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 45-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8514 HOUSING UNITS: AN AVERAGE OF 3.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28415 WERE WHITE C 99.40 PERCENT!• 75 WERE NEGRO ( .26 PERCENT)t 41 WERE INDIAN 
< .14 PFRCENT>• AND 53 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS C .19 PERCENTl. ~INNESoTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PEPCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 112195750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 23452 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
DESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3211 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 148. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 13 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 55. 
A TOTAL OF 15 RESIDECES wERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 0. THERE WERE ALSO 411 
VACA~T AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 165 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 45-A 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
476 65 -OVEP 369 1.7 65 -OVER 1.3 
441 55 64 459 1.5 55 - 64 1.6 
2434 35 - 54 2641 8.s 35 - 54 9.2 
2549 25 34 2735 8.9 25 - 34 9.6 
2530 18 24 1938 8.9 18 - 24 6.8 
435 16 - 17 427 1.5 16 - 17 1.5 
1928 10 - 15 1964 6.7 10- 15 6.9 
1405 06 09 1503 4.9 06 - 09 5.3 
207R 00 - OS 2253 7.3 00 - OS 7.9 
NIJMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
- 05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 45-A 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 2 .6 65 -OVER 1.2 
1 55 - 64 2 .6 55 - 64 1.2 
4 45 -54 3 2.3 45- 54 1.7 
Q 35 - 44 10 5.2 35 - 44 5.8 
}4 25- 34 14 8.1 25- 34 8.1 
Q 15- 24 A 5.2 15- 24 4.7 
20 OS - 14 1R 11.6 05 - 14 10.5 
9 00 - 04 11 5.2 00 - 04 6.4 
NUMBFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
BS69 
4194 
ANO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -oVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
?.A 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -0\IEP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
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py AGF GPOUPS, FTC. MAY AOO TO FIGURFS WHICH nEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL 0 0PULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9159 MALES 14 YfARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 45-A 
Of THFSEo 73,7 PEPCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.0 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.9 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• ,9 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
dND ??,6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9417 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER , 72,0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 4.6 PERCENT 
wiDOWfD• 2.4 PERCENT DlVORCEOo 1.0 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 20.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7096 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESE• 6670 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 78 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 348 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEt-lALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 505 ROOMERS, ROARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 1A AND 16 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
(.,1 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 135 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
~ERF UNOER 18J AND 93,3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7096 FAMILIES; 2109 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 ANO OVER 65J AND 4870 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
57 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5035 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 3468 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 5 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRATLERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSJNr, UNITS 186 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3502 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3467 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1150 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 41796 ROOMS IN. ALL HOUSING UNITS• 0k AN AV~RAGE Of 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7995 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM• 7.6 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1,0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGE' WERE 92.Ao 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCE~IT, RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 3370 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 192 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE'• 47 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFS• AND 3131 
wERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8507 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUST~G U~ITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 45-A 
619R HAD BASEMENTS$ 8494 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES$ 7801 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8453 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND 8ATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 45-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 6 .13 26120 4,24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 67 1.45 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 316 6,83 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 919 19.86 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1626 35,14 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1411 30,49 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 267 5,17 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 15 ,32 12487 2,02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WTTH T~F STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~-<OUSE DISTRICT 45-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 IS ,49 19297 6,76 $ 40 
-
~ 59 11 ,31> 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 ;:>6 .84 4583'5 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 43 1,39 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 136 4,40 32427 11.36 
$121) 
-
$149 1335 43,1R 53243 18,65 
'1'15 0 
-
$199 1433 46,3<; 44759 15,68 
$200 
-
$299 R9 2,8R 11800 4,13 
$300 OR MORE 4 .13 1691 0,59 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE~SUS OF POPULATION AND H0\1SING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DI~TRICT 45-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28132 PERSONS RESiniiiiG JN HOUSF DISTRICT 45-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7433 HOUSING UNJTSC AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 27841 WERE WHITE ( 9~.97 PERCENT)t 115 WfRE NEGRO ( .48 PERCENT)• 68 WERE INDIAN 
1 .24 PERCENT), AND 83 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .30 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMJLYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 124953250 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 22226 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1608 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 162. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 12 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 0. 
A TOTAL OF 11 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 175 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 179 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLJNEn IN THE CHARTS BELOI~ AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 45-B 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
460 65 -OVER 374 1.6 65 -OVER 1.3 
590 55 64 598 2.1 55 64 2.1 
3160 35 - 54 3325 11.2 35 - 54 11.8 
2245 2s - 34 2047 8.o 25 - 34 7.3 
1585 18 24 1261 5.6 18 - 24 4.5 
571 16 - 17 547 2.0 16 - 17 1.9 
214R 10 - 15 2282 7.6 10 - 15 8.1 
1561 06 09 1574 5.6 06 - 09 5.6 
1886 00 - OS 1871 6.7 00 - OS 6.7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHJTf. POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 45-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER -0 .7 65 -OVER 0.0 
1 55- 64 8 .3 55- 64 2.7 
, 45- 54 6 1.7 45- 54 2.1 
13 35 - 44 18 4.5 35 - 44 6.2 
?2 25 - 34 12 7.6 25 - 34 4.1 
11 IS - 24 17 s.8 IS - 24 s.8 
3~ 05 - 14 44 13.1 05 - 14 15.1 
25 00 - 04 1~ 8.6 00 - 04 s.s 
NUMBEQ 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4q41 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859. 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 8842 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD ANO OVER RfSIOING IN HOUSE OISTRICT 45-A 
Of THFSE, 70.9 PERCENT WFRE MARRIEDt 1.0 PERCENT WERE WTDOWEDt 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?6.5 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9272 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER , 68.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 4.7 PERCENT 
~IDOWfO, 2.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 23.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6675 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE• 6198 WERF fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLO' 82 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 395 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 492 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 106 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA AND 20 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 96 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 90.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6675 fAMILIES• 1653 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 65f AND 4863 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
82 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5768 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1660 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLJNGSt AND 3 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 71 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSt 1870 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4533 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 954 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 38S36 ROOMS IN· ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7230 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.4 
PERCE~T HAD ONE (OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOMo10.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROO~, AND 1.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8t So9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1523 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• ISS WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 60 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1308 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7431 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 45-B 
6632 HAD BASEMENTS' 7427 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESf 7127 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 7403 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4S-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 5 .09 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 43 .78 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 348 6.32 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO Sl9999 1442 26.18 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 2326 42.22 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 1241 22.56 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 96 1.74 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 6 .11 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
lo!ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 45-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 s .32 19297 6.76 
5 40 - $ 59 5 .32 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 6 .39 4583S 16.05 
$ 80 - 5 99 20 1.29 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 41 2.65 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 394 25.50 53243 18.6S 
$150 - $199 875 56.63 44759 1S.68 
$200 - $299 198 12.82 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .06 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
S~NATE DISTRICT 46 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57861 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 46 
THEY QESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15710 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.7 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 57254 WERE WHITE C 98.95 PERCENT!• S6 WERE NEGRO ( .10 PERCENT!• 150 WERE INDIAN 
( .2~ PERCENTlo AND 223 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS C .39 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESJDENf-ES (AS RF.PORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 242703000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 20919 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESJDfNCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR ~ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIFDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3780 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 147. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
aT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 39 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 145 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 218 
THE AGE ANO SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 46 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
775 65 -OVEP 595 1. 3 65 -OVER ).0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1102 55 
-
64 1223 1.9 55 - 64 2. 1 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
5927 35 
-
54 6421 10.2 35 - 54 11.1 4001'>25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
5029 25 
-
34 4822 8.7 25 - 34 8.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
3713 18 
-
24 2972 6.4 18 - 24 5.1 232F>85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
991 16 - 17 1040 1.7 16 - 17 1.8 74~53 16 - 17 17172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4172 10 - 15 4198 7.2 10 - 15 7.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
3021 06 - 09 3210 5.2 06 - (19 s.s 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
4047 00 - OS 432R 7.0 00 - OS 7.5 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NO~-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 46 ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVFR 4 .2 65 -OVER .1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 1 55 - 64 10 1.8 55 - 64 1.6 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.1 
J 2 45 - 54 20 2.0 45 - 54 3.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?1 35 - 44 19 3.5 35 - 44 3. 1 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
18 25 - 34 ?4 6.3 25 - 34 4.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 1.2 25 - 34 7.0 
?9 15 - 24 26 4.8 15 - 24 4. 3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
47 OS - 14 49 7.7 OS - 14 8.1 8S69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
37 00 - 04 31 6. 1 00 - 04 5. 1 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 18335 MALES 14 YFAR~ OLD AND OVER RfSIDINr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 46 
OF T~FSE, 72.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.0 PEQCENT WERE WTOOWEDt 1.7 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .5 PERrENT wERE SEPARATED• 
~NO ?4.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 187~3 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 71.0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 4o4 PERCENT 
~IDOWFD• 2.7 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.0 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14045 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 13077 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD; 204 WERE HOllSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 764 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 745 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYl 103 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1~ ANO 30 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 179 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALl 
wERE UNDER 1Bl AND 91.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROl .6 PERCENT 
OF THE 14045 FAMILIESI 3627 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 135 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 10163 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A RUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10828 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 3905 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 962 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 283 HAD 
.) OR 2 ROOMSt 5253 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7790 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2157 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 80258 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15382 OF THE COMMUNJTifS HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFn. Of THESE 89.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWFRl PERSONS PER ROOM, 9.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1oSO PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 3288 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 831 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 440 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURF5t AND 2017 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 15692 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 46 
12790 HAD BASEMENTS& 15667 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 15035 HAD TELEPHONESC AND 15588 ~AD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDfNCfSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DI~TRtCT 46 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LfSS THAN s 5000 20 .20 26120 4.24 
!i 5000 TO s 9999 175 1. 71 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 873 8.53 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 2621 25.61 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 3341 32.64 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO 534999 2472 24.15 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 583 5.70 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 151 1.48 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARfD WJTH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE OtSTRICT 46 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 14 .3A 19297 ,.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 20 .54 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 34 .93 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 lOB 2.94 41601 14.57 
$100 
- Ul9 434 11.8? 32427 11.36 
S120 - $149 1316 35.84 53243 1A.65 
$150 - $199 1589 43.27 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 153 4.17 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 4 .11 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTa ANALYSTS AND DLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND l-OUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4A-A 
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~5 OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA St-OW A POPULATION OF 28906 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A 
THEV RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7459 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVEPAGE OF 3.9 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28471 wERE WHITE ( 9~.50 PERCENT)• 15 W~RE NEGRO ( .12 PERCENT)t 88 WERE INDIAN 
( .3~ PFRCENT)o AND 141 WERE ~EMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .49 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 124064500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 20395 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1197 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 147. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 23 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 149 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 128 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A 
NUMRER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
263 65 -OVER 239 .9 65 -OVER .~ 
497 55 - 64 534 1.7 55- 64 1.8 
2721 35 54 3004 9.4 35 - 54 10.4 
2730 25 34 2576 9.4 25 - 34 ~.9 
15~~ 18 24 1305 s.s 18 - 24 4.5 
497 16- 17 499 1.7 16- 17 1.7 
212~ 10 - 15 21~3 7.4 10 - 15 7.4 
1661 06- 09 17?2 5.7 06- 09 6.0 
2226 00- 05 2339 7.7 00- 05 8.1 
NIJMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
4001!>25 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198M3 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
HALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
17172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
Of MINNESOTA 
PFRCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
l 65 -OVER -0 .2 65 -OVER 0.0 
4 55- 64 3 .9 55- 64 .7 
7 45 - 54 10 1.6 45 - 54 2.3 
1? 35 - 44 10 2.8 35 - 44 2.3 
21 25 - 34 17 4.~ 25 - 34 3.9 
19 IS - 24 16 4.4 15- 24 3.7 
~4 05 - 14 37 7.8 05 - 14 8.5 
23 00 - 04 ?2 5.3 00 - 04 5.1 
NU"'BFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
346~ 
4941 
6Q10 
8"i69 
4<94 
At-in THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
0~ - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCE~T OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON FIGURES: THEREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
uy A~F GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES ~HICH OEVIATF FRO~ THE TnTAL DOPIJLATION FIGURES RY MI~OR PERrFNTAGES. 
•OT~: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALE SUM 10 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• lq70 THFRF WFRE 8800 MALES 14 YEAR~ OL8 AND OVER Rf~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A 
nF T~FSE• 74.1 PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED• .7 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEDt loS PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• ,5 PERr.ENT ~ERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?3.4 PERr.ENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 8911 WOMEN 14 YEARS Ot_n AND OVER • 73,5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 1.5 PERCENT 
WIDOWFD• ~.A PERCENT DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT SFPARATEO• AND 19.7 PERCE~T HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THEPE WERE 6P63 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE• 644? WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 81 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 340 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 2Al ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE lR AND 11 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
"i6 WERE UNrJER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE liNDfR 18; AND100.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6863 FAMILIES; 1530 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 5?24 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0,0 PERCENT 
60 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5654 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1164 HOUSING UNITS tN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 636 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 60 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 2196 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3948 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1?42 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TnTAL THEIR WERE 39356 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7280 OF THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWERl PERSONS PER ROOMt10.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
nF THF 971 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 288 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~' 168 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 515 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7452 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A 
5975 HAD BASEMENTS; 7438 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILtTIESI 7139 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7386 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 14 ,26 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 124 2,33 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 539 10.15 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1311 24.68 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO S24999 1586 29.86 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1411 26,57 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 273 5,14 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 53 1.00 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 46-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBI'CR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 9 .79 19297 6.76 
, 40 
- $ 59 8 .71 34877 12.21 
' 
60 - $ 79 15 1.32 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 53 4.67 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 78 6,88 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 348 30.69 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 570 50.26 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 50 4.41 11800 4.13 
~300 OR MORE 3 .26 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AI\ID HO\JSINCo PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 46-R 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 289S~ PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 46-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 8251 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.S P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STAlE 
AVERAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28783 WERE WHITE ( 99.41 PERCENT!• ?1 WFRE NEGRO ( .07 PERCENT)t 62 WERE INDIAN 
( .21 PERCENT), ANn 82 WERE ~EMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .28 PERCENTJ. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 118~38500 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 21496 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESinENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2583 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 147. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 16 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 140 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 90 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 46-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NlJMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
5]2 65 -OVER 356 1.8 65 -OVER 1.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
6ns 55 
-
64 689 2.1 55 - 64 2.4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3206 35 - 54 3417 11.1 35 - 54 11.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
- 54 10.3 
2299 25 - 34 2246 7.9 25 - 34 7.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2125 18 
-
24 1667 7.3 18 - 24 5.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
494 16 - 17 541 1.7 16 - 17 1. 9 74853 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2047 10 - 15 2045 7.1 10 - 15 7.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1360 06 - 09 1488 4.7 06 - 09 5.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1821 00 
-
05 1989 6.3 00 - OS 6.9 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS NUMBFO Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER 4 o.o 65 -OVER 2.3 1Q14 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
7 55 - 64 7 4.1 55 - 64 4.1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
5 45 - 54 10 2.9 45 - 54 5.8 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
9 35 - 44 Q 5.2 35 - 44 5.2 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
17 25 - 34 7 9.9 25 - 34 4.1 4941 25 - 34 48~9 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
10 15 - 24 10 5.8 15 - 24 5.8 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
11 OS - 14 12 7.6 OS - 14 7.0 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
}4 00 - 04 Q 8.1 00 - 04 5.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS OIIJLY FOR TOTAL POPI!LATION FIGURESt THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GROUP~, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF. FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PFRCE~TAi,ES. 
~ OTF: THF. PERCEI\:TAGF FJr,URES FOR MALE PLUS fEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9535 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RF.~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-B 
Of THF.SE, 70.8 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.2 PERCENT WERE wJDOWEOt 1.9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?~.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9842 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 68.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 5.2 PERCENT 
~IDOWF.Dt 2.6 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.1 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 22.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7182 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 6635 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAO OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 123 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A HALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 424 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAfl. 
THERE WERE 464 ROOHERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE Jq AND 19 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
47 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 17A INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
WERE UNDFR 18f AND 91.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7182 FAMILIESI 2097 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 ANfl OVER 651 AND 4939 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI .6 PERCENT 
75 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5174 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2741 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
tAMtLY DWELLINGS, AND 326 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~tLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 223 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3057 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3842 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1115 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 40902 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8102 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 91.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 7.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92oAt 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF. 2317 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 543 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF.St 272 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1502 
WERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADOITIONo OF THE 8240 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 46-B 
6815 HAD BASEMENTSI 8229 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7896 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 8202 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRJNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERM~ OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES I 
HOUSE DISTRICT 46-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 6 .12 26120 4.24 
s 5000 TO s 9999 51 1.04 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 334 6.78 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO Sl9999 1310 26.60 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1755 35.63 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1061 21.54 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 310 6.29 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 98 1.99 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 46-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 5 .20 19297 6.76 
t 40 - s 59 12 .47 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- s 79 19 .7'5 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 55 2.17 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 3'56 14.03 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 968 38.14 53243 1~.65 
U50- $199 1019 40.15 44759 15.68 
t200 - $299 103 4.06 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .04 1691 0.59 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYSTS -NO PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND f-401JSINr- PROFTLE Of 
SENATE DISTRICT 47 
PAGE 1 
AS Of 1 APPJL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 5764q PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DI~TRICT 47 
THEY DESIOEO IN A TOTAL OF 13313 HOUSING UNITSl AN AVERAGE OF 4.3 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56489 WERE WHYTE ( 97.99 PERCENT!• 48 WERE NEGRO ( .08 PERCENT!• 235 WERE INDIAN 
( .41 PERCENT), AND 143 WfRE MEMA~RS OF OTHER RACES ( .2? PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKfT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPTED, RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED AY Tf-4E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
aCRES OR LESS WAS $ 231390750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 19063 PER RESTDENCE. NfGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 1042 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 11~. NFGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 28 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 53 PER MONTH. 
o. THERE WERE ALSO 40 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THI: CHARTS RELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 47 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NliMAER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
401 65 -OVER 359 .7 65 -OVER .6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
610 55 - 64 735 1.1 55 - 64 1.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
4710 JS 
-
54 5606 8.2 35 - 54 9.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
5683 25 
-
34 5160 9.9 25 - 34 9.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2654 18 
-
24 2078 4.6 18 - 24 3.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
1020 16 - 17 1007 1.8 16 - 17 1.7 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4460 10 - 15 4825 1.7 10 - 15 8.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
3923 06 - 09 407f! 6.8 06 - 09 7.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
47?.4 00 
-
05 4843 8.2 00 - OS 8.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-IIiHITE RACES ARE usc; DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 47 AI\JO THE STATE Of MINNESOH 
NUMAfP OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PEQSONS NUMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE: FEMALE MALE ffMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 5 .3 65 -OVER .4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
3 55 - 64 q .3 55 - 64 .8 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 
- 54 6 .3 45 - 54 .s 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?4 15 - 44 29 2.1 '35 - 44 z.s 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
32 25 - 34 21 2.8 25 - 34 2.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
24 15 - 24 20 2.1 15 - 24 1. 7 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
7FI 05 - 14 66 6.7 OS - 14 5.7 8"i69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
21 00 - 04 29 1.8 00 - 04 2.5 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
Tl-lf BURFAIJ OF THE CE~SUS HAS ISSUF:D CORRECTIONc: O~LY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION fiGURESt THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATtO~ 
RY AGF" G~OUPSo fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FROM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
"JOTF: THI: PERCENTAGF FTGURES FOP MALE PLUS FfMALF. SIJM TO 100 PERCF.NT. 
PAGI: 2 
TN ~PRILt 1970 THFRE WFRF 16267 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER RE~IDINr. IN SENATE DISTRICT 47 
Of THFSE• 74.1 PFRCENT WFRE MARRIED• .8 PERCENT WFRE WTOOWEDt 1.4 PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PFRCFNT WERE 5EPAR~TEDt 
o~O ?3.2 PERCENT HAD NFVER MARRIED. OF THE 16293 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 74.3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRifD• 2.8 PERCENT 
WlOOWFDt 2.2 PERCENT DlV0RCEDt .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~D 19.8 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THFRE WERE 12576 HOUSEHOLDS I~ THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE, 11857 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSAAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD$ 184 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 535 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 441 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 127 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 21 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 68 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
WERE UNOFR 18$ AND 80.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 1.S PERCENT 
OF THE 12576 FAMILIES& 1995 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 116 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 A~•D OVER 65J AND 10388 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11597 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 708 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1005 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 199 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMSt 2329 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8583 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2195 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 72074 ROOMS tN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.3 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 13180 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 83.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR fEWfRI PERSONS PER ROOMt13.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.5 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WinF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.Bt 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 590 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 231 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 71 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 288 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 13311 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 47 
11019 HAD BASEMENTS; 13277 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 12870 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 13183 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 47 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 21 .19 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 195 1.80 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1103 10.19 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 3581 33.07 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 3960 36.58 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1731 15.99 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 195 1.8o 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 41 .38 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARF:D WITH Tl-'f STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE niSTRICT 47 MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 42 4.67 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 19 2.11 34817 12.21 $ 6{1 
- $ 79 22 2.44 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 ~2 9.11 41601 14.57 
HOO - $119 1F,4 18.2? 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 2AO 31.11 53243 18.65 
U'SO - $199 2'51 27.89 44759 15.68 
'!;200 - $299 36 4.00 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 4 .44 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CPJSUS Or POPULATION AND HO!JSINt; PROFILE Or 
HOUSF. DISTRICT 47-A 
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AS Or 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28966 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 47-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Or 6375 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 4,5 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Or 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Or THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28164 WERE WHITE ( 97.23 PERCENT)t ?0 WERE NEGRO ( .07 PERCENT)t 117 WERE INDIAN 
( .40 PERCENT), AND 91 WERE MEMBERS Or OTHER RACES ( .31 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Or RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Or SINGLE F"AMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RF.PORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 126283000 l AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 21469 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 440 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 119. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 19 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S o. THERE WERE ALSO 1 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 0 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 47-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
217 65 -OVER 191 .7 65 -OVER .7 
311 55- 64 374 1.1 55- 64 1.3 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177917 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
-OVER 
- 64 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
2482 35 - 54 2951 8.6 35 - 54 10.2 
2792 25 34 2371 9.6 25 - 34 8.2 
1080 18 24 857 3.7 18- 24 3.0 
529 16 - 17 537 1.8 16 - 17 1.9 
2437 10 - 15 2601 8.4 10 - 15 9.0 
2035 06 - 09 2068 7.0 06 - 09 7.1 
221q 00 - OS 2321 7.7 00 - OS 8.0 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
54 
- 34 
24 
- 17 
- 15 
- 09 
- OS 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-A 
NUMAFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 4 .2 65 -OVER .5 
1 55- 64 6 .1 55- 64 .7 
? 45 54 3 .2 45 - 54 .4 
11 35 44 15 1.4 35- 44 1.9 
lq 25 34 11 2.2 25 - 34 1.4 
q 15 24 12 1.0 15 - 24 1.~ 
44 OS - 14 37 5.5 05 - 14 4.6 
12 00 - 04 19 1.5 00 - 04 2.4 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
'5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFO CORRECTIONS ONLY ~OR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
8Y AG~ GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH ~EVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY ~INOR PERr.FNTAGES. 
~OTF: THF. PfRCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS F~~ALF SIJM TO 100 PERCE~T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THfRF. WFRE 7999 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-A 
OF THESE• 73.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, .9 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.?. PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?4.4 PERCENT HAO NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 8046 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 73.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 2o9 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDo 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.1 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6105 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 5747 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 93 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 265 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 1~2 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING JN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 57 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA AND 8 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 68 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE l~DER 1~' AND A0.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6105 FAMILIESt 876 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 5124 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 1.5 PERCENT 
64 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6091 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNTT CSTNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 282 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 79 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 647 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4415 HAD ~ OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1230 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 35746 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.2 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PE~ RESIDENT. 6322 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 82.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER} PERSONS PER ROO~t14.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO leSO PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.8 PERCENT HAD 
lo51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92e8t 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 246 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 105 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF.St 52 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 89 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITION, OF THE 6374 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-A 
5733 HAD BASEMENTS' 6359 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 6230 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 6329 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 47-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 7 .12 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO I 9999 78 1.35 79217 12.83 
110000 TO 114999 466 8.08 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 119999 1952 33.85 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 2065 35.81 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 134999 1056 18.31 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 149999 114 1.98 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO DR. MORE 29 .so 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 47-A MINNESOTA 
NUt4BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------lESS THAN S 40 3 .79 19297 6.76 
s 40 
- s 59 5 1.32 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 13 3.43 45835 16.05 
s 80 s 99 42 ll.OJ:~ 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 73 19.26 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 129 34.04 53243 18.65 
U50 - 1199 93 24.54 44759 15.68 
1i200 - S299 17 4.49 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 4 1.06 1691 o.59 
--~INNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNYNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSINA PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 47-~ 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28683 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-R 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 6938 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 4,1 PFRSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28325 WERE WHITE ( 98,75 PERCENT>• ?8 WERE NEGRO ( ,10 PERCENT>• 118 WERE INDIAN 
I ,41 PERCENT), AND S? WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .lA PERCENT), ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITEt 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0,28 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS, 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 10S107750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 1~801 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• ~INGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -o PER RESIDENCE. TH~ NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 602 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 114. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF$ -0, 
A TOTAL OF 9 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ O, THERE WERE ALSO 33 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 64 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE, 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 47-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FFMALE MALE 
186 65 -OVER 168 .6 65 -OVER .6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6,1 65 -OVER 4.7 
299 55 
-
64 361 1.0 55 - 64 1. 3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 
-
64 4,2 
2?2P 35 
-
54 26c;5 7,8 35 - 54 9,3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2891 25 
-
34 2789 10.1 25 - 34 9,7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6,1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1574 18 
-
24 1221 s.s 18 - 24 4,3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5,3 
491 16 - 17 470 1.7 16 - 17 1.6 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2023 10 - 15 2224 7.1 10 - 15 7,8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1888 06 - 09 200A 6,6 06 - 09 7,0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2506 1)0 - OS 2522 8,7 00 - 05 8,8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-B ANn THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMRfR OF PEPSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAtE MALl: FEMALE MALE: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
;:> 65 -OVER I .6 65 -OVER .3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
? 55 - 64 3 ,6 55 - 64 ,8 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
? 45 - 54 1 .6 45 - 54 .a 2fl03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
13 35 - 44 14 3,6 35 - 44 3,9 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 
- 44 s.o 
14 25 - 34 12 3,9 25 - 34 3,4 4Q41 25 - 34 48S9 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
16 IS - 24 8 4,5 15 - 24 2.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
34 OS - 14 29 9,5 OS - 14 8,1 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
q 00 - 04 10 2.5 00 - 04 2,8 4394 00 - 04 4511 6,4 00 - 04 6,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BIIPfAIJ OF THE CEN<;US HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY ~="OR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURESI THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
PY A(;f GROUPS. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURFS WHICH OEVTAT~=" FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
1\0TF: THF PERCENTAGE FJ(;URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT, 
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IN APRIL• 1Q70 THERE WERE 8268 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLO ANO OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-B 
Of THESE, 75.1 PERCENT ~ERE MARRIED, .7 PERCENT WERE WTDOWEDt 1.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO ?2.1 PERCENT HAD NEVfR MARRIED. Of THE 8247 WOME~ 14 YEARS OL~ AND OVER • 75.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 2.8 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 1A.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6471 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6110 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 91 WERF HOIJSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDf AND 270 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 259 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 18 AND 13 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
70 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE UNDER 1Bf AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6471 FAMILIES' 1119 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 5264 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
52 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1Q70 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5506 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMES• 426 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1004 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 120 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 1682 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4168 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 965 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 36328 ROOMS IN.ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.3 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6858 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 84.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt13.3 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 344 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 126 WERt 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 19 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 199 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 6937 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 47-B 
5286 HAD BASEMENTSC 6918 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 6640 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 6854 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~BING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 47-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 14 .28 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 117 2.31 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 637 12.59 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 1629 32.19 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 1895 37.45 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 675 13.34 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 81 1.60 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 12 .24 12487 z.oz 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 47-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 39 7 .4<:, 19297 6.76 
s 40 - 5 59 14 2.6Q 34877 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 9 1.73 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 40 7.68 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 91 17.47 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 151 28.9A 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 158 30.33 447SQ 15.68 
$200 - $299 19 3.65 11800 4.13 
~300 OR MORF: 
-0 o.oo 1691 o.s9 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYSTS AND DLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSINf PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 48 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56149 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 48 
THEY PESJDED IN A TOTAL OF 16211 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVE~AGE OF l.S PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55720 WERE WHITE ( 99.24 PERCENT!• 1'2 WERE NEGRO ( .24 PERCENT), 65 wERE I~DIAN 
( .12 PERCENT), ANO 265 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .47 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT TNDJANo ANn 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPTEDt ~ESJDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 300396250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 2~647 PER RESIDENCE. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESinENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 4380 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 160. NEG~O fAMILIES RENTED 5 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 27 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 10093. T~ERE WERF ALSO 392 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE R~NTAL VALUE OF $ 189 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THF CHARTS BELOw AN11 CAN AE CO!o4PARED WITH THE <;TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 48 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMRfR OF PEF<SONS § PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF" PERSOf'.IS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1269 65 -OVFR 80? 2.3 65 -OVER 1.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
12'l2 55 - 64 1376 2.1 55 - 64 2.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6391 35 
-
54 661A 11.4 35 
-
54 11.8 400~25 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
466n 25 
-
34 4717 8.3 25 - 34 8.4 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
3464 18 
-
24 2917 6.2 18 - 24 5.2 2321'!85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
109~ 16 
-
17 11?2 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3RC::9 10 
-
15 3791J 6.9 10 - 15 6.~ 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
261A 06 
-
09 282A 4.7 06 - 09 5.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
341'.4 00 
-
05 36~9 6.2 00 - 05 6.6 198()03 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETA I LEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPuLATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 48 A~O TI-1E STAT!: Of MINNESOTA 
NlJMf:lfR OF" PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMB Eo OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE "!ALE 
s 65 -OVER 3 1. 2 65 -OVER • 7 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 55 
-
64 3 .9 55 - 64 .1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
11'. 45 
-
54 17 3.7 45 - 54 4.0 2603 45 
-
54 2654 3.8 45 
-
54 3.9 
10 35 - 44 29 4.4 35 - 44 6.A 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
32 25 
-
34 43 7.5 25 - 34 10.0 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ~5 34 7.0 
2P 15 
-
24 12 6.5 15 - 24 7.5 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
4A OS 
-
14 S7 11.2 1)5 - 14 13.1 8t:;69 05 - 14 8773 12.4 05 14 12.7 
19 00 
-
04 17 4.4 no - 04 B.6 4194 00 - 04 4511 f>.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 18707 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVfR RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 48 
Of THFSEt 69.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt 1.~ PERCENT WE'RE DIVORCED• .5 PERr.FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 27.0 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 192f3 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 68.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 5.8 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 23.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13661 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 12906 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 149 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 606 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1003 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lP AND 10 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
A2 WERE UNOER 
THERE WERE 782 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 18J AND 75.7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.3 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 3.5 PERCENT 
Of THE 13661 FAMILIESI 4237 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 126 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 9114 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10923 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 4524 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 733 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 472 HAD 
·1 OR 2 ROOMSt 4883 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 6946 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3845 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 87126 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15653 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.A 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.3 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .a PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF TH~ 4191 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURESt 295 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~t 94 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3802 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITIONt OF THE 16170 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 48 
l349A HAD BASEMENTSI 16132 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 15426 HAO TELEPHONESI AND 16055 HAD COMPLETE · 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 48 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 8 .o8 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 74 .73 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO 114999 376 3.70 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO S19999 1342 13.22 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 2356 23.20 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 3616 35.61 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 1976 19.46 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 406 4.00 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 48 MINNESOTA 
NUM8~R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 19 .45 19297 6.76 $ 40 
- $ 59 36 .86 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 37 .88 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 lOS 2.50 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 225 5.35 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 1037 24.67 53243 18.65 $}50 
- $199 2126 50.5A 4475Q 15.68 
$200 - $299 591 14.06 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 27 .64 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 C£t~SUS Of POPULATION AND 1-iOIISJNr. PROFILE Of 
HOUSE DISTRir.T 4A-A 
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AS Of 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28001 PERSONS RESIDING TN HOUSF DISTRICT 48-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 8130 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 3.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27770 wERE WHITE ( 99.18 PERCENT), 19 WERE NEGRO ( .14 PERCENT), 39 WERE I~DIAN 
< .14 PFRCENT), AND 128 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .46 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES C~S REPORTEn BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 131000250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 24468 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2623 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 155. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 11 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 69 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 145 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOw AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 48-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
69A 65 -OVER 377 2.5 65 -OVER 1.3 
546 55 64 631 1.9 55 - 64 2.3 
2801 35 - 54 2969 10.0 35 - 54 10.6 
259A 25- 34 2725 9.3 25- 34 9.7 
2001 18 - 24 1632 1.1 18 - 24 s.8 
440 16 - 17 430 1.6 16 - 17 1.5 
1637 10 - 1s 1652 s.8 10 - 1s 5.9 
1291 06 - 09 1353 4.6 06 - 09 4.8 
1923 00 - OS 2087 6.9 00 - OS 7.5 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
111970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
-OVER 65 
55 
35 -
25 -
18 -
16 -
10 -
06 -
00 -
64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11112 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFQ BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-A 
NUM8fR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -0 .4 65 -OVER 0.0 
2 55 - 64 -o .9 ss - 64 o.o 
5 45 - 54 2 2.2 45 - 54 .9 
7 35- 44 14 3.0 35 - 44 6.1 
lR 25 - 34 25 7.8 25 - 34 10.~ 
R 15- 24 14 3.5 15- 24 6.1 
20 OS - 14 23 8.7 OS- 14 10.0 
5 00 - 04 26 2.2 00 - 04 11.3 
NUMB!:~ 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6Ql0 
8'569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.1 
3.9 
s.o 
1.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 9222 MALES 14 YFARS OLO ANO OVER RFSIDIN(, IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-A 
OF T~FSF• 71.7 PERCENT ~FRE MARRIED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE WIOOWED• 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOt 
ANO ?4.7 PERCENT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 953~ WOMEN 14 YEA~S OLn AND OVER , 69,9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 6.5 PERCENT 
WIOOWFD• 2.S PERCENT DlVORCEDt .a PERCENT SEPARATEO• AND 21.0 PERCFtJT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6923 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESE• 651~ WERF FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOliSfHOLO' 72 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD* AND 336 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WIT~ 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE wERE 590 ROOMERSo 80AROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 45 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA AND 5 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 508 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL* 
WERE UNDER 18* AND A3,5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6923 FAMILIES' 2167 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
lA AND OVER 65' AND 4613 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
0,0 PERCENT WERE NEr,PO' .2 PERCENT 
51 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 4880 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT ISTNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 2601 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGSt AND 629 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO M08JLE HOMES OP TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSJNr, UNITS 266 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2921 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3060 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1q36 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
·IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 42673 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1,5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT, THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS P-ER RESIDENT. 7977 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94,1 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 5.2 PERCENT HAD 1,01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND ,7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PEP ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1,3 PERCENTo RESPECTIVELY, 
OF THF 2346 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 188 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 57 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2101 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8102 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-A 
6?46 HAD BASEMENTS' 8084 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES* 7829 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8050 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TEP~S Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN T~E FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 4A-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 7 .16 26120 4,24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 56 1,26 79217 12,83 
$10000 TO $14999 224 5,05 118416 19.19 
H5000 TO $19999 619 13,97 143052 23,1A 
$20000 TO $24999 876 19.77 113624 18,41 
$25000 TO $34999 1538 34,70 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 955 21,55 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 157 3,54 12487 2.02 
FOP RENTAL UNITS HiE PATTERN, COMPARFD WJTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 48-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 10 .40 19297 6,76 
'li 40 - $ 59 ?.7 1.07 34817 12.21 
' 
60 - 'li 79 ?.9 1.1s 45835 16.05 
'li 80 - $ 99 73 2,89 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 162 6,4?_ 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 659 26.12 53243 18,65 
U50 
-
$199 1349 53.47 44759 15,68 
$200 - $299 203 s.oc; 11800 4,13 
'E300 OR MORF 11 ,44 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 48-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28148 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8081 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 1e5 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27950 WERE WHITE ( 99.30 PERCENT)t 93 WERE NEGRO ( .33 PERCENT)t 26 WERE INDIAN 
( .09 PERCENT), AND 137 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .49 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PF.RCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPtEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 169396000 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 28619 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAO A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1757 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 169. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 16 RESIDECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 17031. THERE WERE ALSO 323 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 19A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 48-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
571 65 -OVER 425 2.0 65 -OVER 1.5 
656 55 64 745 2.3 55 64 2.6 
3590 35 - 54 3669 12.8 35 - 54 13.0 
2068 25 - 34 1992 7.3 25 - 34 7.1 
1463 18 - 24 1285 5.2 18 - 24 4.6 
656 16 - 17 692 2.3 16 - 17 2.5 
2222 10 - 15 2146 7.9 10 - 15 7.6 
1327 06- 09 1475 4.7 06- 09 5.2 
1541 00 - 05 1602 5.5 00- 05 5.7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
111970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
- 15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED 8ELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-R 
NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 3 2.0 65 -OVER 1.5 
2 55 - 64 3 1.0 55 - 64 1.5 
11 45 - 54 15 5.6 45 - 54 7.6 
12 35 - 44 15 6.1 35 - 44 7.6 
14 25 - 34 18 7.1 25 - 34 9.1 
20 15 - 24 1A 10.1 15 - 24 9.1 
2A OS - 14 34 14.1 OS - 14 17.2 
14 00 - 04 11 7.1 00 - 04 5.6 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVE~ 
55 - 64 
4S - 54 
35 - 44 
25 34 
15 24 
OS - 14 
00 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------o THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!tLATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~U~ OF POPULATION 
AY Ar.F r.ROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURF.S WHICH DEVTATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCfNTAr,ES. 
NOTE: THf PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SliM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9485 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-B 
OF THESE• 68.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.3 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.3 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND 29.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9725 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER ' 66.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 5.1 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.9 PERCENT DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 26.0 PERCENT HAD NEVF.R MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6738 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 6391 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLD• 77 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 270 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 413 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 37 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 5 WERE OYER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 274 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 61.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6738 FAMILIES' 2070 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 4501 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 9.5 PERCENT 
75 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6043 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 1923 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 104 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 206 HAD 
1. OR 2 ROOMS• 1962 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3886 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2009 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44453 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7676 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEVER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1e51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 1845 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 107 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 37 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1701 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8068 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 48-B 
7252 HAD BASEMENTS• 8048 ""'D COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7597 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 8005 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED VATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-DCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 48-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-------------------~---LESS THAN S 5000 1 .oz 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO S 9999 18 .31 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 152 2.66 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO S19999 723 12.64 143052 23.18 
SZOOOO TO S24999 1480 25.87 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 2078 36.32 91114 14.76 
535000 TO S49999 1021 17.84 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 249 4.35 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-!E STATE WAS I 
MONTHL. Y RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 48-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
- ------
------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 9 .54 19297 6.76 
5 40 - 5 59 9 .54 34817 12.21 
5 60 - s 79 8 .48 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 12 1.90 41601 14.57 
1100 - 5119 63 3.75 32427 11.36 
U20 - 5149 378 22.50 53243 18.65 
!150 - 5199 777 46.25 44759 15.68 
~200 - 5299 3R8 23.10 11800 4.13 
UOO OR .. ORE 16 .95 1691 0.59 
--MINNF50TA A~ALY5TS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A~D HOUSI~~ PROFILE OF 
SE~ATE DISTRICT 49 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 56801 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 49 
THEY ~ESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 14797 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3,8 PFRSONS PER UNIT, THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERA\,E OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THF TOTAL POPULATION, 56397 WERE WHITE ( 99,29 PERCENTI• 104 WERE NEGRO ( .18 PERCENT!• 102 WERE INDIAN 
( .IA PERCENT!, AND 149 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER qAC~S ( ,26 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
CENT ~HITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHAqACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 265003500 J AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 2?008 PER RESTDENCF.. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESTOENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2357 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 123. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 14 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 51. 
A TOTAL OF 42 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 94 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 53 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED I~ THF CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
1261 65 -OVER 105? 2.2 65 -OVER 1.9 
1407 55 - 64 1399 2.5 55 - 64 2.5 
6254 35 - 54 6375 11.0 35 - 54 11.2 
4087 25 34 3909 7,2 25 - 34 6.9 
2765 18 24 2374 4.9 18 - 24 4.2 
1232 16 - 17 1347 2.2 16 - 17 2.4 
4414 10 - 15 464~ 7.8 10 - 15 8.2 
3049 06 09 3213 5.4 06- 09 5.7 
3747 00 - 05 3868 6.6 00 - OS 6.8 
49 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232€-AS 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PFRSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF "4INNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 JO 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
54 
- 34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAIL~n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRICT 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
c; 
3 
12 
19 
14 
1R 
t.4 
14 
65 -OVER 
ss - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 1.2 65 -OVER 1.0 
5 .7 55- 64 1.2 
11 3,0 45- 54 2.7 
15 4.7 35- 44 3.7 
11 3.5 25- 34 2.7 
44 4.5 IS - 24 10.9 
4R 10.9 05- 14 11.9 
14 3.5 00 - 04 3.5 
49 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2F>03 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
ANO THE STA Tf OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT 
FEMALE 
2.8 
OF PERSONS 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12,4 
6,4 
-OVER 65 
55 
45 
35 
?.5 -
IS 
OS 
00 -
- 64 
54 
44 
34 
24 
14 
04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUPfAU OF THE CfNSliS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE 5UM OF POPULATION 
8V or,F GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL oOPULATION FIGURF5 8Y MINOR PER~FNTAGES. 
';OTF: THf PfPCENTAGF flr;URES FOR MALf PLUS FFMALE SliM TO 100 PERCEI'-<T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERF WERE 17917 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLD AND OVFR RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 49 
OF THFSEt 69.6 PFRCFNT WfRE MARRIED. loS PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEDt 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEOt .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?7.R PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 18396 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 68.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 5oS PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 2.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 24.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13147 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE, 12297 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSFHOLO; 183 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HE~D OF THE ~OUSEHOLDJ AND 667 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 550 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 143 WERE UNDER 
AGE JP ANO 43 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 394 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE tJNDER 18l AND 30.7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
5.3 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 61.7 PERCENT 
OF THE 13147 FAMILIES; 3436 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 134 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 9380 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12302 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (StNGLE fAMILY) HOMES• 1804 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 547 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 184 HAD 
1 OR ? ROOMSt 3458 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 7419 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 3~53 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 81921 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 14398 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.D. Of THESE 89.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWF.Rl PERSONS PER ROOM• 8.9 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
oF THF 1649 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 435 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 86 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• AND 1128 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 14644 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 49 
12553 HAD BASEMENTS; 14566 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 14088 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 14355 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8tNG f~CILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 49 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 39 .37 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 291 2.73 79217 12.83 
510000 TO $14999 1222 11.46 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 2448 22.95 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 2929 27.46 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 2472 23.18 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 762 7.14 33193 5.37 
'650000 OR MORE 502 4.71 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARfD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 49 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 '37 1.80 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 44 2.14 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 118 5.74 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1f'>8 8.18 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 11')3 7.94 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 744 36.22 53243 1A.65 
$150 - $199 691 33.64 44759 15.6A 
~200 - $299 '34 4.0Q 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 5 .24 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOI•SINE PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A P0PULATION OF 28A?4 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 49-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7678 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28504 WERE WHITE ! 9~.89 PERCENT!• 78 WERE NEGRO ( .27 PERCENTio 73 WERE INDIAN 
< .?.~ PFRCENTlo ANO 53 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .18 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 9R.18 PER-
CENT WHITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDTANo AND 0.28 P~RCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPtEDo RESIDENCES !AS REPORTEn BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 127527000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ ?.0828 PEP RESIDENCE. NFGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED' SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIFD• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1311 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 123. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 14 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ 51. 
A TOTAL OF 20 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ o. THERE WERF ALSO 34 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WTTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 114 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
601 65 -OVER 568 2.1 65 -OVER 2.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
775 55 
-
64 790 2.7 55 - 64 2.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3063 35 
-
54 3112 10.6 35 - 54 10.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2056 25 
-
34 2058 7.1 25 - 34 7.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1563 18 
-
24 1360 5.4 18 - 24 4.7 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
623 16 - 17 697 2.2 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2192 10 - 15 2313 7.6 10 - 15 8.0 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
149~ 06 - 09 1552 5.2 06 - 09 5.4 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1807 00 
-
OS 1815 6.3 00 - 05 6.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A ANO Tt-1E STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJI-4BER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMIII F MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FF:MALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 4 1.2 65 -OVER 1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVFR 2.6 
2 55 - 64 3 .6 55 - 64 .9 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
f., 45 - 54 <; 1.9 45 - 54 1.6 2M3 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
10 35 - 44 9 3.1 35 - 44 2.~ 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
11 25 - 34 11 3.4 25 - 34 3.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
14 15 - 24 37 4.4 15 - 24 11.6 6010 1':i - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?<; 05 - 14 25 7.8 OS - 14 7.9 8<;69 05 - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
7 00 - 04 6 2.2 00 - 04 1.9 4394 00 - 04 4511 f>.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
') THF RURF.AU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFO CO~RECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATT0N FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULAT,lON 
PY AGF GROUPS• FTC. MAY liDO TO FIGURFS WHICH nEVIATF FR0M THE T0TAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTE: THE Pf!~COITAGF Fir.tJRES FOR MALE PLUS FE~~ALE S1JM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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lN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9343 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A 
OF THFSFo 6A.5 PERCFNT WERF. MARRIED, 1.7 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWED• 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 29.0 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9375 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 68.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIF.Dt 4o9 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 2.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 24.6 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIEO. 
THERE WERE 672? HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6303 WERE FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLOt 108 WERE HOliSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HF.aD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 311 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 308 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA ANO 18 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
67 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 326 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
10ERE IJNDER 18 I AND 11.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
6.4 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 74.5 PERCENT 
Of THE 6722 FAMILIESI 1944 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 4602 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
65 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6040 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1004 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND ~46 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 89 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2204 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3578 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1690 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 41558 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7434 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 9.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.6 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATf-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 922 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 191 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURE~• 35 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 696 
10ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION• OF THE 7583 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A 
6162 HAD BASEMENTSI 7527 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 7219 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 7387 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 26 .53 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 157 3.17 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 634 12.82 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 1212 24.50 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 1162 23.49 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 964 19.49 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO 549999 391 7.90 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 401 8.11 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 49-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESCi THAN $ 40 27 2.4? 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 24 2.15 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 41 3.67 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 62 s.sc; 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 ~s 7.61 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 472 42.26 53243 18.65 
HSO - $199 31'.0 32.23 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 42 3.76 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORf 4 .36 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A }970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-!0IISING PROFILE OF 
HnUSF DISTRICT 4Q-R 
PAGE l 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 27977 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 49-B 
THEY QESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 7119 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.9R PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27893 WERE WHYTE ( 99.70 PERCENT)t ?6 WFRE NEGRO I .09 PERCENTit 29 WERE l~DIAN 
( .In PERCENT!, AND 96 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .34 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
lENT ~HITE• 0.91 PEQCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT JNDJAN, AND 0.?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUP!EDt RESIDENCES (dS RFPORTED AY THE OWNERS! ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 137476500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 23230 Pfq RESTDENCE. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESinENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1046 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 124. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 22 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAt.E VALUE WAS $ 
VACA~IT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE R~NTAL VALUE OF $ 5~ PEP MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 19 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN 8E COMPARED wITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 49-8 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NU~BFR Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PER~ONS NIJ~RER Of PfRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
66? 65 -OVER 484 2.4 65 -OVER 1.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
632 55 
-
64 609 2.3 55 - 64 2.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3191 35 
-
54 3263 11.4 15 - 54 11.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2031 25 
-
34 1B':i1 7.3 25 - 34 6.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1202 18 
-
24 1014 4.3 18 - 24 3.6 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
609 16 - 17 6'30 2.2 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
22?2 10 - 15 2333 7.9 10 - 15 8.3 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1551 06 - 09 1661 5.5 06 - 09 5.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1940 00 
-
OS 2051 6.9 00 - OS 7.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 s.2 oo 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE" RACES ARE LES<; DETIHLfn BUT ARE TABULATED RELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPlJUTION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 49-8 AND TI-lE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NIJMAfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS NUMBFP OF PERSONS PFRCENT OF PFRSONS 
FEMAlE MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -o 1. 2 65 -OVER o.o 1914 65 -nVEFi 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 2 1.2 55 - 64 2.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
,., 45 
-
54 6 7.1 45 - 54 7 .I 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
9 35 
-
44 ,., 10.7 35 - 44 7.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 JS - 44 5.0 
3 25 
-
34 -o 3.6 25 - 34 o.o 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
4 15 
-
24 7 4.8 15 - 24 8.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
19 OS - 14 21 22.6 05 - 14 27.4 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
7 00 
-
04 A 8.3 00 - 04 9.5 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF AURFAU Of THE CfNSIJS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES' THEREfORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GROUPSo FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES RY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
"OTF: THf PFRCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALF PLUS FEMALE StJM TO 100 PERCFNT. 
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IN •PRilo 1970 THFRF WERE 8574 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 49-8 
Qf THESEo 70.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 1.4 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 26.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER ~-RRIED. Of THE 9021 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANn OVER , 67.6 PERCENT WERE M•RRJEDo 6.1 PERCENT 
~IDOWFDo 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~n 23.6 PERCENT H•D NEVER M•RRIEO. 
THERE WERE 6425 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESEo 5994 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OU~EHOLO• 75 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 356 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEiooiALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 242 ROOMERS, BOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 25 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
76 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 68 INM.TES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 92.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0,0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6425 FAMILIESI 1492 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
lB ANO OVER 65; AND 4778 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
69 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6262 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESo 800 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 95 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROO~S, 1254 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3841 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOM5o AND 1A63 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
JN TOTAL THEIR WERE 40363 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6964 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 89,9 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 8.5 PERCENT HAD 1,01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92,8o 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
OF THF 727 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 244 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 51 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 432 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7061 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 49-B 
6391 HAD BASEMENTSJ 7039 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESJ 6869 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 6968 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR ~HOWER. 
JN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 49-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 13 .23 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 134 2,34 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 588 10.28 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1236 21,62 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 124999 1767 30,90 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1508 26,37 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 371 6,49 33193 5,37 
!50000 OR MORE 101 1,77 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 49-B MINNESOU 
NUMI3ER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS TH•N !i 40 10 1.07 19297 6,76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 20 2.13 34877 12.21 
!; 60 - $ 79 77 8,22 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 106 11.31 4160] 14.57 
~100 - 5119 78 8,3;:> 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 272 29.03 53243 18.65 
uc;o - $199 331 35.33 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 42 4.4~ 11800 4.13 
BOO OR MORE: 1 .ll 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~DUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 50 
PAGF. 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56031 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DI~TRICT SO 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 14807 HOUSING UNITS* AN AVERAGE Of 3.8 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARFS wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55439 WERE WHITE ( 9A.94 PERCENTlt ?76 WERE NEGRO ( .49 PERCENT)t 82 WERE INDIAN 
( .15 PFRCENT), AND 152 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .27 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITFt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 241053000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 20472 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 1520000 OR S 22029 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2655 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 127. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 9 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S o. 
A TOTAL OF 42 RE5IDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THF.IR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 8446. THERE WERE ALSO 149 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 121 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE «5TATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT so AND THE STHE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE 
1451 65 -OVER 1148 2.6 65 -OVER '2.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1397 55 
-
64 1450 2.5 55 - 64 2.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
591)? 35 
-
54 6179 10.5 35 - 54 11.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
4209 25 
-
34 3949 7.5 25 - 34 7.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
3053 18 
-
24 2680 5.4 18 - 24 4.8 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1144 16 - 17 1294 2.0 16 - 17 2.3 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
4195 10 - 15 4277 7.5 10 - 15 7.6 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2933 06 - 09 31137 5.2 06 - 09 5.7 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
3604 00 
-
05 3797 6.4 00 - 05 6.A 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn f!UT ARE TABULATED AELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 50 AN£) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PF.:P.SONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
11 65 -OVER 7 2.2 65 -OVER 1.2 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
~ 55 
-
64 13 1.4 55 - 64 2.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
?I-. 45 
-
54 30 4.4 45 - 54 5.1 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?Q 35 
-
44 27 4.9 35 - 44 4.6 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
34 25 
-
34 30 5.7 25 - 34 5.1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
]<; 15 
-
24 27 5.9 15 - 24 4.6 6<HO 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
54 OS - 14 54 9.1 OS - 14 9.1 8569 05 - 14 A773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
?3 00 - 04 27 3.9 00 - 04 4.6 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
TH~ 8UPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUI:f) CORRECTION" ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY L.C"~ GPOUPS o ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES W~ICH nEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MTNOR PER~FNTAGES. 
'OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FTGLRES FOR MALE PLUS ~E~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGE 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRF 17991 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AN8 OVER RF~IDINr, IN SENATF DISTRICT 50 
OF T~FSF, 6A.5 PfRCFNT wFRE MARRIED, 1.6 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED, 1.7 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• .6 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND ?7.9 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 18444 WOMEN 14 YEAQS OLD AND OVER , 67.1 PFRCENT WERE MARRIFD• 5.9 PERCENT 
WTDOWED• 2.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 24.1 PERCF~T HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THFRE WFRE 12994 HOUSEhOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 1210S WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLD; 196 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFOD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 693 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FFM4LE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 5A9 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 149 WERE UNDER 
AGE lR liND 29 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 406 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF T~E TOTAL; 
.wERE liNOFR 18; AND 77.f> PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.7 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 12994 FAMILIES; 3600 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 149 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IA AND OVER 65J AND 9074 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11676 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 2251 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 791 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 285 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3810 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7714 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 2R95 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 78859 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PE~ RESIDENT. 14430 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 9.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.R• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 2030 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 482 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 69 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1479 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 14713 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 50 
12557 HAD BASEMENTS; 14610 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 14124 HAD TELEPHONES• AND 14466 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUM8JNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESID~NCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 50 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 43 .42 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO 5 9999 296 2.89 79217 12.83 
510000 TO Sl4999 1224 11.94 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO 519999 2830 27.61 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 2786 27.18 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO 534999 2077 20.26 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 702 6.85 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 292 2.85 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH THE SlATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 
$ 60 - $ 79 
i 80 - ~ 99 
$100 - $119 
$120 
-
$149 
$150 
-
$199 
~200 
-
$299 
noo OR MORE 
SENATE QJSTRICT 50 
NUMBER PERCENT 
54 2.2Fl 
55 2.32 
113 4.77 
145 6.12 
279 11.77 
8Fl1 37.17 
6R4 28.86 
1S6 6.5R 
3 .13 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34817 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINN~SOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULATION AND 1-tOI!SING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT SO-A 
PAGF 1 
AS Of 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27Q67 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 50-A 
THEY PfSIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7321 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 3.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 2777~ WERE WHITE I 99.31 PERCENT)• 14 WERE NEGRO I .OS PERCENT)t 46 WERE INDIAN 
I .1~ PERCENT), AND 65 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .23 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.?8 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGLE fAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS S 119104000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 19411 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUF Of S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNiTS WAS 995 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 101. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL Of 24 RESJOECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS 5 2323. THERE WERE ALSO 2S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE Of S 75 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 50-A AND THE STATE OF "'INNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NtJMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
611 65 -OVER 52 A 2.2 65 -OVER 1. 9 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
64P, 55 - 64 692 2.3 55 - 64 2.5 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2751 35 - 54 3007 9.8 35 - 54 10.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2267 25 - 34 2084 8.1 25 - 34 7.5 229"323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1434 18 - 24 1261 5.1 18 - 24 4.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
499 16 - 17 612 1.8 16 - 17 2.2 741\53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 z.o 
2059 10 - 15 2190 7.4 10 - 15 7.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1545 06 - 09 1725 5.5 06 - 09 6.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1937 00 - OS 2016 6.9 00 - 05 7.2 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF') BUl ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT SO-A 
NliMBfR 
FEMALE 
Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
? 
-0 
? 
A 
17 
7 
11 
4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 54 
3S 44 
2S 34 
15 24 
OS - 14 
00 04 
MALF FEMALE MALE 
-0 1.0 65 -OVER 0.0 
1 o.o 55 - 64 .s 
2 1.0 45 - 54 1.0 
6 4.2 35- 44 3.1 
8 8.9 25 - 34 4.2 
2 3.6 15- 24 1.0 
12 5.7 OS- 14 6.2 
7 2.1 00 - 04 3.6 
NUMBfQ 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
6S -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
3S - 44 
25 - 3'+ 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
18'+2 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
A773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF AUPFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS O~LY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON FIGURESa THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
A1 Ar.F GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE TnTAL oQPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERr.FNTAGES. 
•OTf: THF PERCENTAGF flGU~ES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGf 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 8816 ~ALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 50-A 
OF T~FSEo 70.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDo 1.3 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 1.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .S PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?6.5 PERCENT HAO NEV~R MARRIED. OF THE 8806 WOME~ 14 YEAPS OLn ANO OVER , 70.5 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDo 4.9 PERCENT 
~IDOWfD• 2,0 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 2?..0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRJEO. 
THERE WERE 6480 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THESEt 6071 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HfAD OF THE 
HOUSfHOLOI 102 WERf HOUSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 307 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 240 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1R ANO 16 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
76 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 13 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND100.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6480 FAMILIESI 1713 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS-UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OV~RJ 
lR ANn OVER 651 AND 4616 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
72 MAO FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE CO~MUNITY HAD 5994 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNtT (StNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 667 HOUSJNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 591 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 134 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 1692 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3778 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1643 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 40006 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
. A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROO~S PER RESIDENT. 7131 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 9.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.0 PEACFNT MAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PfR ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.~• So9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of TH~ 589 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 239 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 17 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 333 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADOITIONt OF THE 7249 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT SO-A 
5999 HAD BASEMENTSl 7169 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 6967 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7092 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET• AND BATHTU~ OR ~HOWER. 
IN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARHt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGESt 
HOUSE DISTRICT SO-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 32 .65 26120 lt.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 202 4.08 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 659 13.31 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO S19999 1292 26.09 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 1192 24.07 113624 18.41 
525000 TO S34999 928 18.74 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO S49999 431 8.70 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 217 4.38 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH Tl-<~ STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 50-A ~INNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 25 3.12 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 35 4.31, 34877 12.21 
5 60 - 5 79 ~0 9.9~ 45835 16.05 
5 80 - s 99 ~0 9.9~ 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 132 16.46 32427 11.36 
U20 - Sl49 266 33.17 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 160 19.9'5 44759 15.68 
5200 - S299 21 2.62 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORr;: 3 .37 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOT~ ANALYStS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT SO-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 280~4 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT SO-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 7486 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.7 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27664 WERE WHITE ! 98.57 PERCENTlt 2~2 WFRE NEGRO ( .93 PERCENTlt 36 WERE INDIAN 
! .13 PERCENTlt AND 87 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .31 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDTANo AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESJDENr-ES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 121949000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 21626 PER RESrDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 1520000 OR $ 23030 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTEDo RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1660 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 142. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 8 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ O. 
A TOTAL Of 18 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 16611. THERE WERE ALSO 124 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 131 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 50-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
840 65 -OVER 620 3.0 65 -OVER 2.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
749 55 64 758 2.7 55 64 2.7 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
3151 35 - 54 3172 11.2 35 - 54 11.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1942 25 - 34 1865 6.9 25 - 34 6.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1619 18 - 24 1419 s.8 18 - 24 5.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
645 16 - 11 682 2.3 16 - 17 2.4 74853 16 - 11 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
213~ 10 - 15 2087 7.6 10 - 15 7.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
13RA 06 - 09 1462 4.9 06 - 09 5.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1667 00 - OS 1781 5.9 00 - OS 6.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT SO-B AND THE STATE OF MINNFSOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
11 65 -OVER 1 2.8 65 -OVER 1.8 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
R 55 - 64 12 2.0 55 - 64 3.0 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
24 45 - 54 28 6.0 45 - 54 7.0 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
21 35 - 44 21 5.3 35 - 44 5.3 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
17 25 - 34 22 4.3 25 - 34 s.s 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
2R 15 - 24 25 7.0 15 - 24 6.3 6Q10 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
43 OS - 14 42 10.7 OS - 14 10.5 8569 OS - 14 8713 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
19 00 - 04 20 4.8 00 - 04 s.o 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ THf BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON fiGURES; THEREfORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
BY 4GF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PFRCFNTAr,ES. 
·~OTE: THF PERCENTAGf FJr,URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALf SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9175 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT SO-B 
Of THESE• 66.9 PERCENT wERE MARRIED, loB PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• lo7 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 0 6 PERCENT wERE SEPARATED• 
AND 29.3 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 9638 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 64.1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 6.9 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 2.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 26.1 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6514 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6034 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOI 94 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 386 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 3?.9 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 13 WERE OVER AGE 6S. 
73 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 393 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
\IIERE UNDER 181 AND 76.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.8 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 6514 FAMILIESt 1887 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AWl OVEFl 65 I AND 4458 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65 • 
77 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5682 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1S84 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 200 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1S1 HAD 
1 OF< ? ROOMS, 2118 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3936 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 12S2 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT • 
. IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 38853 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7299 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.7 
PEFlCFNT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 9.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.SO PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OF< MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT' RESPECTIVELY. 
oF THF 1441 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 243 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 52 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES' AND 1146 
wERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 7464 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT SO-B 
655A HAD BASEMENTSI 7441 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7157 HAO TELEPHONESt AND 7374 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRJNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT SO-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
tESS THAN $ sooo 11 .21 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 94 1.77 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO 514999 565 10.67 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1538 29.04 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1594 30.09 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1149 21.69 91114 14.76 
S3SOOO TO $49999 271 s.12 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 75 1.42 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 50-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 29 1.85 19297 6.76 $ 40 
- $ 59 20 1.28 34877 12.21 
!; 60 - $ 79 33 2.10 4S83S 16.0S $ 80 - $ 99 6S 4.15 41601 14.S7 
uoo - $119 147 9.38 32427 11.36 $120 - U49 615 39.2? 53243 1A.65 
$150 - $199 524 33.42 44759 1S.68 
$200 - $299 115 8.61 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLAhNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSINI, PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT Sl 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 57071 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 51 
THEY PE~TOEO IN A TOTAL OF 16009 HOUSING UNITS: AN AVEPAGE OF 1.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56590 WERE WHITE ( 99.16 PERCENT>• 176 WFRE NEGRO ( .31 PERCENT>• 153 WERE INDIAN 
( .?7 PFRCENT), ANn I46 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .26 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT wHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AN0 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCIUPTED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTEO BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 22R711250 z AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 1A572 PER RESTOENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2390 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 92. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 63 ~EStDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 3175. THERE WERF ALSO 90 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 63 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEQ IN THE CHARTS BEL0 1~ ANQ CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 
Nl!MRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
20Q3 65 -OVER 1651 3.7 65 -OVER 2.9 
1673 55 - 64 1669 2.9 55 - 64 2.9 
5606 35 54 6290 9.8 35 - 54 11.0 
41~4 25 34 4364 7.3 25 - 34 7.6 
2374 18 24 2135 4.2 18- 24 3.7 
106~ 16 - 17 1170 1.9 16 - 17 2.1 
42~2 10 15 4374 7.5 10- IS 7.7 
3127 06 09 345Q 5.5 06 - 09 6.1 
3705 00 OS 3863 6.5 00 - OS 6.8 
51 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
111Q70 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
"'ALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF "'INNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PER50NS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NIJMRF"R 
~F"'AlF 
OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
c, 
i' 
Q 
]4 
16 
10 
:n 
1 p 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 54 
35 44 
25 34 
15 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALF FE"'ALE MALE 
4 I.O 65 -OVER .8 
1? .4 55 - 64 2.5 
33 1.9 45 - 54 6.9 
76 2.9 35 - 44 I5.8 
I17 3.3 25- 34 24.3 
27 2.1 IS - 24 5.6 
30 6.9 05 - 14 6.2 
I6 3.7 00- 04 3.3 
SI 
NUM8FD 
FEMALE 
IQI4 
I744 
2603 
346"i 
4Q41 
6Q10 
8569 
4194 
ANI) THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -0\IER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
"'ALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE "!ALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
A.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF PUPfAU Of THt: CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORPFCTION~ 0"-JLY FOR TOTAL POP!JLATION FIGURt::S; THEREFORE THE <;lJM OF POPULATION 
ijY t~F G~OUP~, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHTC~ nEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
•UTF: THf PERCUITAGF FTiiUPt=:<; FO'-< "1ALF PLUS FPAALF SlJM TO IOO PERCENT. 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFPF ~FRF 18576 MALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVER RF~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 51 
OF T~FSf, 67.6 PERCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 2.4 PERCENT WERE wTDOWf.Dt 2.R PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• 1.0 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?~.2 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 18209 WOMEN 14 YEAoS OLn AND OVER , 67.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 8.2 PERCENT 
~TOOWFD• 2.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SFPARATED• AND 2].1 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13051 HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• I206n WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLD• 232 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHE~ THAN HtJSBAND AS HfaD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 753 WERE HOUSEHOLDS ~ITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 535 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 194 WERE UNDER 
AGE JR ANO 62 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1291 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF T~E TOTALI 10.1 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 
wERE UNOER 18' AND 27.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.1 PERCENT 
OF THE 13051 FAMILJESI 3691 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 140 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 8979 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13016 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1861 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 215 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 294 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3119 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7739 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND 3940 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 85067 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
~ ST~TE-WIOE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 14705 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 9.7 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROO~t AND 1.5 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PFR ROOM. THE COMP~RA8LE STATE-WIOE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1683 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1224 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 245 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 214 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 15092 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 51 
13292 HAD BASEMENTSt 14845 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 14285 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 14590 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 51 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 105 1.01 ?6120 4.24 
! 5000 TO s 9999 685 6.60 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO U4999 1655 15.94 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 2501 24.09 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 2609 25.13 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 1935 18.64 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 695 6.70 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 195 1.88 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE I)ISTRICT 51 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 68 3.49 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 127 6.5? 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 319 16.3R 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 363 18.64 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 266 13.66 32427 11.36 
H20 - $149 447 22.9~ 53243 1A.65 
U50 - $199 305 15.67 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 '51 2.62 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .oc; 1691 0.59 
--MIN~ESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 51-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 285Q1 PERSONS RESIOING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 51-A 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9091 HOUSING U~ITSJ AN AVERAGE OF Jo! PfRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28285 WERE WHITE C 9A.93 PERCENT>• 143 W~RE NEGRO ( .so PERCENT)t 107 WERE INDIAN 
C .37 PERCENT), AND 52 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF.S ( .18 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN• ANO Oo28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAl CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 109130750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 16975 PER RESTDENCEo NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1559 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 87. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESf UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -o. 
A TOTAL OF 41 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 4878. THERE WERE ALSO 50 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 24 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 51-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1614 65 -OVER 1211 5.6 65 -OVER 4.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1129 55 
-
64 1073 3.9 55 - 64 3.8 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
2939 35 
-
54 3280 10.3 35 - 54 u.s 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1733 25 
-
34 2161 6.1 25 - 34 7.6 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
1227 18 
-
24 1192 4.3 18 - 24 4.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
520 16 - 17 596 1.8 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1952 10 - 15 1983 6.8 10 - 15 6.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1301 06 
-
09 1433 4.6 06 - 09 s.o 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1565 00 
-
OS 1678 s.s 00 - OS 5.9 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LES~ DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NO~-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 3 1.3 65 -OVER 1.0 
1 55 - 64 9 .3 55 - 64 2.9 
3 45 - 54 23 1.0 45 - 54 7.5 
3 35 - 44 56 1.0 35 - 44 18.3 
3 25 - 34 104 1.0 25 - 34 34.0 
2 15- 24 16 .7 15- 24 5.2 
17 OS - 14 14 5.6 OS - 14 4.6 
7 00 - 04 5 2.3 00 - 04 1.6 
~UMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
85M 
4194 
AND THE STATE OF 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT t)F PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf BURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES; T~fREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AI,F GROUPS, ETC. ~AY ADD TO FIGURES wHICH DEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES ~y MINOR PERrENTAGES. 
NOTF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMAL~ SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10155 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-A 
Of THESEo 64.0 PERCENT wfRE ~ARRIEDo 3.2 PFRCENT WERE WJDOWEDo 4.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 27.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 9769 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 64.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 11.4 PERCENT 
wiDOWEDo 2.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6729 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 6110 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
HOUSEHOLD• 146 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 473 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 261 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYf 
AtE lA AND 41 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
76 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1291 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALl 10.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 
wERE UNDER 18l AND 27.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.1 PERCENT 
Of THE 6729 FAMILIESf 2358 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERf 
l8 ANn OVER 65f AND 4149 HAD MEMBERS UNDER lA BUT NONE OVER 65. 
62 HAD FAMILY MEMBfRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6781 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMES, 1334 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMilY DWELLINGS, AND 116 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 235 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 2035 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3743 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2218 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 45750 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of le7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7988 OF THE CO~MUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 92.0 
PERCE~T HAO ONE (OR FEWEP) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
}.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1203 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 967 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 114 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 122 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR ~ORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8231 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-A 
7077 HAD BASEMENTS' 8060 HAD CO~PLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESf 7694 HAD TELEPHONESf AND 7894 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF O~NER-OCCUPIEDo NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 51-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 72 1.38 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 539 10.36 79217 12.83 
SIOOOO TO $14999 1132 21.75 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 1161! 22.44 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 934 17.95 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 861 16.54 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 380 7.30 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 118 2.27 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
,..ONTHLY RENT ... OUSE DISTRICT 51-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 52 3.97 19297 6.76 
$ 40 s 59 99 7.55 34877 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 264 20.14 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 286 21.82 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 194 14.80 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 248 18.92 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 1<;4 11.75 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 14 1.07 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOT~ ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OUSINf, PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 51-8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28480 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 6918 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 4.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
~VER~GE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28305 WERE WHITE ( 99.39 PERCENT)• 13 WERE NEGRO ( .12 PERCENT)t 46 WERE INDIAN 
< .16 PERCENT), AND 94 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .33 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON P~OPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 119580500 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 20316 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 831 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 100. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 22 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 111 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE AL~O 40 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE • 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
479 65 -OVER 440 1.7 65 -OVER 1.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
544 55 - 64 596 1.9 55 - 64 2.1 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
2667 35 
-
54 3010 9.4 35 - 54 10.6 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
2451 25 
-
34 2203 8.6 25 - 34 1.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1147 18 
-
24 943 4.0 18 - 24 3.3 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 s.3 
546 16 - 17 574 1.9 16 - 11 2.0 74853 16 - 11 11172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2310 10 - 15 2391 8.1 10 - 15 8.4 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1826 06 - 09 2026 6.4 06 - 09 7.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2140 00 
-
OS 21es 7.5 00 - OS 7.7 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER 1 .6 65 -OVER .6 
1 55 - 64 3 .6 55- 64 1.7 
6 45 54 10 3.4 45- 54 5.7 
ll 35 44 20 6.3 35- 44 11.4 
}3 25 34 13 7.4 25 - 34 7.4 
A 15 24 11 4.6 15- 24 6.3 
16 OS - 14 16 9.1 05 - 14 9.1 
11 00- 04 11 6.3 00- 04 6.3 
NUMBfP 
FEMALE 
1<H4 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
os - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
1.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUPE~U OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOT~L POPtiLATTON FIGURESC THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
8Y AroF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTF: THE PERCENTAGF FJGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PEPCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 8421 HALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B 
Of THESE, 72.0 PERCENT WERE HARRIED, 1.5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 1.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEDt .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATfOt 
AND ?4.9 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 8440 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER ' 72.0 PERCENT WERE MARRJFDt 4.4 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.7 PERCENT DIVORCEDt .8 PERCENT SEPARATEOt AND 21.1 PERCf~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6322 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 5956 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO$ 86 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 280 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 274 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 118 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1~ AND 21 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
~ERE UNDER lAC AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6322 FAMILIESI 1333 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
lA AND OVER 651 AND 4830 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
78 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6235 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMESt 527 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 99 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 59 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 1084 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3996 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, AND 1722 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 39317 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS, OR AN AVERAGF OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF lo7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6717 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 84.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMtl3.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 480 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 257 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUcTURES• 131 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 92 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 6861 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B 
6215 HAO BASEMENTSt 6785 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 6591 HAD TELEPHONESC AND 6696 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMAING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 33 .64 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 146 2.82 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 523 10.10 118416 19.19 
S15000 TO $}9999 1333 25.75 143052 23.113 $20000 TO $24999 167'5 32.36 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 1074 20.75 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 315 6.09 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 71 1.49 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
' 40 - $ 59 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 
uoo 
-
$119 
$120 - $149 
usn- $199 
$200 - $299 
$300 OR "!ORE 
~OUSE DISTRICT 51-8 
NUMBER PERCENT 
16 2.5? 
28 4.40 
55 8.65 
77 12.11 
72 11.32 
199 31.2Q 
151 ?3.74 
37 5.82 
1 .16 
MINNESOTII 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CEI\ISUS OF POPULATION AND t-'OIJSINC: PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT S2 
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as OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA s ... ow A POPULATION OF 56517 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE OI~TRICT 52 
THEY QESIOEO IN A TOTAL Of 16141 HOUSING UNITSl AN AVERAGE OF 3.5 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56131 WERE WHITE C 99.32 PERCENT)• 40 WFRE NEGRO ( .07 PERCENT)• 152 WERE I~OIAN 
C .?7 PF.RCENT)t AND 120 WERE MEMBERS OF OT~ER RACFS ( .21 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLfD 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANQ 0.28 PFRCENT OT ... ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 212915750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 1~804 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
;~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING UNITS WAS 4225 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 109. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 42 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 8119. THERE WEqF. ALSO 343 
vACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 14? PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED Il\1 THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE CSTATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT c;2 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIIMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NIJM8ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2039 65 -OVER 1548 3.6 65 -OVER. 2.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1971' 55 
-
64 1830 3.5 55 - 64 3.2 171<Ho 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5862 35 
-
54 5886 10.4 35 - 54 10.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
4000 25 
-
34 3864 7.1 25 - 34 6.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
326~ 18 
-
24 2677 5.e 18 - 24 4.7 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1101 16 - 11 1078 1.9 16 - 17 1.9 74B53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
3961 10 - 15 40B9 1.0 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
27Q9 06 
-
09 3005 s.o 06 - 09 5.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
3SP4 00 
-
OS 3774 6.3 00 - OS 6.7 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5 • .4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE' POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 52 Al'liD THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUt.IBF.:R OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE' MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
Q 65 -OVER 1 2.3 65 -OVER 1.8 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVF.R 2.6 
I? 55 - 64 5 .s 55 - 64 1.3 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
Q 45 - 54 10 2.3 45 - 54 2.6 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
17 35 - 44 13 4.4 35 - 44 3.4 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
]Q 25 - 34 11 4.9 25 - 34 4.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
1~ 15 - 24 20 4.7 15 - 24 5.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
3? OS - 14 26 8.3 OS - 14 6.7 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
17 00 - 04 17 4.4 00 - 04 4.4 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS I SSUJ:O CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!!LA TJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
~y A(,F GROUPe;. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATF fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
r OTF: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALf PLUS FEMALE SUM To 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 18098 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 52 
Of THESEo 68.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.1 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERCENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND ?7.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 19445 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 63.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 8o7 PERCENT 
WIDOWfDt 3.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 23.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE wERE 13319 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 12070 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 215 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD Of THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 1034 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 608 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 18 AND 35 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
78 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 796 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALC 
WERE UNDER 18' AND 51.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.a PERCENT WERE NEGROI 1.8 PERCENT 
OF THE 13319 FAMILIESC 4256 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERC 139 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 6SJ AND 8688 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11351 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 4385 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 377 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 599 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 5071 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7882 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2547 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 81798 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A'STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 15548 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 88.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 9.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1e50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 4023 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES, 1910 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 400 WERE 5·9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1713 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 16110 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 52 
14274 HAD BASEMENTSC 15880 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 14949 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 15658 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUA OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OwNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARMt RESIDENCES, THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 52 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 47 .47 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 458 4.61 79211 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1368 13.78 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 2985 30.06 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 2918 29.38 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO 534999 1655 16.66 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO 549999 390 3.93 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 110 1.11 12487 z.oz 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED \IJTH TI-4E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 52 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 178 4.59 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 310 7.99 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 439 11.31 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 518 13.34 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 523 13.47 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 1004 25.86 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 767 19.76 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 140 3.61 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .01\ 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSTS ANn PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEN<;US OF POPULATION AND HOIJSINt'; PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 52-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS D4TA S~Ow A POPULATION OF 28175 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 52-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9034 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A ST4TE 
AVEPAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27922 WERE WHITE f 99.10 PERCENT)t 8 WFRE ~EGRO ( .03 PERCENTlt 98 WERE INDIAN 
( .JS PERCENT), AND 75 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .27 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.1~ PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY T~E OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 107407500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 1~910 PER REStDENCf. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2918 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 116. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 2 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 9 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 148 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 281 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 52-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS § PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1155 65 -OVER 890 4.1 65 -OVER 3.2 
1240 55 - 64 1149 4.4 55 - 64 4.1 
3130 35 - 54 2882 11.1 35 - 54 10.2 
1777 25- 34 1853 6.3 25- 34 6.6 
1949 18 - 24 1622 6.9 18 - 24 5.8 
554 16 - 17 544 2.0 16 - 17 1.9 
1800 10 - 15 1816 6.4 10 - 15 6.4 
1169 06 - 09 1252 4.1 06 - 09 4.4 
1594 00 - OS 1650 5.7 00 - OS 5.9 
NIJM~ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171•Ho 
400625 
229323 
232f;85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITE RACES ARE LES~ DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-W~ITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5?-A 
NUl~RFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE 
7 65 -OVER 3 2.8 65 -OVER 1.2 
-o ss - 64 3 o.o ss - 64 1.2 
4 45 54 7 1.6 45 - 54 2.R 
R 35 44 8 3.2 35 - 44 3.2 
10 25 - 34 14 4.0 25 - 34 s.s 
11 15 24 14 4.3 15 - 24 5.5 
17 OS- 14 14 6.7 OS- 14 s.s 
11 00 04 14 4.3 00- 04 s.s 
NUM8J:P 
FEMALE 
1Q14 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF ~INNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE HUPFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP11LATT0N FIGURES• THEREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. ~AY ADD TO FIGURFS WHICH OEVTATF FR0M THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PER~ENTAr.ES. 
NOTF: THF PERCENTAG~ FIRURES FOR MALE PLUS FF~AL~ SUM T0 100 PERCE~T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9517 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 52-A 
Of THfSEt 67.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 2.0 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt 2.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 27.6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10389 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 62.1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 9.5 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 4.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.0 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 23.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7073 HOUSE~OLOS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6316 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD$ 113 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 644 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 373 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 
AGE 1R AND 20 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
32 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 100 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF T~E TOTAL' 
wERE UNDER 18J AND 90.0 PERCENT ~ERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7073 FAMILIES; 2663 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 4203 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1~ BUT NONE OVER 65. 
62 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
tN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5682 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 3312 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 28 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 455 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 3600 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3884 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1072 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 43048 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8598 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 7.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 3053 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1231 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 298 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1524 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN AOOITIONt OF THE 9020 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 52-A 
8059 HAD BASEMENTSI 8901 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8262 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8742 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED ~ATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF O•NER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 52-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 14 .27 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 244 4.72 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 881 17.03 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 17113 33.20 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 13013 25.28 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 755 14.59 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 216 4.17 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 38 .73 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, C0"4PARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 52-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------
------------------LESS THAN $ 40 144 5.15 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 234 8.38 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 271 9.70 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 337 12.06 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 385 13.78 32427 11.36 
$120 - U49 706 25.27 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 593 21.22 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 121 4.33 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .11 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 52-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28142 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 52-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7107 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 4.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28209 WERE WHITE ( 99.53 PERCENT)• 32 WERE NEGRO ( .11 PERCENT)• 54 WERE INDIAN 
< .19 PERCENT), AND 45 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .16 PERCENT>. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 105508250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 18697 PER RESTDfNCEe NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1307 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 94. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 33 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 10333. THERE WERE ALSO 62 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 115 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 52-8 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
884 65 -OVER 658 3.1 65 -OVER 2.3 
736 55 - 64 681 2.6 55 - 64 2.4 
2732 35 - 54 3004 9.6 35 - 54 10.6 
2223 25 34 2011 7.8 25 - 34 7.1 
1319 18 24 lOSS 4.7 18- 24 3.7 
547 16 - 17 534 1.9 16 - 17 1.9 
2161 10 15 2271 7.6 10 - 15 8.0 
1630 06 - 09 1753 5.8 06 - 09 6.2 
1990 00 OS 2124 7.0 00 - 05 7.5 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOH 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
, .1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
- 05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS OETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 52-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE 
? 65 -OVER 4 1.5 65 -OVER 3.0 
? 55 - 64 2 1.5 55 - 64 1.5 
5 45 54 3 3.8 45 - 54 2.3 
9 35 44 5 6.8 35 - 44 3.8 
9 25 - 34 3 6.8 25 - 34 2.3 
7 IS 24 6 5.3 15 - 24 4.5 
15 OS - 14 12 11.3 OS- 14 9.0 
6 00 04 3 4.5 00 - 04 2.3 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6CI10 
8569 
4394 
ANn THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
MALE 
65 -OVER 1783 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 35 ,_ 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BIJRfAIJ OF THE CENSIJS HAS ISSUfD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ~DO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 8581 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 52-B 
OF THFSEt 68.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.3 PERCENT WERE WtDOWEDt 1o6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 27.1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 90~6 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 65.5 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 7.7 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 2.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 23.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6246 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESEt 5754 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HfAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOJ 102 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 390 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 235 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 46 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 15 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 696 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 18J AND 45.8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.9 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 2.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 6246 FAMILIESJ 1593 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 77 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65J AND 4485 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5669 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1073 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 349 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 144 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 1471 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3998 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1475 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN· TOTAL THEIR WERE 38750 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 6950 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 85.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE fOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt11o9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 970 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 679 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 102 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 189 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITION, OF THE 7090 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 52-B 
6215 HAD BASEMENTSJ 6979 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 6687 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 6916 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU"RJNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
JN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKEl VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 52-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
-----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 33 .69 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 214 4.50 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO S14999 487 10.24 118416 19.19 
!15000 TO S19999 1267 26.63 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 1610 33.84 113624 18.41 
!25000 TO S34999 900 18.92 91114 14.76 
135000 TO $49999 174 3.66 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 72 1.51 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 52-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 34 3.13 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 76 6.99 34877 12.21 
!j 60 
- s 79 168 15.44 45835 16.05 
s eo - s 99 181 16.64 41601 14.57 
uoo- Sl19 138 12.6A 32427 11.36 
U20- $149 298 27.39 53243 18.65 
U50 - S199 174 15.99 44759 15.68 
$200 - S299 19 1.7'5 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 
-0 o.oo 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION ANO 1-<0lJSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 53 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL I970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S'"'OW A POPULATION OF 56245 PERSONS RESIOING IN SENATE DISTRICT 53 
T~EY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 14880 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 1.R PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 55827 WERE WHITE C 99.26 PERCENT)• 105 WERE NEGRO ( .19 PERCENTt• 83 WERE I~OIAN 
( .lS PERCENTto AND 12S WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACES ( .22 PERCE~Tl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PfRCENT OT ... ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY TI-<E OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 345826250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE Of $ 27950 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTEDo RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1738 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 137. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGF MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 94 RESTOECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 22830. THERE WERE ALSO 463 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 17S PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THI=: CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH Tt-!E <;TATE. 
1~70 AGf-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT S3 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PfRSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAlF MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
836 65 -OVER 650 1.5 65 -OVER 1.2 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
912 55 
-
64 958 1.6 55 - 64 1.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
5394 35 
-
54 6100 9.6 35 - 54 10.8 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
5541 25 - 34 522j:l 9.9 25 - 34 9.3 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2389 18 
-
24 181R 4.2 18 - 24 3.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
936 16 - 17 951 1.7 16 - 17 1.7 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
401A 10 - 15 40'58 7.1 10 - 15 7.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
3342 06 - 09 3473 5.9 06 - 09 6.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
443? 00 
-
OS 4724 7.9 00 - OS 8.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILffl BUT ARE TABULATED RELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRICT 53 A~D THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM8FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAtf MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVfP 3 .7 65 -OVER .7 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
3 55 - 64 :? .7 55 - 64 .5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
A 45 - 54 6 1.9 45 - 54 1.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
1S 35 - 44 21 3.6 35 - 44 s.o 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
12 25 - 34 9 2.9 25 - 34 2.2 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
19 IS - 24 11 4.5 15 - 24 3.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
47 OS - 14 12 11.2 05 - 14 7.7 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
16 00 - 04 p; 3.8 00 - 04 3.6 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES c T~EREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GPOUPS• ETC. MAY ADO TO fiGURES WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION fiGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
NOTF: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURF.:S fOR MALE PLUS HMALf SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 16865 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 53 
OF THESE, 75.9 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, o7 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• .9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .J PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?.?.9 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 17156 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 74.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 3o8 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 1.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 20.2 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13215 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEo 12677 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 113 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 425 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE,.,ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 431 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 18 ANO 21 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
73 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTALI 0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
WERE UNDER 18' AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 13215 FAMILIESJ 2900 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 132 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 10024 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12432 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 1929 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 453 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 125 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2491 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7045 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5113 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 89516 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGF OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 14111 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 1668 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 308 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 199 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1161 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 14807 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 53 
13273 HAD BASEMENTS' 14755 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 13864 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 14670 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 53 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 15 .13 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 92 .82 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 309 2.77 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO $19999 979 8.76 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 2298 20.56 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO 134999 4579 40.98 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 2347 21.00 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 556 4.98 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WASr 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 53 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 12 .84 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 24 1.68 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 44 3.08 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 84 5.87 41601 14.57 
uoo - Sll9 115 8.04 32427 11.36 
S120 - $149 271 18.95 53243 18.65 
U50- $199 679 47.4A 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 148 10.35 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 53 3.71 1691 0.59 
--MIN~f~OTA A~ALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOliSJNG PROFILE Of 
HOUSF. DISTRICT 53-A 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATIO~ Of 28342 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 53-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 7630 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE Of 3.7 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28063 WERE WHITE ( 99.02 PERCENT)t l7 WF.RE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENT)t 50 WERE INDIAN 
I .IA PF.RCENT)o AND 6~ WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .24 PERCENT), MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0,91 PEPCENT NEGROt 0,60 PERCENT !NOlAN, ANO 0.~8 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKfT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPtEDt RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 169927750 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S ~6760 PER RESTDFNCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIFOt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 89~ UNITS, THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 133, NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 21 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 7929. THERE WERE ALSO 304 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 167 PER MONTH, 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLJNEO I~ THF CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 53-A 
"'lJMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMAlE MALE FEMALE MALE 
5~8 65 -OVER 458 2.1 65 -OVER 1.6 
645 55 - 64 656 2.3 55 - 64 2.3 
2A88 35 54 3074 10,2 35 - 54 10,8 
2503 25 34 2405 8,8 25 - 34 8.5 
1299 18 24 972 4.6 18 - 24 3,4 
517 16 - 17 500 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 
199S 10 - 15 2013 7.0 10 - 15 7.1 
1601 06 - oq 1643 s.6 o6 - 09 s.8 
2073 00 OS 2255 7,3 00 - OS 8,0 
NUMI3ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232£,85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
117977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
- 17 
15 
- 09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-A 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE 
2 65 -OVER 3 ,7 65 -OVER 1.1 
2 55- 64 1 .7 55- 64 .4 
3 45 54 1 1.1 45 - 54 .4 
~ 35 44 ~ 2.2 35 - 44 2.9 
A 25 34 5 2,9 25 - 34 1.8 
13 15 24 ~ 4.7 15- 24 2.2 
]~ OS- 14 13 6,5 05- 14 4,7 
7 00 04 ~ 2,5 00 - 04 1.A 
NU~BFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4.194 
ANO T~E STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVEM 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1542 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE M~LE 
2.8 
2.5 
3,8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6,4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Tt1F AllRF.AlJ Of THE CENSlJS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; O"lLY FOR TOTAL POP!ILATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY A(,~ r,POUPSo FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES wHICH OEVTATF fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PER~FNTAGES. 
'OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FfMALF. SUM TO 100 PEPCE~T. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WFRF 8651 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLO ANn OVFR RF~IDI~r, I~ HOUSE DISTRICT 53-A 
OF T~VSE, 74.~ PFRCFNT WERE MARRIED, 1.0 PERCENT WVRE WTOOWED• 0 9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PFRCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?1.9 PERCENT HAD NfVFR ~ARRIED. Of THE 9032 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER , 71.7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRTFD• 4o7 PERCENT 
WIDO\rlfD• 1.6 PERCENT DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT SEPARATED• MID 2?.0 PERCnrT Hill) NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6719 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. Of THESE• 6390 WERF fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTF£ HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD' 64 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLOl AND 265 WFRE HOUSEHCLOS WITH 
II FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 210 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYl 
AGE IR AND 16 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
17 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALl 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6719 FAMILIES' 1691 HIIO NO INOIVIOUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 
18 A~n OVER 65l AND 4864 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
69 HAD FAMILY MEMBVRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6445 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 1022 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 152 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSIN~ UNITS 64 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 1402 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3A60 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2?77 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44709 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A. STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1o7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 7248 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSTNG UNITS wERE OCCUPIFOo OF THESE 93.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.~0 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
lo51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF.-WIOf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8' 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 930 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 193 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 8 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES, AND 729 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 7614 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 53-A 
69R2 HAD BASEMENTSI 7584 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 7142 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 7535 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND 8ATHTUR OR SHOWFR. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES, THEIR MARK~T VALU~S WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 53-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
lESS THAN s 5000 5 .09 <!6120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 54 .93 79217 12.83 
510000 TO $14999 215 3.69 118416 19.19 
515000 TO $19999 719 12.35 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1506 25.86 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 2232 38.33 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 743 12.76 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 349 5.99 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT !<OUSE DISTRICT 53-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN s 40 8 1 0 11 19297 6.76 
'! 40 
-
$ 59 14 1.95 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 24 3.34 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 42 s.8s 41601 14.'>7 
$100 
-
$119 n2 8.64 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 1fl2 14.21 53243 18.65 
u 5n 
-
$199 379 S2.79 44759 15.68 
~200 
-
$299 46 6.41 11800 4.13 
!'300 OR MORE 41 5.71 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CEN5US OF POPULATION AND t-<OtJSJNr. PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRI~T 51-~ 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 27903 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 53-A 
THEY RESIOEO IN A TOTAL OF 7250 HOUSING UNITSt AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERAr.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27764 WERE WHITE ( 99.50 PERCENTlt ~8 WERE NEGRO ( .24 PERCENT)• 33 WERE INDIAN 
( .12 PERCENT), AND 57 WERE MEM8ERS OF OTHER RACES ( .20 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.?8 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• REStOENCES (AS REPORTED AY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 175898500 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 2q204 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
qESJoFNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESTOENTTAL 
~OUSJNG UNITS WAS 840 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 141. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 73 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 27116. THERE WERE ALSO 159 
VACANT ANO FOR RENT UNITS WTTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 18q PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 53-B 
NUMAfR Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
?48 65 -OVER 192 .9 65 -OVER .7 
?67 55 - 64 302 1.0 55 - 64 1.1 
2506 15 54 3026 9.0 15 - 54 10.8 
303A 25 - 34 2823 10.9 25 - 34 10.1 
1090 18 24 846 3.9 18 - 24 3.0 
4}9 16 - 17 451 1.5 16 - 17 1.6 
20?1 10 - 15 2045 7.2 10 - 15 7.3 
1741 06 09 1830 6.2 06 - 09 6.6 
23~q oo - os 2469 8.5 oo - os 8.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160}46 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
Of PFRSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OllER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RA(ES ARE LESS OETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 51-B 
NU~BFR Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 65 -OVER -0 .7 65 -OVER 0.0 
1 55 - 64 1 .7 55- 64 .7 
s 45 54 5 3.6 45 - 54 3.6 
q JS 44 13 6.5 35 - 44 9.4 
4 25 34 4 2.9 25 - 34 2.9 
6 15 24 7 4.3 15 - 24 5.0 
zq OS- 14 1Q 20.9 OS- 14 13.7 
q 00 04 10 6.5 00 - 04 7.2 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1Q14 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4q41 
6910 
8569 
4194 
A"-lD THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.A 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVFR 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.Q 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BIJRFAtl OF THE CfNSIJS HAS ISSUED CORRECTTOt~c; ONLY FOR TOTAL PCPIILATTON FIGURES; T!-<EREF'ORE THE c:;ut-l OF POPULATION 
RY AGF c,POUPS. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVlATF FROM T~E TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCFNTAC,ES. 
~·OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FTr.URE<; FOR MALF PLUS FEMALE SliM T0 100 PERCJ:NT. 
PAGF 2 
~~ A~RIL• 1970 THF~F WFRE H214 MALFS 14 Y~AR~ OLO ANn OVER RE~IOT~~ IN HOUSE OISTRICT 53-B 
·'F T~-<f~~. 77.2 PfRCF.NT WfRF. MARRI[O, .4 PERCENT WFRf wJOOWF:O, .9 PEtJfENT WF:RE DIVORCED• .3 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOt 
~NO ??.0 P~RCF.NT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 8124 WOMF.N 14 YEARS OLn ANr OVER , 78.4 PERCENT WERE ~ARRTEO• 2.1 PF:RCENT 
wJOOWFO• 1.4 PERfENT OtVORCfO• .4 PERCENT SF.PARATED• A~n IA.l PERCF~IT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THFRE WFRE 6496 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY.· OF THESE• 62e7 WERE FAMILIES WITh A HUSBANO-WTFE HFAO OF THF: 
HOUSEHOLOI 49 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~fAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 160 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 221 ROOMERS, 80AROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 36 WERE UNOER 
AGE lA ANO 5 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~ERE UNOER 18f AND 0.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6496 FAMILIESI 1209 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERJ 
lA AN~ OVER 65f AND 5160 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
63 HAD FAMILY MEMBF.RS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5987 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 907 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 301 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr. UNITS 61 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS• 1089 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3185 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND ?A36 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44807 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS.PER RESIDENT. 6863 OF THE COMMUNITIE~ HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFO. OF THESE 94.0 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEW~Rl PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .7 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STAT[-WJDF. PERCENTAGES WER[ 92.A• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF. 738 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 115 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• 191 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 432 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 7193 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 53-B 
6291 HAD 6ASEMENTSC 7171 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILTTIESJ 6722 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 7135 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWFR. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUFS WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRir.T 53-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 Ill .19 ?6120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 38 .71 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 94 1.76 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO !il9999 260 4.86 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 792 14.80 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 2347 43.85 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 1604 29.97 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 207 3.87 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFD WITH T~F STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 53-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMAF.R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 4 .56 19297 6.76 
1i 40 - $ 59 10 1.40 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 ?0 2.81 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 42 5.90 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 r::;3 7.44 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 169 23.74 53241 18.65 
$150 - $199 300 42.13 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 102 14.33 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF: 12 1.69 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNI, SYSTEM--
A 1970 CF"JSIJS OF POPULATION AND 1-'0IJSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT ~4 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SI"OW A POPULATION OF 57296 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 54 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19515 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56064 WERE WHITE C 97.85 PERCENT!• 502 WFRE NEGRO ( .88 PERCENT)• 552 WERE INDIAN 
I .o~ PERCENT>• AND 146 WfRF MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .25 PERCENTlo ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT '~HITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGROo 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN. ANn 0.~8 PFRCENT OT ... ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FA~ILY• OCCUPIED• RfSTOENCES (AS RF.PORTED BY THE OWNFRS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 199868750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 14876 PfR RESTDfNCE. NEGROo OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUF OF $ 1363250 OR $ 13770 PER RESIDE~CE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 5661 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT ... LY RENT WAS $ 9A. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 32 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 20. 
A TOTAL Of 65 RESJDECFS WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA\-E VALUE WAS $ 1135. THERE WERF ALSO 181 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WTTH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 72 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN TH~ CHARTS BELOw AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT '54 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NI.JMAER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4980 65 -OVFQ 3169 8.7 65 -OVER s.s 230942 65 -OllER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3461 55 - 64 2803 6.0 S5 - 64 4.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6076 35 
-
54 5255 10.6 15 - 54 9.2 400625 35 - 54 391808 1o.s 35 
-
54 10.3 
3119 25 - 34 29137 5.4 25 - 34 5.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
3530 18 
-
24 2830 6.2 18 - 24 4.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1021 16 - 17 1053 1.8 16 - 17 I.R 74R53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3291 10 
-
IS 3310 5.7 10 - 15 5.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
2129 06 - 09 2209 3.7 06 - 09 3.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
28Rl 00 
-
05 2954 5.0 00 - OS 5.2 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHIT~ RACES ARE LESS DETA ILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SE:NATE DISTRICT 54 AN f) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJ~AfR Of PERSONS PERCE"JT OF PERSONS "JUMAEP OF PERSO"JS PERCENT f'lF PERSONS 
Ff'"MAl.f MALE FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
19 65 -OVFR 7 1.5 65 -OVER .6 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
;:>n 55 
-
64 20 1. 6 55 - 64 1.6 1744 55 
-
64 1842 ?.5 55 - 64 2.7 
45 45 - 54 ?A 3.7 45 - 54 2.3 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
54 35 - 44 41'1 4.4 35 - 44 3.9 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
69 25 - 34 58 5.6 25 - 34 4.7 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
Q') 15 
-
24 115 7.7 15 
-
24 9.3 69}0 15 - 24 6500 Io.o IS - 24 9.4 
16? OS - 14 174 13.1 OS - 14 14.1 AS69 0'5 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
71 00 
-
04 ~~ 5.8 00 - 04 7.1 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" 
THF AUPFAll OF THE CENSUS ~AS ISSUED CORRECTTONc ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE <;UM OF POPULATION 
FlY 1\GF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES Wt-liCH OEVTATF fR()M THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PF:RCt:NTA<iFS. 
''- OT FC: THF PEPCE"JTAGF ftf.URE<; FOP MALF PLUS FF"'ALF SIJM TO 100 PE'ICENT. 
PAGE 2 
IN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 1918~ MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER Rf~IDI~~ IN SENATE DISTRICT 54 
Of T~FSE• 6S.9 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3.3 PERCENT W~RE WIDOWED• 3.3 PERfENT WERE DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?~.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 23247 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER t 54.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIFOo 1So5 PERCENT 
wiOOWFOt 5.7 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.6 PERCENT SFPARATEOt ANO 22.8 PERC~NT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 14793 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 12331 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOI 381 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 2081 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
a fEMALE HEAD, 
THERE WERE 979 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 182 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 ANO 120 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 336 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE IJNDER liH AND 91.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NE6ROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 14793 FAMILIESI 6632 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 142 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7491 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 8UT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 13272 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 6229 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 684 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 5929 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 10151 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2710 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 98121 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
'A STATE-WIDE AVERAGf Or 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 19097 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PfRSONS·PfR ROOMt 5.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .8 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT' RESPECTIVELY. 
Or THE 5425 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 4117 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 475 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURE~• AND 833 
wERf STRUCTURES WIT~ 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 19490 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 54 
18765 H•o BASEMfNTSJ 19343 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN r4CILITIESJ 18319 H.D TELEPHONESI AND 18978 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED W4TERt fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUq OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE rOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 54 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 23 .19 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 639 5,32 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 4155 34.57 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 4927 40.99 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1794 14.93 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 432 3.59 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 46 .38 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 3 ,02 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 54 MINNESOTA 
NU"'BfR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS TH4N S 40 1~2 3.31 19297 f>.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 576 10.53 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 860 15.73 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1248 22.82 41601 14.57 $100 - $119 9133 17.98 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 1220 22.31 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 3A3 7.00 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 16 .29 11800 4.13 $300 OR MORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALY~IS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSIN~ PROfiLE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 54-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28654 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 54-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9529 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEwAt.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 28197 WERE WHITE ( 9A,41 PERCENT>• 242 WERE NEGRO ( ,84 PERCENT)• 126 WERE I~DIAN 
( .44 PERCENT)o AND 71 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( ,25 PERCENT), MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGROo 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 P~RCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS R~PORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS 5 126129250 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF 5 16132 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESI~ENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 882000 OR $ 15207 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSJNG UNITS WAS 1677 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS 5 Ill. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 8 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 0, 
A TOTAL OF 27 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF 5 53 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 35 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE ~TATE, 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 54-A 
NlJMI3FR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
23~1 65 -OVER 1624 8,3 65 -OVER .5.7 
lAOl ~5 - 64 1524 6,3 S5 - 64 5,3 
3304 15 - 54 2861 11.5 15 - 54 10.0 
1487 25 - 34 1410 5.2 25 - 34 4,9 
1617 18- 24 1354 5.6 18- 24 4.7 
554 16 - 17 569 1.9 16 - 17 2.0 
1746 10 - 15 1619 6.1 10 - 15 5.7 
1039 06 - 09 1032 3.6 06 - 09 3.6 
1267 00 - OS 1332 4,4 00 - OS 4,6 
NUM8ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74~53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PFRSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT 0~ PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
- 24 
17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 54-A 
NUM8FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
9 65 -OVER S 2.0 65 -OVER 1.1 
7 55 - 64 14 1.5 55 - 64 3.1 
?? 45 54 12 4.8 45 - 54 2.6 
19 35 44 ?0 4.2 35 - 44 4.4 
15 25 - 34 1~ 3,3 25 - 34 3.9 
40 15 24 42 8.8 15 - 24 9,2 
A1 OS - 14 53 13.3 OS - 14 11.6 
?2 00 04 ?1 4.8 00 - 04 4.6 
NUMBFQ 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8S69 
4)94 
AND THE STATF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
1.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6,4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3,9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'~ TfiF BURfAU Of THE CI:NSliS HAS ISSUfO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON fiGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGF GPOUP5o fTC. MAY ADQ TO FIGURES WHICH nEVIATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FlGURfS BY MINOR PFRCFNTAGES. 
~OTF: THF PFRCENTAGF FIGURES FOP MALE PLUS FFMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
TN APRIL• 1970 THF~F WFRF 9911 MAlfS 14 YFAR~ OLO ANn OVER Rf~IOI~~ I~ HOUSE DISTRICT 54-A 
Of T~FSE• 68.3 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED• 3.1 PfPCENT WfRE WIDOWED• ?.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,5 PERC.FNT WERE SEPARATED, 
ANO 2~.1 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. OF THE 11715 WOMFN 14 YEARS 01 n ANn OVER , 58.0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• 14.2 PERCENT 
~IDOWFD• 4,4 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,9 PERCENT SfPARATEn, ANn 2?.7 PERCF~T HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7h31 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY, OF THESE• 661~ WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSRAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOC 174 WERF HOLISEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUS8ANO AS HFAO OF THE HOUSEHOLDC AND 841 ~ERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 3R5 ROOMERS• BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
~GE lR AND 50 ~ERF OVER AGE 6~. 
92 WERE UI\DER 
THERE WERF 111 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALC 
IOERE UNDER 18; AND 93,7 PERCENT WERF 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 7611 FAMILTESC 3548 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 ANn OVER' 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 3741 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
80 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7848 OCCUPIED ANn VACANT ONF-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESt 1674 HOUSING IJNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 141 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 2943 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5238 HAD 5 OR 6 POOMSt AND 1185 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 4A?~4 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
.A STATE-WIDE AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9400 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93,7 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWfRl PERSONS 'PER ROOM, 5,6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA~LE STATF-WIDF PERCENTAGES WERF 92,A• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RFSPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 1249 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURFSt 851 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTUR~c;, 178 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 220 
~ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION• OF TH~ 9514 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 54-A 
9144 HAD BASEMENTSC 9493 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESC 9200 HAD TELEPHONES1 AND 9375 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, ANO 8ATHTU8 OR SHOWFR. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIOENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 54-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 11 ,15 26120 4,?4 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 327 4,49 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 2189 30.07 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 3006 41.29 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1359 18.67 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 349 4,79 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 36 ,49 33193 5.37 
'1;50000 OR MORE 3 .04 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARfD WTTH T~f STATE WAS: 
MONTI-'LY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT '54-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 25 1.51'1 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 59 3.72 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 148 9.31 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 ?91 18.34 41601 14.57 
HOO 
-
$119 303 19.09 32427 11.36 
U20 
-
$149 5~2 34,7A 53243 18.65 
'F.l <; 0 
-
$199 200 12.60 44759 15.6f! 
$200 
-
$299 9 .57 11800 4.13 
$300 OR "10Rf 
-0 o.oo 169} 0.59 
--MIN~fSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND H0 1JSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 54-8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28642 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSf DISTRICT 54-R 
THEY PESIDEO IN A TOTAL OF 9986 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ~.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 27867 WERE WHITE ( 97.29 PfRCENT)t 2~0 WERE NEGRO ( .91 PERCENT)t 426 WERE INDIAN 
( 1.49 PFRCENT), ANO 75 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .2~ PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT I~HITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INOIAN. ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNFRS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 71739500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 12907 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIDENCfS HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 4A1250 OR $ 1173B PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 39A4 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 92. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 24 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ 2~. 
A TOTAL Of 38 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THF.IR AVERAr-E VALUE WAS $ 1941. THERE WERE ALSO 146 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 76 PER MONTH. 
THE AGf AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS AFLOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 54-B 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE ~ALE FEMALE MALE 
2589 65 -OVER 1545 9.0 65 -OVER 5.4 
1660 ~5 - 64 1279 5.8 55 - 64 4.5 
2772 15 54 2392 9.7 15- 54 8.4 
1632 25- 34 1577 5.7 25- 34 5.5 
1913 18 24 147~ 6.7 18- 24 5.2 
467 16 - 17 484 1.6 16- 17 1.7 
1545 10 - 15 1691 5.4 10 - 15 5.9 
1090 06 09 1177 3.8 06 - 09 4.1 
1614 00 - 05 1622 5.6 00 - 05 5.7 
NtJMAER 
fEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 ?5 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6,4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
- 34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 54-B 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEM~lF. ~ALF FEMALE ~ALE 
10 65 -OVf.P 2 1.3 65 -OVER .3 
1' ~5- 64 6 1.7 55- 64 .B 
21 45 - 54 16 3.0 45 - 54 2.1 
35 35 - 44 2~ 4.5 35 - 44 3.6 
54 25 - 34 40 7.0 25 - 34 5.2 
55 15 - 24 73 7.1 15 - 24 9.4 
1n1 05 - 14 121 13.0 OS - 14 15.6 
4q 00 - 04 ~7 6.3 00 - 04 A.6 
NUM8FP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2.5 55- 64 2.7 
3,8 45 - 54 3.9 
5.0 15 - 44 5.0 
7,2 25 - 34 7.0 
10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
12.4 OS 14 12.7 
6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"TI-1F RUPF::AU Of THf CF:N<;US HAS ISSUEf) CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FJ(;URES: THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y Ar.F GROUPS, ETC. MAY bf)O TO FIGUPES W~ICH OEVJAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY ~JNOR PERCFNTAf.ES. 
•.OTF.: THF PEPCENTAG~" flr,lJRfS FOR MALE PLUS FP.1AL~=' SUM TO 100 PEPCF.NT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THF.RE WERE 9272 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANn OVER RF.~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 54-B 
OF T~ESEo 63.3 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIEDo 3,6 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 4.4 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• 1.2 PERCENT wERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?7.~ PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11512 WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ AN~ OVER t 51,3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 16.8 PERCENT 
WIDOWFOt 7.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• 2.3 PERCENT SF.PARATfOt AND 22.8 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7162 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE, 5715 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSF.HOLDt 207 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDl AND 1240 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE SQ4 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYt 
AGE 18 ANO 70 WERE OVEP AGE 65, 
90 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 225 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALl 
WERE UNDER l8t AND A9,8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7162 FAMILIESt 3084 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERl 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3750 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEr,ROl 0,0 PERCENT 
62 HAD FAMILY MEMBfRS UNDER 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5424 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 4555 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 543 HAD 
1 OR ? ROOMS, 2986 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4913 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 1~25 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49857 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVFRAGF OF 1,7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A ·sTATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9697 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.2 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND ,9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 4176 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3266 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 297 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• AND 613 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9976 OCCUPIED A~D VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 54-B 
9621 HAD BASEMENTS' 9850 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESl 9119 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 9603 ~AD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT S4-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NIJMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 12 ,25 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 312 6,58 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 114999 1966 41.49 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO 119999 1921 40.54 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 435 9.18 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 134999 83 1.75 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 149999 10 .21 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. C01-1PARED WITH TI-'E STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 54-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 157 4.05 19297 6.76 
!i 40 
- !i 59 517 13.32 34877 12.21 
!i 60 - s 79 712 18.35 45835 16.05 
!i 80 - $ 99 957 24.66 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 6AO 17.52 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 668 17.21 53243 18.65 
uso- !i199 1A3 4.7? 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 7 .1R 11800 4.13 
1>300 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MJN~ESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~~TNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE"JSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-'0IISINC: PROfiLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 55 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57203 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 55 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 19189 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56800 WERE WHITE C 99.30 PERCENTlt ?4 WERE NEGRO ( .04 PfRCENT)t 159 WERE I~DIAN 
( ,?R PERCENT), ANO 212 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .37 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.l8 PER-
CENT wHITE• 0.91 PEPCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENr.ES CAS REPORTED BY TI-'E OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRF~ OR LESS WAS $ 220650000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 17345 PER RESTOENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FA~ILY 
~ESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING UNITS WAS n038 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ lOB. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL Of 39 RESTDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 1635. THERE WERE ALSO 226 
VACANT AND FOR RFNT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 9A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEr, Illl THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN ~E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 55 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOH 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT 0~ PERSONS 
FEMALE MALt: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3607 65 -OVER 2473 6.3 65 -OVER 4.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3?36 55 
-
64 272A 5.7 55 - 64 4.8 171970 55 - 64 160495 4,5 55 - 64 4.2 
6A21 35 
-
54 6141 l1.9 35 - 54 10.7 400t;25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 ]5 - 54 10.3 
3184 25 
-
34 3333 5,6 25 - 34 5.13 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
4011 18 
-
24 3270 7.0 18 - 24 5.7 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
1111 16 - 17 1036 1.9 16 - 17 1.8 74853 16 - 17 71772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3345 10 - 15 3257 5.8 10 - 15 5.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1970 06 - 09 2064 3.4 06 - 09 3.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2707 00 - 05 28]7 4.7 00 - 05 5.0 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR "'EGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 55 A~O THE STATE OF t-IJNNFSOTA 
NlJMBfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFO OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4 65 -OVER 11 1.0 65 -OVER 2.7 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
6 55 - 64 12 1.5 55 - 64 3.0 1744 55 - 64 1942 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
17 45 - 54 6 4.2 45 - 54 1. 5 2M3 45 - 54 2654 1.8 45 - 54 3.9 
?4 35 - 44 ?0 6.0 35 - 44 5.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 s.o 
30 25 - 34 19 7.4 25 - 34 4.7 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
27 15 - 24 20 6.7 15 - 24 5.0 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
52 OS - 14 31 12.9 05 - 14 7.7 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
l'l 00 - 04 26 4.5 00 - 04 6.5 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF 8UPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<:; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIGURI:.S• THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY A(j~ GROUPS • nc. MAY AOD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
~<·OTF: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALf SUM TO 100 PERCEf\T. 
PAGF 2 
IN APRIL• 1Q70 THfRf WERE 20085 MALES 14 YF.ARS OLD AND OVF.R RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 55 
Of THfSEt 66.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.8 PERCENT WF.RE WIDOWED• 2.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .B PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND ?A.O PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 23142 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER , 57.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 12.6 PERCENT 
wiDOWEDt 4.5 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 1.1 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 24.3 PERCF.~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 15071 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 13017 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLOt 367 WERE HOUSEHOLnS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 1687 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 969 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1~ AND 74 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
92 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 388 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 91.2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI .s PERCENT 
OF THE 15071 FAMILIESI 6590 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6~ AND OVERt 163 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 7844 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11721 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 7318 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 136 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 585 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 6193 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 9576 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2814 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 97078 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18759 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4e9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .7 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 6497 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 4713 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 393 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 1391 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITION, OF THE 19172 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 55 
1~151 HAD BASEMENTSt 18975 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 18159 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 18726 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 55 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 6 .06 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 357 3.32 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO Sl4999 2299 21.38 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO 519999 3655 33.99 143052 23.18 
520000 TO S24999 2313 21.51 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 1549 14.41 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 504 4.69 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 70 .65 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COt.tPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 55 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 102 1.7S 19297 6.76 
~ 40 - $ 59 400 6.87 34877 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 861 14.79 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - s 99 12?9 21.11 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 974 16.73 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 1389 23.81'- 53243 18.65 
!150 - S199 727 12.4Q 44759 15.68 
'li200 - $299 131 2.2c; 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE: 9 .15 1691 0.59 
--MIN~F~OTA ANALY~TS AND PLA~NlNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A"IO 1-'0tJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DI~TRICT 55-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED C~NSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 285~0 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 55-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 9720 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE Of ?.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT, THIS CO~PARES WITH A SlATE 
AVERAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28364 WERE WHITE C 9Q.31 PERCENT>• 9 WERE NEGRO C ,03 PERCENT)• Ill WERF. INDIAN 
( .3Q PF.RCENT), AND 73 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS C ,26 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
rENT ~HITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0,?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
TH~ TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• PESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 79291500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 14079 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
oESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3818 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ JOS, NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 3 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL Of 18 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERF ALSO 159 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 101 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE, 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 55-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALF. FEMALE MALE 
172S 65 -OVER 11B5 6,0 65 -OVER 4.1 
1530 55 - 64 1282 5.4 55 - 64 4.5 
3214 15 - 54 2863 11.3 35 - 54 10.0 
1671 25 - 34 1800 5,9 25 - 34 6.3 
2302 18 - 24 1796 8.1 18 - 24 6.3 
513 16 - 17 514 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 
15~A 10 - 15 14AA 5,6 10 - 15 5.2 
989 06 - 09 9AA 3.5 06 - 09 3.5 
1512 00 - OS 1577 5.3 00 - OS 5.5 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400fi2S 
229123 
2321',85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSON<; 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6,4 10 
4.2 06 
s.z 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT SS-A 
Nli~PFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
4 
5 
10 
1 s 
IS 
lS 
26 
7 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
R 
s 
3 
6 
9 
12 
9 
9 
2.0 
2.6 
5.1 
7,7 
1,7 
7.7 
13.3 
3.6 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
4.1 
2.6 
1.5 
3.1 
4.6 
6.1 
4.6 
4.6 
NUMeFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
05 - 14 
oo - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.1 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6,5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"' TH"' BliRFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS O"JLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AG> GROUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGUQfS WHICH DEVTATf FRnv. THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES ~y MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
, OH: THF PEPCENTAGF FTGURES FOR MALl: PLUS >EMALF SIJM TO 100 PERCENT • 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 9957 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVFR RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 55-A 
Of T~FSfo 64.6 PERCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 2.9 PFRCENT WFRE WTOOWED• 3.0 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• 1.0 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO ?~.~ PERCFNT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 11518 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 56.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 12o9 PERCENT 
WIDOwFO, 5.0 PERCENT DJVORCFOo 1.4 PERCENT SEPARATEn• ANn 24,5 PERCF~T HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THFRE WERE 7462 HOUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESft 630~ WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THF 
HOUSEHOLD& 217 wERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLOI AND 940 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THEPf WERE 5?1 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 
AilE 1P AND 35 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
40 WERE UI\DER 
THEPE WFRE 254 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALI 
wERE liNOER lFII AND 90,6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7462 FAMILIESJ 3198 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 ANO OVER; 
18 A~n OVER 651 AND 3964 HAO MEMBERS UNDER 1B RUT NONE OVER 65. 
78 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5014 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT ISTNGLE FAMILY) HO~ESt 4696 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSJNr, UNITS 358 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3557 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4689 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1102 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47301 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS P~R RESIDENT. 9450 OF T~E COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.Do OF THESE 93,2 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 5.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 Tn 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOM• .NO 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
lo51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92oA• So9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 4241 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3122 WERF. 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF.~t 302 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~s, AND 817 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9709 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 55-A 
9109 HAD 8ASEMENTS' 9614 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIES' 9067 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 9483 HAO COMPLETE 
0 LUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RE~IOENCFSt THEIR MARKET VALUFS WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 55-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 4 .09 26120 4,24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 241 s.3A 79217 12.83 
SIOOOO TO $14999 1331 29.73 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1676 37.44 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 836 18.67 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 34'5 1. 71 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 39 .87 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 5 .11 12487 2.02 
FOP RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARFD WITH TI-'E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT 1-'0USE DISTRICT 55-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 72 1.95 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 2~7 7.77 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 611 16.54 4583c; 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 819 22.17 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 593 16.05 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 797 ?.1.57 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 449 12.15 44759 15.68 
!200 - $299 61 1.6<; 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 6 .11', 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT SS-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28643 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 55-B 
THEY PESJOEO IN A TOTAL OF 9469 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28436 WERE WHITE ( 99.28 PERCENTlt 15 WERE NEGRO ( .OS PERCENT)• 48 WERE I~DIAN 
< .11 PERCENTlo AND 139 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .49 PERCENT>. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 141358500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 19941 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2220 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 113. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 21 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOP SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 3036. THERE WERF ALSO 67 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 92 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEQ IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANQ CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 55-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1~82 65 -OVER 12Fl8 6.6 65 -OVER 4.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVEP 4.7 
170fl 55 - 64 1446 6.0 ss - 64 5.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3607 15 - 54 3278 12.6 35 - 54 11.4 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
1513 25 - 34 1533 5.3 25 - 34 5.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 ?5 - 34 6.0 
1709 18 - 24 1474 6.0 18 - 24 5.1 232flf~"i 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
600 16 - 17 522 2.1 16 - 17 1.8 74R53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
17'57 10 - 15 1769 6.1 10 - 15 6.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
9A1 06 - 09 1 07(, 3.4 06 - 09 3.8 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
l19S 00 - 05 1260 4.2 00 - OS 4.4 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
OATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT S"i-B AND THE STATE OF fo4INNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEfo4ALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVfR 3 o.o 65 -OVER 1.4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 ?.a 65 -OVER 2.6 
1 55 - 64 7 .s 55 - 64 3.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 3 3.4 45 - 54 1.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
9 35 - 44 14 4.3 35 - 44 6.8 346'5 3'5 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
1'5 25 - 34 10 7.2 25 - 34 4.8 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
12 15 - 24 R s.a 15 - 24 3.9 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?f> OS - 14 22 12.6 OS - 14 10.6 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
11 00 - 04 17 5.3 00 - 04 8.2 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.'5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 THF AUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE "iUM OF POPULATION 
IH A {;f GPOUPS' fTC. MAY ADD TO ~IGUPES WHICH DEVTAT~ fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PER~ENTAC.ES. 
~'OTE: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGE 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 1012A MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD AND OVER RE,IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 55-A 
Of T~ESEt 67.4 PERCENT ~ERE MARRIED, 2.6 PERCENT W~RE WJDOWEDt 2.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?7.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11624 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 59.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIF.Dt 12.2 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 3.9 PERCENT OTVORCEOt .a PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 24.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7609 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMIJNITY. OF THESE• 6712 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLOl 150 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 747 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 44A ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN lHE COMMUNITYI 
AGE IA ANO 39 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
52 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 134 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 92.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 1.5 PERCENT 
OF THE 7609 FAMILIESI 3392 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3880 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
85 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6707 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT ISTNGLE FAMILY! HOMESt 2622 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 135 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 227 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSt 2636 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4887 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1712 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49777 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGF OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9309 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.0 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .4 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE ·coMPARARLE STATF-WIDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5.9, AND 1,3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE ?256 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1591 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURfSt 91 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• A~O 574 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 9463 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 55-8 
9042 HAD BASEMENTS' 9361 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 9092 HAD TELEPHONES• AND 9243 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 55-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 2 .03 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 116 1.85 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 96e 15.42 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 1979 31.53 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 1477 23.53 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 1204 19.18 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 465 7.41 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 6'5 1.04 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DI~TRICT 55-8 MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 30 1.41 19297 fl.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 113 5.31 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 250 11.7'5 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- s 99 410 19.2A 41601 14.57 
5100 - $119 381 17.91 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 592 27.83 53243 18.65 
51 '50 - $199 278 13.07 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 70 3.29 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .14 1691 0.59 
--MI~NESOTA A~ALYSJS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPUL~TION AND ~DUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 56 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 57006 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 56 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 25882 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.2 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 46355 WERE WHITE ( 8}.32 PERCENTlt 8700 WERE NEGRO ( 15.26 PfRCENTitl472 WERE I~DIAN 
! 2.5~ PFRCENTlt AND 418 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .73 PERCENT). ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (~S REPORTED BY THE OwNERS! ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 102051750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 17782 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OW~ER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $11432000 OR ~ 13610 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1~575 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ lOS. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1814 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 87. 
A TOTAL OF 67 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 5131. THERE WERE ALSO 1116 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 111 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATF. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT S6 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
54?4 65 -OVER 3265 9.5 65 -OVER 5.7 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3230 55 - 64 2353 5.7 55 - 64 4.1 171 cno 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
5354 35 - 54 4973 9.4 35 - 54 8.7 400ii25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
3832 25 - 34 3957 6.7 25 - 34 6.9 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
6069 18 - 24 38'55 10.6 18 - 24 6.8 232ii85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
f-,76 16 - 17 677 1.2 16 - 17 1.2 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
2ll'l4 10 - 15 2225 3.8 10 - I5 3.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
160R 06 - 09 1667 2.8 06 - 09 2.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2632 00 - OS 2755 4.6 00 - OS 4.8 I98F,03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHIT'=" RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRICT 56 AND THE STATE OF MIN~ESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS "JUMBFD OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
262 65 -OVER 209 2.5 65 -OVER 2.0 }C}I4 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
?4C} 55 - 64 235 2.3 55 - 64 2.2 I744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
3R6 4S - 54 422 3.6 4S - 54 4.0 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
53? 35 - 44 4(-,7 s.o 35 - 44 4.4 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 44 5.0 
8 J 1 25 - 34 707 7.6 25 - 34 6.6 4C}41 25 - 34 48~9 7.2 25 34 7.0 
IOOR I5 - 24 fl~6 9.5 IS - 24 7.8 6910 IS - 24 6500 Io.o 15 24 9.4 
1404 OS - 14 1405 13.2 OS - 14 13.2 8'569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - I4 12.7 
794 00 - 04 784 7.5 00 - 04 7.4 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 04 6.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
., THF AUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURlS& T,..EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATTON 
f-lY tJ c;F Gf.IOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~10TF: THf PfDCENTAGF FIGURES FOP MALE PLUS FE~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 19798 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 56 
Of T~fSEo 45.8 PERCENT WFRE ~ARRIED, 4.4 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 8.2 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 2.9 PERCENT ~ERE SEPARATED• 
AND 19.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 252Pl WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 36.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 15.6 PERCENT 
WIDOWF.Do 9.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• 3.5 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 35.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 11985 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 8633 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLOI 459 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI ANO 2893 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 3609 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 200 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA AND 228 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 921 IN~ATES Of INSTITUTIONS JN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 6~.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
2.7 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 2.2 PERCENT 
OF THE 11985 FAMILIESI 5535 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 106 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 58~4 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
tN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5961 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 19866 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 35 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 6747 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 9722 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6276 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 3089 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 103104 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 24314 OF THE COMMUNITifS HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 3.2 PERCENT HAn 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 18274 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 4600 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~' 1897 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 11777 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 25856 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 56 
24713 HAD BASEMENTS' 24122 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 20780 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 23555 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 56 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 11 .26 ?6120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 196 4.55 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 937 21.76 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 119999 1214 28.19 143052 23.18 
120000 TO $24999 639 14.84 113624 18.41 
125000 TO $34999 627 14.56 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 409 9.50 33193 5.37 
150000 OR MORE 274 6.36 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 56 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 '560 3.08 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 2537 13.91; 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 3305 18.1A 45835 16.05 
s 80 - s 99 3508 19.30 41601 14.57 
uoo - 1119 2643 14.54 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 2846 15.66 53243 18.65 
$150 
- 1199 1646 9.06 44759 15.68 
~200 - 1299 8~5 4.70 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORE 275 1.51 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSINC: PROFILE OF 
~OUSf DISTQICT 56-A 
PIIGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28510 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 56-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 12142 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of ?.3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 18673 WERE WHITE ( 65.50 PERCENT)• 84S1 WERE NEGRO ( 29.64 PERCENT)t1176 WERE I~DIAN 
( 4.12 PERCENT), AND 202 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .71 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 P~RCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 30429750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 11776 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF 511432000 OR S 13740 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 8634 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 88. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1705 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 86. 
A TOTAL OF 56 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VIILUE WAS $ 6138. THERE WERE AL~O 623 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 8A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 56-A 
NUMBF.R OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2376 65 -OVER 1793 8.3 65 -OVER 6.3 
1424 55 - 64 1304 5.0 55 - 64 4.6 
2692 35 54 2595 9.4 35 - 54 9.1 
1as2 25 - 34 1656 6.s 25 - 34 s.a 
2012 18 24 1407 7.1 18 - 24 4.9 
412 16 - 17 432 1.4 16 - 17 1.5 
1413 10 - 15 1462 s.o 10 - 15 5.1 
112?. 06 09 1124 3.9 06 - 09 3.9 
164R 00 OS 1743 5.8 00 - 05 6.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74R53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVEP 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 5~-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
?39 65 -OVER 190 2.4 65 -OVER 1.9 
?37 ~5 - 64 226 2.4 55 - 64 2.3 
3h3 45 54 39? 3.7 45- 54 4.0 
505 35 44 420 5.1 35 - 44 4.3 
749 25 - 34 620 7.6 25 - 34 6.3 
931 15 24 727 9.5 15 - 24 7.4 
1351 OS- 14 1377 13.7 05- 14 14.0 
730 00 04 750 7.4 00 - 04 7.6 
NUMBF.t> 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
346'5 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf RUROU OF THE f.fNSUS HAS ISSUfn CORRF.CTIONS O"lLY FOR TOUL POPIILIITTON FIGURES• TI-'F.RUORF. THE <;tJM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF GROUPS. ETC. MAY ADO TO FJGURFS WHICH OEVTAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCFNTA~ES. 
~OTF: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALF PLUS ~~~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9656 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RF~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 56-A 
OF THFSEo 43.1 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 5.8 PERCENT WFRE WJOOWED, 9.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 3,9 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 37.6 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11196 WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ ANO OVER • 37,1 PERCENT WERE 4ARRIFDt 17o4 PERCENT 
WIDOWfDoll.4 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 5,6 PERCENT SFPARATfn, ANn 28.6 PERCENT H40 NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 5974 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY, OF THESE• 392? WERF FA~ILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLO; 255 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 1797 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 936 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 18 AND 87 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
92 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 407 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 18' AND 74,9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
4.7 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 5974 FAMILIES& 2278 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3432 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 RUT IIIONE OVER 65, 
64 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 3209 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SJNGLE fAMILY) HOMES, 8908 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 19 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 3507 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 3828 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3668 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1132 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 469?7 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1,6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT, THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 11218 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93,0 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM• 4.9 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENT-GES WERE 92,8t 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THf 7823 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2541 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTUREq, 628 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 4654 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ~DDITION, OF THE 12136 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 56-A 
11517 HAD BASEMENTSJ 11017 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESJ 9146 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 10820 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND 8ATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARMt RfSIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 56-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 10 ,52 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 181 9,33 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 758 39,05 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 712 36.68 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 204 10.51 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 64 3,30 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 12 .62 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 
-o o.oo 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARfD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DI<;TRICT 56-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCI':I-H NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------lESS THAN $ 40 411 4.86 19297 f>.76 
~ 40 
-
$ 59 19<;0 23.05 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 2139 25,2R 45835 16.05 
$ eo 
-
$ 99 16<;1 19.52 41601 14,57 
$100 
-
$119 989 11.69 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 7?.1 8,59 53243 18.65 
$l 'iO 
-
$199 230 2.72 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 2?6 2.67 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 137 1.6? 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSIS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF DOPULATION AND I·H)I!Sit-.JG PROfiLE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT SA-~ 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28496 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 56-R 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 13740 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.1 P•RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES ~ITH A STATE 
AVERp.r,f OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27682 WERE WHYTE C 97.14 PERCENT>• 249 WERE NEGRO ( .87 PERCENTlt 296 WERE INDIAN 
C 1.04 PERCENT), AND 216 WFRE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .76 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALI .. ED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEARO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• QESIDENCES caS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 71622000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 22701 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUF. OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 9941 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 121. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 109 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 92. 
A TOTAL OF 11 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 139 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE AL~O 493 
THE AGE ANI) SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO JN THF CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 56-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS • PERCENT OF PERSONS NIJMBER OF PERSONS PEPCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
304R 65 -OVER 1472 10.7 65 -OVER 5.2 230Q42 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1R06 55 - 64 1049 6.3 55 - 64 3.1 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
2662 35 - 54 2378 9.3 35 - 54 8.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
19PO 25 - 34 2301 6.9 25 - 34 8.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
4057 18 
-
24 2448 14.2 18 - 24 8.6 232A85 lA - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
264 16 - 17 245 .9 16 - 17 .9 74~53 16 - 17 77172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
111 10 
-
15 763 2.7 10 
-
15 2.7 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
4f'.f, 06 
-
09 543 1.7 06 - 09 1.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
9A4 00 - OS 1012 3.5 00 - 05 3.6 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DHA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFI) BUT ARE TABULATFO BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 56-B Allin THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUM8FD OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PEP SONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
23 65 -OVER 19 2.8 65 -OVER 2.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVEP 2.6 
12 55 - 64 9 1.5 S5 - 64 1. 1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
23 45 - 54 30 2.8 45 - 54 3.7 2A03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
27 35 - 44 47 3.3 35 - 44 s.A 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
f->? ?5 - 34 Fl7 7.6 25 - 34 10.7 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
71 15 
-
24 99 9.5 15 - 24 12.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
Sl 05 
-
14 2A 6.5 05 - 14 3.4 8S69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
"4 00 - 04 34 7.9 00 - 04 4.2 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUPF.AU OF THE CENSlJS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATJI)N FIGURES; Tt<EPEFORE Tt<F.: SUM OF POPULATION 
i'lY fl(;F GPOUPS, fTC. MAY /lOr) TO FIGURES wi-'JCH f)fVJATI'" FRf'lM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURFS BY MINOR PF.RCFNTAGES. 
I.OTI': THF PfRCENTAGF FJGI!Rf<; •oR MAI_f' PLUS •E>-iALF '311M Tn lO'l PERCE"'T· 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10142 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD AND OVER Rf.~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 56-B 
Of THfSEt 48.5 PERCFNT WfRE MARRIED, l.1 PERCENT WER£ WIDOWED• 6.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 2.0 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 40.1 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 140A5 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 35.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14o3 PERCENT 
wiDOWfD• 7.7 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.8 PfRCENT SEPARATED• ANn 4}.7 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6011 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESEt 4711 WERF FA~ILIES WITH A HUSBANO-WTfE HEAO Of THE 
~OUSFHOLO' 204 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HIJSBAND AS HFAD Of THE HOUSEHOLD• AND 1096 WERE HOUSEHOLOS WITH 
A ff!o~ALE HEAI"l. 
THERE WERE 2673 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 108 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA ANO 141 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 514 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 18• AND 59.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.2 PERCENT WERE NEGROt 3.9 PERCENT 
Of THE 6011 FAMILIES• 3257 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER• 
lA ANn OVER 65' AND 2422 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
42 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
tN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 275?. OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 10958 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
>AMJLY DWELLINGS, AND 16 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 3240 HAD 
l OR ? ROOMSt 5A94 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 260A HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1957 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 56177 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIOE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 13096 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 97.0 
PERCENT ~AD ON£ COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 1.7 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE -COMPARABLE STATF-WIOF PFRCENTAGE~ WERf 92oAt 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF T~F 10451 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2059 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUr.TURFSt 1269 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 7123 
~ERE STRUCTURES WIT~ 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 13720 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 56-B 
1319~ HAD BASEMENTSt 13105 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESt 11634 HAO TELEPHONES• AND 12735 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMPING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-fARMt RESIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERF IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSf DISTRICT 56-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 1 .04 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 15 .63 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 179 7.57 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO $19999 502 21.22 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 435 18.39 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO 534999 563 23.80 91114 14.76 
!35000 TO $49999 397 16.78 33193 5.37 
!50000 OR MORE 274 11.58 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT I"OUSE DT5TRtCT "i6-B ~INNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 149 1.53 19297 ~.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 5~7 6.04 34877 12.21 
'F 60 
-
5 79 1166 12.00 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
s 99 18"i7 19.11 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
5119 1654 17.03 32427 11.36 
H20 
-
$149 2119 21.81 53243 1A.65 
'Fl50 
-
$199 1416 }4.5A 44759 15.68 
!200 
-
\299 6;>9 6.47 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 118 1.42 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANtiLYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULt&TtON liND t<OI!SINE PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT S7 
Pt&Gf' 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW /1 POPULt&TION OF 578S5 PERSONS RESIDING IN SEN/ITf DISTRICT 57 
THEY PESIDEn IN A TOTAL Of 25013 HOUSING UNITSS AN AVE~AGE OF ?..3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 54158 WERE WHITE ( 93.61 PERCENTit 1115 WFRE NEGRO ( 1.96 PERCENTitl277 wERE I~DIAN 
< 2.21 PERCENT), ANO 1?68 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS I 2.19 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT •IHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEr,ROt 0.60 PERCENT INDTAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THF OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRF5 OR LESS WAS $ 4~113750 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE Of $ 11667 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESinF.NCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 53750 OR $ 1250 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 19011 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 96. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 411 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 83. 
A TOTAL OF 24 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 85 PER MONTH. 
0. THERE WERE ALSO 1154 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHt&RTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT S7 AND THE SUTE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS o PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
5087 65 -OVER 2830 8.8 65 -OVER 4.9 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2473 55 
-
64 2164 4.3 55 - 64 3.7 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
362;> 35 
-
54 3889 6.3 35 - 54. 6.7 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
3231 25 
-
34 4441 5.6 25 - 34 7.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
11730 18 
-
24 96S3 20.3 18 - 24 16.7 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
464 16 - 17 466 .a 16 - 17 .8 74853 16 - 11 11172 2.0 16 - 11 2.0 
1229 10 - 15 1229 2.1 10 - 15 2.1 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
813 06 
-
09 947 1.4 06 - 09 1.6 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
l64Q 00 - OS 1708 2.9 00 - OS 3.0 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FO~ NEGPO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAIL~n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN ~ENATE DISTRICT 57 A~O THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NU~~fP Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NU~BER 0~ PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FFMALE hi ALE 
~4 65 -OVER 87 2.3 65 -OVER 2.4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
A1 55 
-
64 93 1.7 55 - 64 2.5 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 ss - 64 2.7 
102 45 
-
54 124 2.8 45 - 54 3.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
120 35 - 44 1~9 3.2 35 - 44 5.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
34? 25 
-
34 531 9.3 25 - 34 14.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 1.0 
431 15 
-
24 506 11.7 15 - 24 13.7 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
27S OS - 14 242 7.4 OS - 14 6.5 8S69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
2111 00 
-
04 1A6 5.4 00 - 04 s.o 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.S 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
,. THE BllPEAlJ Of THE CENSlJS HAS I SSUf:O CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY AG~=" GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES 8Y MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTF:: THf PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 23857 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 57 
OF T~~SEt 34.0 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 3.7 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 6.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 2.2 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
6ND 54.4 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 27008 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 29.7 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.1 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 5.6 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 1.8 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 49.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THFRE WERE 9693 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 7573 WERE FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
.. OllSEHOL£\1 438 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~EAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 1682 WERE 1-!0USEHOLDS WITH 
A FE14ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 5803 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE C014MUNITYI 115 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1A AND 188 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1139 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE uNDER HH AND 49.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
5.4 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 9.4 PERCENT 
OF THE 9693 FAMILIES; 5348 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 3875 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
76 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 3881 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 21093 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF. 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 33 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 8611 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 9508 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5299 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1560 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 86303 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT.. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 23135 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.O. OF THESE 94.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOMt 3.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 2.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOI4. THE COMPARARLE STATF-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 19597 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 5816 WERF. 2-4 UNIT STRUCTUREq, 1738 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 12043 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 24996 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 57 
22919 HAD BASEMENTS& 22571 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES$ 19403 HAD TELEPHONES& AND 21036 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILETo AND 8ATHTU~ OR SHOWER. 
TN TER~S OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERF IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 57 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1 .04 ?6120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 208 7.87 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 847 32.06 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 866 32.78 143052 23.18 
!20000 TO $24999 393 14.88 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 231 8.74 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 eo 3.03 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 16 .61 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TlojE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 57 MINNESOTA 
NlJMBF.:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 Q'56 5.13 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 3742 20.oq 34817 12.21 
s 60 - s 79 3331 17.8Q 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- $ 99 3033 16.2Q 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 2227 11.9(, 32427 11.36 
H20- $149 2807 15.07 53243 18.65 
uso- $199 1978 10.6? 4475Q 15.68 
~200 - $299 5?.4 2.81 11800 4.13 
S300 OR MORF 26 .14 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-<0\JSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 57-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28919 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 57-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9927 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE Of 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27678 WERE ~HITE C 95.64 PERCENT)o 274 WERE NEGRO ( .95 PEPCENT)t 229 WERE lhDIAN 
< .79 PERCENT), AND 738 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( 2.55 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES caS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PQOPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 38854250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE 0~ $ 13320 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIDF.NCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -o OR $ -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 6490 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 111. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 82 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 80. 
A TOTAL OF 13 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 71 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 359 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAh BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 57-A 
NIJMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1435 65 -OVER 913 S.O 65 -OVER 3.2 
1031 55 - 64 825 3.6 55 - 64 2.9 
1904 35 54 1820 6.6 35 - 54 6.3 
1867 25 34 2385 6.5 25 - 34 8.2 
5832 18 24 5411 20.2 18 24 18.7 
284 16 - 17 309 1.0 16 - 17 1.1 
812 10 - 15 822 2.8 10 - 15 2.8 
536 06 - 09 62~ 1.9 06 - 09 2.2 
945 00 OS 1064 3.3 00- OS 3.7 
NUto4AER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLIIS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-A 
NUMRfR Of PERSONS 
FEto4ALF 
15 
12 
}Cl 
34 
13fJ 
165 
H4 
4Cl 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALt 
13 
8 
24 
42 
234 
211 
75 
65 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
1.2 65 -OVER 1.0 
1.0 55 - 64 .f, 
1.5 45 - 54 1.9 
2.7 35- 44 3.3 
10.8 25 - 34 18.6 
13.1 15- 24 16.7 
6.7 OS- 14 5.9 
3.9 oo - 04 s.?. 
NUMBfG 
FEMALE 
l<H4 
1744 
2M3 
3465 
4Cl41 
6Cl10 
8"i69 
4194 
A~D THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF lo4INNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.~ 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• THF BUWfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFO CORRECTIONS O~LY FOR TOTAL POP 1 1LATTON FIGURESI THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
RY A(,F r.POUPS. ETC. ~AY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH nEVIAT~ FR0M THE T0TAL DOPIILATION FIGURES RY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
•,OTF'": THF PEPCENTAGF FTGURFS FOR MALF PLUS F"F'-1ALI': SIJM T0 100 PERCENT • 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 11928 MALES 14 YFARS OLD ANn OVER RFSIDJNr, IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-A 
GF T~FSEt 37.0 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 1.9 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 3.? PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .9 PERrFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND S7.? PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 12600 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 34.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIFD• 9.3 PERCENT 
wiOOWFDt 4.A PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 50.0 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 5305 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 4203 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO& 200 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD& ANO 902 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 2791 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVIN\, IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYt 
AGE 1A AND 46 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
73 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 119 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALt 
wERE UNDER 18; AND 15.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 5305 FAMILIES& 2629 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 2412 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65. 
1.7 PERCENT WERE NEGROt 52.1 PERCENT 
53 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE CO~MUNITY HAD 2755 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 7158 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 6 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSJN<, UNITS 1888 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3687 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 3225 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1103 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 41A79 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.4 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9407 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 93.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 4.4 PERCfNT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATE-WIOf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 6256 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3013 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURf~t 603 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2640 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9913 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-A 
9259 HAD BASEMENTS' 9279 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 8594 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 9011 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMAING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUB OR SHOWF.R. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPJEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 57-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 1 .os 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 105 5.11 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 628 30.59 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 684 33.32 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 347 16.90 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 20S 9.99 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 69 3.36 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 14 .68 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT f-IOU5E DI5TRICT S7-A MINNESOTA 
NUMflER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 264 4.1A 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 862 13.64 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 786 12.43 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 8?1 12.99 41601 14.57 
1'1 00 
-
$119 772 12.21 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 1460 ?.3.10 53243 18.65 
'!i150 
-
$199 10"l3 17.11 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 260 4.11 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 13 .21 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 57-B 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28916 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 15106 HOUSING UNTTSC AN AVEPAGE OF 1.9 P~RSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 26480 WERE WHITE ( 91.58 PERCENT>• R~1 WERE NEGRO ( 2.98 PERCENTlt1048 WERE I~DJAN 
< 3.62 PFRCENTlt AND S30 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( 1.83 PERCENTJ. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
CENT WHITE, 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.~8 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• PESIDENr.ES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS> ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 9259500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 7671 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 53750 OR $ 1453 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 12521 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 88. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 329 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 84. 
A TOTAL OF 11 RESIOECES WERE VACANT ANn FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 8R PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 795 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOI~ AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 57-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3652 65 -OVER 1917 12.6 65 -OVER 6.~ 
1442 55 - 64 1339 s.o 55 - 64 4.6 
1718 35 - 54 2069 5.9 35 - 54 7.2 
1364 25- 34 2056 4.7 25- 34 7.1 
5898 18- 24 4242 20.4 18- 24 14.7 
180 16 - 17 157 .6 16 - 17 .s 
417 10 - 15 407 1.4 10 - 15 1.4 
297 06 - 09 321 1.0 06 - 09 1.1 
704 00 - OS 644 2.4 00 - OS 2.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230Q42 
171Q70 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLlJS OTHER NON-~HITF RAC~S ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-B 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
69 
51 
R3 
86 
206 
266 
191 
152 
65 -OVFP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE FE~ALE MALE 
74 2.8 65 -OVER 3.0 
AS 2.1 55 - 64 3.5 
100 3.4 45- 54 4.1 
147 3.5 35 - 44 6.0 
299 a.s 25 - 34 12.3 
29S 10.9 15 - 24 12.1 
167 7.8 OS - 14 6.9 
121 6.2 00 - 04 s.o 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
346') 
4941 
6Q10 
8569 
4194 
ANn THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF AUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES: T~EREFORE T~E SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GPOUPS, FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERr.FNTAGES. 
~OTF: THE PEPCENTAGF FT~URES FOR MALE PLUS FF~ALF SUM Tn 100 PEDCENT. 
PAGF 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THfRF WFRE 11929 MALES 14 YFARS OLO AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-A 
of T~>SEt 30.9 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 5.5 PERCENT WERE WJDOWEDt 8.8 PERCFNT WERE OIVORCEOt 3.5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ~1.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 1440~ WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 25.2 PERCENT WE~f. MARRIFDo 18o4 PERCENT 
wiDOWfDt 6.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• 2.1 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 4q.1 PERCFMT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
TH>PE WERE 4388 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 3370 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSFHOLOt 238 WERF HOliSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 780 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEI-4ALE HEAD. 
THfPE WERE 3012 ROOMERS, BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA ANO 142 WERE OVFR AGE 65. 
62 WERE UNDER 
THFPF WFRE 1020 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALt 
wERE ttNOFR 1 A; AND 53.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
Of THE 4388 FAMILIES; 2719 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
!8 a~n OVER 651 AND 1463 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
5.9 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 4.4 PERCENT 
23 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 1126 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 13935 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
>AMJLY OWELLINGSt AND 27 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORJLE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 6723 HAD 
I OR ? ROOMSt 5821 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 2074 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 457 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WFRE 44424 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE Of 1,5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATf-WJOE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PFR RESIDENT. 13728 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 95.0 
PERCF~T HAD ONE (OR fEWERl PERSONS PER ROOM, 2.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 2.2 PERCENT HAC 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PfR ROOM. THE. COMPARABLE STATE-WIQE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.~, 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 13341 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2803 WERE 2-4 UNJT STRUCTURES• 1135 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 9403 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ~DDITIONo Of THE 15083 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 57-B 
13660 HAD AASEMfNTSC 13292 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 10809 HAD TELEPHONESC AND 12025 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
JN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 57-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 
-o o.oo 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 103 17.49 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 219 37.18 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 182 30,90 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 46 7,81 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO 534999 26 4,41 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO 549999 11 1.87 33193 5,37 
$50000 OR MORE 2 .34 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TH( STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT <;7-B MINNESOTA 
NUMAFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 692 5,6? 19297 6.76 
s 40 
-
$ 59 2A~O 23.41 34877 12.21 
s 60 
-
5 79 2545 20.69 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 2212 17,9A 41601 14,57 
S100 
-
5119 14<;5 Il.81 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 1347 10.95 53243 18.65 
U50 
-
U99 895 7.27 44759 15.68 
1'200 
-
$299 264 2.1s 11800 4.13 
5300 OR MORE 13 o11 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS Of POPULA TJON AND 1-<0IJSJNf: PROFILE Of 
SENATE DISTRICT S8 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 57720 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DI~TRICT 5A 
THEY PESIDEO IN A TOTAL OF 20400 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of ?.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE Of ?.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 57222 WERE WHITE ( 99.14 PERCENTlt 96 WERE NEr,RO ( .17 PERCENT)• 102 WERE INDIAN 
( .l~ PFRCENT)o ANn ?7A WERE ME~BERS OF OTHER RACES ( .4A PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQlJALL~O 98.18 PER-
CENT •1HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INOTANt ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THf TOTAL MARKfT VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCtlJPTEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 303342750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF Of $ 23007 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~DUSING UNITS WAS 6920 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 142. NEGRO fAMILIES RENTED 22 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ O. 
A TOTAL OF 44 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND fOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 13A PER MONTH. 
o. THERE WERE ALSO 125 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THF CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN ~E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 58 
Nl IMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
fEMAlF MALF FEMALE MALE 
5620 65 -OVER 2856 9.7 65 -OVER 4.9 
3472 55 - 64 247? 6.0 55 - 64 4.3 
6956 35 - 54 577~ 12.1 15 - 54 10.Q. 
3652 25 - 34 3352 6.3 25 - 34 s.B 
3787 18 - 24 2747 6.6 18 - 24 4.8 
1027 16 - 17 1057 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 
2990 10 - 15 3099 5.2 10 - 15 5.4 
1916 06 - 09 1827 3.3 06 - 09 3.2 
23P3 00 - OS 2430 4.1 00 - OS 4.2 
NUMBER 
fEMAlE 
230942 
111970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74FI53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHJTF POPULATION IN SENATE OISTRICT 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE 
q 65 -OVER 1 1.8 65 -OVER 1.4 
6 55 - 64 3 1.2 55- 64 .6 
15 45 - 54 21 3.0 45 - 54 4.2 
?7 35 - 44 21 5.4 ]5 - 44 4.2 
14 25 - 34 21 6.8 25 - 34 4.2 
47 15 - 24 16 9.4 15 - 24 7.2 
lA OS - 14 45 7.2 OS - 14 9.0 
21 00 - 04 21 4.2 00 - 04 4.2 
58 
NU~BFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2F-03 
3465 
4941 
6910 
A569 
4194 
AND THE STATE Of 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
?.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P. THF AUPt=:AIJ OF THE C:ENSIIS HAS ISSUt=:D CORRECTION<: O"JLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES; THt=:REFORE THE c;UM OF POPULATION 
py AGF GPOUPS, fTC. ~AY ADD TO FIGUPfS WHICH DEVJATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
, OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOP MALE PLUS FEMALF SliM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGE 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRf WERF 1933~ MALES 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVFR RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 58 
rF T~~SE• 66,7 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED• 2.6 PERCENT WFRE WJ80WED• 1,9 PERCENT WFRE DIVORCED• ,5 PFRr.FNT WERE SEPARATED• 
o~O ?q,7 PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE ?552q WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 50.9 PERCENT WERE ~ARRJfD• 14.7 PERCENT 
WI00~FD• 4.6 PERCENT OTVrRCFDt ,8 PFRCENT SEPARATED• ANO 29.3 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPF WERE 14739 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THESE, 126e4 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSFHOLn: 102 WERF HOIJSEHOLOS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBA~D AS HEaD OF THE HOUSEHOLD: AND 1753 WERE HOUSEHOLDS ~IT~ 
~ FEMALE HEAO, 
THERE WERE 1953 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNJTYJ 109 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1A AND 187 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 67P INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, OF THE TOTALC 
IN ERE I.INDER 18 C AND 94.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.3 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROC 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 14739 FAMILIES: 6741 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANO OVERI 159 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 7165 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1A BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12873 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT ISTNGLE FAMILY) ~OMESt 7500 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 10 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 940 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 5126 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 9078 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 5?02 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 111445 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 20105 OF THE COMMUNJTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 97.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 2.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .J PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSON~ PER ROO~. THE· COMPARABLE STATF-WIDF PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
nF THE 6396 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2102 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF~• 806 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3488 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 20372 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 58 
19762 HAD BASEMENTSC 20282 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 19762 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 20157 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMRING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCfSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 58 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 4 .OJ 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 81 .68 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 860 7.11 118416 19.19 
USOOO TO 519999 3017 25.15 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO 524999 3402 28.36 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 3301 27.52 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 1048 8.74 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 282 2.35 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS TI-lE PATTfRN, COMPARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE IJISTRICT 58 MINNESOTA 
NUMAER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 47 .70 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - s 59 ~1 1.21 34817 12.21 
'li 60 - s 79 302 4.52 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 607 9.0A 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 990 14.80 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 2141 32.02 53243 1A.65 
S150 - $199 18?8 27.34 44759 15.68 
'!i200 - $299 5'59 8.36 11800 4.13 
'!i300 OR MORE 112 1.97 1691 0.59 
--MIN~fSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIISING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT SR-A 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28813 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 58-A 
THEY PESIDED IN A TOTAL oF• 9126 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 1.~ PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAf.E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28632 WERE W~ITE ( 99.37 PERCENT>• ?5 WERE NEGRO ( .09 PERCENT)• 29 WERE INDIAN 
( .10 PERCENT), AND 100 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER ~ACES ( .35 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT JNDTAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRfS OR LESS WAS $ 197305250 ' AN AVERAGE VALUF. OF $ 24413 PER RESTDENCEo NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUf OF $ -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 993 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 161. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S -0. 
A TOTAL OF 13 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS S O. THERE WERE ALSO 2 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 0 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 58-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2053 65 -OVER 1379 7.1 65 -OVER 4.8 
1694 55- 64 1360 5.9 55- 64 4.7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400~25 
229323 
232685 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
-OVER 
- 64 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
3825 35 - 54 3345 13.3 35 - 54 11.6 
1696 25 - 34 1511 5.9 25 - 34 5.2 
1312 18 - 24 1165 4.6 18 - 24 4.0 
608 16 - 17 622 2.1 16 - 17 2.2 
1704 10 - 15 1731 5.9 10 - 15 6.0 
1072 06- 09 1016 3.7 06- 09 3.5 
12R9 00 - OS 1324 4.5 00 - OS 4.6 
74~53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
54 
34 
24 
17 
- 15 
09 
OS 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 58-A 
NUMRFR OF PFRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
?. 6S -OVER 2 1.1 65 -OVER 1.1 
1 55 - 64 1 .6 55 - 64 .6 
5 45 - 54 10 2.8 45 - 54 s.s 
7 35 - 44 4 3.9 35 - 44 2.2 
4 2S - 34 4 2.2 25 - 34 2.2 
11 IS - 24 15 6.1 15 - 24 8.3 
1? OS - 14 17 6.6 OS - 14 9.4 
2 00 - 04 A 1.1 00 - 04 4.4 
~UMBFR 
FEMALE 
}Ql4 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
61110 
81)6Q 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
6S -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
1S - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6SOO 
8773 
4Sll 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CEN~US HAS ISSUED CORRECTION~ ONLY FO~ TOTAL POPtiLATJON FIGURES' T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AG~ GROUPS, ETC. ~AY ADD TO FIGURES WHIC~ OEVJAT~ FR0M THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\!0Tf: THF PEPCENTAGF fil;lJRES FOR MALE PLUS Ff"1ALF SIJM TO 100 PERCENT • 
PAGf. 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THfRf. Wf.Rf 99RO MALES 14 YEAR~ OLD ANO OVER RF~IDI~G IN HOUSE DISTRICT 58-A 
Of T~FSEo 71.1 PERCFNT Wf.RE MARRIED, 2.0 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWED• ,q PERCENT WERE DIVORCEDt ,4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?~.9 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED, Of THE 11763 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER • 60,7 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIF.Ot 11.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDo 3.2 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,6 PERCENT ~EPARATF.O• ANO 24.4 PERCFNT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7R66 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~~UNITY, Of THESEt 701~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLnt 131 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 720 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 416 ROOMERS, BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
.AGE lR AND 52 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
46 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 46 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 95,7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
OF THE 7866 FAMILIESI 3406 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 4046 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
4.3 PERCENT WERE NEGROf 0.0 PERCENT 
98 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8138 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 983 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 30 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 1393 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 5019 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2668 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 53923 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT, 9075 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 97.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 2.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.~0 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND ,2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARA~LE STATF-WIOF PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 456 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 284 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 21 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 151 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 9118 OCCUPIED AND VACA~T YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 58-A 
9020 HAD BASEMENTSt 9110 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESt 9033 HAO TELEPHONESt AND 9073 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMA!NG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTU~ OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 58-A MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 2 ,OJ 26120 4,24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 42 ,54 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 347 4,49 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 1745 22.57 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO 524999 2434 31,48 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 2407 31,13 qll14 14,76 
$35000 TO 549999 641 8,29 33193 5,37 
550000 OR MORE 113 1,46 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-'E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 58-A MINNESOTA 
NUMRER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 3 .3?. 19297 6.76 
s 40 - 5 59 4 .43 34877 12.21 
5 60 - 5 79 14 1.51 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - 5 99 ?.3 2.48 41601 14.57 
uoo- 5119 f.O 6,4R 32427 11.36 
5120 - Sl49 205 22.14 53243 18,65 
5150 - 5199 41+8 48.3q 44759 15.68 
5200 - S299 1~3 16.52 11800 4,13 
$300 OR ~ORE 16 1.73 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOI!SING PROFILE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT SA-R 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28907 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 58-A 
THEY RESinED IN A TOTAL OF 11274 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~AGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULAT)ONt 28590 WERE WHITE ( 9A.90 PERCENT)• 71 WERE NEGRO I .25 PERCENT)t 73 WERE INDIAN 
( .2S PERCENT), ANn 17@ WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .62 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PEkCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 106037500 l AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 20779 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -o OR ~ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 5927 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 139. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 21 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S O. 
A TOTAL OF 31 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 140 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 123 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 58-8 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3567 65 -OVER 1477 12.3 65 -OVER 5.1 
1778 55 - 64 1112 6.2 55 - 64 3.8 
3131 35 54 2433 10.8 35 - 54 8.4 
1956 25 - 34 1841 6.8 25 - 34 6.4 
2475 18 24 1582 8.6 18 - 24 5.5 
419 16 - 17 435 1.4 16 - 17 1.5 
1286 10 - 15 136A 4.4 10 - 15 4.7 
844 06 - 09 811 2.9 06 - 09 2.8 
1094 00 05 1106 3.8 00 - OS 3.8 
NUM13ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
- 15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
S.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DI~TRICT SA-B 
NIJMAfR OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALf MALF FEMALE MALE 
7 65 -OVER 5 2.2 65 -OVER 1.6 
5 55 - 64 2 1.6 55 - 64 .6 
10 45 54 11 3.2 45 - 54 3.5 
20 35 44 17 6.3 35 - 44 5.4 
30 25 - 34 17 9.5 25 - 34 5.4 
36 IS 24 21 11.4 15 - 24 6.~ 
?4 OS - 14 2~ 7.6 OS - 14 8.8 
19 00 04 13 6.0 00 - 04 4.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8S69 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
3S - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
2S - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CO~~ECTIONS ONLY FO~ TOTAL POPI!LATTON FIGU~ES: THEREFO~E THE SUM OF PO~ULATION 
BY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERr.FNTAGES. 
•OTF: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS ~FMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAr,f 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE ~3SS MALES 14 YFAR~ OLQ ANn OVr~ Af~IDINr, IN HOUSE L!Sl~ICT SH-~ 
nr THFSFo 62.0 PERCENT WFRF MARRIED, 3.4 PFRCENT WFRE ~!OOWEO• 3.0 PfRCFNT WFHE OJVO~CFOt .1 PFRrENT WERE ~EPARATEO• 
ANn 31.~ PERCFNT HAn NfVfR MARRIED. OF THE 137AS WOMEN 14 YEAUS OLn AND OVER • 42.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIFOt 17o6 PFRCFNT 
~IOOWFO, 5.7 PERCENT OIVORCFO, .9 PERCENT SfDARATEn, ANn 31.5 PEACF~T HAn NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6A73 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE• 566Q WEAF FAMILIES WITH A HUS~AND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOliSFHOL!H 171 WfkE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS 1-<I'"IID OF THE HOUSEHOLD& AND 1033 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTt-< 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1537 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~-<OUSFHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITYf 
AGE lA AND 135 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
f>3 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 632 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL& 
~ERE UNOFR 1AI AND 94.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVFR. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
nF THE 6873 FAMILIES& 3335 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3119 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
61 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 4735 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 6517 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 10 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMFS OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 910 HAD 
1 OR ? ROOMS• 3733 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4059 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt A~D ?S34 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 57522 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITS• OR A~ AVERAGE OF 2.0 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 11030 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 97.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 1.8 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .3 PERCENT HAD 
}.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE'COMPARA~LE STATE-WIOF PERCE~TAGES WERE 92.A• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCE~Tt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of T~F 5940 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1818 WERE 2-4 UNJT STRUCTURE~• 785 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3337 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION• Of THE 11254 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 58-8 
1074? HAO BASEMENTS; 11172 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIE~C 10729 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 11084 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND AATHTUR OR sHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT SA-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 2 .os 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO $ 9999 39 .91 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 513 12.03 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1272 29.83 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 968 22.70 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 894 20.97 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 407 9.55 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 169 3.96 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARFD WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 58-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 44 .76 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 77 1.34 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
~ 79 288 s.oo 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 51'14 10.14 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
~119 930 16.14 32427 11.36 
il20 
-
H49 1936 13.61 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
'b199 }3qO ?3.9<; 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 406 7.05 11800 4.13 
~300 OR MORE 116 2.01 169} 0.59 
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--MINNESOTA ANALYSYS ANn PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION A"JD HOIISINr- PROFILE OF 
S~NATE DISTRTCT S9 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 56096 PERSONS RESIOING IN SENATE DISTRICT 59 
THEY QESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 23184 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.4 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATF 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
0f THF TOTAL POPULATION, 47536 WERE WHITE ( 84.74 PERCENT!• 6779 WERE NEGRO ( 12.08 PFRCENT)t1370 WERE INDIAN 
( 2.44 PERCENT), AND 379 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .68 PERCENTl. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9B.18 PER-
rENT wHITE• 0.91 PEPCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIANo ANO 0.?8 PERCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILY• OCCUPJED• RESIDENCES (4S REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
4CRFS OR LESS WAS i ~1969000 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11975 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $15150500 OR $ 13600 PER RESIDENCE. THf NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 15323 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 113. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1016 Of THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 109. 
A TOTAL Of 62 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ o. THERE WERF ALSO 706 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 109 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 59 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIIMBER Of PERSONS ~ PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALl 
6107 65 -OVEP 2727 10.9 65 -OVER 4.9 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
30?Q 55 - 64 1903 5.4 55 - 64 3.4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
4738 35 - 54 4020 8.4 35 - 54 7.2 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
3629 25 - 34 4022 6.5 25 - 34 7.2 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
7300 18 - 24 4603 13.0 18 - 24 R.2 2321)85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
7]f, 16 - 17 643 1.3 16 - 17 1.1 74853 16 - l7 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2052 10 - 15 2089 3.7 10 - 15 3.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1527 06 - 09 1412 2.7 06 - 09 2.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2694 00 - OS 268R 4.8 00 - OS 4.R 1981:'03 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF.: RACES ARE LESS DETA ILFn BUT ARE TABULA TEO BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 59 Allin THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUM8FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
?73 65 -OVER 196 3.2 65 -OVER 2.3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
?65 55 - 64 229 3.1 55 - 64 2.7 1744 55 - 64 1842 ?.5 55 - 64 2.7 
371) 45 - 54 355 4.4 45 - 54 4. 1 2M3 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
4P? 35 - 44 435 5.6 35 - 44 5. 1 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
6}3 25 - 34 536 7.2 25 - 34 6.3 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
A9S 15 - 24 704 10.5 15 - 24 8.2 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 JS - 24 9.4 
10?3 OS - 14 1003 12.0 OS - 14 11.7 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
5?5 00 - 04 544 6.1 00 - 04 6.4 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'.t THf BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATTON fIGURES; Tl-iF.:REfORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF' GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURFS WHIC~ OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURFS 8Y MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~:OTF": THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALF SliM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGf 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 18586 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLO A~O OVER Rf~IDING IN ~ENATE DISTRICT 59 
0F THF:Sf.o SO.R PF:RCFNT WfRE ~ARRTEDo 3.9 PERCENT W~RE wiDOWED• 6.4 PERfFNT WERE DIVORCED• 2.1 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ~7.1 PERCENT HAn NFVER MARRIED. OF THE 261~A ~OME~ 14 YEAPS OLO ANO OVER , 36.2 PERCE~T WERE MARRTFDo 16.3 PERCFNT 
~tOOWFOo 7.8 PERCENT DIVORCED• 2.6 PERCENT SFPARATEOo ANn 37.2 PERCFNT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 12173 HOUSEHOLDS I~ THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEo 898~ WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OU~fHOLO' 463 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~FAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ ANO 2724 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WIT~ 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 4341 ROOMERS, BOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 1Q2 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA ANO 273 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1678 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERF: 1JNDFR lAJ AND A3.4 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.3 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 2.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 12173 FAMILJESJ 5657 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 113 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 65J AND SA29 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6137 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNJT (SJNGLF FAMILY) HOMESo 17016 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY OWELLJNGSo AND 17 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 3479 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 9532 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7599 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSo AND 2S36 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 99364 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OQ AN AVF.RAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 22168 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.4 
PERC~NT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 3.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.2 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA~LE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
nf THF 15876 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 6632 WERF 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURF:~t 2133 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 7111 
~ERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 23162 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 59 
21Q30 HAO BASEMENTS; 22498 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 19a60 HAO TELEPHONESJ AND 21636 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERo FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 59 MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 4 .o8 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO ~ 9999 236 4.76 79217 12.83 
510000 TO $14999 1737 35.01 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 2180 43.93 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO S24999 627 12.64 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 158 3,18 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 16 .32 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 4 .o8 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS TI-lE PATTERN, C0"4PARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT SENATE ntSTRICT 59 MINNESOTA 
NIJMI3FR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------tESS THAN S 40 2F.9 1.7Q 19297 6,76 
5 40 
- $ 59 938 6.24 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 1882 12.51 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 2941 19.55 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 2591 11.23 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 3972 ~6.41 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 2028 13.48 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 409 2.1?. 11800 4.13 
t300 OR MORF 11 .07 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND '"'OtJSINt, PROFTLE OF 
H0USF DISTRICT 59-A 
P AGF l 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATIO~J OF 27992 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 59-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 13011 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.2 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 26211 WERE wHITE ( 91.64 PERCENT)• 743 WERE NEGRO ( 2.65 PERCENTit 797 WERE INDIAN 
( 2.R5 PFRCENTlt AND 2?1 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .81 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQuALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENrES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 12306250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 7163 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 71250 OR $ 2227 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 10614 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 114. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 305 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 120. 
A TOTAL Of 23 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 120 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 515 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 59-A 
NlJMBfR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FfMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3349 65 -OVER 1359 12.0 65 -OVER 4.9 
1504 55 - 64 899 5.4 55 - 64 3.2 
2028 35 - 54 1772 7.2 35 - 54 6.3 
1781 25 - 34 2334 6.4 25 - 34 8.3 
5003 18 - 24 292~ 17.9 18 - 24 10.5 
282 16 - 17 218 1.0 16 - 17 .8 
604 10 - 15 660 2.2 10 - 15 2.4 
511 06 - 09 435 1,8 06- 09 1.6 
1149 oo - 05 1124 4•1 oo - 05 4.0 
NUMRER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400f.25 
229323 
232A85 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6,4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT SQ-A 
NUMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MAL~ 
43 65 -OVER 34 2.4 65 -OVER 1.9 
41 55- 64 31 2.3 55- 64 1.7 
45 45 - 54 46 2.5 45 - 54 2.6 
R? 35 - 44 85 4.6 35 - 44 4.8 
154 25 - 34 176 8.6 25 - 34 9.9 
251 15 - 24 177 14.1 15 - 24 9.9 
1R2 OS - 14 14R 10.2 05 - 14 8.3 
113 00 - 04 13R 6.3 00 - 04 7.7 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6Q10 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
HY AGF GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATE FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAr,ES. 
"JOTf: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FP~ALF: SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN bPRILt 1970 THERE WERE 9729 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 59-A 
Of THFSE, 44.7 PERCENT wERE MARRIED, 4.3 PERCENT WERE wiDOWED• 7.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 2.4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 41.1 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 14159 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 30.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDt 16o4 PERCENT 
~IDOWFO• 7.9 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 2.3 PERCENT SEPARATEOt ANO 4?.7 PERCFNT HbO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 5546 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEt 4075 WERE FAMILIES WITH .A HUSBAND-WJFE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO' 209 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFbD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 1262 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 2928 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lA AND 126 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
A4 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1411 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
~ERE UNDER 181 AND A4.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.2 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROI 2.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 5546 FAMILIESI 2888 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 2398 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
34 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 1253 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 11741 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS. AND 10 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEn MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 2900 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 6658 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 2744 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND ~97 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~JNG UNIT. 
IN TnTAL THEIR WERE 47464 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNJTSt 0~ AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-wiDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 12332 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPJEO. Of THESE 95.6 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 2.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.5 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA~LE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 11206 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3728 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 1589 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 5889 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITIONt OF THE 13002 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 59-A 
11950 HAD BASEMENTSI 12493 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 10702 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 11830 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET. AND 8ATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCfS• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSf DISTRICT 59-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 1 .13 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 97 12.39 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 322 41.12 118416 19.19 
nsooo TO $19999 250 31.93 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 76 9.71 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 23 2.94 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 10 1.28 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 4 .51 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
lo40NTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 59-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBICR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 194 1.86 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 7'34 7.03 34877 12.21 
s 60 - $ 79 1362 13.05 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 1965 18.83 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 1636 15.68 32427 11.36 
U20 - $149 2646 25.36 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 1561 14.% 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 328 3.14 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORf 9 .09 1691 0.59 
--MIN~FSOTA ANALY5JS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOtJSINt; PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 5Q-8 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28104 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 59-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10173 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.A PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiTH A STATE 
AVERAt,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 21325 WERE WHITE ( 75.88 PERCENT!t 60~6 WERE NEr.RO I 21.48 PERCENT)• 573 WERE INDIAN 
C 2.04 PFRCENT), AND 152 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF-S ( .54 PERCENT!. ~JNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 69662750 J AN AVERAGE VALUf OF $ 11587 PER RESTOENCf. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
QESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $15079250 OR $ 13936 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSING UNITS WAS 4709 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 112. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 711 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 104. 
A TOTAL Of 39 RESTOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS S o. THERE WERE ALSO 191 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 80 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 59-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2758 65 -OVER 1368 9.8 65 -OVER 4.9 
1525 55 - 64 1004 5.4 55 - 64 3.6 
2110 35 - 54 224A 9.6 35 - 54 8.o 
1848 25 34 16AA 6.6 25 - 34 6.0 
2297 18 24 1675 8.2 18 - 24 6.0 
434 16 - 17 425 1.5 16 - 17 1.5 
144A 10 - 15 1429 5.2 10 - 15 5.1 
1016 06 09 977 3.6 06 - 09 3.5 
1545 00 - OS 1564 5.5 00 - OS 5.6 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942" 
171970 
400625 
229123 
23268S 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198(,03 
AND THE SUTE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 1S 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
- 05 
~ALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 59-B 
NlJMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
230 65 -OVER 162 3.4 65 -OVER 2.4 
224 55 - 64 19R 3.3 SS - 64 2.9 
331 45 - ~4 309 4.9 45 - 54 4.6 
400 35 - 44 350 5.9 35 - 44 5.2 
459 25 - 34 360 6.8 25 - 34 5.3 
644 15 - 24 5?.7 9.5 15 - 24 7.8 
A41 OS - 14 85~ 12.4 OS - 14 12.6 
41? 00 - 04 406 6.1 00 - 04 6.0 
NUMBFD 
FEMALE 
1Q14 
1744 
2603 
346"5 
4941 
6Q10 
8~69 
4194 
AND Tt-IE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3411 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVFP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF RURfAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
BY t~F GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES ~HICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL DOPl~ATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~·OTF: THF PERCENTAGf FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FPIALf SIJM TO 100 PEQCENT • 
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IN ~PRIL• 1q70 THFRF WERE 8857 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 59-A 
Of T~FSft 57.4 PERCE~JT ~ERE MARRIED, 3.4 PERCENT W~RE WIOOWEDt 5.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCEOo 1.7 PERCENT WERE SEPAR~TfOt 
AND 3?.7 PERCENT HAO NEVER M~RRIED. OF THE 12009 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 42.~ PERCENT WERE ~~RRIED• 16.2 PERCENT 
WIDOWFDt 7.7 PERCENT DIVORCED• ?..9 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 30.8 PERCENT H~O NEVFR MARRIEO. 
THERE WERE 6627 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE• 4911 WERF FAMILIES WITH ~ HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDf 254 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 1462 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1413 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLOS IN THE COMMUNITY' 108 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 AND 147 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 267 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF T~E TOTAL' 
WERE lJNDER 18' AND 80.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.5 PERCENT WERE NEC.ROJ 1.9 PERCENT 
OF THE 6627 FAMILIES& 2769 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 ~NO OVER 65& AND 3431 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
79 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 4884 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 5275 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 7 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEO M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 579 HAD 
1 0~ 2 ROOMSt 2874 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4855 HAD 5 OR 6 RoOMSt AND 1A39 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51900 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
~ ST~TE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9R36 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 95.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 4.1 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .8 PERCENT HAD 
·1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 4670 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2904 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~, 544 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1222 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ~DDITION, Of THE 10160 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 59-B 
9980 H~O BASEMENTS' 10005 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES& 9158 HAO TELEPHONES& AND 9806 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING f~CILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUA OR ~HOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 59-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 3 .07 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 139 3.33 79217 12.83 
!10000 TO $14999 1415 33.86 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO Sl9999 1930 46.18 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 551 13.18 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 135 3.23 qll14 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 6 .14 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE -o o.oo 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARfD ~ITH T~E STATE WAS: 
lo40NTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 59-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 75 1.63 192q7 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 204 4.43 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 5?0 ll.2q 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 976 21.19 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 955 20.73 32427 11.36 
'fl20 
-
$149 13?6 28.7q 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
uq9 467 10.14 4475q 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 81 1.76 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 2 .04 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNf SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-<0IJSIN<"= PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT ~0 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APPIL I970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION Of 567,3 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DI~TRICT 60 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 21391 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVEPAGE OF ?.7 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVF.OAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of T~F TOTAL POPULATION• 54963 WERE WHITE I 96.85 PERCENT!• 670 WFRE NEGRO ( l.lA PERCENT)• 797 WERE !~DIAN 
< l.4n PERCENT), AND 293 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACFS ( .52 PERCE~Tl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
rENT WHITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INOJANo AND 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESTOENCES (AS PFPORTEO BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
oCPFS OR LESS WAS $ 188136500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 1421Q PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCfS ~AD A TOTAL VALUE Of ' 1072500 OR $ ~445 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEOo RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSJNG IJNJTS ~AS 7729 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ Ill. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 81 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 60. 
A TOTAL Of 45 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND fOQ SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S Bl PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERF ALSO 226 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS 8ELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT F.O AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PER~ONS 
FEMALE HALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
5854 65 -OVER 3676 10.3 65 -OVER 6.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
JAn 55 
-
64 27M 6.7 '55 - 64 "4.9 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
5657 35 
-
54 4725 10.0 35 - 54 A.J 4001'125 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
348R 25 - 34 3556 6.1 25 - 34 6.3 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
41}39 18 
-
24 3149 7.1 18 - 24 5.5 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 s.J 
~82 16 - 17 866 1.6 16 - 17 1.5 74R53 16 - 17 17172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
24R4 10 - 15 2613 4.4 10 - 15 4.6 242014 10 - IS 252442 6.4 10 - IS 6.6 
1832 06 
-
09 1804 3.2 06 - 09 3.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2666 00 - 05 2725 4.7 00 - OS 4.8 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 60 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FPIALF MALl: FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3;:> 65 -OVER 27 1.8 65 -OVER 1.5 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVF.P 2.6 
3A 55 
-
64 46 2.1 55 - 64 2.6 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
f-3 45 
-
54 54 3.5 45 - 54 3.0 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
100 35 
-
44 67 5.6 35 - 44 3.7 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
112 25 
-
34 114 6.3 25 - 34 6.4 4941 ?5 - 34 4859 7.2 ?.5 - 34 7.0 
162 15 - 24 115 9.1 15 - 24 6.4 6Ql0 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
?.49 OS - 14 237 13.9 05 - 14 13.2 8569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
119 00 
-
04 121 6.6 00 - 04 6.13 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
_., THF AUPfAlJ OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTION<; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON fiGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
.:.y Af;~=" GPOUPS, fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGUQES wHIC~ OEVTAT~ FROM T~E TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERf.FNTAGES. 
· OH: THF PERCE~TAGF Ft~URES FOR MAlf PLUS ~="EMALF SUM TO 100 PERCE't-H. 
PAGF 2 
TN AP~IL• 1970 THF~E WE~E 1962~ MALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVF-R RE~IDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 60 
Of THFSE, 64.9 PFPCFNT WFRE MARRIED, 3,7 PERCENT WFRE WTOOWEOo 3.~ PE~CENT WERE DJVORCEDo ,9 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED, 
ANO ?7,1 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. Of THE ?45~7 !~OMEN 14 YEARS OLD A~O OVER • 52,1 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDo 16.5 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDo ~.0 PERCENT OTVORCEDo 1.5 PERCENT SfPARATEO• ANO 24,0 PERCFNT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERF WERE 15157 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMIJNITY, OF THESEo 12427 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD Of THE 
~-<OIJSFHOLf'\1 446 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A "1ALE OTHE~ THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 2284 WF.RE HOUSEHOLDS WITf-o 
~ ffMALf HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1814 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 117 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1R ANO 202 WERE OVEP AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 177 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THE TOTALJ 
wERE !JNOfR 18 I AND P3 .1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVF:F~ • 
1.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 2.8 PERCENT 
Of THE 15157 FAMILIESI 7531 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 6S AND OVERJ 131 HAO FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 AND OVER 6SJ AND 6792 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12814 OCCUPIED ANn VACANT ONE-UNJT ISTNGLF FAMILY) HOMESo 8556 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 8 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORTLE HOMES OR TRAILERS, Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 886 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMS, 6665 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMSo 11030 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSo AND ?784 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THFIR WERE 106189 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 20960 Of THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 96,0 
.PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWFRl PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt ~NO ,5 PERCFNT ~AD 
l.Sl OR MORE PERSONS PFP ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDF PFRCENTAGES WERE 92.Ao 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENT, RESPECTIVELY. 
OF T~E 7498 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 5080 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURF5o 499 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 1919 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADOITIONt OF THE 21371 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 60 
205?0 HAO BASEMENTS' 21192 H~D COMPLETE KITCHEN F~CILITIESJ ?0111 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 20854 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANO AATHTUq OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENC~So THEIR MARKET VALUES WERf IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 60 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT '-lUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 1A .16 ?6120 4,24 
f 5000 TO $ 9999 613 5,37 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 4193 36,71 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 4724 41,36 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1341'1 11,80 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 421 3,69 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 as .74 33193 5.37. 
$50000 OR MORE 20 .Hl 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE l"liSTRICT 60 1.4INNE<>OTA 
NUMRFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 148 1.91'1 19297 ~.76 
" 
40 
-
$ 59 31'14 5.11 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 872 11.64 45835 16.05 
$ AO 
-
$ 99 1411 19.10 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 1517 20.2S 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 2048 ?7 .34 53243 18.65 
$150 
-
$199 972 12.91'1 44759 15.68 
'1'200 
-
$299 111 1,4,q 11800 4,13 
'1'300 OR MORF 8 .11 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNJNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOtJSINc; PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 60-A 
AS OF l APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27908 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 60-A 
THEY RESJDEO IN A TOTAL OF 10735 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.6 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 26791 WERE WHITE ( 9~.00 PERCENT!• 377 WERE NEGRO ( 1.35 PERCENT)t 580 WERE INDIAN 
( 2.08 PERCENT), AND 140 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .so PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCr.UPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 68951750 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE 0~ S 12689 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 411250 OR S 6742 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 5050 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 110. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 51 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 61. 
A TOTAL Of 33 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA<,E VALUE WAS S 0. THERE WERE ALSO 142 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 84 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 60-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2890 65 -OVER 16~4 10.4 65 -OVER 6.0 
1800 55 - 64 1284 6.4 55 - 64 4.6 
26bR 35 - 54 2158 9.6 35 - 54 7.7 
1782 25- 34 1811 6.4 25- 34 6.5 
2258 18 - 24 1716 8.1 18 - 24 6.1 
382 16 - 17 394 1.4 16 - 17 1.4 
1146 10 - 15 1215 4.1 10 - 15 4.4 
92A 06 - 09 846 3.3 06 - 09 3.0 
1433 00 - 05 1434 5.1 00 - OS 5.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230Q42 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
- 24 17 
15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF.n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
23 65 -OVER 12 2.1 65 -OVER 1.1 
17 55 - 64 28 1.5 55 - 64 2.5 
38 45 - 54 29 3.4 45 - 54 2.6 
61 35 - 44 43 5.5 35 - 44 3.~ 
72 25 - 34 83 6.4 25 - 34 7.4 
10~ 15 - 24 76 9.4 15 - 24 6.8 
156 OS - 14 149 14.0 OS - 14 13.3 
A2 00 - 04 83 7.3 00 - 04 7.4 
NU~BFI? 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6Q10 
8C)69 
4394 
ANO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 
55 
45 
35 
25 
-OVER 
64 
54 
44 
15 -
OS -
00 
34 
24 
14 
04 
~ALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS ~AS ISSUEU CORRECTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATtON Fir,URESt THEREFORE THF. ~UM OF POPULATIO~ 
~y AGF GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MINOR PER~ENTAf1ES. 
r,OTF: THF PERCPiTAGF FT(,URES FOR MALl'" PLUS FF:MALf SIJM T'l 100 PERCENT. 
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TN aPRIL• 1970 THERF WERE 9452 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-A 
Of THFSE, 62.0 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED• 3.8 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 4.? PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 1.2 P~RCFNT wERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?9.0 PE~CENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. OF THE 12173 WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ ANO OVER • 48.4 PERCENT WlRE ~ARRIED• 16o9 PERCfNT 
wJOOWFDt 6.9 PERCENT DIVORCFD• 1.8 PERCENT SEPARATED• A~O 26.1 PERCF~T HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7?12 HOUSEHOLDS I~ THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 5689 WERE FAMILIES wiTH A HUSAANO-WtfE HEAD Of THE 
H0USfHOLD1 230 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HlJS8AND AS HfAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD1 ANO 1293 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WIT~ 
A FE~lALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1092 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE IA ANO 131 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
70 WERE UNDER 
THERE wERE 142 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL1 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 78.9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
1.4 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 3.5 PERCENT 
Of THE 7212 FAMILIES; 3493 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNnER 18 OR 65 AND OVER1 
!R AND OVER 651 AND 3290 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
57 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 4884 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONf-UNTT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 5A36 HOUSING UNITS JN MULTJPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, ANO 5 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OP TRATLERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 607 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMSo 3691 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5135 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• ANQ 1283 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER ~OUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL T~EIR WERE 51684 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS CO~PARES WIT~ 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 10484 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFOo Of T~ESE 95.7 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER! PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .7 PERCENT ~AD 
!.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 5218 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3561 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 336 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1321 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 10722 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUST~'G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-A 
10207 HAD AASEMENTS; 10606 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 9933 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 10417 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILETo ANn BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET vALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 60-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 7 .16 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 256 5.98 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1580 36.91 118416 19.19 
'f.15000 TO $}9999 1176 41.49 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 557 13.01 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 97 2.27 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 7 .16 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 1 .02 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
t-IONTHLY RENT i-oOUSE DISTRICT F.O-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 95 1.91 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 2S4 5.15 34817 12.21 
~ 60 - f, 79 635 12.87 45835 16.05 
' 
80 - $ 99 1012 ~0.51 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 1on2 20.30 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 1295 ?6.24 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 SAl 11.77 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 '59 1.20 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 2 .04 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE~SUS OF POPULATION A~D HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28845 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10656 HOUSING UNITSI AN AVERAGE OF 2.7 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28172 WERE WHITE ( 97.67 PERCENT), 293 WERE NEGRO ( 1.02 PERCENT)t 217 WERE INDIAN 
f .75 PERCENT), AND 153 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .53 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 119184750 I AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 15286 PER REStDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 661250 OR S 10019 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2679 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 114. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 30 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 59. 
A TOTAL OF 12 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S O. THERE WERE ALSO 84 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 76 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2964 65 -OVER 1992 10.3 65 -OVER 6.9 
2022 55 - 64 1504 7.0 55 - 64 5.2 
2989 35 - 54 2567 10.4 35 - 54 8.9 
1706 25 - 34 1745 5.9 25 - 34 6.0 
1781 18 - 24 1433 6.2 18 - 24 s.o 
500 16 - 17 472 1.7 16- 17 1.6 
1338 10 - 15 1398 4.6 10 - 15 4.8 
904 06 - 09 958 3.1 06 - 09 3.3 
1233 00 - OS 1291 4.3 00 - OS 4.5 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
9 65 -OVER 15 1.3 65 -OVER 2.2 
21 55 - 64 18 3.1 55 - 64 2.7 
25 45- 54 25 3.7 45- 54 3.7 
39 35 - 44 24 5.8 35 44 3.6 
40 25 - 34 31 5.9 25 - 34 4.6 
s1 15 - 24 39 8.5 15 24 s.8 
93 OS - 14 88 13.8 OS 14 13.1 
37 00 - 04 38 5.5 00 - 04 5.6 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND ThE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -oVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
os - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2~6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THf BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURESS THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
~y AGf GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10174 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER Rf~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B 
''F THFSEo 67.7 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED• 3.5 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 2.8 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO ?S.4 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 12414 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER • 55.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l6o0 PERCENT 
~lOilWFDo 5.1 PERCENT DIVORCED, 1.2 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 21.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7945 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6738 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
>OUSfHOLDI 216 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 991 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
II FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 722 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1A AND 71 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
67 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 35 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE UNDER 181 AND100.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7945 FAMILIES' 4038 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
1A ANO OVER 651 AND 3502 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 RUT NONE OVER 65. 
74 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7930 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 2720 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 3 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 279 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 2974 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 5895 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1~01 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN ToTAL THEIR WERE 54505 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 10476 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 96.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 3.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND .4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
0F THE 2280 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1519 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 163 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 598 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 10649 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B 
10313 HAD BASEMENTS; 10586 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 10178 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 10437 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~BlNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TER~S OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 60-B MINNESOTA 
NU~BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 11 .15 26120 4.24 
5 5000 TO 5 9999 357 s.oo 79217 12.83 
510000 TO 514999 2613 36.59 118416 19.19 
515000 TO 519999 2948 41.28 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 791 11.08 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 324 4.54 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 78 1.09 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 19 .27 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT I-lOUSE DISTRICT 60-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 53 2.07 19297 6.76 
5 40 
- 5 59 130 5.09 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 237 9.27 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 419 16.39 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 SIS 20.15 32427 ll.36 
H20 - $149 753 29.46 53243 1B.65 
uso - $199 391 15.30 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 52 2.03 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 6 .23 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLAhNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION ANI) HOIISINC:: PROFILE OF 
S~NATE DI~TRTCT ~1 
PAGF l 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 56R79 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 61 
THEY PESIOED IN A TOTAL OF 19399 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.9 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF ?..98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 55477 WERE WHITE ( 97.54 PERCENT)• 10P2 WERE NEGRO ( 1.90 PERCENT)t 100 WERE IhDIAN 
f .JP PFRCENTlo AND 201 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACES ( .35 PERCENT>. ~TNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PFRCENT OT~FR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAl_ CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIED• PESTDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 321054750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 20364 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROo OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIDENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 4067250 OR ~ 17307 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3419 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 138. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 40 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 72. 
A TOTAL OF 48 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 2135. THERE WERF ALSO 51 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNtTS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 4A PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEY. CHARACTFPISTICS ARE OUTLINED 1"1 THE CHARTS BELOI.ol AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DIST~ICT 61 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NLIMRFR Of PEPSOt-JS 
* 
PERCENT OF PER50"JS NlJMI=!EP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE ff"1ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
5310 65 -OVER 3670 9.4 65 -OVER 6.5 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
38B9 "iS 
-
64 3147 6.8 55 - 64 s.s 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
6457 35 - 54 5596 11.4 35 - 54 9.8 400~25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
3295 25 
-
34 3211 s.a 25 - 34 5.7 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
308~ 18 - 24 2657 5.4 18 - 24 4.7 232~85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
l02R 16 - 17 100~ 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 74A53 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
2A3l 10 - 15 2A69 s.o 10 - 15 s.o 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1851 06 - 09 1866 3.3 06 - 09 3.3 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
242~ 00 - 05 2463 4.3 00 - OS 4.3 198~03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DAU FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILf'"n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITf POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 61 ~ND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NI.JMRFR l)f PERSOf\15 PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FE"1ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
?6 65 -OVFP ?.3 1.9 65 -OVER 1.6 1014 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
19 55 
-
64 16 1.4 55 - 64 1. 1 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
52 45 - 54 60 3.7 45 - 54 4.3 2(,03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 54 3.9 
Ph 35 - 44 97 6.1 35 - 44 6.9 3465 35 - 44 3471 '5.0 15 - 44 s.o 
9"i ?5 
-
34 1'\6 6.8 ?5 - 34 6. 1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 ?5 - 34 7.0 
Ir:R 15 
-
24 R1 7.7 15 - 24 5.8 6<HO 15 - 24 6500 Io.o IS - 24 9.4 
171 OS 
-
14 lAO 12.3 05 - 14 12.A 856Q OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS 14 12.7 
71 00 
-
04 64 5.2 00 - 04 4.h 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 o·o 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-:· THV 1-ilJ~FAU OF THF. CHI SUS HAS ISSUFn CORRF:r.TION<:: 0"JLY FOR TOTAL PQPIJLATTON FIGURES: THEREFORE THE <;lJM OF POPULATION 
,.;y A(,<' r,oouPc:. FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES viHICY I)EVTATF fR()M THE TOTIIL POPULATION FIGURES BY ~tNOR PFR~FNTAr,ES. 
OTF: T<-~F PfPCP.!T AGF F TGIJRF<; FfJf.i '-1ALF PLUS FF'-1ALf SliM l() 100 PEPCF"NT. 
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TN ~PRILt 1970 TH~Rf WERE 20242 MALES 14 YfARS OLn AND OVFR Rf,IDJNG IN SENATE DISTRICT 61 
OF THESEt 69.0 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIEDt 2.9 PERCENT WERE WTOOWEOt 2.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,5 PF.RCFNT WERE SEPARATEDo 
AND ?~.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 24021 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER t 58.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14•5 PERCENT 
wiDOWEDt 3.7 PERCENT DIVORCFOt .7 PERCENT SEPAR~Tfnt AND 22.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 15461 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 13697 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLDI 282 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HIJSBANO AS ~faD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 1482 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
~ FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1156 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 114 WERE UNDER 
~GE lA AND 137 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 817 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE UNDER 1AI AND 79.7 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0,0 PERCENT 
OF THE 15461 FAMILIESI 7666 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 150 ~AD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
)8 AND OVER 651 AND 704~ HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 16157 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 3230 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 245 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 4811 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 10386 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 3Q22 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 104952 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1e7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 19185 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 96.8 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER> PERSONS PER ROOM, 2.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .3 PERCENT HAD 
}.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 2193 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1002 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 212 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 979 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 19375 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 61 
18929 HAD BASEMENTSI 19342 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILTTIESI 18914 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 19216 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESID~NCESo THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 61 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 11 .07 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 326 2.18 79211 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2345 15,68 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 4952 33.11 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 394fl 26.39 113624 18.41 
1125000 TO $34999 2690 17;99 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 583 3.90 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 101 ,68 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WASz 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 61 MINNESOTA 
NUMBI:R PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 ?.5 .77 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 39 1.21 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 ~7 2.69 45835 16,05 
$ 80 - $ 99 257 7.95 41601 14.57 
1i100 - $119 426 13.17 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 10~0 J3.40 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 1133 35.03 447Sq 15.68 
$200 - $299 174 5.3R 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 13 .40 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 61-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28847 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 61-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9804 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
nF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27673 WERE WHITE ( 95,93 PERCENT)• 1038 WERE NEGRO ( 3,60 PERCENT)• 34 WERE INDIAN 
1 .12 PERCENT), AND 88 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .31 PERCE~Tl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0$28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 176073000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 22487 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOfNCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 4067250 OR $ 17761 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1858 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 147. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 36 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 80, 
A TOTAL OF 35 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr.E VALUE WAS $ 2929. THERE WERE ALSO 14 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 0 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 61-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3111 65 -OVER 1874 10.8 65 -OVER 6,5 
2013 55 - 64 1517 7.0 55 - 64 5.3 
3224 35 - 54 2733 11.2 35 - 54 9.5 
1647 25- 34 1577 5.7 25- 34 s.s 
1430 1~ - 24 1251 s.o 18 - 24 4.3 
532 16 - 17 525 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 
1453 10 - 15 1467 s.o 10 - 15 5.1 
942 06 - 09 973 3,3 06 - 09 3.4 
1221 00 - OS 1230 4,2 00 - OS 4,3 
NUMBER 
fEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198M3 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
s.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALf FEMALE MALE 
?3 65 -OVER 18 2,0 65 -OVER 1.5 
13 55 - 64 13 1.1 55 - 64 1.1 
44 45- 54 56 3.7 45- 54 4.8 
Rl 35 - 44 8R 6,9 35 - 44 7,5 
79 25 - 34 67 6.7 25- 34 5.7 
86 15 - 24 72 7.3 IS- 24 6,1 
156 OS - 14 164 13.3 05 - 14 14,0 
59 00 - 04 53 s.o 00 - 04 4.5 
NUMBEP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8'i69 
4394 
AND THE STATE OF 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
r;.o 
1.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS 14 
00 - 04 
MAL£ 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FlGURlS; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
py AGF GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DfVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCFNTAf,ES. 
~OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FFMALE SUM TO 100 PEPCE~T. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 9965 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RF~IDI~G IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-A 
OF THFSEt 70.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 2.8 PFRCENT WFRE wiDOWED• 1.5 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .3 PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND ?S.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 12431 WOMEN 14 YEARS OL~ ANr, OVER , 56.3 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• 15.6 PERCENT 
wiDOWEDt 3.6 PERCENT DTVORCFDt .7 PERCENT SFPARATEOt ANn 24.0 DERCF~T HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7759 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE• EB4S WERF FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSfHOLDt 163 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HF~O OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 751 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 606 ROOMERSt BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE JA AND 76 wERE OVFR AGE 65. 
f>2 WERE UNOER 
THERE WERE 429 IN~ATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALC 
WERE UNDER 18 t AND <n • 2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
1.4 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF THE 7759 FAMILIESt 3859 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 65t AND 3452 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
83 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 7960 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNJT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMES, 1838 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 119 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 1935 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5094 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS, AND ?635 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THEIR WERE 55794 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVFRAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9688 OF THE COM~UNTTIE5 HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 97.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWFPl PERSONS PER ROOMt 2.3 PE~CENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .2 PERCFNT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARAgLE STATE-WlDf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RFSPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 1209 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 487 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURFSt 71 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 651 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 9786 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-A 
9544 HAD AASEMENTS; 9781 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 9581 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 9744 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCFSt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 61-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 4 .05 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 70 .95 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 671 9.09 118416 19.19 
~15000 TO $19999 1869 25.31 143052 23.1.13 
$20000 TO $24999 2247 30,43 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 2038 27.60 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 434 5.88 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 52 .70 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT t-<OUSE DISTRICT 61-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 1 .40 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 4 .23 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 34 1.94 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 112 6.40 41601 14.57 
$100 
-
$119 176 10.06 32427 11.36 
'fl20 
-
'1>149 487 ?7.84 53243 18.65 
U50 
-
$199 803 45.91 44759 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 116 6.63 11900 4.13 
'1i300 OR "10RE 10 .57 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND t<OUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28032 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF. DISTRICT 61-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9595 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27804 WERE WHITE f 99.19 PERCENT!• 44 WERE NEGRO ( .16 PERCENTlt 66 WERE INDIAN 
f .24 PERCENT), AND 113 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .40 PERCENTJ. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPJEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 144981750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 18269 PER RESTDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR S -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 1561 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 128. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 4 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -0. 
A TOTAL OF 13 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S O. THERE WERE ALSO 37 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 67 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOU 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2208 65 -OVER 1796 7.9 65 -OVER 6.4 
1876 55 64 1630 6.7 s5 - 64 " s.8 
3233 35 - 54 2863 11.5 35 - 54 10.2 
1648 25 - 34 1654 5.9 25 - 34 5.9 
1656 1~ - 24 1406 5.9 18 - 24 5.0 
496 16- 17 481 1.8 16- 17 1.7 
1378 10 - 15 1402 4.9 10 - 15 s.o 
911 06 - 09 893 3.2 06 - 09 3.2 
1205 00 - 05 1233 4.3 00 - 05 4.4 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
65 -OVER 
55 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 65 -OVER 5 1.3 65 -OVER 2.2 
6 55 - 64 3 2.6 55 - 64 1.3 
R 45 - 54 4 3.5 45 - 54 1.8 
5 35 - 44 9 2.2 35 - 44 3.9 
1~ 25 - 34 19 7.0 25 - 34 8.3 
22 15 - 24 9 9.6 15 - 24 3.9 
17 OS - 14 16 7.5 05 - 14 7.0 
14 00 - 04 11 6.1 00 - 04 4.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
Of MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF BUREAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES& THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY AGf GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJATF fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
NOTE: THF PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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JN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10277 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B 
OF THESEo 68.0 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 2.9 PERCENT WFRE WIDOWED• 2.7 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 25.8 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11590 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER • 60.6 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIED• 13o2 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 3.8 PERCENT DIVORCFDt .8 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 21.7 PERCF.NT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7702 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEo 6852 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOt 119 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 731 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 550 ROOMERSt BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYf 
AGE 18 AND 61 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
72 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 38A INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 18t AND 62.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
o.o PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
OF' THE 7702 F'AMILIESJ 3807 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANO OVER 65J AND 3594 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
67 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 8197 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT CSJNGLE FAMILY) HOMES, 1392 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 126 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 2876 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 5292 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1287 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 49158 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS P~R RESIDENT. 9497 OF' THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI(O. OF THESE 96.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM• 3.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARA8LE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.~• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 984 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 515 WERE 2-4 U~IT STRUCTURF.St 141 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~S• AND 328 
WERE ~TRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE ~OUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9589 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B 
9385 HAD B•SEMENTSJ 9561 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 9333 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 9472 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBtNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RA~GESI 
HOUSE DISTRICT 61-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
------------------------ -----------------------LESS THAN s 5000 7 .09 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 256 3.38 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1674 22.12 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO S19999 3083 40.73 143052 23.18 
S20000 TO $24999 1699 22.45 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 652 8.61 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 149 1.97 33193 5.37 
S50000 OR MORE 49 .65 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WtTH THE STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 18 1.21 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 35 2.36 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 53 3.57 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 145 9.76 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 250 16.84 32427 11.36 
S120 - $149 593 39.93 53243 18.65 
$150- $199 330 22.22 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 58 3.91 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .20 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION .AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT ~2 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 57874 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 62 
THEY RESIDED IN .A TOTAL OF 19140 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56605 WERE WHITE ( 97.81 PERCENT>• S42 WERE NEGRO ( .94 PERCENT)• 120 WERE INDIAN 
< .21 PfRCENT), AND 524 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .91 PERCENT>. MJNNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT 14HITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHFR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY, OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRf5 OR LESS WAS $ 209873500 t AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 19253 PER RESJDENCF.. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
~ESIQENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 646250 OR $ 10421 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 7804 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 110. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 55 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN .AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 38. 
A TOTAL OF 24 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 264 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 116 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
4589 65 -OVER 2745 7.9 65 -OVER 4.7 
3137 55 - 64 2384 5.4 55 - 64 4.1 
5453 35 - 54 4802 9.4 35 - 54 8.3 
3492 25- 34 3866 6.0 25- 34 6.7 
5741 18 - 24 4883 9.9 18 - 24 8.4 
893 16 - 17 878 1.5 16 - 17 1.5 
2643 10 - 15 2801 4.6 10 - 15 4.8 
174A 06 - 09 1930 3.0 06 - 09 3.3 
269S 00- OS 2832 4.7 00- 05 4.9 
62 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 
NU~BFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
17 65 -OVER 1~ 1.3 65 -OVER 1.3 
20 55 - 64 13 1.6 55 - 64 1.0 
?7 45 54 29 2.1 45 - 54 2.3 
41 35 44 36 3.4 35 - 44 2.8 
12R 25 34 lA1 10.1 25 - 34 14.3 
117 IS 24 97 9.2 15 - 24 7.6 
A4 OS - 14 103 6.6 05 - 14 8.1 
~7 00 04 75 5.3 00 - 04 5.9 
62 
NUMBFP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
346'5 
4Q41 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o THF RUPFAU Of THE CFN~US HAS ISSUFn CORRECTION~ ONLY FOR TOTAL POP•ILATTON FI~URES: THERFFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
py AGF GPOUPS, FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVJATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES RY MTNOR PERCENTAGES. 
• OTF: THf PFRCENTAGF Fif.URES FOR MALF PLUS FF"'4ALE SIJM TO 100 PEPCfNT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 20497 MALES 14 YtAR~ OLQ ANQ OVFR RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 62 
0F T~FSE. 60.0 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED. 3.1 PERCENT WFRE WTOOWEDo 2.S PERCFNT WERE DIVORCEOo .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED, 
o~Q ~4.0 PERCENT HAn NEVFR MARRIED. Of THE 24119 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 51.1 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDo 13.3 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 3.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• .8 PERCENT SFPARATEOo ANn 31.6 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13~46 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. Of THESE• 11934 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSFHOLD; 312 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HU~BAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD! AND 1400 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
tJ fEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 1809 ROOMERS• AOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 1~ AND 122 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
92 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 1103 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE UNDER 1~; AND 89.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.4 PERCENT WERE NE~RO; 2.7 PERCENT 
Of THE 13646 FAMILIES; 6351 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVER; 118 HAD fAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 6677 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10777 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE fAMILY) HOMES, 8339 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 9 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1488 HAO 
l OR 2 ROOMSo 6118 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 7869 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 3~12 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 955?2 ROOMS IN All HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGf OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18705 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94.1 
PERCE~T ~AD ONE lOR FEWERl PERSONS PER ROOMo 4.8 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROO~, AND 1.0 PERCFNT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WI~£ PERCENTAGES WERE 92o8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTo RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 7376 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3004 WERE 2-4 U~IT STRUCTURE'• 1074 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3298 
wERE STRUCTURES WIT~ 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 19110 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 62 
17837 HAD BASEMENTS; 18827 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 18104 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 18471 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• fLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMo RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 62 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 6 .06 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 171! 1.83 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1594 16.36 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 3555 36.50 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 2144 22.01 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1711 17.56 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 466 4.78 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 87 .89 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARfD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT <;[NATE ~!STRICT 62 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUM8ER PERCENT 
--------------- -------------------~---- ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 164 2.1Q 19297 F..76 
$ 40 - $ 59 3A2 s.1o 34877 12.21 
'f 60 - q; 79 947 12.64 45835 16.05 
'f 80 - $ 99 1869 24.94 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 1326 17.69 32427 11.36 
H20 - $149 1492 19.9} 53243 1R.65 
H50 - $199 10'37 14.50 44759 15.68 
'f200 - $299 2?6 3.0? 11800 4.13 
nco OR MORF 1 • 0 l 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 6?-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28905 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 62-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10246 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.8 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28175 WERE WHITE ( 97.47 PERCENT)t 1~8 WERE NEGRO ( .55 PERCENT)t 72 WERE INDIAN 
t .2~ PERCENT), AND 435 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( 1.50 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIEOt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OP LESS WAS S 85849000 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 18277 PER RESIDENCE. NEGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 5318 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 109. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 31 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 26. 
A TOTAL OF 17 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 140 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 87 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 62-A 
NU~AFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALF FEMALE MALE 
2144 65 -OVER 1190 7.4 65 -OVER 4.1 
1454 55- 64 1076 s.o 55- 64 3.7 
?49~ 35 - 54 2254 8.6 35 - 54 7.8 
2053 25 - 34 2409 7.1 25 - 34 8.3 
2R62 18 - 24 2634 9.9 18 - 24 9.1 
367 16 - 17 381 1.3 16 - 17 1.3 
11BA 10 - 15 1308 4.1 10 - 15 4.5 
828 06 - 09 953 2.9 06 - 09 3.3 
1523 00 - OS 1575 5.3 00 - OS 5.4 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
HALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOH 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 62-A 
NlJMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
8 65 -OVER 6 1.1 65 -OVER .8 
7 55 - 64 7 1.0 55 - 64 1.0 
11 45 54 11 1.5 45 - 54 1.5 
21 35 44 24 2.9 35 - 44 3.3 
94 25 - 34 146 12.9 25 - 34 20.0 
56 15 24 42 7.7 15- 24 s.s 
25 05 - 14 38 3.4 OS - 14 5.2 
50 00 04 52 6.8 00 - 04 7.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
ANO THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PFRCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'• THF HtJRFAlJ OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS O"'LY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURfS wHICH DEVTAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAC,ES. 
, orr~ THf PERCF:NTAGF FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS Fft~ALF" StJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERf WERE 1038A MALES 14 YEAR~ OLO AND OVER RE~IDI~G IN HOUSE DISTRICT 62-A-
OF T~fSEt 60.4 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED• 2.6 PERCENT WFRE WlDOWEDt 3.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .a PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 33.5 PERCENT HAD NEVER ~ARRIED. OF THE 117?.1 ~OMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 53.5 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFDt 12.7 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 4.1 PERCENT DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 29.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6976 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THE~ft 6094 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD; 159 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS H•AD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 723 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 1171 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYt 
AGE 1A AND 64 WERf OVER AGE 65. 
?fl WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 410 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALt 
WERE IJNDER 181 AND AA.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 6976 FAMILIESl 3248 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER; 
lA AND OVER 65t AND 3437 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROf .1 PERCENT 
46 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
tN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 4586 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 5647 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 5 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 1185 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 3766 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3389 HAD 5 OR 6 RoOMSt AND 1879 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 48726 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 10015 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWfR) PERSONS PER ROOM, 5.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 4951 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1994 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 800 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 2157 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 10230 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 62-A 
9191 HAD BASEMENTS; 9987 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESt 9593 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 9738 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING fACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILETt AND BATHTU8 OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 62-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 3 .07 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 103 2.57 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 759 18.94 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO Sl9999 1443 36.00 143052 23.18 
!i20000 TO S24999 783 19.54 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO S34999 626 15.62 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO S49999 236 5.89 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 55 1.37 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPAR~D WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT fl2-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 127 2.47 19297 f>.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 293 5.69 34817 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 660 12.83 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
-
$ 99 13fl9 26.60 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 827 16.07 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 991 19.26 53243 18.65 
!1'150 
-
$199 7S6 14.69 44759 15.613 
$200 
-
$299 122 2.37 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .02 1691 0.59 
--M!NNE~OTA ANALYSTS ANO PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPUtATJON AND HOI!S!NG PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 6?-B 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28969 PERSONS RESIDING IN HuUSF DISTRICT 62-~ 
THEY P.E~JnEO tN A TOTAL OF 8894 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.3 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARFS wiTH A STATE 
AVFQAr.E nF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPUl_ATIONo 28430 WERE WHITE C 98,14 PERCENT)t 3R4 WERE NEGRO ( 1,33 PERCENT)• 48 WERE INDIAN 
( .J7 PFQCENT)t AND 89 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF.S C ,31 PE~CENTlo ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0,60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO Oo28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY T~E OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS S 124024500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 19991 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOFNCES HAD A TOTAl VALUE OF S 646250 OR S 11968 PER RESIDENCE, THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2486 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 112. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 24 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVF.RAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 54, 
A TOTAL OF 7 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR S~E. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S O, THERE WERE ALSO 124 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL v-.uE Of'S l4'J PER·MONTHe 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 62-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL~ FEMALE MALE 
2445 65 -OVER 1555 8,4 65 -OVER· 5.4 
1683 55 - 64 1308 5.8 ss - 64 4,5 
2955 35 - 54 254~ 10.2 35 - 54 8.8 
1439 25 - 34 1457 5.0 25 - 34 5.0 
2A79 18 - 24 2249 9,9 18 - 24 7.8 
526 16 - 17 497 1.8 16 - 17 1.7 
145~ 10 - 15 1493 s.o 10 - 15 5.2 
920 06 - 09 977 3.2 06 - 09 3.4 
1172 00 - OS 1257 4,0 00 - 05 4,3 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400F.25 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND TI-lE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
17772 
252442 
167907 
207150 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
- 34 
24 
- 11 
- 15 
09 
- OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6,0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-W~ITf RACES ARE LESS DETAIL~n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHIT£ POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6~-B 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MAL£ FEMALE MALE 
q 65 -OVER 10 1.7 65 -OVER 1,9 
13 55 - 64 6 2.4 55 - 64 1.1 
16 45 - 54 lR 3,0 45 - 54 3.3 
22 35 - 44 12 4.1 JS - 44 2.2 
34 25 - 34 35 6.3 25 - 34 6.~ 
61 15 24 55 11.3 15 - 24 10.2 
~9 OS - 14 65 10,9 OS - 14 12.1 
17 00 04 23 3.2 00 - 04 4.3 
NUI4BF.Q 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6Ql0 
8569 
4'394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
i?S - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8173 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT ~F PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
E-.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
1)5 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3,9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.'5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF RIJPF.AIJ OF THE CENSIIS HAS ISSUF.O CORRECTIONc; ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIILATION FIGURES' THEREFORE THE Slllo4 OF POPULATIOPII 
py 4f.F GPOUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTAT~ FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PER~FNTAGES. 
NOTF: T!-i£ PERCENTAGF FIGUREc; FOR MALE PLUS FF.14ALF. SUM TO 100 PERCENT. . 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 10109 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 62-8 
Of THESE• SQ,6 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 3,7 PERCENT Wf.RE WJOOWEOo 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• ,6 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEDo 
ANO 34,6 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 12398 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER • 48,9 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 13.9 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 3,0 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,8 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 33.7 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6670 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THESE• 5840 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 153 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDI AND 677 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A fEMALE HEAD, 
THERE WERE 638 ROOHERSt BOARDERSo OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY; 
AGE 18 AND 58 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
34 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 693 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY, Of THE TOTALI 
WERE UNDER 181 AND 90.3 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER, 
OF THE 6670 FAMILIESI 3103 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 ANO OVER 65t AND 3240 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65, 
.6 PERCENT WERE NEGROt 3,9 PERCENT 
72 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6191 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNJT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 2692 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
fAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 4 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS, OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 303 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2352 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4480 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1733 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT, 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46796 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8690 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 95.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 4.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND ,6 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM, THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY, 
Of THE 2425 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1010 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 274 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1141 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, Of THE 8880 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 62-B 
8646 HAD BASEMENTS; 8840 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESt 8511 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 8733 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FAR~, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 62-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN I 5000 3 ,05 26120 4.24 
I 5000 TO I 9999 75 1,31 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO 114999 835 14.56 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO 119999 2112 36.84 143052 23.18 
120000 TO 124999 1361 23,74 113624 18.41 
125000 TO 134999 1085 18,93 91114 14.76 
135000 TO 149999 230 4,01 33193 5.37 
SSOOOO OR MORE 32 ,56 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WASI 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 62-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN S 40 37 1.5A 19297 6,76 
s 40 
-
s 59 89 3,7q 34877 12.21 
s 60 
-
$ 79 287 12.22 45835 16.05 
s 80 - $ 99 500 21.2q 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 499 21.25 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 SOl 21.34 53243 18.65 
uso 
-
U99 331 14.10 4475Q 15.68 
$200 
-
$299 104 4.43 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MOR!'" 
-0 o.oo 1691 0,59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYST~ AND PLANNlNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATI()N A"'O 110ttSING PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 63 
PAGf 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 57412 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 63 
THEY PESinED IN A TOTAL OF 19779 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVERAGE OF 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 56881 WERE WHITE ( 99.08 PERCENT>• ?94 WERE NEGRO ( .51 PERCENTI• 51 WERE INDIAN 
( .09 PFRCENT>• AND 17? WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RAC~S I .30 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.l8 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AN() 0.?.8 PFRCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (aS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
~CRES OR LESS WAS $ 298342750 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ ?4155 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
cESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDE~ICE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
110USJNG UNITS WAS 7126 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 130. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 55 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 9~. 
A TOTAL Of 29 RESIDECES WERE VACANT ANn FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA<-E VALUE WAS $ o. THERE WERE ALSO 129 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 131 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS AELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED wiTH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT 63 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NtiMRER OF PERSONS ~ PERCENT OF PERSONS NlJM8ER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
603A 65 -OVER 3109 10.5 65 -OVER 5.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
36f>7 55 - 64 2659 6.4 55 - 64 4.6 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
603~ 35 - 54 4992 10.5 35 - 54 8.7 400F.25 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
3112 25 - 34 3113 5.4 25 - 34 5.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
4451 18 
-
24 3969 7.8 18 - 24 6.9 2321;85 18 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 
- 24 5.3 
997 16 
-
11 921 1.1 16 - 17 1.6 74853 16 - 17 71172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
2693 10 
-
15 2726 4.7 10 - 15 4.7 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1757 06 - OQ 1805 3,1 06 - 09 3.1 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
242f. 00 
-
05 24Sf> 4.2 00 - 05 4.3 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - 05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 63 ANI) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NlJMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALf MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1 1 65 -OVER c:; 2.1 65 -OVER .9 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
5 55 
-
64 2 .9 55 - 64 .4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 - 54 5 .6 45 - 54 .9 2f>03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
15 35 - 44 11 2.8 35 - 44 2.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
?6 25 
-
34 34 4.9 25 - 34 6.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 1.2 25 - 34 7.0 
111 15 
-
24 96 20.9 15 - 24 18.1 6910 1'5 
-
24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
1? 05 - 14 23 2.3 05 - 14 4.3 8569 05 :- 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
I;> 00 
-
04 21 2.3 00 - 04 4.0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------
~: THF BUREAU OF THE CFN<;US H/IS ISSUED CORRECTIONS O"'LY F()R TOTAl_ POPtJLATTON FIGURESt TI-!FRFFOPE THF. SUM OF POPULATION 
PY A r.r;: I,RQUPS, fTC. MAY ADO TO FIGUQF.S wHICH l)fVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MJNOR PERr.FNTAGES. 
: OTF: THF PEPCENTAGF Frr;uRE<; FOR MALE PLUS FFMALE SlJM TO 10() PERCENT. 
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JN AP~ILo 1970 THF.Qf WERE 196~3 MALES 14 YF.AR5 OLn AND OVER RESIDINr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 63 
0f T~F.SEo 62.8 PERCENT WfRE ~ARRIEDo 2.4 PERCENT WERE WtDOWEno 1.~ PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND ~3.5 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 251~1 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 49.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.9 PERCENT 
~TDOWF.Do 3.5 PERCENT DIVORCED• ,6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 32.2 PE~Cf~T HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13989 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESEo 12141 WERF. FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO; 296 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HIJSBANO AS HEnD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 1552 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE wERE 972 ROOMERS, BOARnERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 1A AND 110 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
69 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 373 INMATES Of INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAU 
-ERE UNDER 1~t AND 92.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 13989 FAMILIES; 6744 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 116 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65; AND 6449 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1~ BUT NONE OVER 65, 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 12471 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 7281 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 9 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 783 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSo 6022 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8296 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 4595 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 104586 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1,8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
.A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 19477 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 97.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS.PER ROOM, 2.4 PERCENT HAn 1.01 TO 1o50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND .3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS P~R ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5o9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 6630 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1334 wERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES' 885 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 4411 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 19737 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 63 
1916~ HAD BASEMENTS; 19683 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESI 19114 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 19451 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMPING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARMt RESIDENCES, THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 63 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 8 ,07 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 107 .92 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 928 8,01 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 3250 28.07 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 3169 21.37 113624 18.41 
S25000 TO $34999 2481 21.43 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 1027 8,87 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 609 5.26 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARF.D WITH TI-lE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY RENT <;ENATE DISTRICT 63 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 140 2.oc:; 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 11'>2 2.37 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- $ 79 409 5,9A 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 1221 17.84 41601 14.57 
'b100 - $119 121'12 lB. 73 32427 11.36 
'H20 - $149 1915 27,9R 53243 18.65 
'b1SO - $199 llAl 17.2<; 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 314 4,59 11800 4.13 
$300 OR ~OR!: 2?.1 3,23 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28626 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9407 HOUSING UNITS• AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 PERSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28291 WERE W~ITE ( 98.83 PERCENT)• lAO WERE NEGRO ( .63 PERCENT)• 33 WERE INDIAN 
< .12 PERCENT), AND 94 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .33 PEPCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPJEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 125996250 f AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 21208 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR S -o PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3339 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 120. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 21 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 66. . 
A TOTAL OF 16 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ lOS PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 40 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIJMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE FEMALE HALE 
2984 65 -OVER 1519 10.4 65 -OVER 5.3 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1708 55 64 1142 6.0 55 - 64 4.0 171970 55 64 160495 4.5 55 64 4.2 
2661 35 - 54 2250 9.3 35 - 54 7.9 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1559 25 - 34 1569 5.4 25 - 34 s.s 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2079 18 - 24 2552 7.3 18 - 24 8.9 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
460 16 - 11 429 1.6 16 - 17 1.5 74853 16 - 11 77772 2.0 16 
-
11 2.0 
1393 10 - 15 1394 4.9 10 - 15 4.9 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
986 06 - 09 997 3.4 06 - 09 3.5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1276 00 
- OS 1314 4.5 00 - OS 4.6 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEO BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE HALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
5 65 -OVER 1 1.5 65 -OVER .3 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
2 55 
-
64 1 .6 55 - 64 .3 1744 55 
-
64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
1 45 
-
54 1 .3. 45 - 54 .3 2603 45 
-
54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
5 35 
-
44 6 1.5 35 - 44 1.8 3465 35 
-
44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
10 25 
-
34 15 3.o 25 - 34 4.5 4941 25 
-
34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
72 15 
-
24 87 21.5 IS - 24 26.0 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
5 OS - 14 14 1.5 OS - 14 4.2 8569 OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
7 00 
-
04 s 2.1 00 - 04 1.5 4394 00 
-
04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BURFAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
PY A(;f GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURF.S WHICH DEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\!0TF:: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERf WERE 9878 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A 
Of THfSfo 57.9 PERCENT WERE MARRIEDo 2.2 PERCENT WERE WIDOWEDt 1.6 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND J8.9 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11890 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANn OVER , 48.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• l5o3 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 3.4 PERCENT DJVORCEDt .6 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 33.1 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6591 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 5625 WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD Of THE 
~OUSEHOLO' 160 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A HALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 806 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 552 ROOME~St BOARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 18 AND 58 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
35 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 2 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THE TOTAL' 0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO' 0.0 PERCENT 
WERE UNDER 18' AND100.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
Of THE 6591 FAMILIES' 3096 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVER' 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 3041 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
59 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE CO~MUNITY HAD 5918 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE fAMILY) HOMES• 3476 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 3 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 338 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 2504 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4045 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2461 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 51339 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE Of 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9280 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. Of THESE 97.1 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR fEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 2.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1e50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .3 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE-COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 3223 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 975 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 490 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURF.St AND 1758 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, Of THE 9382 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A 
9241 HAD 8ASEMENTS' 9345 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 9101 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 9266 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS Of OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-fARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 '5 .09 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 56 1.03 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 545 10.01 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO 519999 1912 35.13 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 1559 28.65 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 949 17.44 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 300 5.51 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 116 2.13 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 63-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 43 1.3'5 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 57 1.79 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 308 9.67 4583<; 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 8?2 25.80 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 624 19.59 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 647 20.31 53243 18.65 
$1'50 - $199 477 14.97 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 171 5.37 11800 4.13 
$300 OR ~ORE 17 1.1n 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AIIJD 1-<0IJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 61-R 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA St-<OW A POPULATION OF 287A6 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUS~ DISTRICT 63-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 10372 HOUSING UNTTS; AN AVfPAGE OF?.~ P'RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THF TOTAL POPULATION, 28590 WERE WHITE ( 99.32 PERCENT>• 114 WFRE NEGRO ( ,40 PERCENT)• 18 WERE INDIAN 
( .o~ PERCENT), ANn 7A WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .27 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO, 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN. ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTt-<ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS RFPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 172346500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 26887 PfR RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3787 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 138. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 34 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 118. 
A TOTAL OF 13 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 142 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 89 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS AELOW AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 63-8 
NtJM8ER Of PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE 
3054 65 -OVER 1590 10.6 65 -OVER 5,5 
1959 55 - 64 1517 6.8 ss - 64 5,3 
3377 35- 54 2742 11.7 35- 54 9.5 
1553 25 - 34 1544 5.4 25 - 34 5,4 
2372 18 - 24 1417 8.2 18 - 24 4,9 
537 16- 17 492 1.9 16- 17 1.7 
1300 10 - 15 1332 4.5 10 - 15 4.6 
771 06- 09 BOA 2.7 06- 09 2.8 
1150 00 - OS 1142 4.0 00 - 05 4.0 
NIIMI3ER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
4001'125 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198A03 
AND THE STATE 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
71172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
1'1.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-~HITF RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 61-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE 
6 65 -OVER 4 3,1 65 -OVER 2.0 ) ss - 64 1 1.5 55 - 64 .s 
2 45 - 54 4 1.0 45 - 54 2.0 
10 35 - 44 5 5.1 35- 44 2.~ 
16 25- 34 19 8.2 25- 34 9.7 
39 IS - 24 9 19.9 15 - 24 4.6 
7 OS - 14 9 3.6 OS - 14 4.6 
s 00 - 04 16 2.6 00 - 04 8.2 
NUMBfO 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2M3 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
ANI') THE STATF 
Of PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3,8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
1'1.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a THV AUPFAU OF THE CfNSUS HAS ISSUFD CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES; THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
py A<-F GPOUPS, FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURF.S wHICH DEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PF.RCFNTAGES. 
~-'OT>: THE PERCENTAGF fiGURES FOR MALl: PLUS ff:MALt: SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WERE 9785 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVFR RF.SIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 63-B 
Of THESE• 67.7 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED. 2.6 PERCENT W~RE WIDOWED• 1.7 PERCENT WF.RE DIVORCEOt .5 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEDt 
AND 28.0 PERCENT HAD NEVF.R ~ARRIEO. OF THE 132Ql WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER t 50.0 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIF.Dt l4e6 PERCENT 
WIOOWEDo 3.6 PERCENT OTVORCEDt .6 PERCENT SF.PARATEno ANO 31.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THEPE WERE 7398 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~~UNJTY. Of THESEt 651~ WERE fAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WifE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSF.HOLDt 136 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD 0~ THE HOUSEHOLDJ ANO 746 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE~ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 420 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE 18 AND 52 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
14 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 371 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~UNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER lRt AND 92.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7398 FAMILIESJ 3648 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 3408 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
57 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6553 OCCUPIED ANC VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 3805 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 6 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MO~ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 445 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3518 HAO 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4251 HAD S OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2134 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 53247 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.8 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 10197 Of THE COMMUNTTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 97.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE COR FEWER) PERSONS ~ER ROOMt 2.2 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND .4 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92e8t 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THF 3407 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 359 WERE 2-4 U~IT STRUCTURES• 395 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2653 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITION• OF THE 10355 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 63-B 
9924 HAD BASEMENTSJ 10338 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESJ 10013 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 10185 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 63-R MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT ~UMBER PERCENT 
Lf.SS THAN S 5000 3 .05 26120 4.24 
s 5000 TO S 9999 51 .83 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO S14999 383 6.24 118416 19.19 
SlSOOO TO S19999 1338 21.80 143052 23.18 $20000 TO S24999 1610 26.23 113624 18.41 $25000 TO S34999 1532 24.96 91114 14.76 $35000 TO S49999 727 11.85 33193 5.37 $50000 OR MORE 493 8.03 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WTTH TI-lE STATE WAS I 
~ONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 63-B MINNESOTA 
NU"'BER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 Q7 2.65 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- s 59 lOS 2.87 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
- s 79 101 2.76 45835 16.05 
s 80 
- s 99 399 10.90 41601 14.57 
SlOO - $119 658 17.9A 32427 11.36 
U20 - S149 1268 34.6'5 53243 18.65 
Sl50 - $199 704 19.24 44759 15.68 $200 - $299 143 3.91 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1A4 s.o3 1691 0.59 
--MINN~SOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG ~YSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-'0tiSIN\, PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT ~4 
PAGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 56441 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 64 
T~EY RESinEO IN A TOTAL Of 18946 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.0 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 55081 WERE WHITE ( 97.59 PERCENT>• ~P7 WEPE NEGRO ( 1.22 PERCENT)• 466 WERE INDIAN 
! .A3 PERCENTio AND 173 WERE MEMBFRS OF OTHER RACES ( .31 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
rENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 175069000 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF $ 15573 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO• OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESinENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ 1503750 OR $ 13924 PEP RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 7223 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 103. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 106 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT O.F $ 74. 
A TOTAL OF 43 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ lOS PER MONTH. 
o. THERE WERE ALSO 270 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN TH~ CHARTS BELOW AND CA~ 8E COMPARED ~ITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT ~4 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSO~S NIJMAEP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3546 65 -OVER 2471 6.3 65 -OVER 4.4 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
3111 55 - 64 2700 s.s 55 - 64 4.8 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
585A 35 - 54 5049 10.4 35 - 54 8.9 400~2'5 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
3365 25 - 34 3396 6.0 25 - 34 6.0 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
4265 18 - 24 3425 7.6 18 - 24 6.1 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 s.3 
1022 16 - 17 1009 1.8 16 - 17 l.B 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
3092 10 
-
15 3212 s.s 10 - 15 5.7 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2060 06 - 09 2216 3.6 06 - 09 3.9 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
3065 00 
-
OS 322A 5.4 00 
-
OS 5.7 198~03 00 
-
05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 64 AN f) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NlJMRfR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
30 65 -OVER 25 2.2 65 -OVER 1. B 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
?4 55 - 64 3A 1.8 55 - 64 2.fl 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
55 45 - 54 so 4.0 45 - 54 3.7 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
c:;o::; 35 - 44 47 4.0 35 - 44 3.'5 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
94 25 
-
34 76 6.9 25 - 34 5.6 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
124 IS - 24 93 9.1 15 - 24 6.8 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
141 OS - 14 17S 10.4 05 - 14 12.9 8'569 05 - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
P4 00 - 04 95 6.2 00 - 04 7.0 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
·:> THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFn CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POP!ILATION fiGURES' THEREFORE THE SUr-! OF POPULATION 
~y AGF GROUPS. ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES wHICH f)EVTAH" fRI)M T~E TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
r OTF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALf PLUS FFMALf SIJM Tn 100 PEPt:ENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 TH~RF WFRF 19070 MALES 14 Y~AR~ OLO ANO OVFR RE,IDINr, IN SENATE OISTRICT 64 
OF T~FSE• 65.1 PFRCFNT WFRF MARRIED, 3.2 PERCENT WFRE WIOOI~ED• 2.Q PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• 1.0 PERr.FNT WERE SEPARATEOt 
ANO ?R.3 PERCENT HAO NFVFR MARRIED. OF THE 221~~ WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVER • 56.3 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 12.4 PERCENT 
wTOOWFD• 5.1 PERCENT DJVORCFD• 1.~ PERCENT ~EPARATEO• ANn 24.A PERCF~'T HAO NEVFR MARRIEO. 
THERE WERE 14465 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 1211R WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD Of THE 
t-~OIJC:fHOLOt 400 WERF HOUSEHOLDS wiTH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD 0~ THE HOUSEHOLOt ANO 1947 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiTH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 10S2 ROOMEPS• BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING TN THESE t-~OUSFHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 143 WERE UNDER 
AGE 1~ ANO 90 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE wERE 314 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE UNDER 18t AND 47.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
.3 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 13.7 PERCENT 
Of THE 14465 FAMILIESt 6278 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNOER 18 OR 6S AND OVER' 137 HAD fAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 65' AND 7586 HAO MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
JN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10776 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ON~-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY! HOMES• 8149 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 6 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPtEO MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 692 HAO 
1 OR 2 ROOMS• 7626 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8281 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2?88 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN ToTAL THEIR WERE 91234 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18465 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.O. OF THESE 92.5 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PFRSONS PER ROOM, 6.5 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.A• 5e9t AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of Tt-~f 7496 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 4242 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 506 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2748 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 18919 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 64 
17516 HAO BASEMENTS; 18748 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESI 17588 HAD TELEPHONES; AND 18377 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt ANO BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 64 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 41 .42 26120 4.24 
!i 5000 TO s 9999 86'i 8.94 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 2611 26.97 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 3079 31.80 143052 l3.18 
$20000 TO $24999 19M 20.31 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 962 9.94 91114 14.76 
'f-35000 TO $49999 140 1.45 33193 5.37 
~50000 OR MORE 17 .18 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARFD WtTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 64 MINNESOTA 
NU"lBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 255 3.65 19297 6.76 
'- 40 - s 59 603 8.64 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 1533 21.9Ft 45835 16.05 
~ 80 - $ 99 1146 16.42 41601 14.57 
uoo - '6119 700 10.03 32427 11.36 
'H20 - 'lil49 171',3 ?.5.2'i 53243 18.65 
q;1"i0 - $199 944 13.52 44759 15.68 
,200 - $299 17 .51 11800 4.13 
$300 OR "lORE 0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSIN\: PROFTLE OF 
HOUSF DISTQICT 64-A 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28039 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 64-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9309 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 3.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS CO~PARES WITH A STATE 
AVEPAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27192 WERE WHITE C 96.98 PERCENT!• 5n2 WERE NEGRO C 2.00 PERCENT)• 166 WERE INDIAN 
I .59 PERCENT), AND 101 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACF.S C .36 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITEo 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?8 P~RCENT OTHER RACES IN TER~S OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF. TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE O~NERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 111180000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 196SO PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE fAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL V~LUE Of $ 1503750 OR $ 19035 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED, RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3461 UNITS, THE AVERAGE ~ONTHLY RENT WAS $ 120. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 91 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT Of $ 86, 
a TOTAL Of 10 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 143 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 136 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANn CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of HOUSE DISTRICT 64-A 
NUMBFR Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
152R 65 -OVER 1093 5,4 65 -OVER 3.9 
1476 55 - 64 1339 5.3 55 - 64 4.8 
3095 35 54 2611 11.0 3S - 54 9.3 
1746 25 - 34 1743 6.2 25 - 34 6.2 
2246 18 - 24 1823 8.o 18 - 24 6.s 
509 16 - 17 516 1.8 16 - 17 1.8 
1540 10 - 15 1590 5.5 10 - 15 5.7 
995 06 09 1050 3.5 06- 09 3.7 
141~ 00 OS 1538 5.1 00 - OS 5.5 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 ?5 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILfn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
21 65 -OVER 18 2.5 65 -OVER 2.1 
17 55 - 64 22 2.0 55 - 64 2.6 
36 45 54 35 4.3 45 - 54 4.1 
33 35 44 32 3.9 35 - 44 3.~ 
57 25 34 4A 6,7 25- 34 5.7 
7~ 15 24 60 9.2 15 - 24 7.1 
97 OS - 14 107 11.S OS - 14 12.6 
44 00 - 04 67 5.2 00 - 04 7.9 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1Q14 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4Q41 
6Q10 
8569 
4394 
AI'IID THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
15 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF RUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSU~O CORRECTIONS ONLY ~OR TOTAL POPIJLATJON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
AY AGF GROUPS, fTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH 9EVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR P~RCENTAr.ES. 
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TN APRIL• 1Q70 THER~ WFRE 96c5 MALES 14 YfARS OLD AND OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-A 
0F THFSft 66.7 PFRCfNT WfRE ~ARRIEDo 2.8 PERCENT WFRE WtDOWEOo 2.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
nND ?R.J PERCENT HAD NfVFR ~ARRIED. OF THE 11116 WOME~ 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 58.1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRJED• 10o8 PERCENT 
WIOCWFOt 4.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.6 PERCENT SFPARATED• AND 25.6 PERCFNT HAD NEVER ~ARRIEO. 
THF.RE WERE 7323 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE~Et 6290 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
~OllSFHOLDI 163 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDC AND 870 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEM~LE HEAl"\. 
THERE WERE 520 ROOMERSt BOARDERS• OR LODGFRS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYC 
AGE 1A AND 30 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
47 WERE UNDER 
THERE WfRE 247 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS JN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALC 
111ERE IJNDFR 1 A C ANO 34.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
.4 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROI 17.4 PERCENT 
OF THE 7323 FAMJLIESI 3267 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERC 
IA AN~ OVER 65C AND 3771 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
60 ~AD FAMILY MEMBF.RS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5695 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNTT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 3603 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMTI Y DWELLINGS, AND 5 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORJLE HOMF.S OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 271 HAD 
I OR 2 ROOMSt 3889 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4141 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND Q76 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~JNG UNIT. 
JN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44302 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING IJNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS CO~PARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9119 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIF.O. OF T~ESE 92.8 
~F.RCf~IT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS-PER ROO~• 6.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND .8 PERCENT HAD 
I.Sl OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STAT~-WIOF PFRCENTAGF.s WERE 92.8t 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RFSPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 3333 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 954 WERF 2-4 U~TT STRUCTURF~t 231 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTUR~St AND 2148 
WERE 5TRllCTUPES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
JN ADDITION, OF THE 9295 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUST~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-A 
8313 HAD BASEMENTS' 9264 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES1 8847 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 9184 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIF.Dt NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 64-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 f, .11 26120 4.24 
1i 5000 TO $ 9999 184 3.48 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 787 14.90 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1672 31.65 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $?4999 1587 30.05 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 892 16.89 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 137 2.59 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 17 .32 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARFO WITH T~E STATE WAS I 
MONTHLY RENT ~OU5E DISTRICT 64-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 109 3.26 19297 F:>.76 
1i 40 
- $ 59 151 4.52 34877 12.21 
i 60 - $ 79 4Q3 14.7F-. 45835 16.05 
, 80 
- $ 99 255 7.63 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 246 7.37 32427 11.36 
H20 - $149 1247 37.34 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 R06 24.13 4475Q 15.68 
,200 - ,299 33 .9Q 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 
-0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA A~ALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSf DISTRICT 64-8 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 28402 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 9637 HOUSING UNITS' AN AVEQAGE OF 2.9 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION, 27889 WERE WHITE I 9~.19 PERCENT), 1~5 WERE NEGRO I .44 PERCENT)• 300 WERE INDIAN 
I 1.06 PERCENT), AND 72 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .25 PERCENT>. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES !AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 63889000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 11441 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3762 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 87. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 15 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 4. 
A TOTAL OF 33 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS S 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 69 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 127 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED I~ THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 64-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
201A 65 -OVER 1378 7.1 65 -OVER 4.9 
1635 55 64 1361 5.8 55 - 64 4.8 
2763 35- 54 2438 9.7 35- 54 8.6 
1619 25 - 34 1653 5.7 25 - 34 5.8 
2019 18 - 24 1602 7.1 18 - 24 5.6 
513 16- 17 493 1.8 16- 17 1.7 
1552 10- 15 1622 s.s 10- 15 5.7 
1065 06 - 09 1166 3.7 06 - 09 4.1 
1649 00 - OS 1690 5.8 00 - OS 6.0 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171<HO 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74A53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
HALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77172 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
1o.s 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
64 
- 54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
9 65 -OVER 1 1.8 65 -OVER 1.4 
7 55 - 64 16 1.4 55 - 64 3.1 
19 45- 54 15 3.7 45- 54 2.9 
?2 35 - 44 15 4.3 35 - 44 2.9 
37 25 - 34 28 7.2 25 - 34 5.5 
46 15 - 24 33 9.0 15 - 24 6.4 
44 OS - 14 68 8.6 OS - 14 13.3 
40 00 - 04 28 7.8 00 - 04 s.s 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4394 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
1.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THE BURE~U Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUF.n CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATlON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM Of POPULATION 
RY AG~ GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVIATE FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MTNOR PERCENTAC,ES. 
NOTf: THE PERCENTAGE FIGURES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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tN APRIL• 1970 lHERF WERE 9445 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-B 
Of THFSEt 63.4 PERCENT WFRE MARRIED, 3.6 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 3.9 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 1.4 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 28.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11050 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER , 54.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14o0 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• 5.9 PERCENT DIVORCED• 2.2 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 23.9 PERCENT HAD NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7142 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE• 5828 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 237 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 1077 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEM.ALE HE AD. 
THERE WERE 532 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE 18 AND 60 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
96 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 67 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 95.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGRO; 0.0 PERCENT 
Of THE 7142 FAMILIES; 3011 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 65; AND 3815 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
77 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5081 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 4546 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, A~ 1 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 421 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 3737 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4140 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 1312 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 46932 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9346 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIEp. Of THESE 92.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS ~ER ROOM, 6.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.1 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THE 4163 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3288 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 275 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 600 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9624 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 64-B 
9223 HAD BASEMENTS; 9484 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES; 8741 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 9193 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt AN~ BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARMt RESIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 64-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 35 .so 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 681 15.48 79217 12.83 
SlOOOO TO $14999 1824 41.46 118416 19.19 
Sl5000 TO 519999 1407 31.98 143052 23.18 
520000 TO 524999 379 8.62 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 70 1.59 91114 14.76 
S35000 TO $49999 3 .07 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE -o o.oo 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARF:D lriiTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 64-B MINNESOTA 
~UMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 146 4.01 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 452 12.41 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 1040 28.56 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 891 24.47 41601 14.57 
$100 - $119 4<;4 12.47 32427 11.36 
$120 
-
$149 516 14.17 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 I38 3.7q 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 4 .II 11800 4.I3 
$300 OR MORE -0 o.oo 1691 0.59 
--MIW'-JFSOT~ A~IALYSTS ANI) ;:>LAN~ITNG SYSTEI~--
A 1970 CENSIJS OF POPULATION A\Jfl H),JSINf. PROFILE OF 
SFNATE OT~TRICT hS 
1-'AGF 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A PI)PULATION OF 56914 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATF DISTRICT 65 
THEY QESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 2340R HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?.4 P"RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~Ar-E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
0F THE TOTAL POPULATION• 4637S WERE WHTTE ( 8}.48 PERCENT>• 9?~4 WERE NEGRO ( 16.28 PERCENT!• AS7 WERE INDIAN 
< l.Sl PERCENT>• ANO 400 WERF MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .70 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9R.18 PER-
rENT ~HITF• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANn 0.?8 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THF TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF IO 
ACRFS OR LESS WAS $ 9h239500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 11370 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIDENCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUF OF $12308000 OR ~ 11029 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUc;ING UNITS WAS 14392 l!NITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS$ 81. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTE[) 1848 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 80. 
A TOTAL OF 50 RESiflECES WERE VACANT A~O FOR SALE. THFIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO I258 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 64 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEn IN THF CHARTS BELOI~ ANn CAN 8E COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
I970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF SENATE DISTRICT hS AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NIIMRER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS Nt JM8ER OF PJ=:RSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS FEMALE MALF FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
sn1 65 -OVER 34I9 10.1 65 -OVER 6.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.I 65 -OVEQ 4.7 
32"'9 55 
-
64 2716 5.7 55 - 64 4.8 I71970 ss - 64 I60495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
54QF, 35 
-
54 5217 9.7 '35 - 54 9.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 IO.S 35 - 54 10.3 
3010 25 - 34 3069 5.'3 25 - 34 S.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
43112 18 - 24 307Q 7.6 18 - 24 5.4 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 - 24 5.3 
934 16 
-
17 894 1.6 16 - 17 1.6 74AS3 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - I7 2.0 
2907 10 
-
IS 2914 5.1 10 - 15 S.l 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - IS 6.6 
19PP 06 
-
09 193A 3.5 06 - 09 3.4 I60I46 06 
-
09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
2873 00 
-
OS 29?? 5.0 00 - OS 5.1 198h03 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACI:S ARE LESS OETAJLFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITF POPULA TJON IN SENATE DISTRICT 65 AN[) THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMHFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS t-.~Uio18FR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALF. MALF FE"1ALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
394 65 -OVER 403 3.7 65 -OVI:R 3.8 I9I4 65 -OVEP 1783 2.A 65 -OVER 2.6 
3~4 55 
-
64 360 3.6 55 - 64 3.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 ss - 64 2.7 
4S~ 45 - 54 467 4.3 45 - 54 4.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
547 35 - 44 4A? 5.2 35 - 44 4.':> 346"i 35 - 44 3471 '5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
639 25 
-
34 S99 6.1 25 - 34 5.7 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 34 7.0 
}O}A 15 
-
24 A '50 9.7 lS 
-
24 fl. I 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 IS - 24 9.4 
1270 OS 
-
I4 1287 12.1 05 
-
14 12.2 8c;69 OS 
-
14 8773 12.4 OS 
-
14 12.7 
hl1 00 - 04 641 s.8 00 - 04 6. 1 4394 00 - 04 4511 h.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.. THF BUPFAU Of THE CEN<;US HAS I<;SUF.O CORRECTIONS ONLY FO~ TOTAL POPIJLATJON Flr.URES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
HY A(;F GROUPS. nc. MAY ADO T0 FIGURES wHIC~ nEVIATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES HY MINOR PERCFNTAGES. 
"·OTf: THf PEPCENUGf fJr;URES FOR MALF. PLUS FFI.IALF. SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THF.RF WFRF. 19362 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVF.R RF~IDINr, IN SENATE DISTRICT 65 
OF T~FSF.o 48.7 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED• 5.8 PERCENT WF.RE WIDOWED• 7.7 PERCFNT WERE DIVORCED• 3.4 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
6ND ~4.7 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 236P2 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 39.A PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 18.3 PERCENT 
WIDOWFD• 7.9 PERCENT DJVORCfOo 3.3 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 31.0 PERCFNT HAO NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 12007 ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 8934 WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OU~fHOLn: 463 WERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 2610 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 15A5 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSF.HOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 1~5 WERE UNDER 
6GE IR ANO 188 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1360 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
wERE UNDER 181 AND 63.5 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
5.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 4.1 PERCENT 
OF THE 12007 FAMILIESJ 4967 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 128 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 ANO OVER 651 AND 6403 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6650 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT ISINGLF FAMILY) HOMES• 16717 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 20 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 5467 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 8257 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 6417 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 3~21 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 97961 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSo OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 21590 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 93.9 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS P~R ROOMo 4.6 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.5 PERCENT HAD 
loSl OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIDE PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9o AND 1.3 PERCENTo RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 15232 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 5788 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 2471 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 6973 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
tN ADDITION, Of THE 23377 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 65 
22393 HAD BASEMENTS' 22072 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 18257 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 20409 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 65 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 5 5000 23 .43 26120 4.24 
!i 5000 TO 5 9999 496 9.30 79211 12.83 
UOOOO TO 514999 1849 34.65 118416 19.19 
!15000 TO 519999 1647 30.87 143052 23.18 
!20000 TO 524999 632 11.84 113624 18.41 
525000 TO 534999 40t; 7.59 91114 14.76 
535000 TO 549999 20'! 3.90 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 76 1.42 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS Tl-tE PATTERN, COMPARED liJTH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 65 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN 5 40 1190 8.so 19297 6.76 
s 40 - s 59 2680 19.14 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - s 79 3719 26.71 45835 16.05 
$ 80 
- $ 99 3162 22.59 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 1442 10.30 32427 11.36 
H20 - 'lil49 1197 8.5<; 53243 18.65 $150 - $199 427 3.os 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 141 1.01 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF ?1 .1c; 1691 o.s9 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF DOPUL t.T I ON AND HOIIS JNt; PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 6'5-A 
PAGF. 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 286S2 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 65-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 12361 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 2.3 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERA~E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 19084 WERE WHITE ( 66.61 PERCENT>• 8B?4 WERE NEGRO ( 30.80 PERCENT>• 486 WERE INDIAN 
( 1.70 PERCENT), AND 258 WERF MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .90 PERCENT>. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLFD 98.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE O~NERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 45495000 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 14289 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $12308000 OR $ 1104A PER RESIDENCF. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 7919 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 82. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1758 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF S 80. 
A TOTAL OF 40 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 0. THERE WERE ALSO 835 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 65 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 65-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2950 65 -OVER 1648 10.3 65 -OVER 5.8 
1653 55 64 1250 s.8 55 - 64 4.4 
2805 35 - 54 2608 9.8 35 - 54 9.1 
1615 25 - 34 1548 5.6 25 - 34 5.4 
1970 18 - 24 1617 6.9 18 - 24 5.6 
486 16- 17 48A 1.7 16- 17 1.7 
1447 10 - 15 1502 5.1 10 - 15 5.2 
1011 06 - 09 1010 3.5 06 - 09 3.5 
151B 00 - OS 148A 5.3 00 - OS 5.2 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
-OVER 65 
55 
35 -
25 -
1A -
16 -
10 -
06 -
00 -
64 
54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
05 
HALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11712 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
'5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
34 
24 
11 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-wHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn AUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 6'5-A 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
381 
37'5 
425 
503 
589 
931) 
1129 
564 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
1'5 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE FEMALE MALE 
374 4.0 65 -OVfQ 3.9 
334 3.9 55 - 64 3.5 
436 4.4 45 - 54 4.6 
452 5.3 35- 44 4.7 
540 6.2 25 - 34 5.6 
773 9.7 15 - 24 8.1 
1155 11.8 OS - 14 12.1 
575 5.9 00 - 04 6.0 
NUMBFR 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6<HO 
8<;69 
4194 
AI'IJf) THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF ~ INNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.A 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
1.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVfQ 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
IS - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
s.o 
1.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• THF BUPEAU Of THf CfNSUS HAS ISSUEO CORRECTJONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATTON fiGURES; THFRFFORE THF SUM OF POPULATION 
RY A(,F GROUPS, ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OT~: THF PEPCENTAGF Fir,URES FOQ MALE PLUS F~~ALE SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRE WERE 9613 MALES 14 Y~ARS OLD ANO OVFR RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 65-A 
Of THFSEo 47.2 PERCFNT WFRE MARRIED• 6.0 PERCENT WERE ~IOO\~ED• ~.0 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 3.9 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
~NO 3S.l PERCENT HAD NEVFR ~ARRIED. OF THE 11960 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANO OVER , 38,1 PERCENT WERE ~ARRIEDt 18.6 PERCENT 
WIDOWED• A.4 PERCENT DIVORCED• 4.0 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 31.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 6001 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CO~MUNITY. OF THESE, 4303 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBANO-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLDt ?39 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 1459 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAO. 
THERE WERE 9A1 ROOMERSt 80ARDf.RSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 115 WERE UNDER 
AGE lA ANO 111 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
THERE WERE 644 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALI 
wERE liNOER 1A' AND A2.0 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
5.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 5.1 PERCENT 
OF THE 6001 FAMILIESt 2421 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERI 
18 AND OVER 651 AND 324A HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
80 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 2968 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 9370 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
~AMILY DWELLINGS, AND 10 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED M08ILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 2827 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 4460 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3073 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND }Q82 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 53013 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.9 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF }.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 11103 OF THE COMMUNJTIFS HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 94,3 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWfRl PERSONS PER ROOM, 4.1 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.5 PERCENT ~AD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGES ~ERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1.3 PERCENTo RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 8456 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3024 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 1841 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3591 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS, 
TN ADDITION, OF THE 12346 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 65-A 
12142 HAD BASEMENTSf 11993 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN fACILITIESt 9174 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 10747 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOILETo AND BATHTUA OR ~HO~ER. 
IN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIEDt NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE fOLLOWING RANG~S: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 65-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 3 .14 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 101 4,60 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO Sl4999 648 29.52 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO Sl9999 629 28,66 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO S24999 333 15.17 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 285 12.98 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 150 6,83 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 46 2,10 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WJTH T~E STATE WASt 
MONTHLY RENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 
s 40 
-
$ 59 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 
$ 80 - $ 99 
$100 
-
$119 
'H20 
-
$149 
1'150 - $199 
$200 
-
$299 
noo OR MORE 
~OUSE DISTRICT 65-A 
NUMBER PERCENT 
637 8.23 
1474 19.05 
2027 26.20 
1782 23.03 
A03 10.3A 
655 8.46 
254 3,2A 
Q4 1.21 
12 .16 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
l1AOO 4,13 
1691 o.59 
--MINNFSOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND 1-!0tJSJN(: PROFILE OF 
HOUS~ DISTRICT 65-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970t CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28262 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 65-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 11047 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 2.6 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAC.f OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 27291 WERE WHITE I 96.56 PERCENTlt 440 WERE NEGRO ( 1.56 PERCENT)t 371 WERE INDIAN 
< 1.31 PERCENT), AND 142 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES I .so PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 PF.RCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPtEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 50744500 I AN AVERAGE VALUF OF S 12642 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 6473 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 79. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 90 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF I 65. 
A TOTAL OF 10 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS S o. THERE WERE ALSO 423 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 61 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 65-B 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2783 65 -OVER 1771 9.8 65 -OVER _ 6.3 
1606 55 - 64 1466 5.7 55 - 64 5.2 
2691 35 - 54 2669 9.5 35 - 54 9.4 
1395 25 - 34 1521 4.9 25 - 34 5.4 
2332 18 - 24 1462 8.3 18 - 24 5.2 
448 16 - 17 406 1.6 16 - 17 1.4 
1460 10 - 15 1412 5.2 10 - 15 5.0 
977 06 - 09 928 3.5 06 - 09 3.3 
1355 00 - 05 1434 4.8 00 - OS 5.1 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232f>8S 
74R53 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PF.RSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 17 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - 05 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
77772 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4.5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
- 54 
34 
24 
17 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAJLFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 65-B 
NUMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
13 65 -OVER 29 1.3 65 -OVER 3.0 
9 55- 64 26 .9 55- 64 2.7 
31 45 54 31 3.2 45 - 54 3.2 
44 35 44 30 4.5 35 - 44 3.1 
so 25 - 34 59 5.1 25 - 34 6.1 
8A 15 24 77 9.1 1S - 24 7.9 
141 05 - 14 132 14.S OS - 14 13.6 
49 00 04 66 s.o 00 - 04 6.8 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6<HO 
8569 
4394 
AI'.D Tt1E STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
s.o 
7.2 
10.0 
12.4 
6.4 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
05 - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9.4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BURFAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CO~~ECTIONS ONLY F0R TOTAL POPIJLATTON FIC.URESt THE~EFO~E THE SU~ OF POPULATION 
~y Af.F GPOUPS, FTC. MAY ADD TO fiGURES WHIC~ OEVIAT~ fROM THE TnTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
r. OTF: TH~ PF.:RCENT AGF FJt;URE<; FOR MALE PLUS ff.!.1ALF SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 9749 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVFR Rf~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 65-B 
Of THFSEt 50.2 PERCENT WERE MARRIED, 5.7 PERCENT WERE WIDOWED• 7.4 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• 2.8 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO 34.2 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 11722 WOMEN 14 YEARS Ot_n ANO OVER • 41.6 PERCENT WERE MARRIFD• 17o9 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 7.3 PERCENT DIVORCED• 2.6 PERCENT SEPARATEOr A~n 31.0 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE wERE 6006 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 4631 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE H~AD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLOI 224 WEAf HOIJSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD' AND 1151 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEf-'ALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 604 ROOMERS• BOAROERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 77 wERE OVER AGE 65. 
70 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 716 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COM~tJNITY. OF T~E TOTALI 
•1ERE UNDER HH AND 46 • 9 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
5.3 PERCENT WERE NEr.ROJ 3.2 PERCENT 
Of THE 6006 FAMJLJESI 2546 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 AND OVER 65J AND 3155 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
48 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 3682 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 7347 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPL~ 
FAMILY DWELLINGS• AND 10 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSJNr. UNITS 2640 HAO 
l OR 2 ROOMS, 3797 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 3344 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1?39 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 44948 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING lJNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WIT~ 
~ STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 10487 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPI~O. 0F ThESE 93.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE (OR FEWFR) PERSONS PER ROO~, 5.0 PERCENT HAD 1.n1 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.5 PERCENT hAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE'COMPARAALE STATE-WIO~ PERCENTAGES WERE 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
0F THF 6776 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2764 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURES• 630 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3382 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ~DDITIONt OF THE 11031 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 65-B 
10251 HAD BASEMENTSJ 10079 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILTTIESl 9083 HAO TELEPHONES; AND 9662 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, ANO BATHTUR OR SHOWFR. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARMt RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 65-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 20 .64 26120 4.24 
~ 5000 TO $ 9999 395 12.56 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1201 38.24 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 101Fl 32.41 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 299 9.52 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 120 3.82 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 SA 1.85 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 30 .96 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPARED WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
1-'0NTHLY RENT ~OUSE DISTRICT 65-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 5<;3 8.83 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
-
$ 59 1206 19.2F. 34877 12.21 
$ 60 
-
$ 79 1712 ?7.34 45835 16.05 
' 
80 
-
$ 99 13R.O ?.2.04 41601 14.57 
uoo 
-
$119 639 10.21 32427 11.36 
H20 
-
$149 542 8.6~ 53243 18.65 
H50 
-
'H99 173 2.76 44759 15.68 
,200 
-
$299 47 .7<; 11800 4.13 
'F300 OR MORF 9 .14 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING PROfiLE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 66 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970. CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATIO~ OF 57342 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 66 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18612 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE Of 1.1 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
Of THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56920 WERE WHITE ( 99.26 PERCENT)• 74 WERE NEGRO ( .13 PERCENT)• 199 WERE INDIAN 
I .35 PERCENT), AND 157 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( .27 PERCENT). MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.28 P~RCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE Of SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPJEOo RESIDENCES lAS REPORTED BY THE OwNERS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 209093500 J AN AVERAGE VALUE Of $ 17137 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ 0 OR $ 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER Of OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 6041 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS $ 105. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 12 Of THESE UNITS 
AT AH AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 45. 
A TOTAL OF 32 RESIOECES WERE VACANT AND fOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND fOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 93 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WER~ ALSO 192 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE Of SENATE DISTRICT 66 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER Of PERSONS * PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
fEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE fEMALE HALE 
3478 65 -OVER 2304 6.1 65 -OVER 4.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2839 ss - 64 2427 s.o 55 - 64 4.2 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6441 35 - 54 5750 11.2 35 - 54 10.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
3250 25 - 34 3341 5.7 25 - 34 5.8 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
4073 18 - 24 3259 7.1 18 - 24 5.7 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1099 16 - 17 1130 1.9 16 - 17 2.0 74853 16 - 17 11172 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
3453 10 - 15 3547 6.0 10 - 15 6.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
2232 06 - 09 2341 3.9 06 - 09 4.1 160]46 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
3067 00 - OS 3089 s.3 00 - OS 5.4 198603 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILEn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 66 AND THE STATE Of MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBfQ Of PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE fEMALE HALE fEMALE MALE FEMALE HALE 
3 65 -OVER 10 .7 65 -OVER 2.4 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
s 55 - 64 10 1.2 55 - 64 2.4 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
10 45 - 54 6 2.4 45 - 54 1.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
17 35 - 44 9 4.0 35 - 44 2.1 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 5.0 
?2 25 - 34 24 5.2 25 - 34 5.7 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
47 15 - 24 11 11.1 IS - 24 7.~ 6910 IS - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
52 05 - 14 51 12.3 05 - 14 12.1 8"}69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
]7 00 - 04 ?.0 4.0 00 - 04 4.7 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY ~OR TOTAL POPIJLATlON FIGURES; T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
py AGF GROUPS. fTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES W~ICH OEVIAT~ fROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
~OTF: THE PERCENTAGE FJ~URES FOR MALE PLUS FEMALF SUM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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IN APRIL• 1970 THERE WfRE 19326 MALES 14 YEARS OLD AND OVER RFSIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 66 
Of THFSf, 66.0 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 2.6 PERCENT WFRE WTDOWEOt 2.1 PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT WERE SEPARATEOt 
AND ?A.4 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 22225 WOMEN 14 YEARS Otn AND OVER , 57.8 PERCENT WERE MARRIFDt 11.8 PERCENT 
wiDOWED• 4.6 PERCENT DTVORCEDt 1.4 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 24.7 PERCENT HAD NEVER MAR~IED. 
THERE WERE 14581 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE~E• 12525 WERE FAMILIES WIT~ A HUSBAND-WTFE HEAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLOl 319 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS ~fAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 1737 WERE HOUSEHOLDS wiT~ 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 799 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 113 WERE UNDER 
AGE 18 ANO 70 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 405 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
liERE UNDER 18' AND 14 • 1 PERCPH WERE 65 OR OVER • 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 13.6 PERCENT 
OF THE 14581 FAMILIESt 5954 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 160 HAD FAMILY MEMB~RS UNDER 
18 ANn OVER 651 AND 8038 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 11790 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (StNGLE FAMILY) HOMESt 6803 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 4 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOAILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 628 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 6841 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8956 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 2140 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 90422 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 18242 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIEp. OF THESE 92.2 
PERCENT HAD ONE <OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOM, 6.7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR ~ORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE-COMPARABLE STATE-WIOf PERCENTAGES WERE 92.8• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THE 6274 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 3660 WERf 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 453 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 2161 
wERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 18585 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 66 
17722 HAD BASEMENTSt 18420 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESI 17657 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 18107 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND BATHTUB OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED, NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SENATE DISTRICT 66 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 19 .18 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 393 3.64 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 2222 20.56 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 4025 37.23 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 2795 25.86 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 1175 10.87 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 166 1.54 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 15 .14 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE DISTRICT 66 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 209 3.61 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 428 7.39 34877 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 960 16.57 45835 16.05 
~ 80 - $ 99 1027 17.73 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 8A3 15.24 32427 11.36 
H20- $149 1505 25.9A 53243 18.65 
$150 - $199 703 12.11 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 78 1.3<; 11800 4.13 
noo OR MORE 1 .02 1691 0.59 
--~INN~SOTA ANALYSTS AND PLA~NTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CEr~SUS OF DOPUt.HUJN AND H)IJSIW' PROFILE OF 
H8US~ OISTRI\.T 66-A 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~O~ A POPULATION OF 28640 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DIST~ICT 66-A 
THEY PESIOED IN A TOTAL Of 9852 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF ?,9 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVE~A~E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
0f THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28411 WERE WHITE ( 99.20 PERCENT!• 13 WFRE N[t,RO ( ,OS PERCENT)• 124 WERE INDIAN 
( ,41 PFRCENTlo ANn R3 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACFS ( .29 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9~.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDTANo ANn 0.?8 PERCENT OTHfR RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLF FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES CaS REPORTED BY THE OWNEPS) ON PROPERTIES Of 10 
aCRFS OP LESS WAS $ RBS87000 ; AN AVERAGE VALU~ OF I !S063 PER RESTDENCF. NFGROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIOFNCFS HAD A TOTAL VALUF OF $ -0 OR $ -o PE~ RESIDENCE. THE NU~B[R OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 3724 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS $ 96. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 1 OF THESE UNITS 
AT A~ AVfRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ -o. 
A TOTAL OF 21 RESIOECES WERE VACANT ANn FOR SALE. THFIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS $ 
VACA~:T AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 86 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 130 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ ANn CAN Rl COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 66-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
MJM8fR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMRER OF PFRSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE ,MALE FEMALE r~ALE FEMALE MALE 
2167 65 -OVER 1410 7.6 65 -OVER 4,9 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
161P. 55 
-
64 1269 5.6 55 
-
64 4.4 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3005 35 
-
54 2570 10.5 35 
-
54 9.0 400n25 35 
-
54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1617 25 
-
34 1661 5.6 25 - 34 5.8 229123 25 
-
34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
2099 18 
-
24 1604 7.3 18 
-
24 5.6 232685 18 
-
24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
516 16 
-
17 517 1.8 16 
-
17 1.13 74A53 16 
-
17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1570 10 
-
15 1596 s.s 10 
-
15 5.6 242014 10 
-
15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
10 10 06 
-
09 lOAl 3,6 06 
-
09 3.7 16014(:, Of 
-
09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
1579 00 
-
OS 157S s.s 00 - OS 5.5 198M3 00 - 05 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-IIiHITF RAUS ARE LESS OETAIL~n BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT nfi-A AI'I:O THf STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NlJMRFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBFP OF PERSONS PFRCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMAI E MALf FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
) 65 -OVER 7 1.3 65 -OVER 3.1 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
l c;s 
-
64 ,., 1.3 55 
-
64 2.6 1744 55 
-
64 1842 2.5 55 
-
64 2.7 
h 45 
-
54 l 2.6 45 - 54 1.3 2603 45 
-
54 2654 3.8 45 
-
54 3.9 
7 35 
-
44 5 3.1 35 - 44 ?.2 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
12 2S 
-
34 14 5.2 25 - 34 6. 1 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 
-
34 7.0 
?7 15 
-
24 }<; 11.8 15 
-
24 6.6 6910 1<; 
-
24 6500 10.0 15 
-
24 9.4 
21 OS 
-
14 2R 9.2 05 - 14 12.2 8569 OS - 14 8773 1?.4 OS 
-
14 12.7 
1 0 00 
-
04 10 4.4 00 
-
0<+ 4.4 4194 00 
-
04 4511 6.4 00 
-
04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BUROU Of THE CENSUS HAS ISSUFO CORRfCTIOt\lc: ONLY Fl)f.l TOTAL POPJJLATION FIGURES: THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
RY Ar;F GPOUPSt ETC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH OEVTATF FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
f\!OTF: THF PFRCENTAGF FIGURE<; FOR MALF PLUS FFI.lALF SIJM T() 100 PERCt:NT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THF.RF WERE 9529 MALES 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER Rf~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 66-A 
OF THFSE• 65.5 PFRCFNT WFRE MARRIED• 3.2 PERCENT W~RE WIOOWF.O• 3.~ PERCENT WF.RE DIVORCED• .9 PERCENT WERE SEPARATED• 
ANO ?7.S PERCENT HAn NFVFR MARRIED. Of THE 1150~ WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn AND OVER , 54.~ PERCENT WERE ~ARRIFD• 13.6 PERCENT 
wtOOWFD• 5.3 PERCENT OTVORCF.D• 1.4 PFRCENT SEPARATED• A~D 2S.5 PERCF~T HAn NEVFA MARRIED. 
THFPF. ~ERE 7?67 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESE, 6105 WF.RF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OU~FHOLDt lAO wERf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSA~ND AS HF~D OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 982 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FE,_.ALF HEAD. 
THFRE WfRE 442 ROOMEPSt BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THF COMMUNITY' 
AGF JR ANO 56 WERE OVFP AGE 65. 
<;9 WERE UNnER 
THFPE WFRE 26R INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS TN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
loiEPF IINDFR 1 P l AND I A. 7 PER\ENT WERF 65 OR OVER. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NE<,RO' 20.5 PERCENT 
nF THE 7?n7 FAMILIESt 3082 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVERt 
IR A~n OVE~ 6St AND 3829 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1R BUT NONE OVER 65. 
83 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
TN 1970 THF COMMUNITY HAO 5329 OCCUPIED ANO VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLF FAMILY) HOMESo 4511 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMTl.~ DWf.LLTNGSo AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMFS OR TRAILERS. or THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 471 HAD 
I OR ? POOMSt 3~03 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4388 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSo AND 1156 ~AD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~JNG UNIT. 
TN TOTAL THFIR WFRE 4A0?9 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVFRAGF. Or 1.7 ROOMS PFR RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
.6 ~TATf-~IOE AVfPAGF Or 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9~05 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPifO. or T~ESE 93.7 
~fh\ft~T HAD ONE <OR FEWFRI PERSONS -PER ROOM, 5.3 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM• AND 1.0 PERCFNT ~AD 
!.Sl oR MORE PERSON~ P~R ROOM. THE COMPARARLE STATF-WinF PFRCENTAGES WERF 92.A• 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
oF THF 4126 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURFSo 3061 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURE~• 287 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 758 
"'ERf <:;lRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
TN AOOITIONo OF THE 9834 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSTNG U~TTS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 66-A 
9477 HAD BASEMFNTSI 968? HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILJTIESI 9167 HAO TELEPHONESI AND 9430 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMPING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOlLETt ANo BATHTUR OR ~HOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCFSo THEIR MARKET VALUES WERr IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSF DISTRICT 66-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 13 .21 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 255 5.39 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 1267 26.78 118416 19.1'1 
$15000 TO $19999 1604 33.90 143052 23.18 
'1'20000 TO $24999 976 20.63 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 517 10.93 91114 14.76 
!'35000 TO $49999 92 1.94 33193 5.37 
'f.50000 OR MORE p. .17 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN. COMPAR~D WITH T~E STATE WAS: 
t-AONTHLY RENT ~OUSE DisTRICT ~6-A 
NUMAFR PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 lSI 4.24 
'f. 40 
- $ 59 3S1 9.86 
$ 60 - $ 79 707 19.85 
$ BO - $ 99 851 ;:>3.90 
$100 - $119 5SS 15.59 
U20 - $149 633 17.78 
uso - $199 273 7.67 
1;200 - $299 40 1.1? 
'f300 OR MORF 
-o o.on 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND ~OIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 6~-R 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970• CORRECTED CENSUS DATA S~OW A POPULATION OF 28702 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 66-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF R760 HOUSING UNITS• AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAr,E OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28509 WERE WrliTE I 99.33 PERCENT)• ~1 WERE NEGRO ( .21 PERCENT)• 75 WERE INDIAN 
1 .?~PERCENT), ANO 74 WERE MEMBERS Of OTHER RACFS I .26 PERCENTl. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, ANO 0.28 PERCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS Of RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE Of SINGLE fAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS $ 120506500 ' AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 19067 PER RESTDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSJNG UNITS WAS 2317 UNITS. THE AVERAGE ~ONT~LY RENT WAS $ 120. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 11 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 49. 
A TOTAL OF 11 RESJDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAr,E VALUE WAS $ 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 109 PER MONTH. 
O. THERE WERE ALSO 62 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELO~ AND CAN AE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT ~6-B AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1311 65 -OVER 894 4.6 65 -OVER 3.1 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
1221 55 
-
64 115~ 4.3 55 - 64 4.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
3436 35 
-
54 3180 12.0 35 - 54 11.1 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
1633 25 - 34 1680 5.7 25 - 34 5.9 229123 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
1974 18 
-
24 1655 6.9 18 - 24 5.a 232()85 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
583 16 - 17 613 2.0 16 - 17 2.1 74853 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 
-
17 2.0 
1883 10 - 15 1951 6.6 10 - 15 6.8 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 
-
15 6.6 
1202 06 
-
09 1280 4.2 06 - 09 4.'5 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 
-
09 4.4 
148R 00 
-
OS 1514 5.2 00 - OS 5.3 198603 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILFn BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 66-B ANO THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT Of PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
-o 65 -OVER 3 o.o 65 -OVER 1.6 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
;> 55 - 64 4 1.0 55 - 64 2 .I 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
4 45 - 54 3 2.1 45 - 54 1.6 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
10 35 - 44 4 5.2 35 - 44 2.1 346"i 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
10 25 - 34 10 5.2 25 - 34 5.2 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
20 15 - 24 1R 10.4 15 - 24 9.3 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
31 OS - 14 23 16.1 OS - 14 11.9 856Q OS - 14 8773 12.4 05 - 14 12.7 
7 00 - 04 10 3.6 00 - 04 5.2 4194 00 - 04 4511 ().4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
THF BU~EAU OF THE CENSUS HAS I SSUEO CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLA TT ON F I r,URES' T~EREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
R'f Af£ GPOUPS • FTC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH nEVIATf FRO~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCF.NTAGES. 
~.•OTF: THf PFRCENT AGF Fl GURES FOR MALF PLUS FP.1ALE SIJM TO 100 PERCENT. 
PAGF. 2 
TN APRIL• 1970 THfRE WF-RE 9797 MALES 14 YEARS OLD ANO OVER RESIDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 66-A 
Of THFSEt 66.4 PERCENT ~ERE MARRIEDt 2.0 PERCENT W~RE wiDOWED• leA PERCENT WERE DIVORCED• .s PERr.ENT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 29.4 PERCENT HAO NEVER MARRIED. Of THE 10717 WOMEN 14 YEAPS OLn AND OVER t 61.2 PERCENT WERE ~A~RIEOo 9.9 PERCENT 
wiDOWFDt 3.9 PERCENT DIVORCED• 1.3 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANn 23.9 PERCF~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7314 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THESEt 6420 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLO; 139 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A HALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDJ AND 755 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 357 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE ~OUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYJ 
AGE lA AND 14 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
c;4 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 137 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTALJ 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 5.1 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7314 FAMILIES; 2872 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNnER 18 OR 65 AND OVERJ 
18 ANn OVER 65J AND 4209 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
0.0 PERCENT WERE NEGROJ 0.0 PERCENT 
11 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 6461 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMESo 2292 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTIPLF 
FAMILY OWELLINGSt AND 2 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 157 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 323M HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSt 4568 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 784 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~JNG UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 42393 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8637 OF THE COMMUNJTIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 90.7 
·PE~CENT HAD ONE (OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 8.4 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND .9 PERCENT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATF-WIOE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8o 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 2148 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 579 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 166 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1403 
WERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 8751 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSI~G UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 66-B 
8245 HAO BASEMENTSJ 873~ HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESJ 8490 HAD TELEPHONESJ AND 8677 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMBING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt FLUSH TOlLETt AND BATHTUA OR ~HOWFR. 
TN TER~S OF OwNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCESt THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 66-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN s 5000 6 .10 26120 4.24 
S 5000 TO s 9999 138 2.27 79211 12.83 
noooo TO Sl4999 955 15.11 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO Sl9999 2421 39.83 143052 23.18 
!20000 TO $24999 1819 29.93 113624 18.41 
525000 TO S34999 658 10.83 91114 14.76 
535000 TO $49999 74 1.22 33193 5.37 
550000 OR MORE 7 .12 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN• CO~PARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 66-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBFR PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 '58 2.60 19297 6.76 
$ 40 
- $ 59 77 3.4'5 34877 12.21 
" 60 - $ 79 253 11.33 45835 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 176 7.88 41601 14.57 
uoo- $119 328 14.6Q 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 872 39.0c; 53243 18.65 
uso - $199 430 19.2F. 44759 15.68 
~200 - $299 38 1. 70 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 1 .04 1691 0.59 
--MINNESOTA ANALYSIS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND tiOlJSINC: PROFILE OF 
SENATE DISTRICT 67 
PAGE 1 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 56592 PERSONS RESIDING IN SENATE DISTRICT 67 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 18109 HOUSING UNITSJ AN AVERAGE OF 3.1 PFRSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATION• 56056 WERE WHITE ( 99.05 PERCENT!• 167 WERE NEGRO I .30 PERCENT!t 231 WERE INDIAN 
< .41 PERCENT), AND 174 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES C .31 PERCENT!. MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98.18 PER-
CENT WHITEt 0.91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND Oo28 PF.RCENT OT~ER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKFT VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPIED• RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 207614750 J AN AVERAGE VALUE OF S 18669 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIEOt SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF S 0 OR S 0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTEDt RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 6424 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 122. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 15 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVFRAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT o(·J 0. . 
A TOTAL OF 26 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS S O. THERE WERE ALSO 387 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF S 158 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS .ARE OUTLINED ,IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN BE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURt OF SENATE DISTRiiT 67 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
3721 65 -OVER 2259 6.6 65 -OVER 4.0 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVER 4.7 
2632 55 - 64 2276 4.7 55 - 64 4.0 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 
-
64 4.2 
6149 35 - 54 5648 10.9 35 - 54 10.0 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 
-
54 10.3 
3520 25 - 34 3612 6.2 25 - 34 6.4 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 
-
34 6.0 
3711 18 - 24 3035 6.6 18 - 24 5.4 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
1092 16 - 17 1098 1.9 16 - 17 1.9 74853 16 - 17 71772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0. 
3536 10 - 15 3703 6.2 10 - 15 6.5 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - IS 6.6 
2249 06 - 09 2382 4.;0 06 - 09 4.2 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
2828 00 - OS 3042 s.o 00 - OS 5.4 1981;03 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 
-
05 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILED BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN SENATE DISTRICT 67 AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS NUMBER OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE. FEMALE MALE fEMALE MALE 
14 65 -OVER 8 2.6 65 -OVER 1.5 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
7 55 - 64 4 1.3 55 - 64 .7 . 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
A 45 
-
54 13 1.5 45 - 54 2.4 2603 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
19 35 - 44 32 3.5 35 - 44 6.0 3465 35 - 44 3471 5.0 35 - 44 5.0 
38 25 
-
34 40 7.1 25 - 34 7.5 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
41 15 
-
24 65 7.6 15 - 24 12.1 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
56 OS - 14 79 10.4 OS - 14 14.7 8569 OS - 14 8713 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
30 00 
-
04 32 5.6 00 - 04 6.0 4194 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
... THF BUREAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPtJLATTON FIGURES; THEREFORE THE SUM OF POPULATION 
gy At;F GPOUPSo ETC. MAY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH OEVIAT~ FROM THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES ~y MINOR P~Rr.ENTAGES. 
t-,OTF: THE PERCENTAGF FJ6URES FOR MAL~ PLUS FE~ALF SUM TO 10 0 PERCEIH. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERE WERE 19136 MALES 14 YFARS OLD AND OVFR RF.,IDINC. IN SENATE DISTRICT 67 
OF T~~Sfo 65.2 PERCFNT WERE MARRIED, 2.9 PERCENT WERE wiDOWED• 2.4 PERCENT WF.RE DIVORCED• ,9 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED, 
AND ?R.9 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 21949 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER • 56,8 PERCENT WERE MARRJFD• 12.6 PERCFNT 
wiDOWED• 3.9 PERCENT DTVORCEDo 1.1 PERCENT SF.PARATEOt ANO 2~.8 PERCF.~IT HAO NEVFR MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 13AS2 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 12111 WERE FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HFAD OF THE 
HOUSEHOLD; 315 WfRf HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLDt AND 1426 WFRE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
A FH1ALE HEAD. 
THFRE WERE 9S1 ROOMERS, BOARDERS• OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYt 1~9 WERE UNDER 
AGE \P AND 67 WERF OVER AGE 65. 
THERE WERE 1020 INMATES OF INSTITUTION~ IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
wERE IJNOER 18; AND 60,8 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
4,9 PERCENT WERE NEGROt 10.9 PERCENT 
OF THE 13852 FAMILIESt 5710 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 AND OVERt 166 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
18 A~O OVER 6St AND 7539 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 1~ BUT NONE OVER 65. 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 10959 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF.-UNJT (STNGLF. FAMILYI HOMESt 7127 HOUSING UNITS IN MULTJPLF 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 9 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIED MORILE HOMES OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUSINr, UNITS 709 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMS, 6379 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 8276 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMSt AND 2715 HAD 1 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 89771 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITSt OR A~ AVERAGE Of 1.6 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THIS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE or 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 17545 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIFD. OF THESE 92.3 
PERCF~JT HAD ONE COR FEWERI PERSONS PER ROOM, 6,6 PERCENT HAO 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOMo AND 1.1 PERCFNT HAD 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PFR ROOM. THE. COMPARA~LE STATF-WIOE PFRCENTAGES WERF 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCE~T, RESPECTIVELY. 
0F THF 6SOS MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 2695 WERE 2-4 UNTT STRUCTURF.St 516 WERE S-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 3294 
~ERf STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 1A088 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN SENATE DISTRICT 67 
16594 HAO BASEMENTS' 18030 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIESt 17003 HAD TELEPHONESt AND 17761 HAD COMPLETE 
~LUMRTNG FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND 8ATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCF.St THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
SFNATE DISTRICT 67 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 5000 17 .17 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO $ 9999 391 3.91 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1966 19.67 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 3242 32.43 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 2345 23,46 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 1504 15.05 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 443 4.43 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 88 .88 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH Tf-lf. STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT SENATE IJTSTRICT 67 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN $ 40 276 4.41 19297 6,76 
$ 40 - $ 59 412 6.61 34817 12.21 
$ 60 - $ 79 792 12.71 4583'5 16.05 
$ 80 - $ 99 902 14.47 41601 14.57 
HOO - $119 707 11.34 32427 11.36 
U20 - 'lil49 1208 19.3R 53241 18.65 
'HSO - $199 1500 24.07 44759 l5.6tl 
'E200 - $299 406 6.51 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORF 30 .4~ 1691 0.59 
--MIN~ESCTA ANALYSTS AND PLAN~TNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CE~SUS Of POPULATION AND HCIJSINE PROfiLE OF 
H0US~ DISTRICT 67-A 
PAt;E 1 
AS Of 1 APRIL 1970o CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION Of 28740 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 67-A 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL Of 9664 HOUSING U~ITS; AN AVE~AGE Of 3.0 P~RSONS PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES wiT~ A STATE 
AVERA«,[ Of 2.98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
0F THE TOTAL POPULATION, 28413 WERE WHITE ( 9~.86 PERCENT)t A4 W~RE NEGRO ( .29 PERCENT)t 185 WERE INDIAN 
( .n4 PFRCENT)t ANn 100 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHfR RACFS C .35 PERCENT), MINNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 9A.18 PER-
CENT ~HITE• 0.91 PERCENT NEGROt 0.60 PERCENT INDIAN, AND 0.?.8 PF.RCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILY• OCCUPTEDt RESIDENCES CAS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
AC~ES OR LESS WAS S 90775250 ; AN AVERAGE VALUE OF $ 1~650 PER RESIDENCE. NF.GROt OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
PESIOENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE Of $ -0 OR $ -0 PER RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED• RENTED• RESIDENTIAL 
~OUSI~G UNITS WAS 3848 UNITS. THE AVERAGE MONT~LY RENT WAS S 116. NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 9 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ o. 
A TOTAL Of 11 RESIDECES WERE VACANT ANO FOR SALE. THEIR AVERAGE VALUE WAS $ O. THERE WERE ALSO 256 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 162 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINEO I~ TH~ CHARTS BELOW ANO CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A AND THE STATE OF MINNESOTA 
NUMBfR OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS NtJMAER OF PERSONS PERCENT 0~ PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
2236 65 -OVER 1336 7.8 65 -OVER·· 4.6 230942 65 -OVER 177977 6.1 65 -OVE~ 4.7 
1531 55 - 64 1247 5.3 55 - 64 4.3 171970 55 - 64 160495 4.5 55 - 64 4.2 
3007 35 - 54 2669 10.5 35 - 54 9.3 400625 35 - 54 391808 10.5 35 - 54 10.3 
17?4 25 - 34 1762 6.0 25 - 34 6.1 229323 25 - 34 226962 6.1 25 - 34 6.0 
2011 18 - 24 1505 7.0 18 - 24 5.2 232685 18 - 24 200697 6.1 18 
-
24 5.3 
559 16 - 17 517 1.9 16 - 17 1.8 74A53 16 - 17 77772 2.0 16 - 17 2.0 
173R 10 - 15 17M 6.0 10 - 15 6.2 242014 10 - 15 252442 6.4 10 - 15 6.6 
1041 06 - 09 llS~ 3.6 06 - 09 4.0 160146 06 - 09 167907 4.2 06 - 09 4.4 
1399 00 - 05 1500 4.9 00 - 05 5.2 198M3 00 - OS 207750 5.2 00 - OS 5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITF RACES ARE u::ss DETAJLF'n BUT ARE TABULATED AELOIIII. 
NON-WHITE POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A AND TI1E STATE OF IAINNF.SOTA 
NUMAER Of PERSONS PERCENT OF PEQSONS NUMBFP OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
13 65 -OVER 5 4.0 65 -OVER 1.5 1914 65 -OVER 1783 2.8 65 -OVER 2.6 
4 55 - 64 4 1.2 55 - 64 1.2 1744 55 - 64 1842 2.5 55 - 64 2.7 
7 45 - 54 9 2.1 45 - 54 2.j:j 2f.o03 45 - 54 2654 3.8 45 - 54 3.9 
]3 35 - 44 13 4.0 35 - 44 4.1) 3465 35 - 44 3471 s.o 35 - 44 s.o 
?~ 25 - 34 11 8.o 25 - 34 3.4 4941 25 - 34 4859 7.2 25 - 34 7.0 
35 15 - 24 29 10.7 15 - 24 8.9 6910 15 - 24 6500 10.0 15 - 24 9.4 
41 OS - 14 5~ 12.5 05 - 14 17 0 7 8<;69 OS - 14 8773 12.4 OS - 14 12.7 
21 00 - 04 21 6.4 00 - 04 6.4 4394 00 - 04 4511 6.4 00 - 04 6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BU~EAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUF:O CO~RECTION<; ONLY FOQ TOTAL PO PilLA TT 0N F J(;UI-IES' TI1EREFO~E T11E SUM OF POPULATION 
~'~Y AfiF GPOUPSo FTC. MAY ADO TO FIGURES WHICH DEVTATF FR~~ THE TOTAL POPULATION FIGURES AY MINOR PERr.fNTAGES. 
".OTF: THE PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALF PLUS FEMALF SliM TO 100 PERCENT. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THERF WFRE 9580 MALES 14 YEAR~ OLn ANn OVER RFSIDTNG IN HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A 
Of T~FSE• 64.7 PERCFNT WERE MARRIEDo 3.3 PERCENT W~RE WTOOWEDt 2.7 PERCENT WfRE DIVORCED• .9 PERCFNT WERE SEPARATED• 
AND 2A.6 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 11647 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLn ANn OVER • 53.4 PERCENT WERE MARRIED• 14.1 PERCENT 
WIDOWfDt 4.3 PERCENT DIVORCEDt 1.4 PERCENT SEPARATED• ANO 26.9 PERCENT HAn NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE 7107 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE~E• 603A WERF FAMILIES WITH A HUSBAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSEHOLD' 192 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HFAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD; AND 877 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WIT~ 
A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 504 ROOMERSt 80ARDERSt OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITYI 
AGE lR AND 43 WERE OVER AGE 65. 
S9 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 383 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL; 
WERE UNDER 18; AND 91.6 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER. 
OF THE 7107 FAMILIES' 3153 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 65 ANn OVER; 
18 ANQ OVER 651 AND 3614 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
2.1 PERCENT WERE NEGROI 0.0 PERCENT 
88 HAD FAMILY MEMBERS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5220 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONF-UNIT (SINGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 4433 HOUSTNG UNITS IN MULTIPLE 
FAMILY OWELLINGSo AND 4 HOUSING UNITS IN OCCUPIEn M08TLE HOMES OR TRAILERS. OF THE TOTAL HOUSING UNITS 324 HAD 
l OR 2 ROOMSo 3685 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMSo 4223 HAD 5 OR 6 ROOMS• AND 1415 ~AD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOU~ING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 47565 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• 0~ AN AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE Of 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 9300 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92.4 
PERCENT HAD ONE !OR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMo 6.5 PERCENT HAn 1.01 TO 1.50 PERSONS PER ROOM, AND 1.1 PERCENT HAC 
1.51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIOF PERCE~TAGE~ WE~E 92.At 5.9, AND 1.3 PERCENTt RESPECTIVELY. 
Of THF 4047 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 1842 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURES• 326 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURFSt AND 1879 
wERE STRUCTURES ~ITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE 9652 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A 
8A33 HAD BASEMENTSI 9614 HAD COMPLETE KITCHEN FACILITIES' 8944 HAD TELEPHONESI AND 9443 HAD COMPLETE 
PLUMRING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATERt fLUSH TOlLETt ANn BATHTUR OR SHOWER. 
lN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FARM, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
LESS THAN 
' 5000 7 .15 26120 4.24 $ 5000 TO $ 9999 259 s.s1 79217 12.83 
$10000 TO $14999 1172 24.93 118416 19.19 
$15000 TO $19999 1641 34.91 143052 23.18 
$20000 TO $24999 924 19.66 113624 18.41 
$25000 TO $34999 516 10.98 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 142 3.02 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 40 .as 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, CO~PARFD WITH THE STATE WAS: 
MONTHLY RENT HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A 
NU~BER PERCENT 
LESS THAN $ 40 1?.1' 3.2'5 
$ 40 - $ 59 258 6.92 
$ 60 - $ 79 6;>0 16.64 
$ BO 
- $ 99 654 17.SS 
$100 - $119 417 11.73 
$120 - $149 617 16.5S 
$150 - $199 793 ?1.28 
$200 - 'G299 200 5.37 
$300 OR MORF ?7 .7? 
MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT 
19297 6.76 
34877 12.21 
45835 16.05 
41601 14.57 
32427 11.36 
53243 18.65 
44759 15.68 
11800 4.13 
1691 0.59 
--~INNESOTA ANALYSTS AND PLANNTNG SYSTEM--
A 1970 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOIJSING PROFILE OF 
HOUSF DISTRICT 67-B 
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AS OF 1 APRIL 1970, CORRECTED CENSUS DATA SHOW A POPULATION OF 27852 PERSONS RESIDING IN HOUSF DISTRICT 67-B 
THEY RESIDED IN A TOTAL OF 8445 HOUSING UNITS; AN AVERAGE OF 1.3 PFRSO~S PER UNIT. THIS COMPARES WITH A STATE 
AVERAGE OF 2,98 PERSONS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
OF THE TOTAL POPULATIONt 27643 WERE WHITE ( 99.25 PERCENT)t ~3 WERE NEGRO ( ,30 PERCENT)t 46 WERE INDIAN 
( .17 PERCENT), AND 74 WERE MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ( ,27 PERCENT!. ~INNESOTA PERCENTAGES EQUALLED 98,18 PER-
CENT WHIT~t 0,91 PERCENT NEGRO• 0,60 PERCENT INDTANo AND 0,28 PERCENT OTHER RACES IN TERMS OF RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
THE TOTAL MARKET VALUE OF SINGLE FAMILYt OCCUPIEDt RESIDENCES (AS REPORTED BY THE OWNERS) ON PROPERTIES OF 10 
ACRES OR LESS WAS S 116839500 ; AN AVERAGE VALUF OF $ 20610 PER RESIDENCE. NEGRO, OWNER OCCUPIED• SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES HAD A TOTAL VALUE OF $ -0 OR $ -0 PE~ RESIDENCE. THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIEDt RENTED, RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING UNITS WAS 2576 UNITS, THE AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT WAS S 130, NEGRO FAMILIES RENTED 6 OF THESE UNITS 
AT AN AVERAGE MONTHLY CONTRACT RENT OF $ 0, 
A TOTAL OF 15 RESIDECES WERE VACANT AND FOR SALE. THEIR AVERA~E VALUE WAS S o. THERE WERE ALSO 131 
VACANT AND FOR RENT UNITS WITH AN AVERAGE RENTAL VALUE OF $ 149 PER MONTH. 
THE AGE AND SEX CHARACTERISTICS ARE OUTLINED IN THE CHARTS BELOW AND CAN RE COMPARED WITH THE STATE. 
1970 AGE-SEX STRUCTURE OF HOUSE DISTRICT 67-B 
NIJMI3ER OF PERSONS * PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE 
1485 65 -OVER 923 5,3 65 -OVER 3,3 
1101 55- 64 1029 4.0 55- 64 3,7 
3142 35- 54 2979 11.3 35- 54 10.7 
1796 25 34 1850 6.4 25 - 34 6.6 
1700 18 24 1530 6.1 18 - 24 s.s 
533 16 - 17 SAl 1,9 16 - 17 2,1 
1798 10 - 15 1935 6,5 10 - 15 6.9 
120R 06 09 1224 4,3 06 - 09 4,4 
1429 00 OS 1542 5,1 00 - OS 5,5 
NUMBER 
FEMALE 
230942 
171970 
400625 
229323 
232685 
74853 
242014 
160146 
198603 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
35 - 54 
25 - 34 
18 - 24 
16 - 11 
10 - 15 
06 - 09 
00 - OS 
MALE 
177977 
160495 
391808 
226962 
200697 
11112 
252442 
167907 
207750 
OF MINNESOTA 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
6.1 65 
4,5 55 
10.5 35 
6.1 25 
6.1 18 
2.0 16 
6.4 10 
4.2 06 
5.2 00 
-OVER 
- 64 
54 
- 34 
- 24 
- 11 
15 
09 
OS 
MALE 
4.7 
4.2 
10.3 
6.0 
5.3 
2.0 
6.6 
4.4 
5.4 
DATA FOR NEGRO PLUS OTHER NON-WHITE RACES ARE LESS DETAILF.O BUT ARE TABULATED BELOW, 
NON-WHITF POPULATION IN HOUSE DISTRICT 67-B 
NIJMBFR OF PERSONS PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE 
1 
3 
1 
6 
1 2 
6 
15 
9 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE FEMALE MALE 
3 ,5 65 -OVER 1.4 
-o 1.4 ss - 64 o.o 
4 .s 45 - 54 1.9 
19 2.9 35 - 44 9.1 
29 5.7 25- 34 13.9 
36 2.9 15 - 24 17.2 
21 7.2 OS - 14 10.0 
11 4.3 00 - 04 5.3 
NUMBEP 
FEMALE 
1914 
1744 
2603 
3465 
4941 
6910 
8569 
4194 
AND THE STATE 
OF PERSONS 
65 -OVER 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
MALE 
1783 
1842 
2654 
3471 
4859 
6500 
8773 
4511 
OF MINNESOU 
PERCENT OF PERSONS 
FEMALE MALE 
2.8 
2.5 
3.8 
5.0 
7.2 
10.0 
1?.4 
6.4 
65 -OVEP 
55 - 64 
45 - 54 
35 - 44 
25 - 34 
15 - 24 
OS - 14 
00 - 04 
2.6 
2.7 
3.9 
5.0 
7.0 
9,4 
12.7 
6.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* THF BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS HAS ISSUED CORRECTIONS ONLY FOR TOTAL POPIJLATION FIGURES• THEREFORE THE ~UM OF POPULATION 
HY AGF GPOUPS, ETC. ~AY ADD TO FIGURES WHICH ~EVIATF FROM THE TnTAL 0 0PULATION FIGURES BY MINOR PERCENTAGES. 
1\.0TF: THF PERCENTAGF FIGURES FOR MALF. PLUS FEMALE SliM TO 100 PE~CEt-4T. 
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TN APRIL• 1970 THFRF WFRE 95S6 MALES 14 YEARS OLO ANO OVFR RE~IDING IN HOUSE DISTRICT 67-A 
OF THFSE• 65.6 PERCENT ~FRE MARRIED, 2.4 PFRCENT WFRE WTDOWED• 2.0 PERCFNT WFRE DIVORCED• .9 PERr.ENT wERE SEPARATED• 
AND ?9.2 PERCENT HAD NEVER MARRIED. OF THE 10302 WOMEN 14 YEARS OLO AND OVER , 60.6 PERCENT WERF MARRIED• 10o9 PERCFNT 
wiDOWfD• 3,4 PERCENT DIVORCED• .7 PERCENT SEPARATED• AND 24.6 PERCE~T HAD NEVER MARRIED. 
THERE WERE b745 HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY. Of THESE• 6073 WERf FAMILIES WITH A HUSAAND-WIFE HEAD OF THE 
~OUSfHOLO; 123 WERF HOUSEHOLDS WITH A MALE OTHER THAN HUSBAND AS HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD* AND 549 WERE HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
.A FEMALE HEAD. 
THERE WERE 447 ROOMERS, BOARDERS, OR LODGERS LIVING IN THESE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE COMMUNITY' 
AGE 1~ AND 24 WERE OVER AGE 65, 
70 WERE UNDER 
THERE WERE 637 INMATES OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY. OF THE TOTAL' 
wERE liNOFR 18; AND 42 • 2 PERCENT WERE 65 OR OVER • 
OF THE 6745 FAMILIES; 2557 HAD NO INDIVIDUALS UNDER 18 OR 6S AND OVER' 
18 AND OVER 65' AND 3925 HAD MEMBERS UNDER 18 BUT NONE OVER 65. 
6.6 PERCENT WERE NEr.PO' 17.4 PERCENT 
78 HAD FAMILY MEMBFRS UNDER 
IN 1970 THE COMMUNITY HAD 5739 OCCUPIED AND VACANT ONE-UNIT (STNGLE FAMILY) HOMES• 2694 HOUSING UNITS I~ MULTIPLE 
FAMILY DWELLINGS, AND 5 HOUSING ·UNITS IN OCCUPIED MOBILE HOMFS OR TRAILERS. Of THE TOTAL HOUStNr, UNITS 385 HAD 
1 OR 2 ROOMSt 2694 HAD 3 OR 4 ROOMS, 4053 HAD S OR 6 ROOMS, AND 1100 HAD 7 OR MORE ROOMS PER HOUSING UNIT. 
IN TOTAL THEIR WERE 42206 ROOMS IN ALL HOUSING UNITS• OR AN AVERAGE OF 1.5 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. THTS COMPARES WITH 
A STATE-WIDE AVERAGE OF 1.7 ROOMS PER RESIDENT. 8245 OF THE COMMUNITIES HOUSING UNITS WERE OCCUPIED. OF THESE 92.3 
PERCENT HAD ONE lOR FEWER) PERSONS PER ROOMt 6,7 PERCENT HAD 1.01 TO 1,50 PERSONS PER ROOMt AND 1.0 PERCENT HAD 
1o51 OR MORE PERSONS PER ROOM. THE COMPARABLE STATE-WIDE PERCENTAGE~ WERE 92.8• 5,9, AND 1,3 PERCENT• RESPECTIVELY. 
OF THf 2458 MULTIPLE UNIT STRUCTURES• 853 WERE 2-4 UNIT STRUCTURE~• 190 WERE 5-9 UNIT STRUCTURES• AND 1415 
•ERE STRUCTURES WITH 10 OR MORE HOUSING UNITS. 
IN ADDITION, OF THE A436 OCCUPIED AND VACANT YEAR ROUND HOUSING UNITS IN HOUSE DISTRICT 67-B 
77~1 HAD BASEMENTS' 8416 HAD COMPLETE KITCHE~ FACILITIES' 8059 HAD TELEPHONES' AND 8318 HAD COMPLETE 
PLU~BING FACILITIES - HOT PIPED WATER• FLUSH TOILET, AND 8ATHTUA OR SHOWER. 
TN TERMS OF OWNER-OCCUPIED• NON-FAR~, RESIDENCES• THEIR MARKET VALUES WERE IN THE FOLLOWING RANGES: 
HOUSE DISTRICT 67-8 MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
----------~-------------LESS THAN s 5000 10 .19 26120 4.24 
$ 5000 TO s 9999 132 2.49 79217 12.83 
UOOOO TO $14999 794 15.00 118416 19.19 
U5000 TO $19999 1601 30.24 143052 23.18 
520000 TO $24999 1421 26.84 113624 18.41 
525000 TO $34999 988 18.66 91114 14.76 
$35000 TO $49999 301 5.68 33193 5.37 
$50000 OR MORE 48 .91 12487 2.02 
FOR RENTAL UNITS THE PATTERN, COMPARED WITH THE STATE WAS: 
~ONTHLY ~ENT HOUSE DISTRICT 1'.7-B MINNESOTA 
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT 
--------------- ------------------------ ------------------LESS THAN S 40 1'55 6.19 19297 6.76 
$ 40 - $ 59 1S4 6.15 34817 12.21 
!i 60 
- $ 79 172 6.86 45835 16.05 
" 80 - $ 99 248 9.90 41601 14.57 
uoo - $119 270 10.77 32427 11.36 
$120 - $149 591 23.5A 53243 18.65 
U50 - $199 707 28.21 44759 15.68 
$200 - $299 206 8.2~ 11800 4.13 
$300 OR MORE 3 .12 1691 0.59 
Issued in furtherance of cooperative extension work in agriculture and home economics, acts of May 8 
and June 30, 1914, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Roland H. Abraham, 
Director of Agricultural Extension Service, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. 
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